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PREFACE.

The form which a history takes is partly at least determined

by the events it narrates. In a period of unrest, it is the

unstable elements which catch the eye and demand atten-

tion ; whilst the fixed features, however important in

themselves, are out of focus. In a period of making, we

note the workers and their work, and take little heed of

the material they are fashioning to their liking. In a

period of big events, the lesser details of history would be

out of place and irrelevant, even though interesting and

curious enough in themselves to deserve special study.

The writer is almost painfully aware of the sketchiness of

his work—of the multitude of facts and persons, happen-

ings, motives, relationships, inferences, which he has been

unable to bring into use ; of the many sins of omission, as

they may be deemed, and of the disappointment some

readers will feel when they discover that matters, about

which they desire information, have been left out, or passed

over with a word. But for many of his shortcomings he

is unable to make any other apology than that he was

mastered by the events he had to relate. He had believed

it possible for him to perform his task in a very different

manner, but this was before the machinery was set in mo-

tion. He had believed it possible to make the ancient history

of St. Lawrence's more of a chronicle, leaving few years
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altogether unmarked, and few of the Priors and officials of

the house—few even of the workers on the mission, without

a brief mention. He also had believed it possible in the

later history of Ampleforth to make it more of a school

history, to write of old boys, old prefects, old masters, (5ld

associations, of Goremire and Rievaulx days, of holidays,

and games and athletic records, of neighbours and the

neighbourhood, of plays and play-acting, music and

singers, of old stories and old recollections—in a word, of

all the curious and pleasant things which linger in the

memories of old Laurentians and make up the current

tradition of college life. But the larger events seemed to

call for larger treatment, and interesting details had to be

sacrificed for the sake of the general perspective. Indeed,

the writer is afraid that he deserves blame for the many

extraneous details he has put in his story, rather than for

those he has omitted, and that a simpler narrative would

have been more effective.

For the errors that may be found in the book apology is

here offered beforehand. It is hoped they are few and of

little consequence. Valuable help and encouragement

have been given to the writer by his friends,—notably by

Fr. Elphege Hind, who assisted in the necessary researches,

and by C. L. Taylor, Esq., who has very kindly read

through the proofs. But in the compilation of history

from stray fragments of documents and odds and ends of

letters and papers, it is easy to misread or misunder-

stand or misplace facts and statements. Perhaps the writer

may be judged to have been overbold in traversing or

correcting the views and assertions of others, and may be

found to have made mistakes himself in doing so. He is
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very willing to be corrected also in his turn. He is not

conscious of going beyond his warranty in anything he

has written. In one instance he has left undisturbed,

through indecision, what he believes to be an inaccuracy.

It is said in the Chapter on the Great Plague that Prior

Elmer wrote a beautiful hand. The writer suspected and

suspects that this statement is a mistaken variation of

Weldon's saying that Fr. Anthony Batt, one of Elmer's

subjects, " writ a most curious hand." He had a mind

to cross out the phrase, but in the end did not carry

out the intention. Let us hope it is not a mistake after

all, and that the interesting Laurentian prior did excel

in handwriting.

The illustrations are so notable a feature of the volume

that it would be waste of words to call the reader's attention

to them. But it should be said, not as claiming indulgence

for them—they do not need it—but as their most com-

mendable feature that, with a few exceptions, such as

the portraits, they are all Ampleforth work. Indefati-

gable Fr, Maurus Powell has kindly superintended the

drawing of them, and indeed has done the greater

number of them himself. Thanks are freely given to

him and to all the artists who have helped him. Their

names will be found in the list of illustrations, and

Amplefordians will be pleased to see amongst them

that of Mr. Boddy our old master and friend, and that also

of his distinguished pupil, the famous illustrator of books,

Mr. Herbert Railton.

The design of the book-cover is intended as a remini-

scence of the Monastic bindings in the old library at

Dieulouard.
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A question has been asked, and will probably be asked

again in a year or two, when did St. Lawrence's begin r

What should be reckoned as the year and the day of

its foundation r That is a question easily answered if

one could determine what it is that constitutes the act

of foundation. If it is considered to be the Episcopal

sanction, by which a building and the community occupy-

ing it are canonically erected into a monastery, St.

Lawrence's dates from April 8th, 1609. If the existence

of the Monastery counts from the first entering of the

monks into residence, then the date is August 9th, 1608.

If, again, St. Lawrence's began with the acquisition of the

old buildings at Dieulouard by the Benedictines, it came

into existence on Dec. 2nd, 1606. But if, as some maintain,

it ought to date its existence as a Monastery from its first

Monastic act, then St. Lawrence's began when Dr.

Gifford took the habit for Dieulouard at Rheims, on July

nth, 1608. The writer has no authority and no desire to

determine which is the most proper of these dates. His

inclination, naturally, is to choose the earliest date

possible.

June 2\fh, 1903.
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HISTORY OF
UIPLEFORTH ABBF.Y,

FROM ITS BEGINNING AT DIEULOUARD,

TO THE PRESENT DAY.

CHAPTER I.

CDC €nalisD Benedictines.

The history of the beginning of the Anglo-Benedictine

Abbey of St. Lawrence is, in the fullest and strictest sense,

the history of the establishment of the present English

Benedictine Congregation. The two cannot be separated.

The foundation of the one determined and shaped the

foundation of the other. Most Religious Orders and

monastic revivals acknowledge some venerable servant

of God as their author. But, in restoring the English

Benedictine Congregation, Divine Providence made use

of no individual leader; there was never any master-mind

inspiring its energies and controlling its destinies—no

founder who gathered disciples around him and filled

them with his spirit ; who seized occasions and opened

out opportunities ; whose wisdom provided for present

needs and forestalled future events ; whose faith and

courage smoothed away difficulties and commanded suc-

cess. A few earnest men summoned by God from distant

places to work in the same vineyard, who though trained

B
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in different schools, with conilicting customs, ideas and

interests, were brethren of the same race, fighting under

the same flag—this was the material out of which the

Congregation was fashioned. The manner of the making

may be briefly described as the bringing of these brethren

toeether under the same roof. A.nd the roof under which

they were—metaphorically, at least—gathered was the

ruined cloister of St. Lawrence's, Dieulouard, in Lorraine.

The circumstances under which St. Lawrence's played

this useful part were in no sense ordinary or peaceful

ones. The situation was difficult and intricate, and there

was heat before the fusion took place. To explain this it

is necessary to narrate, with some detail, the story of the

first Benedictine English missionary priests.

The suppression of the monasteries by Henry VIII was,

over and above the stripping of the altars and the seizure

of the lands, the destruction of monasticism in England.

It is written :
" I will strike the shepherd and the sheep of

the flock shall be dispersed." Henry did, in a few instances,

strike at the shepherds, but, for the most part, he troubled

himself very little about them,—except to buy some of

them off with pensions. What he did is expressed in the

Prophet's words :
" I will not feed you : that which dieth

let it die : and that which is cut off let it be cut off."

IMonachism was starved out of existence. When the

Abbeys and Priories were seized and their property con-

fiscated, the monks were left each one to shift for himself.

With no corporate means of support there could be no cor-

porate life, and with no corporate life there could be no

monasticism. An Abbey or Priory, when its walls were

thrown down and its cloisters dismantled, was not only

suppressed, it was dismembered ; and its very life-blood

flowed from the wounds. Perhaps this should not have

been the case. Perhaps, also, it never will be the case

again. It is permissible to believe there was some defect

in a system which was broken up so easily. It is certain
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that modern Congregations and Orders will not be found

vulnerable in the same place and in the same way. Ad-

versity is as good a master as prosperity is a bad one.

We, after experience of persecution, find it difficult to

understand why, when a monastery was robbed of its

goods, it was necessarily robbed of its life. " When they

persecute you in one city, flee into another." Monks and

monasteries have done this so often since the days of the

Reformation, that the act seems as natural and inevitable

as the advice is authoritative. But when the monasteries

were suppressed it was different. The monks were help-

less, because everything had been supplied to them without

any effort of their own, and they had never had occasion

to rely upon themselves. The idea of transplanting the

great Abbey of Westminster into a little village of Lor-

raine, or of reviving St. Alban's in Flanders, or of an Eng-
lish Congregation of monks without English homes or

lands, had not dawned upon them. Their minds reached

no further than the hope of a monastic revival under a

Catholic King or Queen.

Such a revival did take place in the days of Queen
Mary. The story is of the briefest. By a royal decree of

the year 1556, the fourth of Mary's reign, the Abbey of

St. Peter, Westminster,* was re-erected and given back

into the hands of the Benedictines. Dr. John Feckenham,

a monk of Evesham, was nominated Abbot. With four-

teen brethren, gathered from different places, he took

possession of the Abbey on the 2ist of November of the

same year. Two years later the Queen died, and in the

second year of Elizabeth the Abbot was a second time in

prison, and Westminster handed back into Protestant use.

• There were se^eral otlier restorations made at the same time : tlie Grev

Friars at Greenwich, the Dominicans at St. Bartholomew's in Smitlifiekl,

Sion House, the Carthusians at Sheen, the Observants at Southampton, the

Knights of St. John at Clerkenwell and tlie Dominican Nuns at Lan^^Iev

in Hertfordshire.

Ii2
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One thing was made very clear by Mary's monastic

revival: that no Catholic King or Queen could ever by

any possibility restore the old order of things. The con-

fiscated Church lands and goods were already beyond

recovery. Mary wished, but dared not attempt, their

restoration ; the Holy See neither attempted nor wished

it, but granted a Brief of indemnity to all holders of

ecclesiastical property. ]\Ioreover, even if the monastic

houses and lands could have been re-seized, there were few

or no monks to be put in possession of them. To revive

a single Benedictine Abbey was as much as the Queen found

herself able to do, even at so early a date. The storm raised

against the monasteries by Henry VIH had been so

violent that it had thrown them down bodily or torn them

up by the roots, and in the interval before Queen Mary

came to the throne, they had already become so withered

—dying if not dead—that it was useless to think of raising

and propping them up, or of replanting them. A very

little later, when our history commences, two monks only

were left of the great Benedictine Order, which had owned,

it is said, one-fifth of the kingdom: one, a monk of

Evesham blind and almost a centenarian, who died in

1605, reconciled to the Church by Fr. Augustine Bradshaw,

a Spanish Benedictine missionary ; the other Fr. Sigebert

Buckley, a monk of Westminster, blind also, a prisoner at

Wisbeach, nearly as old but living a little longer—just

long enough to save the old strain of English Benedictinism

from extinction, to provide an heir to the royal Abbey

founded by King Edward, and to preserve unbroken the

succession of English Benedictines from the days of St.

Augustine to the present time.

Let the reader, therefore, look back to the days when a

great portion of England was still Catholic at heart, whilst

the ministry was wholly Protestant ; when the flock was

without a shepherd, or with only such shepherds as the

one described by the Prophet, " who shall not visit what
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is forsaken, nor seek what is scattered, nor heal what is

broken, nor nourish that which standeth ;
" when the

noblest and best of the Catholic youth of the country went
into voluntary exile to fit themselves for the Priesthood,

and came back, holding their lives in their hands, to

minister in secret to their persecuted countrymen, and
keep alive the Faith at the cost of their blood. English

colleges were founded in Spain and Flanders and Italy,

and into the enterprise of the English Mission was thrown
the devotion and heroism of a Crusade. Unfortunately,

there were politicians among these good priests, and
therefore parties ; consequently, contentions arose between
the Seculars and the Jesuits which threatened to spoil

their work and disfigure the beauty of their sacrifice. But
it was out of these contentions, or at least through them,

that the beginning of a new English Benedictine Congre-

gation was made.

Fr. Augustine Baker, a contemporary, and himself a

leader in the Benedictine revival, has left us, in his MS.
Treatise on the English Mission, the best and certainly the

most trustworthy account of the rise of the Benedictine

mission. It began with the secession of a number of

students from the English colleges in Rome and Spain,

and their entry into Benedictine Monasteries. The first

of these, * the prime star' as Weldon calls him, was Fr.

Gregory Sayr or Sayer, who left the English College at

Rome for iMonte Cassino, and took the habit in the year

1588. Frs. Preston and Beech followed a year or two

after ; the latter taking the habit in the Monastery of St.

Justina at Padua. Some others imitated their example,

and, in the year 1599, a similar and a greatly more exten-

sive movement—" whether," says Fr. Baker, " encouraged

by the example of those of Italy or otherwise of them-
selves"—was begun in Spain.

That this defection from the English Colleges did not

take place without opposition, heart-burning and re-
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preaches, will be understood. With a few exceptions, the

students who seceded had taken the customary oath to go

on the English mission, and their new Benedictine vow ot

stability, or permanence in their monastery and Congrega-

tion, seemed to be a betrayal of this oath. But there is

no doubt—Fr. Baker assumes it as a fact—that these zea-

lous young Englishmen had no intention of renouncing

their vocation as missionaries when they put on the mon-

astic habit. On the contrary, they hoped, as monks, to be

of better service to their afflicted country. There were some

enthusiasts who believed that the Benedictines only could

bring England back to tlie Faith. From a scholastic point

of view, it could certainly be maintained that their new

vows cancelled their fortner oath. But neither they nor

their Superiors had any desire to cry oft from the missio-

nary obligation. The great Congregations of Italy and

Spain, both of them, were proud to be permitted to have a

part in so noble a work as the re-conversion of Protestant

England. But the permission of the Holy See was needed

before the monk-missioners could leave their monasteries.

And this, chiefly because the controversy between the Je-

suits and the secular priests was not yet ended, was given

with hesitation and obtained only with difficulty.

Fr. Baker's account of this transaction with the Holy

See is a long and interesting one. It is written partly

from memory ; but though plentifully larded with paren-

theses such as " I think," " I conceave," " I assure myself,"

" it might be," there need be no uncertainty as to its accu-

racy. He is not a hesitating witness, but only a cautious

one, anxious to be verbally exact. One who is accustomed

to Fr, Baker's old-fashioned ways will know that such

expressions mean no more than that he is not just then

speaking from the book, with documents and proofs

actually before him. He does not really mistrust his very

excellent memory. He takes the pains to assure us that

what he has wrilten is "the certeine truth as to the sub-

stance of it." Here is a summary of the narrative :

—
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In 159}, the Cassinese authorities, in General Chapt'-r,

granted their Englisli subjects permission to go on ilie

I^nglish mission, as far as it was in their power to do
so ;—Dr. Owen T.ewis, Bishop of Cassano * had urged tliis

as a necessary preliminary step. Then, in 1599,
" Cardinal Roctievile, a Polonian " at the instigation of

Dom Anselm Beech, moved the Holy See in the matter,

but the negotiations were dropped through his deatli.

After some delay, a formal petition that the English monks
might be allowed to leave their monasteries to devote

themselves to the service of their countrymen was made
to Pope Clement VIII by "some noblemen of England,"

as Weldon says, and presented by Erederick Cardinal

Borromeo in 1601.

The substance of this petition is interesting. The first

two arguments—the necessity for more missioners and the

"sufficiency and worthiness" of the English monks for the

purpose—may be passed over as evident and of common
understanding. The third, more pertinent to the occasion

and more pertinent to our history, I give in Er. Baker's

own words :
" that never since the first conversion england

had beene without some Preists both of the order and

succession of those that so converted them, and that there

was yet livinge and remaininge in England one of them

(beinge fa: Sebert Bucley) the monke of Westminster to

whom they, entringe in missioners, might become united

and aggregated, as he himselfe desired, hoped and dayly

expected that they should, and thereby the old English

Benedictine congregation would be kept ever alive and

continued in those to be newly aggregated and tlii-ir

posterity ; whereas otherwise it would cleane perish by the

'' "A Xortlnvalcs uum," says Fr. i5akcr, "a Doctor of tlic CivillLaw, and

who sometime had beene (if I be not deceaved) fellow of New Colledjje in

Oxford, and was a notable one amoni^c the thirty of the fellowes of that

house who, in those times, one after another for Catholiek Religions sake

left the Colledjje and went beyond seas."
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death of the said remaininge monke, who was now
extreamly aged, and so could not live longe, but would die

before these fathers could come in as missioners, if they

came not in with the more speed. For which considera-

tion the Petition was not only for the mission, but also

for the greater speed in the grantinge of it."
*

This petition was neither granted nor denied by the Holy

Father. " It was put off from time to time with little

or no satisfaction or minde-pleasure to the petitioner or

petitioners." The solicitor of the business, " which might

be Mr. Nicholas fitzherbert or some other," was cunning

enough, however, to find a more personal argument which

touched the Pope personally and, as Fr. Baker naively

remarks, "letthim blood in the right veine." It was a

perfectly innocent ruse, being nothing but an appeal to the

Pope's love of his own family ; but the good monk, in his

desire to be duly reverent to the Holy Father, and yet to

show his appreciation of its cleverness, is somewhat per-

plexed how to express himself. The consequence is that

the humour of the situation—if there was any—is quite

buried in the apologies made for everybody and every-

thing. He says of the new reason that it was added *' I

know not whether I should say more wisely or more boldly,

perhaps both wisely and boldly and freely." How-
ever, the result was that the Pope gave a verbal assent

to the petition, but wished no action to be taken for awhile

on account of " the pestilent division of minds " among the

priests of the English Mission. Not until November 5th,

1602, when the two Congregations of Spain and Italy made

* Fr. Baker further adds—what tlie petitioners may Iiave liad in their

minds "albeit perhaps it was not tlioui^lit fittin<re to expresse the same in

the petition"—that by the said a^^j^re^ation, throu<jh Fr. Buckley, "the

whole and sole right of the English Benedictine Congregation, both as to how-

ses, lands and rents, and allso as to spirituall and temporall priviledges,

exemptions and other commodities whatsoever perteininge to the said

English Congregation " woukl be sa\ed. As a lawyer this appealed strongly

to Fr. Baker's mind.
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further applications to Rome at the same time, each with-

out the other's knowledge, was the matter settled. Ihen

the Holy Inquisition published a decree giving the English

monks permission to leave their monasteries for England.*

This was the first step towards the restoration of the

Anglo-Benedictine Congregation. And from i'V. Baker's

statements, than which nothing could be more authoritative,

two things are certain. First, that there was no chance or

accident in the aggregation of Cassinese monks to West-

minster Abbey. The English Cassinese Fienedictines had

nursed from the beginning the idea of establishing a purely

English Congregation, connected with the old one through

Fr. Buckley. Secondly, that, however Fr. Baker may
have "miglitily urged" this aggregation and helped in it

with his legal knowledge, Fr. Serenus Cressy, in his Life of

Fr. Baker, is wholly wrong in his assertion tliat the ex-

lawyer originated the scheme. It had long been a matter

of desire and anxiety to Fr. Sigebert Buckley. It had been

discussed by Mr. Fitzherbert and the English Cassinese,

some years before Fr. Baker was converted to the faith.

This we have on his own authority. He says further that,

as he understood, " the English Fathers of Italy had some

little correspondence " with Fr. Buckley before their com-

ing to England. If there was anything in the way of a

discovery of the venerable Westminster monk, when Frs.

Preston and Beech reached the English shores—such as

is spoken of by Weldon— it must have been by industry

and not by chance. Probably they knew pretty well where

to find him ; but at least tliey had left Italy to seek him.

"•• The fotnial concession of missionary faculties was liatcLi .March .jo, 1603.

(Ueyner, .Xpostohitus li. Tract ::, p. 16.)
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CHAPTER II.

CDC ncu) €nan$b Bcncaictinc ConarcaalioiK

Often as it has been described, though it has since been

made a frequent, almost an annual, occasion of sentimen-

tal oratory, there is a sterling dignity and simple pathos

in the scene which took place in the Gatehouse at West-

minster on November 2ist, 1607, that cannot be wholly

disfigured or defaced, and will never wear away. It is

possible to make too much of it ; it may be that too much

has already been made of it ; nevertheless, it remains, and

will always remain, the most dramatic and significant

event in English Benedictine history. The oldest, most

venerated, noblest Order of monks, with its saintly tradi-

tions, its proud records, and its kingly possessions, had

dwindled down to one feeble old man, blind with age,

worn out with persecution and imprisonment, living on

alms among heretics—a monk without a cloister and a

brother without brethren : truly, it seemed as though the

hand of the Lord had touched it and that its hours were

numbered. But it was not death. "She is not dead but

sleepeth." It was no more than a trance, and the voice of

God was even now summoning it to awake.

The Cassinese Fathers, Preston and Beech, came to

England early in 1603,*and—whether by accident or design

matters not—landed at Yarmouth, not many miles from

'^ Fr. Taunton maintains that the Cassinese monks arriveei in 1O02. He
relies for evidence of this' on a letter from Fr. Kivers, S.J. to F"r. Parsons, S.J.

^hich contains the statement " three Avorkmen from monks' resilience are

latelv arrived here." But is it not admitted that the Benedictines were not

the first missionary monks to arri\e in England ?
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Wymondham (Wendlam), near which, at Cissoii, in the

parish of Great Breccles, Fr. Buckley was dwelling- at the

time. The old monk had found shelter in the house of

Mr. Francis Woodhouse. 1 \e had been released from

confinement at Wisbeach on the accession of James I.

After the two Cassinese had met him, so the record tells

us, they supported and cared for their aged brother until

his death some years later. Fr. Anselm Beech remained

at Yarmouth all the winter.

So far all had worked out happily. But we have here

to account for a seeming inconsistency on the part of the

Cassinese Fathers. The urgency pleaded in the petition

to Pope Clement—according to Fr. Baker, whose evidence

cannot be called in question—did not seem to distress Frs.

Preston and Beech, once they had Fr. Buckley in their

keeping. Three years were suffered to pass by without

any attempt, by a definite act, to secure the continuity of

the old English Congregation. Was it that the idea of

aggregation seemed to be of less importance now that it

was easily possible to realize it ? It cannot be pleaded

that the urgency was less real or less evident. The two

monks could not have shut their eyes to the fact that with

every day of delay the frail life of the aged confessor grew

more precarious. Neither can the waiting be rightly put

down to the trouble and disturbance and persecution

which arose out of the miserable Gunpowder Plot. That

did not happen till 1605, and there is still the waste of

two comparatively peaceful years to be accounted for.

What is the meaning of this hesitation and delay ?

The answer is simple enough and quite evident from

what then* and afterwards took place. The idea of

continuing the Abbey of Westminster by the infusion of

younger blood may have been most admirable and most

urgent, but the question was, how legally and satisfactorily

'- There was correspondence, tedious at so <jreat a distance, \vitli tlie

Cassinese Fatliers and Cliapter about the formalities to be observed.
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to set about it : There was no settled precedent to serve

as a guide. There was no recognized form or rite of

aggregation. Hitherto, when a monk left one monastery

or Congregation for another, it was sufficient for him to

bring dimissorial letters from the one and to be welcomed

by the other. It was an admitted principle of Canon Law

that the authority and privileges, rights and commodities

of a monastery or Congregation were vested in the survivor

or survivors, but how to transfer these from monk to

monk in such a way that the legality of the transaction

could not be disputed ? This was the difficulty the two Cas-

sinese Benedictines had to solve. The old monk could give

the habit to some young men and after a year's nominal

noviciate could profess them ; but would such a profession

be valid as the law then stood r The situation was a new

one, and as such it needed care ; for whatever was done

would be examined by skilled critics keen to detect a

flaw or omission in the deed.*

Divine Providence sent the perplexed monks a young

lawyer to help them in the .business. This was David

Baker, sometime Recorder of Abergavenny, who went to

Italy in 1605 to become a Benedictine, and was hurried

back just as his noviciate was completed. He, the "egre-

gious legist," as Weldon calls him, was the man for the

occasion. It is, without doubt, to Br. Augustine Baker

that the credit is due for the excellent legal precautions

and the strict formalities that were observed on the occasion.

As the result of his help and encouragement, action was

taken and the affair so satisfactorily concluded that it has

never seriously been called in question.

Just exactly what took place at the ceremony finally

arranged we do not know ; but we know enough. We are

* Perhaps an additional cause of dekn- was tliat Fr. Preston was in prison

for a short time in 1603. The action finally taken by Frs. Preston and

Beech has remained a standard precedent in Canonical Jurisprudence up to

the present
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told tliat the old blind monk %vas in the Gatehouse of

Westminster, a prisoner in a portion of his old Abbey.

We know that a year previously Fr. Preston and Fr. Beech

had given the habit to Robert Sadler and Edward Maiiiew

respectively,—young secular priests who had been chosen

to perpetuate the Old English Congregation.* We know,

from Alaihew himself, that the aged confessor, with his

own infirm hands, clothed the two novices with the habit

of the Old English Monks. But we are equally certain

that it was Fr. Preston who received their vows, and that

it was as young Cassinese monks they went through a

ceremony of affiliation to Westminster. t A legal instru-

ment of aggregation was signed at the time by Fr, Buckley

and witnesses.

This is the bare account of what is recorded to have

taken place on the 21st of November, 1607. The Cassi-

nese General Chapter confirmed the aggregation in a

formal document of the 5th of May, 1608,+ and it received

further approval, viva voce, from the Holy Father in a

Consistory held on September i6th, 1609.^ At the sug-

gestion of the Cassinese Chapter, to safeguard any pos-

sible informality, Fr. Maurus Taylor, another Cassinese

monk, drew up, as a Public Notary, a second instrument,

which was signed by Fr. Buckley on the 8th of November,

1609,11 i" tli6 House of Thomas Loveden at Punisholt or

It is ijc'nLTally said, on the authority of President Gregson's letter to

W'eldon, that Mr. Pitts (of whom more later) recommended Sadler and

Maihcw to the Cassinese Monks. There could, lio\ve\er, have been no need

for the recommendation. The four priests were acquaintances or friends of

old standing. W'e find, for instance, Fr. I3eech and Fr. Maihew, then young

students, travelling to Rome together in 1590. I^ecord of F2nglish Catholics,

\oi. II, p. ::33.

f Maihew says " Sacerdotes illos, qui sub Congregatione Cassinensi

professionem jam emiserant, sao Ccenobio W'estmonasteriensi aggrega\ it et

incorporaxit.
"

\ Reyner, ApostulatuS, Scriptura 11. ^ Ibid, Sciiptura 111.

Il^ui, SkliptlUl I.
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Ponshelt. In December of the same year, the old West-

minster monk resigned the government of the little Eng-

lish Congregation into the hands of Fr. Thomas Preston. *

The ratification of this document has the signature also of

a D. Augustine, either Baker or Smith, t

It will be clear that the actors in this memorable scene

treated it simply and anxiously as a business transaction.

It was no mere flourish of trumpets ;
its decorative

effect was unpremeditated. We may believe that Fr.

Buckley was no more, and no less, of course, a prisoner

at the time than he had been at Cisson and was after-

wards at Punisholt.t The Abbey Gatehouse had, we may

think, been specially chosen for the ceremony ;
not, how-

ever, because of its sentimental appropriateness, but as an

additional legal precaution—in order that the surviving

Westminster monk might actually receive the two young

Cassinese Benedictines within the gates of his own Abbey

from the hands of the delegates of the Cassinese Congre-

gation. § For the rest, the event will always be a " dies

memorabilis " from its picluresqueness as well as from its

importance. The five actors met at the peril of their

liberty, if not of their lives. Persecution was rife at the

time, and the trysting place was within the walls of a

prison whose gates at any moment might be shut upon

them. The minds of all of them were exalted and their

hearts were full ; but there is no touch of extravagance in

the old blind Father quoting at the end of the ceremony

the words of Holy Simeon, " Now, O Lord, thou dost

dismiss thy servant in peace, for mine eyes have seen Thy

Salvation." That the day should have been the anniver-

~ Ibid, Scriptura IV. f Ibid, Scriptura V.

:j:
Fr. Baker speaks of Fr. Buckley's 'lodj^ing' at this time, where he

himself had an Interview with him, as "St. Jhons his in London."

§ There was a John Buckley a prisoner at the Gatehouse a little later, but

he seems to have been alive the year after our Robert Buckley's death,

1O09 lo. Calendar of State papers, 1611, Feb. 23rd.
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sary of tlio formal restoration of Westminster Abbey in

the days of Queen Mary was a happy coincidence that

might well mov^e the survivor to tears. And that, in the

excitement of the moment, the spent eyesight of the

octogenarian should have quickened into life for a brief

while, to sink into complete darkness when the solemn act

was over, may easily be believed.* It was an occasion

when anything only a little short of a miracle might have

been expected.

' "Mali ll^, 15Q7, ix-diit I'arisiis pr;usc-s iKJStcr Dns D. Ahinus . . . et

cum his quidam scncx nvnis, oliiii in Aiii^Ha W'estinonasteriensis moiiachus."

(Records of Eiiirlisli Catliolics, \'ol. II.) Then.' can be little doubt this was

Fr. S. Buck lev.

I.. ..^y— lln^ t
| l H . _

l
. . , I.1. «I -J1 -*
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CHAPTER in.

Weakness in Division.

A CHAPTER treating of the bodies or parties of Benedic-

tine English monks may very well begin with a personal

account or estimate of the leaders of these parties. It has

been seen that there were

now English of the Cas-

sinese Congregation, Eng-

lish of the Spanish Con-

gregation, and English of

the Abbey of Westminster.

The first may be summed
up in the persons of Frs.

Preston and Beech ; the

representatives of the se-

cond were Frs. Bradshaw

and Leander Jones ; the

third consisted wholly, in

the beginning, of

Frs. Maihew, Sadler

and Baker. Of each

- r'^. of these, their char-

,._^ acters, their aspira-

tions, and their acts,

a brief word.

Fr. Thomas Preston, as Superior of the Cis-alpine

Cassinese monks and Deputy of Fr. Sigebert Buckley,

claims first and chief recognition. He is one of those to

whom scant justice has been done in the published records.

An honest single-minded Englishman ; a distinguished

• »«.//.».«:
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student in the Roman College in his younger days ; a

powerful controversialist and unwearied missioner in his

manhood ; a venerable confessor, dying in his old age a

prisoner for the Faith ; he is, nevertheless, one about

whom some writers have written in a tone of apology, and

others have treated with unfriendly suspicion. Even in his

own day, he was spoken of as though he were two indi-

viduals—one Fr. Preston worthy of all praise ; the other

Mr. Roger Widdrington, a notorious compounder with

heresy. Here is a curious, inverted instance of this in a

description of him given by John Gee, an apostate infor-

mer:* "Preston, a Benedictine monke, a man who hath

written very laboriously, both in Latin and English, in de-

fence of the oath of allegiance and against the Pope's usur-

ped power over kings, in the name of Roger Widdrington.

Though he be happy in his discourse, and potent in the

nerves of his unanswerable arguments, yet hee was un-

happy in his casual choice of that name, which, to con-

ceale his owne, he chose to prefix upon his booke ; the said

Roger Widdrington being a man (as is thought) not much

favouring those tenets, wherewith his name was unworth-

ily honoured. Sure am I that in the North parts where

hee liveth, he hath by one engine or another of late seduced

great multitudes to Popery and carryeth so strong a hand

in that country, that he that would oppose him should

finde it a hard taske. As for Fr. Preston hee is a man

much hated and persecuted by the Jesuiticall faction, who

would fain send him to Rome in a cloake-bag. I heere he

is a man of weake and sickly disposition of body, not

likely long to live. His physicians tell him that if hee

change aire, the city and suburbs of Rome are very

unwholesome for him, especially the stifling aire of that

part of Rome, which is neere the Holy House or Ivquisi-

tioti." An interesting estimate of an interesting character,

and wholly flattering, if we are permitted to recognize in

« Printed in Foley's Records S.J. \o\. I, p. 68i. C2
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Fr. Preston, the writer and Roger Widdrington the mis-

sioner one and the same person.* The much-abused part

Fr. Preston took in the matter of the oath of allegiance,

when rightly explained, was one he had no need—as he

himself felt and said—to disguise or be ashamed of, and

one we English Benedictines need not fear to throw open

to the light of day.

It is somewhat of a digression, but it would be unfair

to Fr. Preston, having mentioned the matter, not to say

more. Fr. Leander, also, has been blamed for having

sided with the Cassinese missioner, and with two such

representative Benedictines mixed up in the affair, it had

and has some Congregational importance.t Some day, no

doubt, the documents connected with it—they are nearly

all in existence—will be published. Meanwhile, the

following statement may be of service.

In the first place, it should be clearly understood that

the oath was not, in any respect, the one for the refusal of

which the Blessed Sir Thomas More and Fisher went to

the scaffold. It was not an oath admitting or protesting

the supremacy of the King in spiritual matters. It had to

do only with the personal allegiance of Catholics to King

James. Moreover, an attempt had been made to consult

the consciences of Catholics by the appointment of a Jesuit,

Sir Christopher Parkins, as one of the two commissioners

® Fr. Taunton has unravelled the separate identities of Preston and

Widdin<,fton in the English Historical Review, Jan. 1903. But it is quite cer-

tain jhat Preston did masquerade as Roller Widdrington. The real Roger

Widdrington acknowledi£ed the books written in his name, but there can be

no doubt that the Roger Widdrington who had the interview with Fr.

Courtenay, S.J., was Fr. Preston, and very little doubt that the Widdrington

correspondence in the Rawlinson MSS. is Preston's also. There was quite

as much confusion about identities when both Preston and Widdrington

were living. Fr. I^eander himself was puzzled to know how much of Rogei

Widdrington was Fr. Preston and how much of Preston Widdrington.

t The Venerable John Roberts held the same view of the oath as Frs

Preston and Leander, though he died ratlicr than take it himself.

ser
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to draft it.* In fact tli<i wliole circumstances of the

framing of the oath were such that a good Catholic, loyal

also to his country, would question himself .seriously

whether his conscience would not permit him to accept it.

This was what Fr. Pre.ston did. At first he condemned

the oath as offensive to the Catholic conscience. He was

one of the six priests summoned by the Arch-priest Black-

well to discuss the matter in the first instance ^1606). Then

he sided with Fr. Holt, Superior of the Jesuits, and Fr.

Mush, who condemned the oath, against the Arch-priest

and the other two, William Bishop, afterwards Vicar Apos-

tolic, and Richard Broughton, Vicar General of the North

of England, who were in its favour. Later, when it was

found impossible to obtain from the Holy See a declaration

of what could be admitted by Catholics and what should

be refused, he argued that there was a construction of its

meaning which would permit Catholics in their extremity

to take it. At no time did he urge and defend it as

unobjectionable and just. We have Fr. Leander's asser-

tion that he refused to acknowledge, in fact publicly

repudiated, the authorship of the books written in Roger

Widdrington's name.f Something he wrote and published

but what exactly we do not know. What we do know is

that he argued the matter, from a purely scholastic point

of view, in word and by letter, with Fr. Courtenay Leedes),

Provincial of the Jesuits, then in prison at the Gatehouse.

His letters and the account of the interview are still in

existence, and are not in any way to his discredit.

The one really objectionable sentence in the oath was
" I from my heart abhor, detest and abjure as impious and

heretical this damnable doctrine and position that Princes,

which be excommunicated or deprived by the Pope, may

''••' The other was Kichard Bancroft, Archbishop of Canterbury.

j Libellos \\ idrin;;toni, quos adeo non suos a<jnoscit dictus Pater, ut

publico scripto nos proptorea rcprciicnderit, quod cum libcHoruni illorum

autorcni nomiii.u crimii;-." .\postol.itus, 1 r.ict i, p. 2 [.
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be deposed and murthered by their subjects or any other

whatsoever." This is offensive enough in expression, and

was so recognized by Fr. Preston. But, as he said, it did

\ -=^v

not touch a defined article of Faith. Moreover, it was not

to be consided a general proposition, but as having refer-

ence to the deponibility—which was not claimed by the

Holy See—of James I of England. The word ' murther

'
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was understood and intended in its strictest sense of private

assassination. Also, Fr. Preston urged that the epithets

"impious," "heretical," and "damnable" might be dis-

tributed to one's fancy between deponibility and the right

to murder, and could be looked upon as King James's des-

cription of the doctrine, not that of the Catholic who swore

to it. This may seem a somewhat strained interpretation

of the words, but it is not wholly indefensible, and it was

held that one may stretch a point, not of Faith, in a matter

of life and death.

This, of course, is not written as a modern defence of the

oath. Neither is it a defence of the English Benedictines,

who were not all, nor even the majority of them, in agree-

ment with F>s. Preston and Leander. F^r. Serenus Cressy

published an exhaustive argument against the oath. What
has been said is intended only to clear the character of one

who died a Confessor of the Faith in the Clinch prison.

Fr. Preston is reported to have afterwards retracted his

opinions,* but whether he did so or not he was a faithful

son of the Church. When he heard that his action was

strongly condemned by Cardinal Bellarmine and others at

Rome, he wrote :
" If His Holiness and they (who were

offended with him) would make known to me any one

thing, either against faith or good manners, contained in

any book whereof they suspected me to be the author, I

would forthwith retract the same."t

Fr. Anselm Beech, Fr, Preston's companion and help-

mate, was an able man, whom everybody esteemed, whose

advice was helpful and much sought after, but who figures

in our Benedictine annals somewhat as a failure. We
shall see more of this in a later chapter of this history.

For the present let Fr. A. Baker's estimate of him suffice.

" There is no possibility of doubt that he did take the oath himself. It is

evidence that he afterwards repudiated the act that he died in prison.

f Records, S.J. \\>\. I, p. 257.
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He was "a grave, judicious, and stayed man, and had

beene (if my memory do not the more deceave me in it) a

maister of art in Cambridge." " I never knew any man in

Mission, whom for my part I should have judged fitter for

the Mission than he was, all qualities considered, nor do I

know any man that succeeded better for the good of others

for the time he was there." Unfortunately, he was there

only four years, and the rest of his life was spent in Italy,

acting as an agent and representative of a portion of his

English brethren.

A man of less distinction but of greater merit, who was

the founder of St. Gregory's and St. Lawrence's, and was

helpful in the establishment of Chelles and St. Edmund's

at Paris, the man who most nearly deserves the reputation

of being the maker of the English Benedictine Congre-

gation, though in its actual construction he took no part,

was Fr. Augustine Bradshaw, alias White. According to

Fr. Baker, he was in the " learninge gotten by humane

and naturall industry esteemed to be unlearned." But he

was a man of some aptitude for business, and of undoubted

energy and courage. A more judicious and staid man

would probably have hesitated to undertake what Fr.

Bradshaw successfully accomplished. His history is a

curious contrast to that of Fr. Anselm Beech. The latter

sat down to consider ways and means, to plot and calculate

and look into the future ; he built as he thought on the

rock, and the tempest came and mocked at his precautions.

Fr. Bradshaw was one of those who when they have

insufficient subjects for one monastery begin two, and

when they have means of support for half a dozen monks

cheerfully undertake to supply for twenty. But there was

always a blessing on his work.

With him Fr. Leander Jones, otherwise Leander of St.

Martin, will always and rightly be associated. They were

more nearly rivals than helpmates, men of wholly different

characters and education and ideas. It is doubtful if Fr.
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Leander had the initiative of Fr. Bradshaw, but he

equalled him in courage and ably continued what his

predecessor had be,s,^un. He was an Oxford scholar, dis-

tinguished for proficiency in Oriental languages. Perhaps

he may be best described as a man eminent for his honesty

among a number of men who were all of them honest and

honourable. He could admit the justice of an argument,

even when it cut his own position from beneath his feet,

and could admire an adversary's virtues even when most

angry with him. He was a little hasty in his judgments,

but then he was nearly as quick to change them when

discredited. For this reason he has laid himself open to

be quoted against himself. To sum up, he was a warm-

hearted and loyal monk, loyal to the Spanish Congrega-

tion, loyal equally to his English brethren, and loyal to his

friends.

It would be unfair to Laurentians of such note as Fr.

Maihew and ¥v. Augustine Baker to dismiss them with the

few words that can be given them in this chapter. Some
notice has been taken of them already —enough to intro-

duce them to the reader. Better justice will be done them

later. Robert Sadler, afterwards Fr. Vincent, a Laurentian

of hardly less distinction, because of the peacefulness of

his life and disposition, may be dealt with in a few words.

He with Maihew and Baker were the only monks aggreg-

ated to Westminster by Fr. Buckley in person.* He was

born at Collier's Oak in Warwickshire and was a connexion

and godchild of Sir W. Mildmay, Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer under Elizabeth. Pope Paul V ordained him in

Rome and sent him on the English Mission. He was

Fr Baker speaks positively as lu tliis. Wcldon's twcKe monks so

ag<fregaled must be considered mytliical. There were some afterwards

aggregated bv I'r. Preston, but probably tlie mistake arose out of one of the

articles of Fr. Leander's scheme of Union, which pro\ Ided for twelve monks

afiiliated to the Old Fngllsh Congregation. When the scheme was temporarily

accepted, the 'English,' as they have been called, will have had their

mimbirs m.uk- up to twcKe.
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aflfiliated to St. Lawrence's at the time of the Leander

Union. The Old English Congregation elected him its

President in 1616. He was one of the nine definitors

who drew up the final Union which established the present

English Benedictine Congregation. Afterwards he was

first Provincial of Canterbury, and Provincial elect of

York. He died *• maxima sanctitatis opinione post se

relicta " on his way to the First General Chapter in June

1621.

The reader will see clearly that there were three bodies

of Benedictine English monks, with able, good, strong

men at their head. All were bound to their own Congre-

gation by the Benedictine vow of stability—" perpetuam

inclusionem in Congregatione Valesolitana " are the words

of the Spanish form of profession. It may be granted

that union was desirable ; but it was possible only by

something savouring of disloyalty to the several Congre-

gations of Profession. Divided interests also stood in the

way—some of them important and all of them honourable.

The little body of Westminster monks hoped to save their

country by a revival of the glories of the Old Congrega-

tion, whose preservation they looked upon as a direct act

of Divine Providence. The English Cassinese hoped that

God would find in them worthy successors of St. Augustine

and his companions, and bless their work as He had

blessed the mission sent by St. Gregory the Great. Those

of the Spanish profession had already, when there was

common talk of union, a past which justified the noblest

hopes of the future. They had sent martyrs to the scaffold.

In the venerable John Roberts and Mark Barkworth, they

had ancestors beyond whom they did not need to trace

their origin. They were already a numerous progeny.

And it was to Spain that so many people in those days

looked for the reconversion of England to the Faith.

How were the three parties to be brought into union r

They were each of them, now, in that youthful, plastic
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state when it was possible to mould them at will, whan
they could mingle and coalesce into an organic whole.

At a later stage of development this might not be so easily

done; then, union might mean no more than the binding

of fasces with a cord, or the gathering of arrows in a

quiver. How were they to come together and so to make
a beginning of union ? Not on the English mission ; there

they would be scattered units, each busy with his own
apostolic work. Not in their own houses ; for one party

had its home in Spain, another in Italy, whilst the West-
minster monks were vagrants, without a roof of their own.
Divine Providence had decreed they were to be brought
together through a ruined, deserted monastery in Lorraine.

This was given into the hands of the Spanish monks, but

not for themselves only ; it was for all and any English
Benedictines whosoever and whatsoever they might be.

By the deed of gift, it belonged to the three parties collec-

tively and to none individually. The Spanish monks held

it first ; then it was seized by Fr. Preston, the Cassinese
Superior; afterwards it passed into the keeping of the

Westminster monks ; later it belonged to the three parties

conjointly; finally it was the proud possession of the one
perfected, solidified, English Benedictine Congregation.
This was the monastery of St. Lawrence at Dieulouard.
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CHAPTER IV.

Dicuiouard.

A LOW hill, covered mostly with coppice but with some

patches of grey precipitous rock, stretched like the string

of a bow across one side of a broad flat valley, where the

iSIoselle, after struggling through the hills at the south,

makes a lazy curve through the meadows before it slips

between the hills at the opposite corner—this is the hill of

Gellamont, the site of Dieulouard. The white road from

Toul to Metz skirts the hill at its base, and a branch of the

Moselle—once the main stream—runs parallel to the road

from corner to corner, converting the half of the valley

into an island. The village on the hill side looks like a

mass of purple-brown roofs, with a shapeless castle, not

unlike the flat face of a rock in their midst, and a church

tower and spire rising out of the trees on the summit of the

hill. It is a typical Lorraine site, so typical that it is

hardly distinguishable from half-a-do/en other villageb
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which the traveller may see when journeyint^ through

the district. But it is a village with a somewhat distin-

guished history, and it can trace its pedigree back to

the days of the Romans.

In those days it was a place of considerable importance.

There was a camp or castrum on the hill commanding the

road at its foot, and a considerable town, Scarpone, on the

banks of the Moselle, about the bridge over which the

high road runs to Strasburg. The great hero of the

neighbourhood was and is the Emperor Constantine. He
is said to have introduced Christianity into Scarpone and

to have built a church there dedicated to St. George.*

Some historians have believed that the valley was the

scene of the apparition of the Labarum, when Constantine

was on his way to meet the Emperor Maxentius in battle.

There is no evidence whatever to support this, though

there is a fact which may be thought to suggest it. Until

very recent times, there was at Scarpone a great Roman
obelisk, crowned with a rayed cross—'* semblable a une

petite roue de carosse "—adorned with bas-reliefs com-

memorating the defeat of Maxentius and the triumphal

entry of Constantine into Treves.

The second of the Dieulouard heroes is the Emperor

Charlemagne who made of Scarpone one of his royal

residences. During his time, Scarpone became the capi-

tal of a large district or county to which it gave its name :

"C'est lui, dit-on encore, qui planta les vignes appelees

Charlemagne, au pied de la cote de Cuite." t

Another great name with which Dieulouard is proud to

be connected is that of Joan of Arc. Her visit to the

village on her way to Nancy, to pray, it is supposed, at

the pilgrimage shrine of Notre Dame des Grottes in the

church of St. Lawrence, is recorded in a contemporary

deed,+ by which tlie community of Dieuleward gave

Lc lioniictici".

I Notice Historique sur Scarpone et Dieulouard, p. 20,

^ Archives Uepartcmentalcs, Serie G, No. 50^.
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certain rights in perpetuity to " Messire Jehan Collier

cure-doyen de Dieulewart," and his successors, in return

for the hospitality and generosity he showed to the saintly

heroine.

Scarpone seems to have been continually in the wars.

Fifty years after Constantine, it was the scene of a notable

defeat of the Alemanni by the Romans under Jovinus ; it

was besieged by Attila, unsuccessfully, in 451 ; it was

pillaged more than once by the Normans ; the Huns

attacked it a second time in 954 ; and finally, the Germans,

under Conrad II, took it by assault, set in on fire, and

stamped it out of existence in 1007. From that date to

the present time, a tiny hamlet, dependent on Dieulouard,

called Xerpanne, Charpeigne or Charpagne, has kept alive

the memory of the great Roman city.

Dieulouard has a name in history from about ten

years before the destruction of Scarpone. In 997, Count

Frederick, son and successor of Godfrey the Prisoner, left

the world to become a monk in the Abbey of St. Vanne

at Verdun. He retained the rule of his territory until his

death, but made over his estates entire to his great friend

Heymo or Heimon, the Bishop of Verdun, to belong

absolutely to him and his successors. The Emperor, Otho

HI, as suzerain gave his consent to this. Heymo's first

act when visiting the domain of Scarpone—part of the

bequest—was to make a village out ofthe hamlet which had

grown up around the fortress on Gellamont, and to give a

name to it. Thinking of its distance from the episcopal

residence at Verdun and his consequent inability to

protect it, he is said to have stretched his hands over

it in benediction, saying " Dieu-le-wart," God guard it.

" Voila," says Le Bonnetier, "tout le mystere du nom de

Dieulouard," *

• Notice Historique, p. 27. The historian j^ives tlie followini^ variations

of the name: Dieu-le-wart in 997 ; Deouhvart in 1089; Uehvart in 1176;

Deulewart in 1323; Dieulouart in 1363; Dieuleward in 1)82 ;
Dieulouard,

These are from official documents and their number mij^ht be doubled or

trebled from the game source.
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It was in the same year, 997, that Dudon, son of a rich

merchant of Verdun who had bought estates and settled

down at Dieulouard, began the building and foundation of

the monastery and church of St. Lawrence.* He had

1;

"B ,A '42}

%
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taken the habit in the Collegiate house of Montfaucon-

d'Argonne, and was at the time its provost, and also

primicier (primus in cera, president of the choir) in the

Cathedral of Verdun. The canons of IMontfaucon were

already in possession of Gellamont ; they had succeeded

'^^ Mabillon's \ ersion of tlic foundation, attributinjj it to Heynio, is rejected

by Calmct, Melnotte and tlic later liistorians.
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some Benedictines in the old monastery and church of St.

Romanus. Of these Benedictines there is little known
beyond the fact that they had lived at Gellamont for an

unknown length of time, that their church was dedicated

to St. Romanus, and that on their removal to Morey,

where they built themselves a monastery on the site of an

old castle, they exchanged their convent at Dieulouard,

with the Montfaucon Canons, for some lands on the banks

of the Rhine. Dudon, when he came into the property of

his father at his death, thought he could not do anything

better with it than build a new convent and church at

Dieulouard and endow it for the benefit of his Order. Hence
the College and Church of St. Lawrence. The work was
completed, and the church consecrated by the Bishop of

Toul, in 1 020. Dudon also built the castle, with a chapel

dedicated to St. Sebastian attached to it, to provide an

asylum and protection for the Canons in time of danger.

The foundation of the Canonry was confirmed by Conrad
II, " the invincible Emperor of the Romans," as he styles

himself, in 1028. In the deed of confirmation the monastery

is said to have been built, not by Heymo, as Mabillon says,

but under Heymo of happy memory.* " But since," it

says, " this monastery is erected on land belonging to the

Collegiate house of Montfaucon-d'Argonne, Dudon, the

author and owner of the monastery of St. Lawrence, has

demanded that the clerics living there and performing the

Divine Office should acknowledge the Bishop of Verdun
as their temporal Lord and the Bishop of Toul as their

true pastor : we have so ordained it." Dudon received a

ninth portion of the tithes during his lifetime.

With the history of the College of Canons, f which
existed from its foundation by Dudon until 1602, we have

•• Ndticc Historiquc, p. 30.

t riie Montfaucon Canons transfL-rrcd the- Dieulouard Canonry to the

Bisliop in exchanj^e for tliree cliurclics ; l''roniere\ ille. IVtclainx ille and
Montiiairons in 1 1 7O. It became then a Collci^e of Secular Canons,
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little to do. It never ranked as an important establishment,

and received little notice until its wealth and comparative

inutility marked it out for suppression. The original

foundation was for a dean and four canons (afterwards

six) with the addition of two prebends ; and later, on the

suppression of the prebendaries by Pius II, four vicars, to

help the canons to fulfil their numerous mass and choir

obligations. It so remained to the end. Once, for a very

short period, it ceased to exist. Pope Callixtus III, at the

demand of the Duke of Lorraine, merged it in the sister

house of St. Croix at Pont-a-Mousson. The two elements,

however, refused to mingle, and one day the Dieulouard

branch was discovered to have slipped back, without warn-

ing, into its old bed. After some litigation it was

permitted to remain there. Twice, also, war reduced the

establishment to the brink of ruin. In the war between

Rene II and Charles the Bold, the land was laid waste,

the convent was sacked, and the two churches wrecked ;

in a later year the village and country side was devastated

by Huguenots. Relief came to the monastery on both

occasions through the famous relics of " Monseigneur St.

Sebastien de Dieulouard," which the canons obtained

permission to carry in procession throughout the country.

Except for these incidents, the annals of the Collegiate

house are mostly made up of a gradual but not exceptional

increa.se of landed and other property.

Before taking leave of the Canons, a word as to the

ecclesiastical status of Dieulouard in those days. At first,

St. Lawrence's was the Parochial church, and the Dean

was the pari.sh priest. In the 14th century, the canons

claimed equal parochial authority with him, but decision

was given again.st them in 1325 and 1329. But in 1481,

Jean Mengin, the Dean, with the Papal sanction, made

the Castle chapel into a parish church, and at the same

time rebuilt it from the ground. It was he also who

erected the great Confraternity of St. Sebastian, not, how-
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ever, in his new church of St. Sebastian ; but in the old

church of St. Lawrence. There the famous relics were

kept until the suppression of the Canonry in 1602. Then,

Dom Calmet tells us, these relics, or the major part of

them, were removed to the church of St. .Sebastian at

Nancy, which had been built as a provisional Primatial

church. There they still remain.

In 1602, came the dissolution of the old College House.

Nancy had been for a long- period the Capital of the Duchy

or Kingdom of Lorraine, and Charles III determined to

make it not only the seat of a bishopric but a Primatial See.

For this purpose money and endowments were required.

By virtue of a Bull of Pope Clement VIII, 15th of March,

1602, the Abbey of St. Martin at Metz, the Priories of

Stenay, Salome, St. Nicholas- de-Port, and the Chapters of

St. Die and Dieulouard were suppressed to furnish the

needful supplies. The Cathedral Chapter took possession

of the lands, rents, interests and revenues of the old

Collegiate House at Dieulouard on December nth, 1603.

Three years later the canonical residences were sold to

defray the expense of housing the Canons at Nancy.

Here, therefore, was an empty cloister and church, thrown

on one side as useless, at the very moment some of the

English Benedictines were looking for a home.

X
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CHAPTER V.

CDC Gift of Dkuiouara*

Thr one thing necessary (for the 'reader, and the writer

also, to be clearly certain of and always to remember, in

treating of the transfer of St. Lawrence's to the Eng-

lish Benedictines, is the impossibility—no weaker word

would be just to the high and blameless character of the

parties concerned—of any shiftiness, craft or underhand

dealing in the business. The misunderstandings which

resulted were only such as were possible between perfectly

honourable men. Not only should we believe that each

party had reason to consider itself in the right, but we

should admit beforehand that it was right from its own

point of view. Our sympathies may be distributed unevenly
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—no one can be surprised at tliat—but we should do wrong

to put blame on those whose standpoint is not the same as

ours, and whose ideas and aspirations do not appeal to us-

Nothing could be simpler than the transaction as it

actually took place. It was merely the legal conveyance

of a certain property from one party to another—an every-

day piece of work; but one which has furnished employ-

ment to law courts from time immemorial. In this case it

was a free gift, and not a matter of barter and exchange

—

a fact which made the legal formalities simpler still, but

which greatly increased the possibility of misunderstanding

and mistake. In such transfers all that is needful is for the

grantors to hand over to the grantees a deed of conveyance

or title to the property, and put them in possession. This

is exactly what was done. A deed of gift was handed to

Fr. Bradshaw, Vicar General of the Spanish Benedictines,

by the Primatial Chapter of Nancy, dated December 2nd,

1606. As temporal lord, Eric, Bishop and Count of

Verdun, confirmed the gift in a document of December 5th

of the same year. Fr. Bradshaw gave Mr. Pitts,* an

English secular priest, a power of attorney to take pos-

session of the place on the same day, and he entered on

the property the day after Christmas, 1606.

To whom were the Benedictines chiefly indebted for this

gift r There is little doubt that it is Mr. Pitts whom St.

Lawrence's should venerate as their first great benefactor.

We have his own declaration that he procured the gift of

it. Weldon simply says that Fr. Bradshaw, then at Douai,

seeking for a secure foothold for the English Benedictines,

happened to hear of the place and made all interest he

could to obtain it. Another account (also in Weldon) says

that the Vicar had intelligence of it from Rheims, where

Fr. Gifford and Fr. Leander were at the time.f But it is

^ This name is spelt in old documents Pits, Pitts and Pitz. 1 luivc made

use of the commonest English spelling of the word.

t The Dictionary of National Biography says that Gifford procured it for

the Benedictines.
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quite probable that the Rheims intelligence had come from

Mr. Pitts. He was in the way to know all about it, as

well as in a position to secure the gift of it. jVIr. Pitts,

after imprisonment in the Tower, was banished from the

Knglish Mission under penalty of death in 158',. \]>t

found occupation as Chaplain * and Theologal of tlie

Abbey of Noble Dames at Remiremont, a small town on

the Moselle where it debouches from the Vosges moun-

tains. He was, therefore, in the province of the new
Primatial See. He must have had personal knowledge of

St. Die in his immediate neighbourhood, whose Chapter

had also been suppressed. Out of the six empty monastic

houses, it was he, probably, who chose Dieulouard as best

situated for English Benedictine purposes. t It is true his

words " I, whoe by divers reasons procured the said guifte
"

may mean no more than that he acted as intermediary in

the business. But it is more likely to mean that the trans-

action both began and ended with him.

The ease and rapidity with which the affair was entered

upon and completed was probably due to Mr. Pitts' inti-

mate acquaintance with the Prince-Bisliop Charles,

first Primate of Nancy, and also to the fact that Eric, or

Erric, Hierosme, the Count-Bishop of Verdun—of a Dieu-

louard family—had taken up his ordinary residence in the

Castle there. Fr. Bradshaw and Mr. Pitts may have met

the Bishop of Verdun at Dieulouard itself and obtained on

the spot the final authorizations needed. The Bishop had

added a new tower to the old Castle, and had made
additions to it—a private Chapel, a muniment room for

his archives, and a mint,—the money from which was so

bad that Henry II of Lorraine forbade its circulation in

his princedom.

'• 'Canon' he is also called. He went to Remiremont in Marcli, ijfjo.

I Dr. Clifford must also lia\e had some personal acquaintance with flu-

place through passing it on his way from Rheims to Tont-a-Mousson.
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A question arises here—which may have been made too

much of in the olden days—What were the conditions of

the gift r The donors at Nancy say that the donation was

made "cum certis conditionibus modo et forma turn

expressis." Weldon says :
" Mr. Pitts in his Act adds

that the Very Reverend FF. Austin Bradshaw and Leander

of St. Martin had promised him in their letters to him (the

better to move his charity in this affair) that Dieulwart

should be the head of the English Congregation and the

chief residence of the President General thereof, an article

agreed to by the said two RR. Fathers upon several other

occasions as their letters still extant at Dieulwart make

appear.*

This "Act" does not seem to be in existence now, nor,

perhaps, is it of any consequence whether it is or not. It

is quite a question whether Frs. Bradshaw and Leander

had any authority to make promises for a Congregation

which did not yet exist. It may also be taken as certain

that the " English Congregation," in the minds of both

parties to the contract, was to be developed out of the

English of the Spanish profession. There was no question

then of any other Benedictines. In 1606 there was only

one purely English Benedictine monk, and that was Fr.

Sigebert Buckley. The Cassinese had not yet come into

the field of vision. Mr. Pitts says in his letter of October

i2th, i6o9,t "I had no notice at al of the Italiens at that

time." Whatever visions of English houses and English

monks he may have had—it is the fact that he had some

and that the Vicar-General shared in them—it must be

acknowledged there was then no thought or question,

with either party, of any but the subjects of Fr. Bradshaw.

We have Mr. Pitts' own words saying so : " The tenor of

-Weldon pp. 66 and 67. The printed Chronological Notes has "Mr. Pitts

in his acts," but in Weldon's Collections and also in the Ampleforth MS. it

is 'Act.'

t.Archives Departementales, Serie H.
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the guifte was onlie for those of Valladolid," . . .

*' with you (Fr. Bradshavv) onlie I had dealt in that

matter, and by y<^u with your superiors; and especialie

that my intention was to solage those of Spayne, whoe

eyther by want of health and condition of the heats of that

countrie should neede a more moderate ayre."

At the same time, it is necessary, in order to safeguard

Mr. Pitts' character for honesty, to point out that these

words of his just quoted give additional proof, if any were

needed, that he and the Spanish Vicar-General had talked

over the need of some sort of independence, or separation

from the Spanish Congregation. We have a clear indica-

tion why Fr. Bradshaw should have been anxious to bring

about a change of some kind. The Spanish monasteries

were unhealthy for the young English monks. A passage

in the scurrilous Running Register emphasizes the words

of Mr. Pitts: "The English Students of these former

Colledges (notwithstanding the oath of obedience, as they

termed it, ranne away (like so many sheepe to the water)

to bee Monks. Yea, many Scholars and gentlemen . . .

rid Post from England thither to weare Saint Rennet's

Cowle. But, see the spite ! they dyed like so many rotten

sheepe, and those that scaped, had not their healths, by

reason of the unwholesomenesse of the ayre, and that

they did not like so well of the fashion and Condition of

the Spaniards, or of their dyet." To sum up, the gift,

though made to Fr. Bradshaw and his monks, was made
to them not as monks of the Spanish profession, but as a

nucleus of an independent English Benedictine Congrega-

tion. As will become plainer later, the monastery was

not to be Spanish in any way—not even under the juris-

diction of the Spanish General or his deputies. And it

was to be so English that no Benedictine monk of English

birth could be denied the right to dwell in it. The
Lorraine authorities were as anxious not to benefit Spain

and the Spanish, as they were willing to help the English.
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Its charter was so drawn up as to secure it from the

control of any existing Congregation, whether French,

Spanish, or Italian. From the very beginning, therefore,

the gift of Dieulouard urged, almost forced, the various

English monks to a union with each other and a praise-

worthy independence of foreign rule.

It is time, now, to look the gift-horse in the mouth.

What exactly was the " ancient church of St. Lawrence

with its bells, ornaments and furniture, with house and

garden and dependencies ? " It was just what our Fathers

were seeking, and for that reason they were grateful for

its acquisition. But, reading the inventory or inventories

that have come down to us, we find that it meant no more

than the skeleton of a church and the broken bones of a

monastery. The bells were in the tower, but the ornaments

and furniture consisted wholly and entirely of a few benches

without backs in the nave.* Possibly there was something

in the shape of fixed choir-stalls, but all the altar and

chapel fittings, and all vestments, sacred vessels, linen,

pictures, and movables of every sort had been carted

away to Nancy. For four years the church had been used

as a stable. As to the monastery, the Abbe Melnotte asserts

that the cloistral buildings had not been in use since the

13th century. It is certain the Canons were living in

separate private dwellings at the time of their removal.

Their houses are easy distinguishable yet, "entre cour et

jardin," with a niche for a statue over the doors. Further,

the 'garden' spoken of was just the quadrangle and no-

thing more. We are told that there were huts and sheds in

the quadrangle, built up against the church and east

cloister. These were the * house and dependencies.'

The church deserves a full description, and this we have

in some architect's plans preserved in the Archives

Departementales, and in the auctioneer's description pre-

pared for the great sale at the French Revolution. This

Archives Departementales.
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latter says :
'* The church has its doorway in the Rue St.

Laurent. This porch which is 21 feet broad is built of

small rough-cut stones (pierres de taille) and decorated

with two orders of Architecture ; it is crowned with a pedi-

ment. The interior of the church, built partly of ashlar

(moellons) and partly with small squares of rough-cut

stone, is i 29 feet long by 63 broad. The vaulted roof of the

nave is supported by eight pillars in roughly-dressed stone,

and in the two remaining pillars at the entrance to the

choir are two small spiral stairways leading up into the

roof and down into the crypt. The church is paved with

rough-cut stones ; the windows are leaded, but there is

little left of them." This description accords accurately with

the plans referred to, except that the Revolutionary feet are

a fraction smaller than the />ieds du Roi. In the plans,

the length of the church is 134 feet, but this includes the

apse, which the auctioneer has omitted. The width in the

auctioneer's description, 63 feet, is the measurement includ-

ing the transepts. The nave and aisles, by themselves,

only make 39 pieds du Roi. In 1731, the tower was
struck by lightning, and the bills and documents con-

nected with the restoration * have preserved for us its

measurements. The height to the base of the spire— a

wooden one—was 72I feet, and tower and spire together

reached the height of 139 feet. These measurements are

presumably //(!?^5 du Roi.

This should give a satisfactorily clear notion of the

ancient church of St. Lawrence. It is spoken of as the
' Grande Eglise,' but this must refer to its history and
importance and not to its size and appearance. It was
small, narrow and dark, lofty in the nave and vaulted in

the simplest manner, with insignificant round-headed
windows, and entirely—except in the porch—without

architectural ornament. The whole was covered with an

* Archives Departemcntales, Serie H. 86.
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elbowed roof of slate. The choir and sanctuary were
raised above the floor of the nave by six steep steps, and
in the centre of these steps was a window-opening looking
into the crypt. Choir and sanctuary were on the smallest

scale, the former only eighteen feet square and the latter

little better than a large bay-windo^v. Of the monastery,
only the stone-vaulted cloister and the kitchen of the old

canon ry could be reckoned as assets. The rest had to be

built up from the ground.
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CHAPTER VI.

€arlp £ifc at St. £au)rc!tcc*$.

Better than the gift itself was the kindness with which

the monks were welcomed to the ruined cloister. The

Prince-Bishop of the Castle, their over-lord, gave them

out of his own goodwill a large garden six acres in extent,

adjoining the south side of the quadrangle. This has

been confused with a later donation—the Pre de Jaillon.

The latter endowment was obtained for them by the

Bishop of the diocese. Seeing that the Holy See had

ordered that the transferred Canons should provide for

the keeping up of the Divine Office in the forsaken church

—they had apparently overlooked this condition—the

Bishop required that they should furnish an endowment
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for the purpose. This was done ungrudgingly, and Jaillon

was made over to the English Fathers in 161 3.

What we really know of the entry of our Fathers into

the possession of Dieulouard and the beginnings of

monastic life there, we learn from a fragment, " Annales

Monasterij S. Laurentij de Deicustodia," preserved in

Weldon's Records, and from such scraps of information

as may be gleaned from legal papers in the Archives

Departementales at Nancy. Outside these there is nothing

trustworthy. It is asserted, for instance, that two years

were spent in repairing the place for the coming of the

monks, and that Mr. Pitts "with some Fathers who came
now and then " looked after the preparations.* But we
know that there was practically nothing done, except that

in 1607 (May 30), Fr. Augustine Bradshavv made an agree-

ment with the inhabitants of Dieulouard, by which for a

concession of free burial in the church and cloisters

("liberam—id est, sine solutione alicuius pretij pro terra

sancta—sepultura in eoru ecclesia et claustro ") he obtained

a strip of the public cemetery attached to St. Lawrence's

"100 pieds de long et 28 pieds de large" (in another

document it is described as " Longitudine circiter 80,

Latitudine vero 14 pedu") for his building operations.!

There was not a thing ready for the monks when they got

there. The "Annales" referred to, commonly called the

" Dieulouard Diary," give many interesting details on

this point.

Perhaps it should be premised here that this precious

fragment is written from a personal point of view. It is a

party document. There are statements and even facts in

it which may possibly be questioned. But there is no

reason to doubt the exactness of the main narrative, and

in any assertion it makes it deserves consideration. It is

of equal value with any document of the same date.

•Weldon's Records.
"f
Archives Departementales, Serie H.
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Probably, the more it is studied, the more clearly its

accuracy, from its own standpoint, will be established. It

is, as it seems to me, written by a devoted follower of

Fr. Augustine Bradshaw.

To begin at the earliest point. In the middle of the

year 1608, on July iith, Dr. William Gifford, then Rector

of the University, took the habit for St. Lawrence's, Dieu-

louard, in the monastery of St. Remigius at Rheims. Fr.

Leander of St. Martin was then acting as novice-master

there. On July 30th, Fr. Clement Reyner took the habit

in the same way and in the same place, at the hands of

Fr. Leander, " about three of the clocke in the afternoon,

and was called Fr. Laurenzo de S. Clement." On August

I St, "circa horam octavam matutino tempore," Joseph

Haworth* a cleric, Anthony Walgrave and Peter Wilford

priests, and Robert Babthorpe, a layman, followed the

example of Fr. Gifford and Fr. Lawrence Reyner.

The very next day, the 2nd of August, the whole of the

newly-clothed, with the exception of Dr. Gifford and Fr.

Walgrave, left Rheims, under the leadership of Fr.

Leander, for Dieulouard. They reached Verdun on the

4th. and on the 6th were joined by Fr. Nicholas Fitzjames

from Douay, and Fr. Walgrave whom they had left

behind. Here, at Verdun, a consultation was held, and

ways and means discussed. It was decided that all except

four should go on to the monastery. The four who
remained behind were Fr. Leander, Joseph Haworth,

Boniface Wilford and Mellitus Babthorpe. The two latter

went to Moyenmoutier to pass their noviciate and

study philosophy ; the two former remained in the Monas-

tery of St. Michael : Fr. Leander as a Professor, Br.

Joseph as a student. The rest—Fitzjames, Reyner,

^ The St, (ire^oiy's Profession Took records tliat Fr. Haworth had \ owed

himself to the Benedictine Order, to receive the habit and make his profes-

sion ^vhen Superiors should determine. His obedience \\as promised to Vr.

Autjustine. The date of this oblation is July i8th, lOoj.
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Walgrave and a lay servant named Robert Warden—
continued their journey to Dieulouard, which they reached

on the Vigil of its Patron Saint, August 9th, 1608.

If F"r. Bradshaw had attempted to make any preparation

for their comfort beforehand, it had got no further than

the clearing away of rubbish. The monks, so the Diary

tells us, found nothing but "an empty church, a bare

cloister and an unfurnished cottage." They had to throw

themselves on the hospitality of the villagers. This was
freely and generously granted them. One Didacus

Pierson* put up two of the monks while their little cottage

was made ready. This 'domuncula' had not yet a single

one of the ordinary necessaries of life. The monks had

been able to bring very little with them except a wonder-

ful trust in Divine Providence. They had 300 francs, all

told, with which to provide food and clothing and to build

themselves a monastery. This was their little * pot of

meal ' and * cruise of oil ' which, they believed, would

carry them through the days of drought, "until the day

wherein the Lord will give rain upon the face of the earth."

A little later Mr. Pitts came to help them "ope et consilio

et opere." Then they made a start with the erection of a

temporary monastery " ex ea parte claustri qua5 respicit

cemiterium, etiam in ipso cemiterio." We have already

noted that Fr. Bradshaw had previously purchased, by a

privilege of free burial, a strip of the cemetery. His plan

was to widen the west side of the old quadrangle and

build a story of wood (ex tabulato opere) over it. By
this means a Refectory and four rooms would be provided

on the ground floor and eleven cells on the floor above.

Prior Cummins in thi: Atnplcforth Journal, \'o\. 1\', p. 27, says "surely-

some compatriot alreai-i}- in this out of the way spot." But Pierson is the

name of a local noble family, which in 1374, 1396 and 1477 is recorded to

have bequeathed lands to the old St. Lawrence's. Pierson d'Oriocourt is

called the " \'Oue de Dieulouard," Defender or Knight-Protector of the

church. Godfrey de Bouillon was the '* A\oue ct Defenseur du Saint-

Sepulchre." Notice Historique. E
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The new building would stretch from the tower at the

west end of the Church to the south block and abut upon

the old kitchen, which could be brought into use. In four

months the little convent was run up to the roof, but on

the Vigil of St. Nicholas, December 5th, a violent storm

brought it all to the ground.

The little Community was not in the least discouraged.

They could do nothing further that winter, but they pos-

sessed their souls in patience, and in April of the following

year Fr. Augustine Bradshaw came over from Douai.

He brought with him Arthur Crowder who took the habit

as Br. Anselm, and now with Thomas Merriman, after-

wards Br. Bede, and Dr. Gifford, who had arrived from

Rheims, the resident religious numbered six, without

counting Fr. Bradshaw. It had, therefore, become

possible to undertake formally the duties of monastic life

and to claim the privileges of a monastery. So far this

had been out of the question. Fr. Fitzjames and the two

novices Reyner and Walgrave could not pretend to live a

strictly conventual life. Probably Fr. Fitzjames acted as

Novice- master, but it is not even probable that any one of

the three assumed a real .superiority over the other two.

They were all priests of much the same standing, but Fr.

Lawrence Reyner was the most experienced.* He seems

to have administered affairs in those first days. Now,

however, application could be made for the written

approbation of the Bishop of the diocese, requisite for the

erection of a Monastery (Cone. Trid. Sess. 25, cap, 3). It

was granted by a deed, dated April 8th, 1609.

Shortly after the advent of Dr. Gifford and—so tradition

says—with his money, the monastic buildings were recom-

menced. This time the work was happily brought to

completion.

•• He was certaini)' ordained, and apparently on the Kn^lisli Mission, in

1606. On 23rd March of that year, he received from the ^'ice-GeneraI of tlie

Dominicans power to enrol anyone dwelling in Kn<(land, Ireland or Scotland,

in the Confraternity of the Rosary. Archives Departementalcs, Serie H.
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At last some Knt^Hsh Benedictines could boast of a

monastery manned with monks. I'>. Bradshaw nominated

Fr. Fitzjames Subprior—the Diary shows that he looked

upon himself as the Prior—and gave the little Community

certain constitutions in a formal Chapter which he held

before he left. Conventual life was thus begun, and the

Spani.sh Vicar General returned to Douai.

A liitle anecdote belongs to this period of the history of

St. Lawrence's. It is a trivial incident and has been

often quoted, but as a record of the simple and earnest

observance already commenced, it should not be omitted.

Dr. Gifford, who had been Rector Magnificus of the

University at Rheims, and, as Weldon writes, " was past

fifty when he became a monk, and had been Theologal to

notliing less than the Holy Cardinal St. Charles Borromeus

Archbishop of Milan," returning from a sermon he had

been sent to preach, found himself late when he reached .

home. He therefore, says Weldon, " went into a garden

to excuse himself to his master"—he was a novice and Fr.

Fitzjames was novice-master— ' who was there at recrea-

tion with the community ; he ordered him to prostrate,

though the ground was covered with snow, and bidding

him rise said aloud, ' There lay the print ot a Doctor ;
' all

which the venerable Doctor took with that spirit which

St. Benedict requires in those who profess his discipline,

when he desires that they may be learned in suffering

affronts and injuries that they may enjoy the happiness in

sharing the opprobrium of the Cross of Christ." * The

humour of Fr. Fitzjames's remark is not very striking, but

coming from a novice-master it will pass.

Dr. Gifford made his vows on the nth of July in the

same year. He brought to the monastery something con-

siderable in the way of furniture and household goods,

and a great number of books. He brought also his own

saintly earnestness and learning. The latter was already

* Weldon, p. 70. E2
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known throughout the land. In connexion with the

former it is interesting to note that three famous ascetics

and reformers of Religious Orders, Peter Fourrier, Ser-

vais de Lairuels and Didier de la Cour, had been his

companions at the University of Pont-a-Mousson. It is

no exaggeration to say of Dieulouard in its infancy that

it was a School of Saints. The strictness of its observance

was a matter of common talk, and more than one of its

founders died in the odour of sanctity.

There is a mystery connected with this period of the

history of St. Lawrence's. Nothing can be more certain

than that Fr. Gabriel Gifford was elected Prior shortly

after his profession. Maihew in his Trophsea says dis-

tinctly " primum Prioris officium obivit " and also " pro-

fessionem misit, brevi post ob prseclara merita monasterii

Prior factus est." But the Dieulouard Diary passes over

the incident in silence, as though it had never taken place.

There was certainly some disagreement about it. It is

also pretty certain that the election was not an appoint-

ment by Fr. Bradshaw. The probability is that Gifford

was elected by the Community, which, now that St.

Lawrence's was formally erected as a monastery, claimed

its canonical privilege.

By the Diary, and also by IVIaihew, the incident has

been left in obscurity. No one in these days is likely to

know just exactly and fully what took place—how Gifford

was made Prior and why he resigned. But Maihew's

significant brevity and the 'Diary's' equally significant

omission tell us nearly as much as we care to know. Put

succinctly, our modern knowledge of facts goes so far as

this. We know that when Fr. Bradshaw left things at

Dieulouard in working order, he himself was nominally the

Prior and Fr. Nicholas Fitzjames was Sub-prior, Novice-

master and acting Superior. This was on the last day of

May, 1609. On the 22nd of the July following. Dr. Gifford

made his profession as Fr. Gabriel of St. Mary, and ' brevi
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post' was made Prior. He was the first Prior, Maihew
tells us. Two months after Fr. Gabriel's profession—to be

accurate on the 25th of September— Fr. George Brown, a

monk professed at St. Sinbert's in Spain, turned up with

letters from Fr. Augustine Bradshaw appointing him Prior

of Dieulouard. He presented these formally in Chapter.

A month, later, about the middle of October, the Venerable

John Roberts transmitted to Fr. Brown the Spanish

General's faculty, which he at once resigned into Fr. Brad-

shaw's hands. This brought the Vicar post haste from

Douai and he appointed someone else—Fr. Paulinus

Appleby it may be, certainly not Dr. Gifford—Prior in Fr.

Brown's stead.

We know, further, from a letter of Mr. Pitts, that at this

very time—the letter is dated October 12th, 1609—the

Cassinese Benedictines asserted a claim to some propriety

in St. Lawrence's, and that the Lorraine authorities were

prepared to acknowledge it ; if indeed they had not

themselves brought the Cassinese forward.

From this there is one fact indicated with absolute

certainty : that there were people in the house and out of

the house who objected to an appointment or presentation

to the Priorship by the Spani-sh General and Fr. Brad-

shaw, his Vicar. But there are several inferences which

touch certainty if they do not quite grasp it. One is that

the Community had taken the liberty of choosing a Prior

for themselves—to wit, Dr. Gifford, and that Fr. Bradshaw

set the election aside. Another is that though Fr. George

Brown presented, as he was bound to do, his letters of

appointment from the Vicar and received a formal faculty

or brief from the General, he did not choose to force

himself on the Community. Still another is that the

Community though it submitted was dissatisfied, since it

was practically re-made throughout by additions and

removals, and the Vicar General spent three weeks in the

monastery to give the new Prior the support of his au-
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Ihority and the guidance of his counsel when he first took

up the reins of ofifice. P'urther inferences much more

conjectural are that Fr. Walgrave was a leader in the

disturbance, since he was always a disturbing element

wherever he found himself, and was so quickly removed

out of the house ; that Fr. Fitzjames was another discon-

tent, since he left as Fr. Brown came in ; that Fr. lirown

sympathized with the Community ; and that Dr. Gifford and

Fr. Barnes—the two most valuable men in the house

—

were also incompatible, since Fr. Appleby, the Prior, got

rid of them at the first opportunity.

In this preliminary skirmish the Spanish Superiors had

an easy victory. The monks at Dieulouard were all of

them professed for the Valladolid Congregation and owed

obedience to the General in Spain and his Vicar in

Flanders. F>. Bradshaw got his own way completely.

But, however the disturbance originated, whether in French

jealousy of Spanish influence, in a British spirit of inde-

pendence, or in the furtherance of less important or

exalted interests, the result was a movement to make St.

Lawrence's an English monastery with full canonical

privileges, subject neither to Spanish, French, nor Italian

authority, with the right to govern itself, to follow its own

customs, and above all with the great Benedictine privi-

lege of electing and instituting its own Prior or Superior.

It was a disturbance, but not in any way a regrettable

one. It was like a breath of free and exhilarating air.

Meanwhile, the prospects of the little monastery are

looking brighter. It is still a hand to mouth existence

with the monks, and a scanty affair at that. But the

Bishop of Toul has come to their further help with a

promise of 300 francs a year, and the Bishop of Verdun

has given them an acre of woodland for firewood.* Fr.

"A rij^ht to cut umiuallv an acre of coppice for tlicirown use. In Sussex

the value of an acre of coppice is not more than £b, after the expenses of

cutting, trimmini;, and cartin<;— the latter exceptionally j^reat amonjj the
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Anselm Crowder has brought the house a dowry of 1500

francs. There are further clothings and professions, and

studies in Philosophy and Theology are commenced under

Fr. Lawrence Reyner and Dr. Gifford.

The contention concerning the Priorship and the juris-

diction of the Spanish authorities will not have greatly

affected the peacefulness of conventual life. Differences

of view, antagonistic interests and rival claims are insepar-

able from a new establishment. They are as certain as

the ordinary ailments of infancy. Every new birth and

growth is essentially a disturbing element. Something
has to make room for it. It must find and secure a place

for itself; and this it can only do at the cost, or by the

accommodation, of what is already in possession of the

ground.

Downs because of the broken and une\en j^round—ha\e been deducted.

Sometimes it is only worth ^3. But this is in the days of coal and expensive

labour. In the little monastery at Dieulouard, tiic acre of firewood meant

fuel for the winter. Coppice-wood is never cut oftener than once every ten

jears, so that the annual acre was equivalent to the gift of over ten acres of

woodland.

'i-i -J KftrJL
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CHAPTER VII.

Willnim GifforU.

There is no name the English Benedictines, and St.

Lawrence's especially, have better reason to be proud of

than that of William Gifford, Fr. Gabriel of St. Mary.

He was practically the founder of three monasteries,

Dieulouard, St. Malo and St. Edmund's at Paris. He was

past middle age when he took the habit of a monk, but

though the years he spent among the Benedictines were

few, he brought them the spoils and trophies of a manly

and saintly life, and has bequeathed to them an inheritance

of honour and renown which has grown rather than

diminished with the lapse of centuries.
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Maihew in his Trophsea lays stress on the long and

distinguished connexion between the Gifford or Giffard

family and moncisticism. An ancestor in Normandy

founded the Cluniac Priory of Longueville, the monastery

in which Fr. Bradshaw died. Another, William Gifford,

bishop of Winchester in 1107, established the Cistercian

Abbey of Waverley in Surrey and the convent of Benedic-

tine nuns at Taunton in Somerset. Yet another notable

ancestor was John Giffard, the founder of Gloucester

College at Oxford (a Benedictine foundation) in 1292.

At one time the family had been a baronial one

—

"Comitates Buckinghamise et Barones de Brimsfield in

Comitatu Glocestriae "—but these honours had become

extinct through default of male heirs. William Gifford

was born in the "county of Southampton" in the year 1554,

and was the second son of John Gifford and Elizabeth

Throckmorton, daughter of Sir George Throckmorton, his

wife.* In the year 1567 he was sent by his mother to

Lincoln College, Oxford, then governed by John Bridg-

water, a Catholic at heart. On Bridgwater's removal, he

remained at Oxford at a noted boarding-school, kept by G.

Etherege, M.D., for four years. Then he was sent to the

Continent, and studied at the Sorbonne in Paris and

afterwards at Louvain under Cardinal Bellarmine, He
remained at Louvain four years and took his Bachelor

degree in Divinity there. Louvain becoming " pene

desolata " by the wars, he returned to Paris, whence he

was summoned to Rheims by William Allen, afterwards

Cardinal. Dr. Allen sent him to Rome. His name is

entered in the books of the English College on September

15th, 1579. After he had completed his course and was

ordained Priest, he was recalled by Dr. Allen to Rheims

to succeed Dr. Gregory Martyn as Professor of Theology

in the English College. This was in the year 1582.

* She afterwards married William Hodgkins.
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Two years later, he took his Doctor's degree in the

University of Pont-a-Mousson—" no contemptible Univer-

sity," Weldon calls it
—"choosing it to avoid expense."

At the same time he maintained his public thesis for the

doctorate (36 propositions de sacramentis) in the palace of

the Cardinal Arclibishop of Rheims. He must have

passed through Dieulouard several times in the journeys

between Rheims and Pont-a-Mousson. For twelve years

altogether, with some intervals between, he lectured at

Rheims on the Summa.
The value of such an extended and varied course of

studies cannot be overrated. Oxford could have made but

little impression upon him, since he was only a boy when

in residence. But at Louvain. Paris, Rome, Rheims and

Pont-a-Mousson he remained long enough to get full

benefit from the different schools and traditions, and from

intercourse with the professors and students. He made
many friends who were helpful to him in after life. As a

further result, three languages, English, French and Latin,

were practically native to him.

Some entries in the Douai Diaries tell us of his distin-

guished success as a student, of a suspicion in the mind of

Dr. Allen that Gifford's sympathies were not with the Span-

ish party, of his exemplary life, and his amiable and admi-

rable disposition. It was during this period of his life

that the two brothers de Guise, the Cardinal Archbishop

Louis and Henry the Duke, took him under their protec-

tion and promised him, during their lifetime, a pension

of 200 gold pieces. The two brothers, however, were

assassinated at Blois, by order of King Henry IH, at the

end of the year 15&8.

We find Dr. Gifford twice sojourning in Italy about this

time, driven out of France, no doubt, by the wars of the

League. On one occasion he was admitted as ' Theolo-

gal ' into the household of St. Charles Borromeo—he owed

this to the introduction of Dr. Owen Lewis, Bishop of
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Cassano—and on the other he journeyed in the retinue of

Dr. Allen, who took Dr. Gifford with him on the occasion

of his elevation to the purple. In the list of Cardinal

Allen's household he is described as " molto nobile e dotto

theologo del signor Cardinale . . , . e di molto valore

e merito ed ha niente per mantenersi." The next incident

in his life was his preferment by the Holy See to the Deanery

of the Collegiate Church of St. Peter at Lille (Rissel, in

Flemish), May 6th, 15Q6.

This appointment thrust him into the midst of English

Ecclesiastical affairs. The action he then took needs no

apology. He was not in sympathy with the Catholic

political intrigues against Queen Elizabeth and afterwards

against James I. He was wholly against any foreign

interference with England. He was suspected wrongly

of communicating the treasonable schemes of the agitators

to the English ministers.* But if he had done so, no

Englishman in these days would condemn him for it.

Recent Catholic historians, like Fr. Knox, candidly admit

that it is Cardinal Allen and the Jesuit party whose con-

duct nowadays calls for explanation and apology.t Gifford,

in Elizabeth's time, had communication with Walsingham,

the Queen's Minister of State, but fortunately the letter

—

wise, noble, pathetic, wholly loyal both to the Catholic

Church and to his afflicted country—has been preserved to

US.+ Later he was commissioned by the Holy See to bear

• Records of tlic Enjflish Pro\incc S.J., Series I. p. 63.

f Dr. Gifford's slight connexion with English politics and intrigues must

not be confounded with that of his nephew Gilbert Gifford. He openly

admitted that (jilbert's actions were reprehensible. 1' r. Blount, S.J., in a

letter printed in I'oley's Records (Series I p. 63), writes of the suspicions

against him, but also that his remo\al from Lille was reported to be because

" he was much affected to the Oueen of Scots." Dr. Gifford's correspondence

^vith I'r. Parsons, S.J., is, as might be expected, wholly non-committal on

either side.

;}:
Calendar of State Papers, 15X1-90, p. 321. It has been printed in

Memorials of Cardiiiiil .llloi, p. 262.
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a dispatch to King- James assuring liim of the Pope's

anxiety that English Catholics should submit peacefully to

his government. This was in 1603, immediately before the

Gunpowder Plot. It is surmised that King James was

angry with Dr. Gifford at his seeming duplicity, protesting

the devotion of Catholics at the very moment they were

conspiring against the King's life.* Some have attributed

Gifford's removal from his deanery to King James's

displeasure ; others to the intrigues of the Jesuits.! It is a

matter of no consequence whose influence with the Arch-

duke brought it about. It was a happy escape from a

place where the atmosphere was tainted with disease—foul

with plots and suspicions, disloyalty, perjury and calumny.

It was in 1606 he left Lille for Douai, Paris and then

Rheims, and in 1 608 he was made Rector Magnificus of the

Rheims University. But he had hardly received this

appointment, when, as we have seen, he became a Bene-

dictine monk at St. Lawrence's, Dieulouard.

• He was put in prison in the Clink and banished the Kingdom. Calendar

of State Papers, Auy. 1 p. 31.

t The Abbe Haudecoeur takes the latter view and speaks of the Papal

Nuncio makin^i inquiries into the char>;es brouj^ht against him by the Jesuits,

and ordering them to make him reparation for their false accusations.
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CHAPTER VIII.

CDcllcs, St. IRalo and Paris.

Within a few years of the foundation of St. Lawrence's,

Dieulouard, three new Priories were established, which

may be fairly classed as filiations of it. First came that

of Holy Cross at Chelles. Shortly after his profession, Fr.

Francis Walgrave was summoned to Douai by Fr.

Bradshaw, and with equal celerity sent to the Royal

Convent at Chelles, a little town about 13 miles out of

Paris on the way to Meaux. This was at the request of

the Lady Abbess, Mary, daughter of Claude of Lorraine,

Due d'Aumale. She was bent on reform and was recom-

mended, so it is said, by Dom Bernard, Prior of the

College of Cluny at Paris, to apply to the monks of

Dieulouard for help in the good work. One of the three
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churches attached to the Abbey, Holy Cros.s, was a Bene-

dictine foundation. She wished to revive it. The ta.sk was

cheerfully and successfully undertaken by the young monk,

with some personal help from Fr. Augustine Bradshaw.

Novices were taken, and we have the names of Frs. Bennet

Smith, Maurus Hames and Dunstan Craffe or Grove who
were professed there. Very quickly there were six Bene-

' '"'-ii*/

(T

dictine monks at Chelles, living with all the observance

and austerity of the parent community at Dieulouard.

Meanwhile, on the plea of poverty—and no doubt it was

difficult to make ends meet—Dr. GiflFord and Fr. Barnes,

to put it plainly, were packed out of Dieulouard by the

Prior, Fr. Appleby, to seek their fortune. Weldon com-

pares the situation to the case of Abraham and Lot, when

the Patriarch said to his brother '• Behold the whole land
1'2
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is before thee : depart from me I pray thee." It is sup-

posed that they turned their faces towards Spain, to seek a

new camping-ground. But Fr. Paulinus Appleby's letter

—they received their commission direct from him—makes

no mention of this intention.* Arrived at St. Malo, the two

monks were hospitably welcomed by an English gentle-

man named Nailor. Here, says Weldon, '* the Bishop, the

Reverend Lord William Le Governeur, became so charmed

with their learning and piety that he began to persuade

them to let the thoughts of Spain alone and remain there."t

There they did remain. On Gififord's application, Fr.

Appleby sent three Dieulouard monks, Placid Hilton,

Mellitus Bapthorpe and Benedict d'Orgain to begin a

Priory, and to these Fr. Bradshaw added Fis. Green and

Kemp of Spain, and Fr. Columban Malone of Douai.

With these eight monks monastic life was begun at

Clermont, outside the town, where a house with a chapel

had been generously placed at their disposal by a French

citizen named Toutin, at the inspiration of Mr. Nailor.

The donor added also an annual endowment of corn in

return for certain Mass obligations.

Dr. Gifford was formally appointed by Fr. Bradshaw
Prior of the new monastery. The monks supported

themselves by their work. Fortunately for the English

Benedictines, priests were scarce in St. ]\Ialo at the time.

The Bishop made Gifford "theologus ", and Fr. Hilton

took charge of the town children. " Fr. Barnes taught

Casuistry in the Cathedral and the others sweated in the

confessionals and pulpits."J However, it would have been

scarcely human for the Canons of the Cathedral to have

submitted quietly to this encroachment on their duties.

There was a protest asking for the ejectment of the

Benedictines from the city. This delayed for a while the

• The two accounts of tlic foundation of St. Malo do not agree.

I Weldon, p. 79. J Weldon, p. 81.
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erection of permanent building's. It was only in 1616

that Dr. Gifford ventured to purchase, from one Renatus

Bergeot, a site for a monastery. Meanwhile, the monks

divided themselves between Clermont and the house of

the theologus, which the Bishop had kindly given into

Dr. Gifford's use.

With the further history of St. Bennet's Priory, St.

Malo, St. Lawrence's has nothing to do. Its position and

work made agreement with the local clergy difficult, if

not impossible. A concordat, not at all favourable to the

monks, was signed in 1621, but even this did not put an

end to the jealousies and contentions which had been

excited at its foundation.

Before following Dr. Gifford to St. Edmund's in Paris,

a word should be said of the great gift which brought him

always into prominence wherever he went—his gift of

oratory. Itven at Lille, where he was least successful, it

was the English Dean who was chosen to deliver the great

Latin oration welcoming the Archduke Albert, who had

married Isabella of Spain, as Governor of the Netherlands.

It was this gift which made him so welcome to the Bishop

of St. Malo. This gift also lifted him afterwards into

the highest spiritual position in France. Weldon says

"in all he spent fourteen years in preaching at Paris."

This is a rather loose statement. The fourteen years can

only be the sum of the seven years which Gifford spent at

Lille, and the seven divided between St. Malo and St.

Edmund's. No doubt he did preach in Paris a good deal

during these years, but he did much else besides ; only for

about a year did he give himself up wholly to pulpit work.

But Weldon's account of Dr. Gifford's celebrity deserves

to be quoted in full. " Here "—that is at St. Malo—" his

fame so spread that he became Visitor of the most noble

Abbey of Fontevrault, which charge he performed egregi-

ously for some years; and his affairs obliging him to

resort to Paris, he was there so followed for his sermons,
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that though an Englishman he was honoured with the

chief pulpits of that renowned city, and so esteemed one

of its best preachers that the most Christian King Louis

the XIII and the chief of the court and many other great

men were frequently of his auditory. He was very expert

in that useful faculty having often made Latin orations

before many Princes ; as at Lisle at the inauguration of

Albert and Isabella, Sovereign Princes of the Low Coun^

tries, and at Rheims before the Cardinals of Bourbon,

Vendome, Guise, Vaudmont, and the Duke of Guise,

D'Aumale, &c. In all he spent fourteen years in preach-

ing at Paris, so universally applauded that he acquired to

himself, through the excellency of his merits, the name of

Le Pere Benedictin, the Benedictine Father. Of this

preaching a pleasant thing is assured which deserves

mention. His practice was not only loyal, but his public

discourses tended also to inspire the same virtue into the

public which then was somewhat off the hinges. Notice

was given him to take heed or else he would be pistolled

;

but he persisting intrepidly in his duty, one day a coach

stopped at his door where the Fathers lived, and an

unknown person demanding him, gave him a bag full of

gold pistoles, praying him to continue his lessons of loyalty.

Coming up stairs he told his brethren he was pistolled, but

to ease them of their grief he presently showed how."*

Very soon after Chelles was fairly started, the Abbess

and Fr. Walgrave conceived the idea of an English Bene-

dictine settlement in Paris. Weldon is authority for the

assertion that the intention, over and above the further-

ance of the English Mission, was to found a nursery to

supply the Priory at Chelles with monks. This is a

natural and probable supposition. But documents at

Nancy prove that it was intended also to benefit Dieu-

louard ; at least at the date when there was question of

* Weldon pp. 104-5.
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actually purchasing a freehold. An English lady,* who
was professed at Chelles, made over the use of 10,000

francs to Saint Lawrence's, on condition of the payment of

150 francs yearly to the Abbey as her dowry. In 161 7,

this money was placed by Fr. Maihew and the Lauren-

tians in the hands of the Abbess for the purchase of a

house in Paris. At that time— it is expressly stated—the

intention of the house at Paris was " for the use of the

young student monks from Dieulouard." For the benefit

both of Chelles and the English mission and St.

Lawrence's—let us say—in 1615 a beginning was made
in Montague College, and six Laurentians Fr. Clement
Reyner (the first Prior, according to Hewlett the his-

torian of St. Edmund's), Fr. Nicholas Curre, Fr. George
Gaire, the Venerable Fr. Alban Roe, Fr. Placid Gas-

coigne, and Br. Dunstan Pettinger, were sent by IMaihew,

Prior of Dieulouard, to undertake the work. There were

troubles from the commencement. A month or so later

the monks were compelled to shift their quarters

into the Hotel de St. Andre—afterwards the Visitation

Convent. From that they were soon ejected by the

owner, who required it for her own use. This was in

1618. The Community was then installed by Gifford, who
was acting as Prior, in a house, hired from a M. Clopin,

on a part of the site of the present Luxembourg Palace, in

the suburb of St. Germains. St. Edmund's dwelt there

for six years and a half.

When the foundation of the Paris House was arranged

between Walgrave and Maihew (Fr. Leander, the Spanish
Vicar seems to have had nothing to do with it) in all proba-

bility they believed themselves joint members of the same

* Anne de Blucttc or Mile. Bluettc. There is a Thomas Bluet in the list

oi the students of the English Collej^e at Rlieims. The family seems to

have had some sort of connexion with St. Lawrence's. A. M. Edward
Blouat, Ecuyer, left 3500 francs to St. Lawrence's for Masses in ibH^.

Archives Departemen tales.
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English Congregation, newly-erected on the plans of Fr.

Anselm Beech. However, before a beginning was actually

made, an order had come from Rome commanding all

English Benedictines to revert to the obedience of the Con-

gregation of their profession. As a result, the lease of the

the monastery, or what was in use for it, was held, and
the endowment " 150 livres de revenu " was paid, by Fr.

Walgrave, a member of the Spanish Congregation ; but

the monks were one and all of them members of the

English Congregation, as it was called. P>. Walgrave,

so Fr. Hames afterwards testified, asserted jurisdiction over

St. Edmund's as a dependency of Chelles ; Fr. Maihew, as

the minutes of the English Chapter of 1616 testify, had no

doubt the monks were under his control as Vicar General

"inter Oceanum et Alpes" of the English body. It may be

questioned, which of them, the patron of the monastery or

the Superior of the monks, had jurisdiction over the estab-

lishment. But it is exceedingly improbable that the

question was raised between them. Fr. Walgrave's so-

called appointments were inoperative, if not imaginary.

Fr. Bradshaw, his first nomination as Prior, was a subject

of Fr. Leander and owed no obedience to either Fr.

Walgrave who denied Fr. Leander's authority, or to Fr.

Maihew who belonged to a different body. Fr. Berington,

his second appointment, was a kind of dummy Superior,

really a conventual of Chelles and, as far as can be

ascertained, a permanent resident there. Dr. Gifford was

undoubtedly a Prior, as he himself testifies in his letters,

and as Fr. Leander asserts in the Apostolatus (Tract. 4, p.

198), but he rid himself of Fr. Walgrave's assumption of

control and rejected both of the conditions attached to the

Priorship.* In its inchoate state before Dr. Giftord took

• The " Running Register " has an interesting statement indicating that

Dr. Gifford refused Fr, \\'algra\e's first condition and that this refusal was

talked about. The condition was that e\erything acquired or to be acquired

bv him during his Priorship should be for the Paris House. Speaking of
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charge, it is not likely that anyone had the legal right to

call himself Prior. Hut it is likely that Maihew look^jtl

upon Fr. Clement Reyner as Superior ; and this may
be Fr. Hewlett's authority for his very positive assertion.

Dr. Gifford's share in the foundation of St. Edmund's,

has been much exaggerated and much depreciated. Mr.

Tierney (Dodd IV, p. 100, Note) is inaccurate in his

statement :
" It was with this view and under these

circumstances that Dr. Gifford, then lately consecrated

Bishop of Archidal, came forward in 1619 and at his own
expense erected the monastery afterwards known as St.

Edmund's." But it is equally inaccurate and unjust to

deny to Dr. Gifford a prominent and praiseworthy share

in its foundation. He was called in to help the Community
at a critical time. There can be no question that it was

ot his 07vn expejtse he settled the monks in the new
house.* It was his action in declining the house prepared

by Walgrave and the Abbess which released St. Edmund's

from what might have proved an intolerable servitude.

It was he who afterwards defended the Community against

Fr. Walgrave's claims and assertions. He paid an

annual pension for a student, and took an active interest

in the welfare of the house to the very end of his life. But

for him St. Edmund's would have been tied down and

restricted; under the domination of Fr. Walgrave, subser-

vient to the Abbess of Chelles, under obligations to

Dieulouard, instead of being, as it became, a sturdy,

prosperous, honoured and independent monastery.

Gifford's erection of ' Con^rci^ations ' ;is lie calls tlicin, at St. Male and

I'aris, lie adds " Ilowbcit all tiiat lie can well spare, liee bestowes upon these

two Congrejfations ot Monks."

* He is spoken o as finiiisliing the house out of his own pocket. Tiiis

must mean that he broke off so completely from Chell-.-s that he would have

notiiin"' to do e\ en witii the furniture the Abbess had pro\ided.
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TtcC^Eboty

CHAPTER IX.

Hn enalisD Primate of Trance,

We may pass over for the present Dr. Gifford's share in

bringing about union between the various bodies of En-

glish Benedictines and his election as First President of

the new English Congregation. The next incident in his

career is his appointment as Auxiliary to Cardinal Louis

of Lorraine, Archbishop of Rheims. This Louis is not

Dr. Gifford's old friend, but a nephew ; nevertheless, it is

reasonable to suppose he was on terms of intimacy with

the English monk. To us in these days it seems a remark-

able thing—this choice of an English monk as a French

bishop; but it does not seem to have created any particular

surprise at the time. Dr. Gifford was a very distinguished

man ; notably so, as we have seen, in the city of Rheims.

The ajipointment may or may not have been a mark of the
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Cardinal's affection ; it was very certainly a proof of his

esteem. The Englishman had also won by his own talents

the support of the French King, Louis le Juste, who had

succeeded Henry IV, his father, and whom we have noted

as an admirer of Le Pere Ben6dictin when preaching in

Paris. He had further secured the good-will, not so

easily won nor so readily given, of the younger and more

earnest of the French clergy. Though, in becoming a

Benedictine, Dr. Gifford had lost touch with French

ecclesiastical affairs, and had broken off his connexion

with the house of Guise, he was not forgotten. He never

was forgotten by those who had known him. He was one

of those whom their fellow men delight to honour. Wher-

ever he went they gave him the first place, without

hesitation and without jealousy. It was not altogether

his ability nor his personal fascination, though these must

have counted for something. It was mainly because they

believed in him. Not only those who loved him, but

those also who counted him as an enemy, were content to

put themselves into his hands. People could not suspect

him—not, at least, for long—of anything but good ; and

they never suspected his good will. It is interesting to

find Cardinal Allen wholly unable to mistrust him, even

when he knew that Gifford's sympathies and help belonged

to an adverse party. Driven out of Lille by intrigue,

with efforts made to destroy his character, he had scarcely

set foot in Rheims when he was made Rector of the Univer-

sity. Leaving honours and preferments to become a

monk, hardly was his noviciate ended when he was elected

Prior. Sent out of his monastery, and wandering acci-

dentally into St. Malo, the Bishop gave him a house and

an income, and prayed him to remain with him. Staying

awhile in Paris to raise funds for his priory at St. Malo,

the Paris monks begged him to dwell with them always

as their Prior. At the erection of the English Benedictine

Congregation, he was straightway elected its President.
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When the French King had come to know something of

him, he wished at once to make him a Bishop. When
he came to know something more of him he wanted him to

be Primate of France. Gifford was one of those sincere

men whose sincerity was felt by all who came in contact

with him, and one of those large-hearted men whom others

could trust to find out and appreciate the good in them-

selves and everybody else. Erratic, hot-tempered, irre-

sponsible Fr. Barnes, free lance as he was, equally ready,

as the whim took him, to sacrifice himself for principle,

to champion a bad cause, or to sell his services for money,

was as docile as a novice in the company of Dr. Gifford,

and the good Archbishop, even when condemning the acts

of his old companion could not help speaking a kindly

word for him in his well-merited disgrace. No doubt

the English Prelate had enemies—of a sort ; in those con-

tentious days the meekest of men had to take sides in

somebody else's quarrel if he had none of his own ; but

even his enemies could not help thinking well of him.

Backed by the authority of Louis XIII and supported

by an influential body of the French clergy, the Cardinal

Archbishop's request was granted by Pope Paul V. Dr.

Gifford received consecration as Bishop of Archidal at the

hands of Charles de Balzac, Bishop of Noyon, in the

monastic church of St. Germain des Pres, on the 21st

September, 1618. The Cardinal had asked for Dr. Gifford

so far back as the early part of the year 1616, and had

promised him, as a proper maintenance, a pension of

1200 ecus for life.

This honour, however, only proved a step to the Arch-

bishopric itself. The office of Auxiliary he is said to have

fulfilled " ingenti cum labore et summa cum laude," In

1 62 1, he preached the funeral oration of Cardinal Louis,

and, in the following year, the Careme at St. Germain

I'Auxerrois; the latter before the members of Parliament,

the Court and the King. His tribute to his predecessor
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spoken in the Convent of St. Pierre at Rheims, in the

presence of the ** Tres-IUustre et tr6s religieuse Princesse

M. Madame Renee de Lorraine," the Abbess, and her

Community, has been printed, and is an earnest, somewhat

formal, distinguished piece of rhetoric, such as one would

expect on such an occasion. Some of the Lenten sermons

have also been published, but unfortunately in Latin ; one

would have liked to have them in the words which made

them so effective at the time. During the interregnum he

acted as Vicar Capitular, having been duly elected by the

diocesan Chapter; in this capacity he held two ordina-

tions in 1622. The King nominated him to the vacant

See in the same year ; determined to this choice by the

Lenten discourses the English Bishop had preached in his

presence. The nomination was readily confirmed by the

Holy See.

Dom Marlot, who preached one of the funeral orations

at Archbishop Gifford's death, has thought the ceremony

of the reception of the English Prelate by the city of

Rheims worthy of special record. It was a public triumph ;

such a welcome as made evident the esteem and popularity

the Englishman had already won. After receiving the

bulls and the pallium from the hands of the Archbishop

of Soissons and taking the oath customary on such occa-

sions, he entered into possession of his See on the i2th of

February, 1623. Previously—by a Capitular decision of

the I St of February—he had been exempted, because of

his age and the inclemency of the season, from the ancient

custom of walking to the Cathedral barefoot. The festival

filled up two days. Outside the city, he was met by a

procession of the citizens, and received addresses from the

chief magistrate and the Deputy-Governor ; then, at the

gates, he was welcomed by the Archdeacon and the Rector

of the University. Within the city, between the two

bridges, he was received in state by the Aldermen ; at the

rue des Esleus, close to the Porte dc Mars^ an old Roman
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triumphal arch, the governor of the city waited for him
with fresh compliments ; further on the route, at the rue

du Barbastre, the Jesuit fathers were gathered to show
their goodwill ; and finally he w^as received by his brethren,

the monks of St. Remigius, in their venerable church " au

son des cloches et des orgues." It was one of those

gorgeous civic shows in which our medieeval forefathers

delighted. The following day was the ecclesiastical

festival, when he was installed in the Cathedral " et

presente proche St. Denys en chapitre avec les compli-

ments usites." Dom Chastelain tells us that he was

the last Archbishop to be welcomed with this splendid

ceremonial.

During Archbishop Gifford's lifetime, so wide was the

recognition of his merits and so generous the esteem in

which he was held, that little or no malevolence was

excited by this supreme honour given to a foreigner. And
since his death no historian of any note has ever questioned

his clear integrity, his saintly humility, or his unselfish

devotion to his work. French writers have freely con-

fessed the English Archbishop to have been one of the

noblest and most saintly of the Primates of their country.

But in later times—the imputation has been repeated in

an English work—the elevation of Dr. Gifford to the

Primacy has been spoken of, somewhat obscurely, as an

'arrangement' with the Guise party. Four members of

this semi-royal family preceded Archbishop Gifford at

Rheims, and one—a very unworthy one—succeeded him.

It is suggested that the Englishman, to use a colloquialism,

undertook to keep the place warm for the young Guise,

who was then in his teens, agreeing to resign when the

youthful pretender was old enough. Let us admit that

the Guise family may have wished to make such an

arrangement if they could. They were unable to do so.

King Louis XIII, le Juste, unlike his^predecessor Henry

IV, or his successor Louis XIV, was incapable of such a
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transaction. Nor can a breath of suspicion fall upon

Pope Gregory XV. These two had the appointment

entirely in their hands. The Guise family had no power to

influence the election of Archbishop Gififord except through

the King and the Pope. Gifford could do nothing at

all to secure his own appointment. Looking at the history

of the Archbishopric before and after Giflford's time, the

transaction seems plausible enough ; it is fortunate, there-

fore, for the reputation of the English monk that his

election took place when it did, when those who took part

in it were men of blameless character wholly incapable of

treating a bishopric as a family perquisite.

A private kindness done by Archbishop Gififord to the

Guise family, shortly after entering into possession of his

See, is chiefly responsible for the idea that he was a puppet

in its hands. The Primate was generally Abbot in

commeiidain of the Abbey of St. Remigius at Rheims. This

meant that the Abbot's portion of the revenues of the

Abbey became part of the vioisa of the See. Hence it had

come to be reckoned as belonging to the Archbishopric

by right. But in reality the preferment was at the will of

the King, and it needed also the sanction of the Holy See

and of Parliament. The Duke of Guise asked Louis,

before the formalities of investing Archbishop Gififord with

the revenues of the Abbey were completed, to bestow

them upon his son, M. I'Abbe de St, Denis, as he was
called. This the King refused, holding the preferment

to belong to the Archbishop by right and promise.* After-

wards, the Duchess, on the death of her husband, preferrred

the request to Archbishop Gifford. He granted it freely

;

indeed, he could not in common decency deny it. Besides

his own personal connexion with the family, it was con-

sidered that the Primatial See itself was under obligation

• According to Weldon and M. I'Ahhe Haudecoeur, the King had before

this signified to Dr. (iifford, through I*. Seyran his confessor, his intention

of making over to him tlie revenues of the .Abbey.

G
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to the house of Lorraine. Moreover, there was a recent

precedent in favour of it. A similar application had been

made in 1589,* and the Abbey was given away to Louis, the

second son of Duke Henry who was assassinated at Blois,

—the very Louis whom Dr. Gifford succeeded as Primate.

The concession asked for was a handsome gift of 40,000

francs a year, a considerable part of the Episcopal income ;

but no one was touched by the loss of it except Gifford

himself, and if he had refused it he would have offended

what was then called the Catholic party. That there was no

private arrangement or understanding between the parties

is evident from the fact that no one thought of troubling

the Archbishop about it at all until the King had declined

to set his claim aside. When made, the gift was looked

upon as a kindly, graceful and worthy act ; to us, in these

days, for all that can be said of it, it has the unpleasant,

forbidding mark of a commendam preferment. But it is as

well to remember that the Abbey would have been quite

as much in commendam^ if the revenues had gone to the

Archbishop.

Archbishop Gifford, Primate of France, Duke and first

Peer of the Realm, Legate-born f of the Holy See,

was neither the prince nor the courtier nor the statesman,

but simply and humbly the bishop. His panegyrist,

an Augustinian Abbot, says naively of him that he was
" a real pastor amidst a people in so great necessity

of such help that it had never seen nor heard speak

of a bishop."J He devoted himself to his diocese. He
was princely only in his charities, delighting to seek

out and help those who were too timid, too shamefaced, or

too independent to ask an alms. His ordinary dress was
the Benedictine habit, and in his private life he continued,

as far as possible, the fasts and austerities and daily

• Memorials of Cardinal i\lien. p. 312.

t Legate by hereditary right as /Vrchiiishop Primate.

\ Weldon p. 159
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practices of his old monastery. His religious brethren

were always first in his affection. It is a pretty story, that

of his being on a visit to St. Edmund's at Paris along

with his friend St. Francis of Sales, when the two

Prelates, the Primate and the Saint, assisted a young

priest, one at each side of him, during the Vespers of

his first Mass. Fr. Maihew wrote of him as one would

write of a Saint. Fr. Leander was another frank

and devoted admirer ; on one occasion he urged the

council of St. Edmund's not to press a claim of two

hundred pounds, which they believed to be due to them

(but which in all probability the Archbishop knew nothing

about), out of respect to one who was " the chiefest flower

in our garden." In his life, as in his death, the Archbis-

hop placed his trust in the Mother of God whom he

had chosen for his patron, and his dying words " adjuva

me quia promisisti me " have even the suggestion of a

miraculous favour received during his lifetime. He died

in Holy Week, on April nth, 1629, and was entombed in

the Cathedral, but by his own desire his heart was buried

before the statue of Our Lady in the convent of St. Peter

at Rheims. Let his own words, chosen for an inscription

upon his tomb, stand as the summary of his life :
" He

tried to do good to every one and did nobody a hurt."

G2
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CHAPTER X.

Scbcmcs of Union.

Whether Fr. Bradshaw found himself unable to carry

out the promises he had made to the donors of Dieulouard,

or whether he had made them under a misunderstanding,

or whether the revival of the almost-extinct old English

Congregation had spoiled his original scheme, or, indeed,

whether he had simply changed his mind, it seems quite

certain he had relinquished, at least for the time, the idea

of making St. Lawrence's an independent English Bene-
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dictine monastery. It has already been noted that he did

not admit the right of the Community to elect its own

Superior. He removed the most influential of the monks

almost as soon as they were professed. He broke up the

studies begun under Gifford, Reyner and Barnes. Very

likely money matters had a good deal to do with some of

his actions. All the same, in the light of the protests of

the Canons of Nancy in 16 10 and 16 13, we have a right to

suppose that he and his successor, Fr. Leander, wished

Dieulouard to be and to remain, under existing circum-

stances, nothing more than a noviciate house for the monks

of the Spanish Congregation. Fortunately, they were

not so completely masters of the situation as they believed

themselves to be. The donors of Dieulouard were deter-

mined that the house should be independent of the

Spanish jurisdiction. If the monks of the Spanish

profession, in whose hands it was, did not or would not

become an independent English body of monks, their

rights to the Lorraine house should cease. Mr. Pitts, who

up to this time had been a supporter of Fr. Bradshaw,

believing, no doubt, that the Spanish monks had it in

their intention and power to form an English Congrega-

tion out of their own body, turned completely round, and

looked elsewhere for a nucleus of English Benedictines.

On the 20th of August, 16 10, he received from Fr.

Preston, very likely at his own suggestion, a power of

attorney to retake possession of St. Lawrence's,—this time

in the name of the monks affiliated to Westminster

through Fr. Buckley.

Here we have what looks like an open and unprovoked

declaration of war. Perhaps it was meant to be so in

reality ;
perhaps it was only intended to force on the union

of all English monks. It is not easy to be quite sure what

was in the minds of people separated from us by nearly

three centuries. But we do know that Fr. Preston had

no love for the Spanish intrigues, and that he had no
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sympathy with those who placed their reliance for the
^

conversion of England on Spanish help. lie was also a

man whose resolution could not be doubted. A threat

from him was not likely to be a vain thing. In this in-

stance he had not only the courage but the power to do

what he threatened, for he could count on the support of

the authorities at Nancy and Dieulouard. He may, there-

fore, have really meant to eject the Spanish party from St.

Lawrence's at once and by force.

On the other hand, he was a strong advocate of union.

He wished to see all the "English monks banded together

and working in harmony for their country. It is more

than likely he hoped there would be no need to proceed

further than to make use of a threat. The Spanish author-

ities would not willingly part with St. Lawrence's. Rather

than lose possession of it they might feel themselves

bound to do something to bring about an understanding

between the three English Benedictine bodies. Hitherto,

they had shown little anxiety about union. They were

quite content to remain subject to the Spanish Congrega-

tion—provided they were not obliged to live in Spain.

Fr. Preston and Mr. Pitts may have hoped that their

action would irritate the Spanish brethren just sufficiently

to make them feel the desirability— if not the necessity—of

looking beyond themselves.

Let it be said that the first step towards union was

taken by monks of the Spanish observance. Some time

in the early part of 1609* Fr. Bradshaw went to Rheims to

consult with Dr. Gifford and Fr. Leander about the affairs

ot Douai and Dieulouard. This led to talk of an English

Congregation. The terms or conditions of the gift of

Dieulouard may have turned or even compelled thoughts

that way. Fr. Preston knocked at the door of the room

•The date is fixeJ by Reyner's statement that Dr. Giffor>.l was then a

monk and at the same time Rector of the University at Rlieims ;
also, that

Fr. Leander Avas at theMonasfery of St. l^emigius.
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just when the little conclave was wishinj^ he were present.

It looked like a special intervention of Providence, and in

the general enthusiasm some articles of Union were easily

agreed upon. A few weeks afterwards, at a meeting of

the Spanish and Cassinese monks in England, a detailed

'formula unionis ' was drawn up. But nothing came of

this preliminary essay. It perished of neglect. The next

step was taken, most probably, in direct consequence of

Fr. Preston's ultimatum sent through Mr. Pitts.

As a rule, the sequence of events in history may be

trusted to explain their relations to each other. There is

always the probability that what comes after is the conse-

quence of what has gone before. Events may have no

relationship whatever; but once grant a connexion and

we have a right to infer that this connexion is one of cause

and effect. On June ist, 1610, there was issued the first

formal authentic declaration of the donors concerning the

gift of St. Lawrence's— a remonstrance against Spanish

jurisdiction. No notice seems to have been taken of it

;

so, on August 12th of the same year, Fr. Preston sent

his power of attorney to Mr. Pitts, giving him authority

to enter into possession. On February 13th, 1610/11,*

that is, six months later, the Superiors of the three

Congregations met to draw up fresh articles of Union.

Plainly, Fr. Preston's action has had so far a beneficial

result. St. Lawrence's has begun to bring about a rap-

trochcment among the three English Benedictine bodies.

• The document in Reyner's Apostolatus is dated February 13th, 1610.

All iMigllsIi ecclesiastical documents of this period arc Old Style. The

English ecclesiastical and le^al year began on March 25th. Hence, in an

ecclesiastical document, January, February and part of March were always

the last months nf the year. Historically, therefore, they belong to the year

following. Weldon in his Collections, rightly dates this document February

13th, i6ii (New Style). This removes the supposed difficulty of attributing

the initials I'.N.F. appended to the document to Francis Foster. He signed

another document live months later. Mr. Bishop says "F.N'.I'.can be no

other tluui Fr. Baker himself." But scirelv Fr. Baker would sign a legal

document either with his full name or his initials. One does not use a

cryptogram as an official signature.
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As might be expected, these articles of Union, drawn up

by the representatives of the three bodies, are singularly-

fair, generous and practical. The new Congregation is to

be called that of "the Monks of the English Mission." Six

" definitores electores," three from the Spanish fathers and

three from the Cassinese and English monks conjointly,

are to draw up Constitutions and elect a Common Superior.

All property is to be in the name and for the benefit of the

Monks of the English Mission—gifts for special purposes

excepted. There will be a common treasurer bound to

render a strict account to the Superior general. Mean-
while, until the Superior is elected, things are to remain

as before, except that the two convents of Douai and

Dieulouard are to be open " tam ad habitum, quam ad

professionem " to all Benedictine English monks. The
inmates are always to conform to the customs and rules of

the convent in which they may happen to be living. The
one objection to this form of Union, according to Fr. Lean-

der, was the supposed impossibility of obtaining the con-

sent of the Superiors in Spain. Fr. Bradshaw undertook

to obtain it, but it is not certain that he made any effort to

do so. The affair collapsed once again through indiffer-

ence and neglect.

Nothing disheartened, Fr. Anselm Beech sent a modifi-

cation of these proposals from Rome. There was very

good sense in this fresh scheme. It was expressly

designed to meet the objections of those who (whilst

admitting the desirability of union) hesitated to change

their old Congregation for a new one. The English Con-

gregation was to come into existence gradually. Future

professions of Englishmen were to be all of them for the

new Congregation and no other. The English-Spanish

and English-Cassinese were thus to be permitted to die

out. Meanwhile, for the present, things would continue as

they were, and a biennial Superior for Dieulouard would

be chosen alternately from the two mother Congregations.
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The Cassinese Congregation gave a ready assent to this

their own proposition, but the Spanish Fathers held back.

At this date there was only one kind of union they were

willing to consider. As Abbot Cavarel wrote later, union

amongst brethren ought not to be a difficult matter

—

'* Water easily mingles with water and the river easily

absorbs the brooks into itself." But the question was,

wliich was to be the river and which the brook—who was
to absorb and who to be absorbed r He, with the Spanish
Fathers, could only understand a Union in which the

greater body— the Spanish—swallowed up the lesser.

That, of course, was a simple matter, if only the lesser

body or bodies quietly consented to be assimilated.

Unfortunately, or fortunately, they had a fixed idea that a

union meant a fusion, in which all existing bodies

sacrificed their identity to bring into existence a new
body—an independent English Congregation. The ad-

vantage of the Spanish yoke was not clear to them ; nor

was the disinterestedness of Spain or of the Spanish
party.

It seems likely that the three Congregations would have
dropped uU notion of union, and gone on their separate

ways, leaving the solution of the question to the law of the

survival of the fittest, but for the monastery of St. Law-
rence's in Lorraine. To whom was it to belong r The
donors had protested against Spanish jurisdiction over it.

Fr. Leander and the Spanish monks, however, had actual

possession of it. Would they, or could they be turned out r

They did not wish to lose it. It was, so far, their only

secure foothold out of Spain. Some of their members had
spent money on it. They do not seem to have believed

it would be taken from them. It may be they thought
their opponents would not dare to proceed to extremity.

Possession, if not nine-tenths of the law, is a sort of dead
weight which can only be stirred by the use of actual

force—surely unbeseeming among brethren. Fr. Preston's
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power of attorney to INIr. Pitts was, perhaps, forgotten,

or it may have seemed to them ridiculous. He was a

Cassinese monk, and the Italians had no better legal

claim to Dieulouard than the Spaniards. But they had

overlooked the little body of Westminster monks—Abbot

Cavarel politely said of them " Anglicani nulli sunt"—

who did fulfil the conditions of the donors which the

Spanish Fathers refused to carry out. They were un-

doubtedly an independent Congregation of English Bene-

dictines. They unquestionably had a right in Dieulouard.

Mr. Pitts therefore took possession of St. Lawrence's in

their name on May 8th, 1612.

Check called, with checkmate threatened and only to be

averted by a sacrifice, was the position after this move.

There was nothing unfair or unseemly about it. Frs.

Bradshaw and Leander had laid themselves open to it.

The donors had a right to see that the conditions they

had laid down were carried out. Mr. Pitts met with no

opposition. The Prior, Fr. Appleby, had left the monas-

tery. His presence could not have kept out Mr. Pitts, since

the French officials, lay and clerical, were prepared to take

action, if called upon, in his support. Moreover, the

Community as a whole was on the English side.

At last the Spanish party recognized the need to make

concessions. An advance on their part was imperative.

Fr. Leander, who had succeeded Fr. Bradshaw as Vicar-

General, came forward with a scheme of Union formulated

by the Spanish fathers. It went by the name of the Union

of the Four Articles. In it something was conceded

—

ungracefully. It was a move simply to avert defeat. To

call it a Union is a misnomer; it was simply a inodiis

Vivendi, which might serve for awhile, but could satisfy no

one.

In effect, the scheme gave equal rights in St. Lawrence's

to the monks of the Spanish profession and of Westmin-

ster. The name of the joint body was to be " The vSpanish
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Mission or Congregation." The monks of Westminster

were to be limited to twelve, and kept up to that number

by a fresh aggregation when any member died. When

the English schism came to an end, the brethren would be

permitted to make a final choice between England and

Spain. No notice whatever was taken of the Cassinese

monks. This was an ungraceful omission ; but to be fair

to Fr. Eeander it should be remembered that the least

concession on the part of the Spanish monks was looked

upon by them as a favour. They believed themselves to

be still in so superior a position as to be able to make

what terms they chose. They could not exactly dictate to

those over whom they had no authority ; but why should

they permit others, weaker than themselves both in

numbers and influence, to interfere with them r

Fr. Leander, personally, was one of the most generous

and reasonable of men. But he did not care to make

concessions under compulsion. No one does; least of all

a Superior in charge of grave interests. It was a duty of

his, quite as sacred to him as the welfare of English

Benedictinism, to defend and promote the interests of the

Body committed to his charge. He had sympathy with

the Westminster monks, as he showed ; but he must be

scrupulously faitliful to his own Valladolid Congregation.

Could he have made any other proposals than he did r

With diffidence, since it is quite impossible for anyone

writing nowadays not to be influenced in his judgment

by the course of after events, it may be said that the

Leander Union was unworthy of him. Why brush the

Cassinese brethren rudely aside as though of no conse-

quence ? Certainly, the half-dozen or so Italian monks

and their little property—Mr. Fitzherbert's bequest had

left them better off in proportion to their numbers than

the Spanish Fathers—would be no very great acquisition.

The Spanish monks could very easily do without them.

But they were Englishmen and Benedictines, and for
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that, if for no other reason, they deserved consideration.

There may have been no insult intended by it, but this

ignoring of them was like haughtily looking over their

heads—a bit of bad manners quite as irritating as an

expression of contempt. It must have been even more

irritating to see the Spanish monks adopting the West-

minster brethren and with them the Westminster succes-

sion, without so much as saying "by your leave" to those

who had taken the trouble to secure it. It was un-

generous to say the least of it.

As for the arrangement itself, the most that can be said

of it is that it would serve for a year or two. It settled

the Dieulouard controversy in a fashion. Fr. Leander

and his party could keep possession of the place in the name

of the twelve Westminster monks, now a part of themselves.

But all future English Benedictine growth was to be of

the Valladolid Congregation as long as the English

schism lasted. Until then there would be no possible

development of an English Congregation. It was finally

and absolutely restricted to twelve monks. One is bound

to admire Fr. Leander's loyalty to his own Congregation,

but his own country and countrymen had, at the least, a

claim to an equal share of his allegiance. His policy was

narrow and short-sighted. The connexion with Spain

was already becoming more of a burden than a help. It

counted against the monks rather than for them, both in

France and in England, with Catholics as well as with

Protestants. It was fast becoming of doubtful value even

in Flanders. English students no longer flocked to the

Spanish monasteries. The movement had been an abnor-

mal one, created by such unpleasant circumstances that

even the Benedictines who had profited by them could not

wish for their recurrence. One man's loss may be another

man's gain ; but no one should count upon such losses to

better his business, or reckon on them as future assets.

The Benedictines could not and would not be kept alive by
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secessions from the Secular Colleges. Even if Fr. Leander's

scheme had prevailed, each succeeding year would have

found the Benedictines more English and less Spanish.

In a very short time the connexion with St. Martin's at

Compostella or St. Benedict's at Valladolid would have

been no more real and practical than the connexion with

Westminster Abbey, and then which would appeal most

strongly to the loyalty of Englishmen r The monks would

find themselves cherishing the tie which bound them to

their own country and straining at the foreign yoke. For,

sooner or later, the Spanish jurisdiction would have become

to them an irksome restriction. It would naturally irritate

them to be governed by a General who could have but an

imperfect knowledge of their affairs,—if, indeed, he took

more than an amateurish interest in them. They would

be compelled, in the interests of the English mission, to

assert their independence. The right to elect their own
Superiors would be found to be a necessity, and would be

demanded by them as it had been demanded by the

English Cluniac monks before the Reformation. Perhaps

these assertions will not be deemed by the reader very

convincing ; we cannot " look into the seeds of time and

say which seed will grow and which will not," much less

can we say how the seeds would have behaved under

imaginary conditions. But we can look into the past and

try to read the lesson it teaches us. And there we find

Englishmen, under very similar circumstances, claiming

the right of election and a share of independence

—

claiming it as the privilege of a Benedictine and the

necessity of an Englishman ; and in the end seizing, by

summary methods, the liberty their foreign Superiors

could not legally grant, however their good will or their

good sense may have urged them to do so.
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CHAPTER XI.

Clamour ana Confusion.

It would serve no good purpose to record the bitter

opposition which this so-called Union met with in certain

quarters. The Spanish General and Chapter, of course,

approved of it; it put everybody and everything into their

hands. He and his Chapter had the right of appointment,

either directly or through the Vicar, to every position and

office in the so-called Mission or Congregation. Without

approving of it, for the sake as they hoped of the common
good, with the consciousness that they were sacrificing
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their own cherished hopes, the Westminster monks,

Maihew and Sadler, gave in their adhesion. A week later,

Fr. Baker, and a good deal later still, Frs. Bagshaw and

Clement Reyner subscribed to it. The Spanish General

Chapter thereupon, on May 5th, 1613, appointed Fr.

Leander Jones Vicar General, Fr. Maihew one of his

assistants, and Fr. Sadler the Vicar in England. Fr.

Foster and others withheld their signatures because they

were uncertain in what sense the articles were to be under-

stood. On account of this discussion the Union was not

promulgated in England, nor had it the approval of the

Holy See. Taking advantage therefore of its only

partial acceptance and authority, Fr. Anselm Beech pro-

cured from Pope Paul V the approval and promulgation

of an entirely different scheme of Union drawn up by

himself.

Roma locuta est; causa pitta est. This was naturally the

attitude of most of the English Benedictines at first. Fr.

Leander and his party were sadly depressed ; the Cassinese,

the Westminster monks, and their friends were highly

elated'; we, in these days, can feel neither one way nor the

other. Fr. Leander may certainly be reckoned to have

brought his trouble on himself: he had overlooked the

Cassinese in his arrangements ; they had now overlooked

him. He had believed his own arrangement to be just, if

not generous ; they had tried, in spite of provocation, to

be scrupulously fair. There is this to be said of Fr.

Anselm's scheme : that, in the end, it would have worked

out satisfactorily and left, as a residue, the same English

Benedictine Congregation which actually came into

existence. But there is this to be said against it : that it

could only have done so after years of dissatisfaction and

constraint. For it must be admitted that the Spanish

Fathers had been treated with scant courtesy. They had,

as the Holy See admitted by withdrawing the Bull, a right

to be consulted, before the very form and meaning of their
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vows were interfered with. In its action Rome had

believed it was doing them a grateful service, and perhaps

it had been ; but they did not see it.

It is as well to state just exactly what all the trouble was

about. The Spanish party were aggrieved, first of all and

chiefly, and justly, because they had not been consulted

before the Holy See issued its mandate. Secondly,

because they were cut off from the Spanish jurisdiction

—

protection and assistance, they said, but these were

rapidly becoming more and more unreal and imaginary.

Thirdly, because they were given no choice but to join

the new English Congregation or retire to their Spanish

monasteries. Lastly, because the Cassinese and the West-

minster monks were treated on terms of equality with

themselves—still a dire offence in the eyes of many.

There was nothing much else in the Anselmian Union

which could be objected to. Each monastery retained its

own customs as long as it remained abroad—a point of the

Leander scheme. A neat stroke, and one that reads nowa-

days like a piece of irony, was the provision that, whilst

St. Lawrence's and other monasteries had independence

and election of Superiors, St. Gregory's and Marchiennes

College were permitted to remain dependent on Spain, and

their Superiors were to be apppointed by the Spanish

General Chapter.

The Roman decree was published on the 12th of May,

1614,* and the nuncios of France and Belgium were

commanded to see that it was carried into effect. Fr.

Bradshaw at once gave in his submission, and so did Fr.

Walgrave of Chelles and, says Reyner, " the Prior of

Dieulouard and his whole community."

Though we may not have much sympathy with the

Spanish party, let us admit that they had a serious

grievance. Dr. Gifford thought so, and it was through his

advice and influence that Fr. Leander and the Spanish

* It was issued on the 3rd of February, 1614. (Reyner, Script, XXXVI.)
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monks moved to have a hearing in Rome. Cardinal

Bentivoglio, then nuncio in Flanders, was with little

difficulty brought to see the reasonableness of this request.

Fr. Benedict Jones was then commissioned to present their

case to the Holy See, and in spite of Fr. Anselm's opposi-

tion and that of Fr. Sigebert Bagshaw, who represented

the English Congregation, a new decree, dated 15th of

January, 16 15, was obtained rescinding the Anselmian

Union.

Meanwhile, the position of the opposing parties was

completely changed, and this through St. Lawrence's at

Dieulouard. It had now passed into the hands of the

English monks. Fr. IMaihevv had assumed the Priorship.*

Under the Leander Union Fr. Foster had been appointed

by the Spanish General prior of the house, but had never

entered into possession. As a matter of fact he had never

accepted the Leander Union, and was consequently

ineligible. t I'Vom the Spanish point of view Dieulouard

was without a Prior when Maihew took pos.session.

Fr. Appleby had no longer any authority even from the

Spanish General Chapter. Later, he and Fr. Nicholas

Beckett the novice-master, and Swithbert Lathom a

novice, were excluded from the monastery by a decree of

the House-chapter. Fr. Nicholas Fitzjames associated

himself with Fr. Maihew in this rejection of Spanish

dependence, and stayed for a short time at St. Lawrence's.

The other members of the Community were Lawrence

Reyner, Dunstan Pettinger, Alban Roe, Bernard Edmunds
and Francis Constable, witli George (iaire, Sigebert

Bagshaw, and Clement Reyner, novices. Fr. Constance

IMatthews was probably there, but of this it is not possible

to be certain. There were also two oblates.

• W'itli tlic consent and by the election of tlie Community witli l-V. Applu-hv

at the head. \'. Fr. Mailiew's Letter to Fr. Leander Jones.

I Douai MSS., copied bv I'r.Gilbert Dolan,

If
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Here, then, was a strong, organized band of English

Benedictines opposed to the Spanish jurisdiction. The

monks of Dieulouard—then all of the Spanish profession

had thrown in their lot with the monks of Westminster to

form an English Congregation. They had a House o

their own. They had monks on the English Mission, at

St. Malo, at Chelles, at Paris, at Remiremont, even at

Fontevraud (Fr. Amandus Venner). It could no longer

be said "the English are nobodies." They were now a

powerful body which could face the Spanish monks on

nearly even terms. By the advice of Fr. Anselm, sent

from Rome, a Chapter of the English Congregation was

held at Dieulouard, in which Fr. Sadler was elected

President and Fr. Maihew was made Vicar of all the

English monks abroad ; he remaind at Dieulouard acting

as its Prior. Afterwards, the decree of the Pope rescinding

the Anselmian Union ordered that all monks should return

to their original obedience; but it was held that St.

Lawrence's had never rightly belonged to the Spanish

Congregation. To make this more abundantly clear, the

donors of the monastery repeated in much stronger lan-

guage their declaration of 1610, that the monastery was

given to the English Benedictine monks, whoever they

might be, that it was to be an independent English

Benedictine House, and subject in no way to Spanish

Superiors. The Spanish Superiors were not even to be

permitted to enter into the house as guests, for fear

they might succeed in exercising authority there. This

document is dated June 5th, 1615.

Fr. Maihew has been blamed for his action at this

crisis. He has been called 2m extravagant. This is

unjust to him. Like all strong men he was not an easy

adversary to deal with. His attitude at the moment may

seem arrogant, but it was the fault of his position and not

of himself. The An.selmian Union had been promulgated

by the Holy See. Under this Union he had been made
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Vicar of all English monks out of England. He had a

right, therefore, as long as the Union was in force, to

demand their obedience. "Our Congregation," "Our
house at Dieulouard," " Our President," " Our Procurator

in Rome," were titles and descriptions warranted by

Papal and Capitular sanction when he made use of them.

If he had not so asserted himself he would have been

untrue to the brethren, Spanish as well as English, who
had elected him Superior. What are called his pretensions

rested on nothing less solid than a mandate from the

Pope. Let us admit a mistake had been made; it was not

Maihew's. When the Holy See recognized the mistake and

recalled its decree, Maihew was .strictly obedient to the

Papal order to return to the Congregation of his profession.

He at once surrendered his obedience to Fr. Anselm Beech,

the resident of the English monks. It was by Fr.

Anselm's instructions he remained at Dieulouard and held

the Chapter which excluded Fr. Appleby and Fr. Beckett

from the House. As for the possession of Dieulouard

none had a better right to it than he and his monks. As
long as they were subject to the Spanish authorities, Fr.

Leander and his party had neither legal nor just claim to

it. They, or at least some of them, held that, with the

revocation of the Anselmian Union, the one-sided Union
of Four Articles came again into force. But this was a

real extravagance ; it is quite impossible to read into the

command of the Holy See that each monk should return

to the Congregation of his profession, an order for the

English monks to accept the Spanish obedience.

. A straightforward, determined man, with more of the

courage of the soldier than the finesse of the politician,

submissive and aggressive, bold and humble, by turns, in

obedience to the call of duty, Fr. Maihew was one whose
character must always command the respect of those who
try to understand him. He was wholly unselfish in all

that he did. He had no craving for position ; all his life

H2
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through he showed that it was as easy for him to obey as

to command. Neither was he of a quarrelsome nature.

For the sake of peace and union he had, in signing the

Four Articles, courageously sacrificed his private ideal of

an English Benedictine Congregation. What this meant

to him we cannot realize now. The English Congregation,

to him whom Fr. Buckley had clothed with the habit in the

Gatehouse cf Westminster, was a sacred trust, a mission

received direct from God. He had faith in it—faith great

enough to leave it in God's hands to be brought about in His

own good time. Meanwhile, he, in his own person, would go

through fire and water to serve it. He was an enthusiast,

but only like the Psalmist who " loved the glory of God's

house and the place where His glory dwelleth." That to

him was the Benedictine Order in England. But this

enthusiasm had no taint of extravagance ; his ideal was

a practical one, not in any sense the dream of a

visionary. He had the happiness to see it realized in his

life-time—more fully, perhaps, than he had ever hoped.*

If he had a fault it was the natural result of his single-

mindedness. He had a difficulty in seeing how people

could think differently from himself But he was humble

enough to judge no one unkindly or ungenerously. Con-

cessions from an adversary always disarmed him. In this

very dispute, after his frank hostility to Spanish preten-

sions, when Fr. Leander, in obedience to the Pope's

command, drew up fresh proposals of Union, he wrote at

once, in the friendliest spirit, to say that " paucis demptis

et additis" he would at once subscribe to them.

- His so-called "many misadventures" is a meanln<,dess piece of rhetoric.

In every way he was a singularly successful man.
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CHAPTER XIL

Union at Cast.

The fiasco of the Anselmian Union had some excellent

results. It settled the scruples which had troubled the

minds of some of the monks concerning their vow of

stability in their Congregation ; the Holy See had taken it

upon itself to overrule this promise for the sake of building

up a new English Congregation, It brought home to the

Spanish fathers the need of treating their other English

brethren on terms of something like equality with them-

selves. It delayed the solution of the difficulties long enough

for some of them to disappear altogether and others to be

seen in a new light. It made evident the personal interest

of Pope Paul V in Union, and, moreover, by his with-

drawal of a Bull " under the seal of the Fisherman" already

promulgated, his care to be, not only scrupulously just, but
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delicately considerate of rights and prejudices. But the

great result was, that in order to repair his admitted mistake,

His Holiness was most anxious to bring about the Union
with as little delay as possible. To this end, he ordered the

three Congregations, Spanish, Cassinese and English, to

send instructed and accredited representatives to Rome
to present their views to the Sacred Congregation. It

quickly became apparent, when this was done, that the

Spanish and English Congregations would easily come to

an agreement. Further, tlie heads of the two Congrega-
tions, and also the Fathers on the English Mission, sepa-

rately, had made the very practical suggestion that nine

Definitors, elected indiscriminately from all English Bene-
dictines by a plurality of suffrages, should be deputed to

draw up a concordat, elect Superiors, and decree the

necessary Constitutions. This unobjectionable, wholly

reasonable solution of the difficulty so appealed to the

Cardinals in charge of the business, that they straightway

ordered it to be carried out, whether the Cassinese brethren

fell in with it or not.

Fr. Anselm Beech and his party could not be brought to

believe they would be fairly treated in such an arrange-

ment and they stood out. This is regrettable. They
might have had more faith in the generosity of their Eng-
lish brethren. But they believed it would be the " Union
of the Four Articles" over again.

Times, however, were changed. There was no talk now
of the Spanish Succession. No one now looked to Spain

to bring England back to the Faith. Even in Flanders

the power of the Archduke was on the wane. Three years

back, Fr. Leander could not see how any serious conces-

sion by the Spanish Fathers was possible. Now he

admits, but regrets, the possibility. Two years later,

Spanish jurisdiction will have become a mere matter of

sentiment with him. Three years later still, and the

ex-Vicar will be as "English" as Fr. Maihew himself.
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This seems a suitable place to estimate just what the

English Benedictines owed to their brethren in Spain. The
Valladolid Congregation freely and graciously welcomed

and educated a large number of students from the English

Colleges, and some forty of them— it is Fr. Leander's

estimate—were sent from the Spanish monasteries to the

English Mission. Though this was at a time when
Spain looked upon England as a future Spanish colony, it

was a noble and praiseworthy act. Spanish apathy after-

wards left the English of their Congregation, once they

had left for the Mission, to look after themselves. There

was a home and a welcome for them in Spain in case of

sickness or old age ; the advantage of which is not much
discounted by the fact that there is no record of a missioner

availing himself of the privilege. The monks had also

such patronage as the Spanish General could give them

—

useful, on occasion, as in the esta,blishment of St. Gregory's

at Douai. Apart from this, there were some promises made
to Fr. Leander conditional on continuation under Spanish

rule : The sustentation and education of eight or twelve

novices; a hope "quasi certa " of pecuniary help (not

given so far on account of the controversy) ; and a " not

obscure promise " of the gift of a monastic house in Spain.

These vague hopes and intentions were generous and

honest enough, no doubt, when made, but, as the event

proved, they were no better than "castles in Spain." But,

over and above all, the Spanish General and his Chapter

at all times showed real magnanimity in their ready and

unselfish consent to whatever the English Fathers decided

to be best for themselves and their country.

To return to the history of the Union. The true spirit

of our old English Fathers—somewhat jealous and dis-

trustful in wordy controversy, rough-spoken and stubborn,

but not ungenerous—showed itself when it came to the

practical matter of an election. Then there was no thought

but to be impartial and even magnanimous. The Roman
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brief had decided that the nine Definitors were to be chosen

by a simple majority. The Spanish party, which in spite

of divided sympathies was greatly predominant, could have

carried the election as it wished. It was for the fear of this,

in despair of fair treatment, that the Cassinese fathers stood

out of the election. But, with a characteristic English

love of fair play, the voters, to their great honour, sent to

the conclave at the Hotel de St. Andre, Paris, nine fully

and evenly-balanced representative men— representative

of each interest and party : Frs. Leander Jones, Rudesind

Barlow and Bennet Jones of the Spanish interest; Frs.

Robert Sadler, Edward Maihevv and Sigebert Bagshaw of

the English Westminster monks ; Dr. Gifford of Dieulou-

ard and St. ^lalo, Fr. Robert Haddock, Superior of the

English Mission, and Fr. Torquatus Lathom, Professor

of Philosophy at Douai. No one could feel aggrieved

at such a result, except, perhaps, impossible Fr. Walgrave

at Chelles.

Given nine men of greatly superior intelligence and

learning, trained in different schools, adversaries in a sense,

but with strong mutual esteem and the knowledge that

they must come to an agreement, we can predict, with

certainty, a compromise of some kind. Given that these

men are Englishmen and monks of the same Order, already

joined together by the bonds of patriotism and family, we

can predict that the solid part, the kernel of the agreement,

will be English Benedictinism, and that the compromise

will be jealously arranged so as to preserve this substan-

tially perfect. The English monks of the different Con-

gregations had only to be brought together for the remain-

ing difficulties in the way of Union to lose their potency.

They discovered, as might have been expected, that the

ties of blood and country were the only reality, and that all

the rest was sentiment—very proper and beseeming—but

lending itself to such modifications as would safeguard

everybody's honour and self-respect. Bring such people
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to shake hands with each other, and an exchang'e of com-
pliments will follow as a matter of course. The small

compromises agreed to at the meeting" were in effect an

exchange of compliments. The shaking of hands was the

Union of the English monks in a thoroughly English

Congregation.

Without wearying the reader with the details of the

settlement, here is an outline of it. Out of the Union of

English monks is to be born an English Benedictine Con-
gregation ; but to soothe Spanish feeling the Spanish habit

is to be worn. The Congregation is to be independent,

with self-government and Benedictine right of election
;

but to conciliate the Spanish party, the Spanish General is

to be permitted to appoint either the first or second elect

as President. Fr. Maihew, Dr. Gifford and the advocates

of primitive observance—the Dieulouard party—are to have
their way in St. Lawrence's, Chelles and Paris—when the

latter is firmly established—and these are to be * Monas-
teries ;' P>. Leander and those of the milder Spanish obser-

vance are to have their wiiy in St. Gregory's and St. Ben-
net's, which are classed as ' Colleges ' or Houses of Studies.

Considerable ingenuity is shown in the way absolute inde-

pendence is secured, whilst an honorary pre-eminence is

given to the Spanish General. Lest the power to choose
either of the two elect-Presidents for the Office might on
occasion prove an inconvenience—supposing the General
to refuse to appoint either—it was decreed that, unless

the appointment were made within six months, his right

to choose should lapse, and the first elect should step at

once into autliority. No English monk could assume the

title of 'Doctor' without permission of the General—an
exercise of jurisdiction honourable, but of no practical im-
portance. Further, the General had the right of Visitation

in any English Benedictine monastery in Spain— if he
should be kind enough to make the English monks a present

of one. The whole arrangement of the English Definitors
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may seem a little selfish, offering to the Spanish authorities

the shadow and keeping the substance for themselves, an

arrangement to get what they could without making any

real return ; but the truth is they had come to disbelieve in

the usefulness of the connexion with the Spanish Con-

gregation, and what they freely conceded was not in

expectation of future benefits, but in acknowledgment of

past kindness. The young birds had left the parent nest

long enough now, not only to be able, but to be expected,

to look after themselves.

The whole business was carried through with perfect

friendliness and unanimity, and with considerable dis-

patch. Sittings commenced on June ist, 1617. Before

October of the same year, a Brief had been prepared in

Rome signifying the approval of the Holy See. The

Spanish General, in the name of his Congregation, gave

formal assent to the Articles on October 17th. Two years

passed before the Papal Brief was promulgated, thanks to

a French opposition headed by Abbot Cavarel,the Abbess

of Chelles, the Nuncio at Paris and otliers, instigated by

Frs. Wal grave and Barnes. The effect of this opposition

was the addition to the Brief of a sentence safeguarding

any real, possible or supposed rights of other Congrega-

tions. The English Benedictine Congregation was finally

and formally created on August 23rd, 161 9.

Looking back from our distant point of view, it is easy

to believe and to understand that, throughout the dissen-

sions, Divine Providence was guiding all things to the

desired end. We can believe that our Fathers were the

wiser, truer, more earnest, less selfish, better strengthened

and more finely tempered, for the troubles through which

they had passed. We can believe that the Union was the

more perfect for the heat to which it had been subjected :

there is no good welding without the hammer; there is no

friendship more lasting than that which springs from a

reconciliation after a quarrel. It was no patchwork settle-
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ment, this final one. Some tattered remnants of the old

state of things were preserved, but only as honoured

memories of a bygone past, like ancient flags hung up in

a Minster. Perhaps the long dispute about the ownership

of Dieulouard may have suggested to the reader the snarl-

ing of two dogs over a bone. But it was this very quarrel

which brought the Spanish and English monks together.

It was this very quarrel which taught them to respect

and to love one another. And throughout it all Dieu-

louard stood strongly for English independence, English

brotherhood, and English loyalty to Religion, Country

and King.
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CHAPTER Xlir.

Waps ana IHcans.

A homely, cheerful poverty distinguished St. Lawrence's

in its early days. Somehow or other, money was found to

rebuild handsomely the long south side of the cloister and

the east wing leading into the south transept of the

church. The work seems to have been completed before

1 62 I. Tall white- washed rooms, with long square-headed

windows, and a vaulted cloister with semi-gothic openings

and quaint buttresses of debased style, were the features

of the new monastery. A library, the nucleus of which

was Archbishop Gifford's collection, was formed on the

ground floor of the east wing. House and church were

furnished in the scantiest and simplest style. In 1622,* it

had not yet been possible to procure dalmatics for the

celebration of High Mass. When the Benedictines were

driven out at the Revolution the church was rich in works

of art. The high altar was of marble— it is described as

'magnifique' by the Revolutionaries—there were richly-

carved stalls in the choir, a handsome pulpit and con-

fessional in the nave, a great panelled wardrobe in the

sacristy—all " des boiseries finement sculptees." But

this was the work of the Benedictines in their more

prosperous days, more than a century later. At present

there was decent poverty ; sometimes even less than that.

For a long time the chief support of the monks was

' alms from England
;

' this meant not donations merely,

but the pensions and dowries of the brethren. But gradu-

® Vide the dispute conterniny the eondaternity of St. Sebastian. Archives

Departemen tales.
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ally the kindness and generosity of the people of the

neighbourhood endowed the English with considerable

properties. The liishop of Toul gave an annual pension

of 300 francs. The Bishop of Verdun, besides his gift of

a garden and of firewood, sent annually 200 francs. The

Duke of Lorraine numbered the English monks among his

pensioners. Claude Hierosme provost of Dieulouard,

Jean de Gourmay, Jean de Latridalle, Claude Villotte,

Toussaint Lambert, Louis de Sallens, Diane d'Haussoii-

ville, Maussuy, Mariette Thibauld, are only a few of many
local benefactors of St. Lawrence's. Fr. Bennet d'Orgain

and Fr. Maurus Flutot* brought with them patrimony in

the shape of lands and goods. The Bishop of the diocese,

Toul, besides his own annual donation and the endowment
of the farm of Jaillon obtained from the Canons, at a later

Visitation, insisted that the ancient and wealthy Confrater-

nity of St. Sebastian should be re-erected at Dieulouard.

The Canons had transferred it and its revenues, together

with the relics of the Saint, to Nancy. At the Episcopal

Visitation the inhabitants of the village made complaint

of this. They pointed out that the foundation was annexed

to the two Dieulouard Churches cum hac cautela that if the

Canons leave or are taken away, the " maistres et

governeurs de la diet confrairie, par I'advise et consente-

ment des doyen et tresorier qui seront pour le temps, et

des confreres, puissent prendre et elire autres Peres, enfans

et gens d'eglese idonnes et suffisants, pour faire dire et

celebrer en la dicte eglise Parochiale 5cc." t Moreover,

the complainants declared that the Canons, after seizing

and removing the revenues, made no attempt to fulfil the

obligations, except perhaps "unius Pater Noster recita-

tione." Which, with other statements, and arguments, so

convinced the Bishop that he ordered immediate restitution

of the property, to be equally divided, with an equal

division of the obligations, between the churches of St.

•• The farm of Chenicourt, \ Archives Departementales,
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Lawrence and St. Sebastian at Dieulouard. As might be

expected, the Canons appealed against this decision. But

they had a hopeless case. They complained that the

Benedictines, in their unfurnished church, could not fitly

carry out the obligations. But chiefly they relied on a

promise of Fr. Augustine Bradshaw that neither he nor

his Order, in consideration of the gift they had received,

would ever after make any claim against the Canons, or

begin any controversy or action at law. There was no

difficulty in meeting this argument. The Benedictines

were not bringing any action. It was the arlictdus visiia-

tionis which had raised the question. Rome decided in

1622 that the decree of the Bishop should be confirmed

and carried out. Though the obligations were onerous,

the endowments were ample. It was a god-send to the

Community in the days of scarcity.

We find the name of a Madame Pitts appearing in con-

nection with a legacy to Dieulouard—further help, no doubt,

from Fr. Arthur Pitts ; and a certain M. Arthur Witt or

Wite (White r) Cure d'Hattigni, leaves to his countrymen

his library and a fourth part of his "deniers" in 1630.

We find also in the Archives Departementales frequent

mention of small acquisitions of property by the Benedic-

tines, beginning with the purchase of a house, Rue

d'Avignon, in 16 18. Most of these are tiny parcels of

land —" omees de vigne " and " jours de terre "—useful to

furnish the tables of the monks. The house. Rue de la

Bouillante, was purchased, at the cost of 1300 francs, for

the sake of the reservoir for fish in the garden attached to

it. These purchases were probably investments of the

patrimonies of the monks.

Lawsuits tell us of two considerable local rights pos-

sessed by the monks. One was the privilege of *' troupeau

a part," the right of pasturing their cattle on the commons

one hour before the communal flock. This privilege was

inherited from the Canons, and was of sufficient impor-
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tance to be the occasion of a legal contest between the

monastery and the Commune, and also of suits of trespass

brought by the monks. A similar manorial right, as

vigorously disputed, was the fishery of the Eau Brion,* an

arm of the Moselle.

We are now in a position to estimate what life at

Dieulouard meant in its early days. Choir duties and

studies had, as always, the first and largest place in the

daily routine. Outside the cloister, there was work in the

garden, vineyards and fields, and fishing in the Moselle.

Besides two indoor servants (probably oblate lay-brothers),

in 1622 there were only two women labourers employed

on the land. The monks as far as possible did everything

for themselves. The rule of the house was total abstinence

from flesh meat. This made their fishery rights in the

Eau Brion, and their reservoir in the Rue de la Bouillante,

of the first importance. From an old document we learn

that there was free fishing in the Moselle itself and the

Chaudrup under certain restrictions. Night lines and
basket-traps were forbidden (" sauf au harnais dormant et

a voie liante"). But people could fish with the line and
rod, with the large hoop-net (trouble), by tickling, with

spinners, with floats and with torches,! also *' au xepot " (?)

and " au marchepied "
(?)—whatever they may mean: a

a fairly extensive liberty. Probably, the special fishing

rights of the monks in their own waters permitted the use

of the drag-net and other unsportsmanlike methods.

Anyway they could easily obtain food. The Moselle,

the Eau Brion, and the Chaudrup were full of excellent

fish, and the maigrc fare of the monks could have been
only restricted in quality. The canalized river must also

have brought cheap salted sea-fish almost to their doors.

• Arcliixcs Dcpartcincntales, Seric H, 57.

t " a. la main ' " " ;i la toupee ;
" " an houchon ;

" "
;i la lumicrc." Notice

Historiquc.
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A fairly complete series of Visitation accounts, preserved

in the Archives Departementales, is chiefly of interest in

recording the flux and reflux, periods of growth and
periods of stagnation, alternations of activity and depres-

sion, the wave-like movement of the current of life, always

restless, ever changing, even when, as in this instance, it

is a record of increasing prosperity. In 1622, under Fr,

Lawrence Reyner, there were 22 Religious with two

servants and two women labourers, and the farm stock was
one horse, six cows and two calves ; in 1630, there were 26

Religious, three servants, with the same number of cows

and two horses. By 1639, the number of Religious had
shrunk to 7, but there were six horses and 3 colts (horse-

breeding is evidently looked to as a source of income). In

1642, the number of Religious was 10, and the stud had

still further increased to 10 horses or mares (home-bred)

and five colts. As an estimate of income, outside of farm

produce, we may take the account of 1630, when the rent-

roll was 1300 francs, the pensions from England 1000 francs,

and the annual alms (from the Bishops and Princej 630

francs. We may judge of the acquisition of property by

the account of 1642, when the monks possessed four small

houses and farms, 120 acres of arable land, 34 acres of

meadow, 2 acres of hemp, 7 of vines and four little orchards.

The possessions were not great ; the income was not

ample in view of the obligations and debts—240 francs of

' desperate ' debts are recorded by the Procurator in the

status ; but for frugal and contented monks, St. Lawrence's

was now no longer a mere shelter and a refuge, it had

become a home.
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CHAPTER XIV.

men of Rcnoani : £aurcntian Writers.

Ihere is usually something of the adventurer in all great

men, and more particularly, perhaps, in all great monks.

The qualities which shine before the world are, for the

most part, a forced growth—forced, not in sheltered com-

fort, by skilful nurture, but in stress of opposition, by the

urgency of necessity ; hardihood, enterprise, .strength,

resourcefulness, shrewdness, self-confidence, the gifts which

lift a man above his fellows, are the products, not of quiet

and rest, but of conflict and emulation, of distress and

difficulty. In the history of a monastic Order or House, the

periods of cloistered prosperity are uneventful ; the saintly

eminence of its inmates is of a kind which human history

I
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does not, and, indeed, need not, trouble itself to record
;

distinguished names are few, and those fe.v invariably

achieve their distinction outside the convent walls. It is

chiefly in the troubled beginnings of things, tlie roofless

days of penury and hardship, or in the days of persecution

and trial when an enemy is beating at the gates, that one

may expect to meet with notable characters and illus-

trious achievements. History is interested only in the ex-

ceptional, and the exceptional in a monastery or a monk

nearly always comes from without. There may indeed be

internal revolutions in the shape of reforms and re-con-

structions. But, generally, it is contact and conflict with

the world which brings a monk's name into historical

prominence. And here it is gifts and qualities other than

strictly monastic virtues which stand him in good stead.

Yet it can be laid down as an axiom that a man can never

be a really great monk unless he is a good one. His con-

tact with outside affairs must ennoble and not degrade

him. He should be no less a monk, though, perhaps,

something more of a man.

In the history of Dieulouard its greatest sons were its

founders. Gifford, Maihew, Sadler, Baker, intractable

Walgrave, the two Reyners, even the Venerable Alban

Roe, the martyr, were all pioneers who owed their

eminence not to the quiet of the cloister, but lo the distur-

bances and difficulties of its beginnings. They were

makers of their house and also of the English Benedictine

Congregation, who built strongly because their work

was accomplished in the storm and not in the sunshine.

They did great things because they were strong themselves,

and their strength grew out of the greatness of their task.

A band of fearless men, they learnt how to do a thing

by doing it, and did it well because they did not fear

to spend themselves in the task. Leaders of forlorn hopes

they may not be called, because of their faith in their

cause and their trust in God. But they were ready to
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advance and to act, when they could not see their way
before them.

Archbishop Gifford's history has been suflficiently told.

Of Walgrave's subsequent career, always that of one who
sought out adventure, a few remaining facts will be noted

later. Of Sadler nothing more need be said, save that he

and ]\Iaihew, with Baker and Poster and the other West-
minster monks, formally affiliated themselves to St.

Lawrence's in order to endow it with the rights and
privileges of the great English Abbey. Through them
Ampleforth Abbey is the direct heir of the Koyal English

Monastery, and though the inheritance is a shadowy
succession, little better than an ancestral estate passed

into alien hands, the honour of a lineal descent from

Westminster Abbey is a patent of nobility as proud

as that of a pedigree dating back to the Conqueror.

Enough, however, has been said of the Westminster

monks. But the literary work of Mailiew and Baker

deserves something more than a word of comment. Their

writings were an event in Benedictine history.

Er. Edward iMaihew's education was the ordinary clerical

course of a priest of the Mission in the English Colleges

of Douai, Rheims and Rome. He was born at Dinton,

Salisbury, and went, first, with his brother Henry to

Douai. Afterwards, he spent five years at Rheims and

Verdun, and five at Rome. He was ordained in Rome at

the age of 24, and was twelve years a priest before he

received the lienedictine habit. He came before the

public as an author, anonymously, in 1608, by a book

entitled "A Treatise on the grounds of the old and newe
Religion ^'C,"—a quarto volume which attracted attention

at the time and deserved to do so. It provoked a reply from

Dr. Thomas James, Sub-Dean of Wells, anil also from

Richard Eield. His next book was a Manuale or Ritual

according to the Sarum rite.* In 1613 he published an

* In .Mailicw's own list tlic phrase runs '' sccuuilum ubuiii ^iiii mu."
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English prayer book called A " Paradise of Praiers,
"

a charming little book, the forerunner, in the prayers

selected for translation, and to some extent in its form,

of Bishop Challoner's '* Garden of the Soul." In his

preface Maihew tells its history. " Being desirous

some few yeares since during the time of Lent to in-

termit mine ordinarie course of studies touching contro-

versies, and to spend those few weekes of penance and
recollection partlie in some pious exercise which might
be profitable to my poor afflicted country; and more-

over finding that sundrie excellent praiers written in

Latine, were not yet published in our English tongue : I

resolved to gather into one English worke, certain selected

praiers dispersed in the Latine bookes of many authors."

The book contains an abbreviated Invitatory to be recited

before the Mass, the Jesus Psalter, the most of what are

usually called our old English prayers, and also the serving

at Mass, where the server is told as a general instruction
*' whether thou give or receave alwaies do reverence to the

priest with bowing thy head or making a legge." Except
for the quaint, fervent expressions of old English speech,

its antiquity would hardly be recognized. Two small

controversial works are mentioned by Maihew in his own
list as having been written by him, but there is no
evidence that they were ever printed. Lastly, there is his

magniun opus, the " Congregationis Anglicanae Ordinis S.

Benedicti TrophEca." Maihew tells us in the Preface that

he began this work when he was 44 years of age. It was
finished in 1625 ; he therefore spent eleven years in its

compilation. By his own account he went to Dieulouard

There is such a Manual in the Ampleforth Library. It was clearly

intended for our English Benedictine Fathers, to be used both as a Ritual

and a pocket Missal. It has a proper Preface of St. Benedict, who is the

only saint with a votive Mass. There is also a separate and interesting

burial service for Benedictine Monks. The book, a small 8vo, has lost its

title page, but was evidently printed at Douai, c. 1611.
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in 1613 and remained there eight years as Prior. The
book may be looked upon, therefore, as the literary labour

of his priorship. It is no exaggeration to speak of it as

a splendid work. It shows considerable learning and

research. It is written in easy and fluent Latin, and has

that impress of personality which is found in everything

that Maihew wrote. He is speaking to the reader

throughout the book. One feels his sincerity, his earnest-

ness and liis unaffected piety in every word. He
believes that what the English Benedictines did in the

past they may do again ; but only if they are faithful

to their institute. He does not hesitate to say that the

old monks had brought their ruin upon themselves. " £t

unde haic omnia mala ortum habuerunt r Non possum

aliud dicere, quam ex neglectu regularis observantiae

:

nimirum eo quod praidecessores nostri Monachi Bene-

dictini juxta S. Benedicti Regulam paulatim vivere

neglexerunt. Hoc fuit malorum omnium qucc nobis super-

venerunt initium, hsec eorum causa." A book less offen-

sive in style and intention and matter it would be difficult

to conceive. Fr. Maihew died the very year of its

complete publication, but he had lived long enough to

be astonished at the storm he had unwittingly raised.

As Fr. Leander wrote in Reyner's Apostolatus, if a man
should read the book a hundred times, he would be unable

to find a contentious or hurtful word in it. He likens the

objector, who professed to find venom in certain of its

expressions, to a spider which, passing over the honey,

manages to suck virus ct voicnum out of the healthiest

plant. Nevertheless, the book was savagely attacked

by Frs. Barnes and Walgrave, " autor et editor " of

the Exanien Trophicorum, and over it the enemies and

defenders of the newly-erected English Benedictine Con-

gregation joined issue. The Apostolatus, whicli was

written in answer to the Exame?i was less a defence of

Maihevv's book—which, in reality, needed no defence

—
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than a crushing attack upon the position taken up by

Walgrave and Barnes. But the ashes of this extinct

controversy do not need to be disturbed here.

Another great literary name among the first sons of St.

Lawrence's is that of Fr. Augustine Baker. He never lived

at Dieulouard, although he was formally affiliated to it and

counted himself, and was counted, one of its monks. He
was a convert ; but the story of his conversion has been

so often and so recently told that it need not be repeated.*

Of the events of his life, it will be sufficient to note that he

was born at Abergavenny in 1575 ; was educated at

Christ's Hospital and Broadgate's Hall, now Pembroke
College, Oxford ; became a lawyer ; made his noviciate

in Padua ; was professed in England ; and spent the most

notable portion of his life as Chaplain to the Benedictine

nuns at Cambrai. He has been reproached with shrink-

ing from the special English-Benedictine work of the

Mission, but though he believed himself wholly unfitted for

it, at the call of obedience, he went to London and lived at

Holborn with a Mr. Watson, t doing duty in the Royal

Chapel at Somerset House. There, as Sir W. Earle said

in Parliament (13th P^ebruary, 1628}, "Besides the Queen's

Mass there are two other Masses daily in the Queen's

Court, so that it is grown common with the outfacing

Jesuits and common in discourse : 'Will you go to Mass r'

or 'Have you been at Mass in Somerset House r' there com-

ing 500 at a time from Mass." Fr. Baker died in Gray's

Inn Lane, August 9th 1641.

That something of the spirit of adventure which urged

the first Laurentians into unused paths had entered into

the claustral, contemplative soul of Fr. Baker may be

judged from the suspicion cast upon the soundness of his

doctrine by some excellent religious men. Fr. Baker, as

'" Vide the Amplefortli Journal, Vol. IV. pp. 60-63.

t The Dictionary of National Biography says he was first Chaplain to

Mr. Watson and then in Holborn. The above is from the Oxford MS. Life

of Baker.
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is well known, wrote a good many spiritual works of a

mystical tendency. Why he wrote them, a passage from a

letter of his to Sir Robert Cotton will explain.* Speaking

of the Benedictine Nuns in his charge, he writes : " They

are in number as yet but 2g. They are inclosed and never

seen by us nor by anni other unlesse it be rarelie uppon

an extraordinarie occasion, but uppon no occasion maie

they go furth, nor maie anie man or woman gette in unto

them. Yet I have my diet from them and uppon occasions

conferre with them, but see not one another; and live in a

house adjoining to them. Their lives being contemplative

the common bookes of the world are not for iheir purpose,

and little or nothing in thes dales printed in English that

is proper for them. There were manie good English

bookes in olde time wherof thoughe they have some, yet

they want manie, and thereuppon I am in their behalf

become an humble suitor unto you, to bestowe on them such

bookes as you please, either MS. or printed, being in Eng-

lish, conteining contemplations. Saints lives, or other

devotions." What answer Sir Robert Cotton made to this

appeal is not recorded. But, in the dearth of printed

books or MS. copies of well-known spiritual treatises, Fr.

Baker dev^oted himself to the writing of a great course of

mystical teaching, some of it being the translation of

chapters and passages from men like Taulerus, but the

most of it a system of his own. In it, at least in the more

advanced treatises, after the A.B.C. has been passed, "I

know not whether I should say more wisely or more boldly,

perhaps both wisely and boldly and freely "—to use his

own phrase—Fr. Baker broke new ground. Naturally, by

doing so, he laid himself open to criticism as an innovator.

His doctrine was called in question almost from the outset.

The General Chapter of 1629 appointed Fr. Leander Jones

and Fr. Clement Reyner to read and revise the books al-

ready written. This they did and, after certain excisions

and corrections, formally approved of them.
• Duotcd in the Diclioiuiry of Nationul Bioj^raphy.
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The same Chapter appointed Fr. Francis Hull, chaplain
of the Benedictine Dames of Cambrai. Fr. Baker was
not removed. Seemingly, he was permitted to hear the

Confessions of those who wished his direction. For
awhile the arrangement acted well. Fr. Baker's gentle

mysticism attracted and satisfied some. Fr. Hull's austere

asceticism attracted and satisfied others. Both were
doing an excellent work. The Lady Abbess and Dame
Gertrude More looked upon Fr. Baker as specially sent

by God for their peculiar guidance ; Fr. Baker said of Fr.

Hull that, with some of the Sisters, " he hath taken as

great pains as would be scarce credible to others and
hath given them and still doth all possible satisfaction.

. c . And I most willingly acknowledge that I have
not the skill nor ability spiritual and corporal to satisfy

them so well as he can, nor to satisfy them at all."* It

was an ideal arrangement until the one began to make
converts of the disciples of the other. Then these two
excellent directors crossed swords. Fr. Baker wrote a
still more advanced treatise, marked with the letter K

—

his spiritual treatises began with the A.B.C. and pro-

gressed with the letters of the alphabet—on spiritual

direction and directors ; Fr. Hull " made a sermon (that

lasted about the space of an hour and a quarter, that was
so austere, frightful and terrible even to all or the greater
part of the house) and made with such vehemence of spirit

that they were almost all of them troubled and grieved at

it." t As soon as the good sisters had begun to sort

themselves into two camps, the situation became an
impossible one. The best of saints must have fallen out

in such circumstances. Of course, there were mutual
recriminations, apologetically expressed, and, of course,

there were the usual appeals to the President and the

® Rawlinson MSS.

t Vr. Baker's letter to the President General. Rawlinson MSS., Bodleian.
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General Chapter. The General Chapter of 1633 finally

decided in favour of Fr. Baker ; and the President sent

him on the Mission.

To be just to Fr. Baker, though he was accused of

valuing his mystical writings unduly and did value them

greatly, he never for a moment resented the criticism or

corrections of those who had a right to pass a judgment

on his works. He was a model of humility and obedience

to his Superiors. He destroyed the treatise K which Fr.

Hull looked upon as a personal attack. He was the

gentlest and most peaceful of men, although he did not

shirk controversy and does not appear to have been great-

ly distressed when forced into it. He could defend himself

ably. He could even hit hard and .straight in a measured

unemotional style. lUit with the real trouble over his

books he had nothing to do. It came about after his

death. Whether unrevised versions, or unapproved sec-

tions, of his works were made use of by the Dames at

Cambrai is not evident from the corre.spondence.* But

the President General, Fr. Claude White, demanded that

the mystical treatises should all be placed in his hands

and submitted to his judgment. This the good sisters

could not bring themselves, or were afraid, to do. They

sent them to Fr. Conyers, in England, for safety. Fr.

Baker, if he had been living, would never have counselled

nor permitted such an action. It was taken by the nuns

out of praiseworthy respect and devotion to the memory

of their saintly director, but it could not help, and undoubt-

edly hurt, his reputation.

Fr. Serenus Cressy has given us the cream of Fr.

Baker's spiritual teaching in the well-known treatise

Sanda Sophia. Nothing of his ascetical writings vvas

published in his lifetime. It is a pity; for it is unlikely

the many treatises will ever be printed now. Perhaps,

if they had received the publicity of print, the good sisters

• RawlinsonMSS,
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of Cambrai would have been saved the natural temptation

to look upon them as an heirloom belonging peculiarly to

themselves, a sacred treasure entrusted to their reverent

and jealous care.

In his earlier manhood, by the advice of Fr. Rudesind
Barlow, Fr. Baker had made transcriptions of documents

as a preparation for an Ecclesiastical History of England.

Some of the five great volumes he got together are still in

existence.* Probably Fr. Serenus Cressy benefited by the

labours of his confrere in his well-known Chtirch History

of Brittany. But a more notable use of these researches

was made in the Apostolatus Benedictinorum in Anglia, of

which Baker was joint and chief author. The learning of

this great work is his learning. Fr. Leandor is described

as acting as his secretary, writing at his dictation and turn-

ing the English into Latin ; he is also clearly responsible

for parts of the second and the third Tractatus ; whilst Fr.

Clement Reyner, whose name is put to the work, cannot be

responsible for very much more than the general ordering

of the book, and the seeing of it through the press. The
writing and printing and publishing of so huge, learned and
accurate a volume in less than four years is a feat perhaps
unparalleled in the history of controversy. That it was the

labour of three men and not of one does not lessen the

wonder. It was giant work, and bears about the same
relation to an ordinary controversial pamphlet that the

Sphinx does to a Tanagra statuette. It was Fr. Baker's
careful research and ready learning which made the feat

possible.

Other literary Laurentians of the same generation may
very well be noted here. Fr. Anthony Batt was the author
of several scarce books of prayer and meditation. The
earliest published was A Heavenly Treasury of Comfortable
Meditations and Prayers written by S. Augustin, Bishop of
Hippon, by Antho. Bat., S. Omer, 1624. We learn of the

* At Jesus College, Oxford, LXXV—LXXVIII in the Library.
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work from John Gee, the informer, who calls the author

*' a Frier, now in London." * Other works are A Ilive of

Sacred ITonie Combes cotitainiiig most S7veet and Jieavenly

Cou)isel, Douai, 1631 ; A Rule of Good Life, translated

from St. Bernard, Douai, 1633; Thesaurus ahsconditus in

Agro Dominico inventus, in duas partes. i^ Precationes,

2° Meditationes, Paris, 1641. He also translated Blosius

into English (is this the Mirrour for Mofiks, Paris, 1676,

reprinted by Lord Coleridge r) and composed a catechism,

for the printing of which Fr. Gabriel Brett offered 300

florins, but which does not seem to have been published.

He died at Dieulouard in 1657. Another writer of prayer

and meditation books, and a volume of Lives of the Saints

of the Order of St. Benedict, was Fr. Benedict d'Orgain, a

French nobleman of Dieulouard, who was professed at St.

Lawrence's and died at Cluny in the odour of sanctityf

(1636). He published Exerciiia Quotidiana, 1621 ; Exercita-

tiones devotee seu Diurnale Precationum, 1622 ; Instructio7tes

ChristiancT et Catholicce, 1624. He is said also to have

written many books of devotion in French. Fr. Anselm
Crowder collaborated in several pious works signed with

the initials A. C. and T. V., monks of St. Bennet's

Order.J Fr. Lawrence Reyner wrote A Treatise of
Indulgences, 1623, and The Rules of Living Well, 1624.

Fr. Claude Bennet or White, when he was President for

the first time in 1633, published the first edition of the

Missionary Constitutions. This very imperfect list of early

Laurentian writers may be closed with the name of P>.

'••' Foley's Records, Series I. p. 673.

I It is probable that he died of the pla<fue. It is narrated that " His dead

body, bcinij, according to the ancient custom of that hoh' place, stretched

forth upon ashes, shined with an extraordinary brightness and whiteness to

the eyes of the admiring spectators who there buried him with much
honour." \\'eldon, Chron. Notes, p. 11.

J
" The Daily Kxercise of the Devout Christian," 163^; "The Davly

Exercise of the Devout Rosaris'.s," i'^>57 :
" Jesus, Maria, Joseph," i()Oj.
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Francis Hull, Fr. Baker's old antagonist, who wrote two

volumes of Lives of the English Saints^ the discussion

about the printing of which came up at the Chapters held

in 1641, 1645, 1649, 165,3, and 1661. Yet they do not seem

to have issued from the press.
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CHAPTER XV.

IIKii Of RcnoiDii: Caurcntian inarlprs.

From the time of the foundation of the English Benedic-

tine Congregation, no suspicion of disloyalty has ever

rested upon its members. It was a body of Englishmen,

ruled by Englishmen, with English objects and sympathies.

It had no foreigner, as its General, or President, guiding

its policy and controlling its work. Moreover, its Superiors

watchfully and anxiously repressed any individual tendency

to take sides even in English party politics. It has never
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been possible to accuse the Congregation of having a

policy, of being Stuart or Roundhead, Orange or Han-

overian, Whig or Tory, Conservative or Radical. Its

monks had their sympathies, no doubt ; there were times

when such sympathies were strong enough and unanimous

enough to deserve to be called Congregational ; but out-

wardly and in act the English Benedictine was a monk
and a priest, trained carefully to do God's work among
the English people, and trained v/ith equal care to leave

man's work alone. Hence they met with exceptional

respect and tolerance and recognition in their missionary

work, both from the nation and its rulers. Archbishop

Laud was not ashamed to count an English Benedictine

among his personal friends. The antiquarians Selden

and Cotton and Wood openly admitted their respect and

admiration for the Order. Individual Benedictines were

given privileges and immunities refused to other priests.

The Royal Chapels at Somerset House and Whitehall

were for some time served by the English monks.

Nevertheless, our Fathers were not altogether denied the

glorious privilege of suffering imprisonment and torture,

and of shedding their blood for their faith.

In King James' reign the persecution of Catholics and

the hunting down of priests was never wholly relaxed and

yet never strenuously carried out. But for the Gunpowder

Plot, the penal laws might have been suffered to fall into

abeyance. As a nation, the English people would have

been pleased to be permitted to let Catholics live in peace

their secluded inoffensive lives, and even to let their

priests minister to them in secret. But, either from

bigotry, brutality, personal grudge or private greed, there

were always informers, professional or unprofessional, who
would not let the law rest and hunted down priests as the

gamekeeper traps his vermin. Any lie would do to hang

a papist. Supposed plots were invented to inflame the

popular imagination ; the rhetoric of the party politician
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branded Catholics as enemies of the State and professed

assassins; the pulpits resounded with wild abuse of the

" whore of Babylon," " the mummery of the Mass," "the

harlotry of the Confessional" and other like controversial

amenities; the Pope was Antichrist, and children were

taught that the cassock was invented to hide the cloven

feet of the priest : everywhere unthinking slander and

vulgar resentment and jealous suspicion strove, in the

name of Christ, to keep alive popular prejudice against

the Catholic priest. He had to hide from the light of day,

and crouch behind walls, and slink from place to place in

the night time like a thief. At any moment a pack of

frenzied bigots might be howling around him. It is hardly

an exaggeration to say that there were periods when, in

many districts, priest-hunting had become a sort of

national amusement.

It may be some excuse for the way the Catholic was

treated—though it was no more than the natural result of

the treatment—that the very conditions of his life laid

him open to suspicion. He was forced to live apart from

his neighbours. An atmosphere of secrecy surrounded

him. There were comings and goings in the darkness.

Strangers were traced to his gates. His house was closed

except to a rigidly-limited circle of friends isolated like

himself. There were letters and messengers from foreign

countries where his sons antl daughters were at school.

Sometimes there were reports of a lean silent figure,

generally clean-shaven, who seldom looked one in the

face, with rounded shoulders as of one who bore a burden,

who had a habit of muttering to himself and making

signs with his hands, walking up and down in the high-

walled garden or hurrying in the night-time to some

lonely cottage. This mystery could not fail to breed

suspicion. It was always easy to believe the Catholic

busy with intrigue and conspiracy. Then, too, life in a

foreign seminary did not fit the English priest to be
K.2
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welcomed by the English as one of themselves. His

restrained manner of speech ; his trained custody of the

eyes; his habits of ejaculatory prayer; his shaven face

and sombre dress, even when in disguise ; his abstinence

at table ; his foreign ways and foreign words ; his very

gentleness and quiet kindliness made him a marked man

wherever he went. Clever as he might be, he could not

always satisfactorily disguise himself. He had not been

trained to English fashions ; he could not enter into

English sports or adopt English manners. He was

unusual ; and hence people found it easy to believe the

worst of him. But there was one time when he invariably

won the respect and admiration of the crowd. That was

when he stood upon the scaffold. There his gentle

courage and manly profession of faith and loyalty never

failed to win for him the sympathy of the rabble that

came to see him die.

The earliest Benedictine Martyrs were monks of the

Spanish Congregation. First was Fr, Barkworth "the

oblate or votary of Spaine," as Fr. Baker calls him. Second

in the glorious list was Fr. George Gervase, a priest who

had received the habit from Fr. Bradshaw and was spend-

ing his noviceship, by permission, on the English Mission.

Then came Fr. John Roberts, pioneer of the English

Benedictine Mission, who is claimed as one of the founders

of St. Gregory's, Douai,—" no great scholar" as Fr. Baker

tells us, but a bold and zealous worker in the vineyard,

who made the noblest of answers to the slanders of his

enemies by laying down his life for his Faith. Next of

the Spanish monks who died at Tyburn was Fr. Maurus

Scot, who, after he was condemned, openly confessed that

he was a monk of the order of St, Bennet and a priest of

the Roman Catholic Church. Lastly, we have the name of

Thomas Dyer, not mentioned by Weldon, but appearing

in Raissius ' Catalogue. The first of the martyrs of

the English Benedictine Congregation was Fr. Ambrose
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Barlow of St. Gregory's, Douai, and tlie second was the

Venerable Alban Roe, monk of St. Lawrence's, Dieulouard.

Bartholomew Roe came of a distinguished Suffolk

family. He was brought up a Protestant and educated at

Cambridge. His conversion arose out of a controversy

with a Catholic in prison, in which the University scholar

made no doubt that with his " sharp and ready wit " and

his "tongue well hung" he would bring the simple

mechanic to see the error and absurdity of his belief. It

was a case of the biter bit. Mr, Roe became a convert

and went over to the English College at Douai to

study for the priesthood. He remained there but a very

short while before he left to become a monk at Dieulouard.

He seems to have gone to St. Lawrence's before i6ii,

since in 161 2 he made his profession, taking the name of

Alban.* He was ordained before April 1615, and in the

same year went to Paris as one of the six monks sent by
Fr. ]\Iaihew to begin the new monastery of St. Edmund.
Afterwards he was at Remiremont where Fr. Maihew and

the Laurentians attempted to form a Community. We
are not told the date of his going on the English Mission.

Fr. Alban's missionary career was that of all the other

devoted, earnest, courageous missioners of his time. To
say that he was exceptional in his diligence and zeal, or in

his fearlessness and piety, would seem to detract from the

merit of his equally noble and devoted associates in the

glorious work. He was, perhaps, a little more successful

in the result of his efforts than most of his brethren, and
for this reason could not expect to be left long in peace.

Early in his career he was seized, imprisoned and
banished the realm. This exile he turned into a period

of rest and retreat, spending the four months at St.

Gregory's, Douai ; and then, hoping he would be suffi-

'• Mr. Bisliop tliinks tlie year of profession was iln^, but this date is merely

conjectural and one is hardly justified in substituting it for the received

dale.
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ciently forgotten, he slipped back into England and

resumed his work. For two years he remained free ; then

the pursuivants once more laid their hands on him, and the

rest of his story is that of his imprisonment and death.

Fr. Alban experienced somewhat unusual teatment in

prison. After being removed from a " filthy gaol at St.

Alban's" to the Fleet he had cause to welcome rather

than to regret his imprisonment. He had powerful

friends. It was Count Gondomar, the Spanish ambassa-

dor, who brought about his release from confinement on

the former occasion. Family influence now got him
transferred to the less objectionable London goal. The
same influence—gold could always do so much in the Fleet

—made his position there like that of a chaplain kept by the

State. He was permitted to minister to the inmates as he

wished. He was further permitted to leave the prison—on

parole—as often as his priestly duties might summon
him. Other prisoners were permitted similar privileges

—

no doubt for similar gilded reasons. But Fr. Alban's

case was unusual both in the extent of his freedom and
the length of his imprisonment. For seventeen years he

was in very fact a chaplain, harboured and protected by
the State, officiating in prison for his companions, and
outside for poor Catholics and others in the neighbour-

hood. He became a great sufferer and was operated upon
for stone during the latter years of his life. But the

value of his prison work was inestimable. Many of his

disciples are said to have lived there as in a cloister. He
even wrote and printed devotional and ascetical treatises

for their use.* Left in freedom he could never have done

God's work so well as he did in his prison cell.

Charles L had no particular objection to Catholics and
took no particular pleasure in persecuting them. But to

please his Parliament he found himself forced, every now

* I have been unable to trace any of tlie printed pamphlets or books.
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and then, to make a pretence of zeal for the Protestant

relig-ion. We are told that before leaving for the North in

the year 1642, he left orders that two .of the Catholic

prisoners in London should be put to death.* Choice

was made of Fr. Reynolds and Fr. Alban Roe. It is

significant of the position of Fr. Roe in the Fleet that he

was permitted to say Mass on the morning of his execution.

The order of execution was carried out. But of the harrow-

ing details it is wholly unnecessary to write. It is hateful

even to think of such popular feasts of blood. The two

martyrs died like those who had gone before them and

those who came after them. They were brave ; but then

all our martyrs were brave. They professed their loyalty
;

but all our Catholic martyrs were loyal. They were filled

with holy enthusiasm ; but how could it be otherwise with

Heaven actually opening before them ! It is the highest

praise of a soldier to say that he died like a soldier. It is

the highest praise of Fr. Alban and his companion to say

that they died as their fellow martyrs died,—as Jesus

Christ, their Master, had taught them to die.

Two incidents on the scaffold deserve mention—the one

as further proof of the good work done by the holy

martyr in prison, the other as proof of his dying, not for

any supposed treason, but simply as a Catholic priest.

During the address his fellow-martyr made to the people,

Fr. Roe busied himself in priestly ministration to one of

three felons—all reconciled by him the evening before

—who were condemned to die at the same time. After-

wards, when Fr. Roe began to address the people,

the narrative tells us that the Sheriff stopped him, and

then, in the words of the chronicle, "he began to speak

a word or two to the sheriff himself. ' Then, sir,' said

Fr. Alban, ' if I will conform to your religion and go to

church, will you secure me my lifer' 'That I will,' said

• A cold-blooded act, but there is no reason to doubt the historical truth

of it.
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the Sheriff; 'upon my word, my life for yours if you will

but do that.' * See then,' said Fr. Alban, turning to the

people, * what the crime is for which I am to die.'
"

We have no record of any other Laurentian who was put

to death at Tyburn. But there is one who is ranked

among the martyrs because of his death through long

sufferings in prison. This was Fr. Benedict Cox, professed

at Dieulouard about the same time as Fr. Alban Roe. He
was under sentence of death, but had not the final grace of

martyrdom.

]\Iany other Laurentians suffered imprisonment and

exile for their Faith. Fr. Francis Foster, one of the

Westminster monks, suffered many imprisonments. *

Father Boniface Wilford died in prison in extreme old

age. Fr. Lawrence Reyner was twice, if not three times,

seized and thrown into gaol. Frs. Amandus Verner or

Fermor, George Gaire and Claude White, were other con-

fessors of the Faith whose names are known to us. But

this short list tells us nothing of the labours and .sufferings

of our Fathers on the mission. In giving praise to the

soldiers who have died or have been wounded on the

battle-field, we should not forget those who fought with

equal courage and sacrifice but have come out of the con-

flict unscathed. Let us give honour also to those who,

using the wisdom of the serpent, did God's work without

check or hindrance, and labouring with equal zeal, and

facing equal ri.sks, and enduring equal privation.s, escaped

the toils of the pursuivants and died in obscurity. Theirs

may well have been the best and most fruitful work, and

they will have received the fuller reward in Heaven for

the forgetfulness of their brethren on earth.

Two other Laurentians may justly be numbered among
Laurentian martyrs, though they suffered only a few miles

from their home at St. Lawrence's in Lorraine. These

were Fr. Anselm Williams and Br. Leander Nevill, who

* He was brotlii^r to tlie Countess of Stafford.
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had been sent to minister charitably to the spiritual needs

of a lady of the neighbourhood who was on her deathbed.

They were seized by some Lutheran soldiers belonging-

to the army of Saxe Weimar, and hanged in their religious

habits on a tree in the wood. The place is still pointed

out where they suflfered, and the inhabitants of the district

venerate their memory as martyrs, put to death out of

hatred of the Catholic religion.

feiv'^v
^
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CHAPTER XVI.

incfi of Renown : Hn J1l?bot of lammsprinci.

Two Dieulouard men who i^reatly distinguished them-

selves in the early history of the English Congregation

were the brothers Reyner. They were Yorkshire men
and men of great ability; solid, triistworthy, reliable

monks, whom their house and their Congregation could

always fall back on in an emergency, and who were never

afraid to face difficulty.

Of the elder of them it rnay certainly be said that he

was never first choice for anything; but he was always

ready to step in when wanted, and managed to succeed

where others failed. Lawrence of St. Clement was a
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priest when he took the habit. We have already noticed

liim as one of the original founders of St. Lawrence's.

In those early makeshift days he .seems to have been a

man of general utility. He had most to do with the

building work at Dieulouard, both then and afterwards

in his priorship. He came into office by succeeding Fr.

Columban Malone as Prior and Fr. Claude White as

President General, when they died during the quadrien-

niuni. He filled up one of the two .short intervals in

the long reign of Fr. Cuthbert Ilorsley at .St. Lawrence's

(164 1 to 1647) when the Community seemingly wished

for a change. Most of his life as a monk he spent in his

monastery ; but he was a most admiriible missioner,

—

with this drawback, that he generally succeeded in getting

himself into prison. During one quadriennium he filled

the office of Provincial of York. He died on the mission

in his eiglity-second year in 1664.*

Weldon speaks of him as " a great promoter of regular

discipline " and he was a member of the Community of

St. Lawrence's during its period of greatest austerity.

It is somewhat strange, therefore, to find him charged

with the relaxation of discipline during his Priorship.

The truth is that he and the President-General-Adminis-

trator, as Fr. Rudesind Barlow is designated in the Chapter

records, had certain differences of opinion. Prior Reyner,

therefore, objected to the Visitation of his monastery by
the deputies of Fr. liarlow. The situation has not been

riglitly understood, through the supposed loss of the Acts

of the Chapter of 1629.f These make it clear that there

* Wcldon's Notes, p. ^oo. A document in the Nancy Archives shows that

he Avas a priest in 1606. It is a concession from tlie \'icar-General of the

Dominicans " tibi venerando Do. Clementi Re\nero presbvtero Anglo."

Lawrence's Christian name was Clement and iiis brother Clement's Chris-

ti.in name was Lawrence.

t There is an official copy of the .\cts of the 16^9 Chapter in the Archives

Departement.ilc-..
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was something to be said for Reyner's seemingly con-

tumacious behaviour. It was doubtful if Fr. Barlow had

any Presidential authority at all. At the previous Chap-

ter, 1625, Fr. John of St. Emilian (Harper) had been

elected President,* but had not been able, or had not taken

the trouble, to be installed. Fr. Barlow held that, since

the President-elect had not been installed and had not

resigned, he the ex-President was continued in office.

f

Prior Reyner did not agree with him and would not

admit his authority. The President Administrator then

pronounced him deprived of active and passive voice, but

allowed him to appeal to the General Chapter. " Per

suffragiorum pluralitatem " the Chapter upheld the autho-

rity and sentence of Fr. Barlow, and Fr. Lawrence humbly
submitted to its decision. It was a nice legal point of dis-

pute which might very easily have been decided the other

way.+ The only definite disciplinary charge against Prior

Reyner was his use of tobacco. Smoking was forbidden by

a decree of the General Chapter of 1625, and the penalty

was enforced "in virtute sanctee obedientiae." In this

connection, it is interesting to find yet extant a letter ||

from Fr. Jocelin Elmer, himself the sternest of disciplina-

rians, telling Reyner he had forwarded him five pounds

and a half of tobacco in one "roule" and two pounds and

a half in the other, at eight shillings a pound, for himself,

•• Fr. Justus EdiiLT, alias Rigg, was the first-elect President, but the

Spanish General seems to ha\-e used his right of appointment in favour of

Fr. Harper, the second-elect.

t A somewhat astonishing contention, since the President resigned his

office at Chapter, and as ex-PrcsidLiU liad no authorltv.

:J:
It was practically decided tlie other way on the rc\ ision of tlie Constitu-

tions. When a President died or resigned his position, he was suceeded by

the other elect-President. In this instance, if neither Fr. Harper nor Fr.

Edner, accepted office, one would have thought that the Vicar in France,

Fr. Bernard Berington, the President's legally-constituted Deputy out of

England, should have acted as President.

II
Douai MSS.
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(Reyner), Fr. Lawrence Lodwick and Br. Anthony (Batt\

Whether or not Fr. Reyner reformed this unmonastic

habit, he afterwards filled in succession the highest offices

of the Order.

The younger brother, Lawrence, known as Clement

Reyner, from his religious name, was a man who made
more stir in the world. Lie was leader of the small band of

the founders of the Paris House of St. Edmund. He took

his doctor's degree at Douai and was the first English

Benedictine to teach publicly in the College of St. Vedast

(1621). He filled the post of President's secretary for

some years after the foundation of the Congregation, and

distinguished himself in this office by the publication of

the before- mentioned Apostolatus Benedictinoriim in Anglia.

It was he who planned and carried out the shipment of

troublesome Fr. John Barnes to the Inquisition in Rome

—

a clever piece of work which modern readers will not

sympathise with, but which was done in obedience to

authority, and does not seem to have resulted in any really

unkind treatment of the able, misguided and, as it would

seem, mentally-irresponsible writer of mischievous

pamphlets. He was Fr. Leander's right-hand man during

his term of office as President, and he assisted Fr. Rudesind

Barlow in the printed controversy with Dr. .Smith, Bishop

of Chalcedon, concerning the status of monk-missionaries in

England. His next task was the acquisition for the English

Benedictines of some new establishments in Germany,

The Emperor, Ferdinand II, had recovered a considerable

territory, with several monasteries of the Bursfeld Con-

gregation upon it, from the heretics. Our English

Superiors saw in this an opening for further extension of

English monastic work. Influence was brought to bear

both on the Emperor and on the German Benedictine

Superiors to obtain from them a deserted monastery or

two. The Abbey of Cismar was at once graciously con-

ceded on certain reasonable conditions. l>ut a procurator
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or intermediary was needed to complete the negotiations,

and, most probably because of his knowledge of the

language, Fr. Clement Reyner was selected for the office.

The negotiations were surprisingly successful. Fr.

Clement's energy quickly bore fruit. Besides Cismar,

Rintelin, Staeterling, (Stotterlingburg), Dobran, Scharna-

beck, Weine and Lammspring were granted to the English

Benedictines. It was an embarras de richesses, and speaks

rather of the decadence of the Bursfeld Congregation than of

Clement Reyner's tact or Abbot Cavarel's recommendation.

How were these six abbeys or priories to be manned r One

of them, Lammspring, Reyner proposed to erect into an

Abbey of Benedictine nuns. The revenues of Scharnabeck

he obtained permission to apply temporarily to the support

of Rintelin. Still, there were four new establishments to be

founded. The enterprising spirit of Fr. Clement and the

English Superiors may be judged from their willing and

grateful acceptance of this huge gift. Fr. Clement Reyner

actually entered into possession of Rintelin and Fr. Leander

Jones was appointed Abbot of Cismar. But the army of

Gu.stavus Adolphus regained much of the reconquered terri-

tory, and as the Lutherans entered into Rintelin, Reyner

and Placid Friar, his companion, escaped by swimming

across the Weser. The first English Benedictine invasion

of Germany ended ingloriously in this retreat.

Fr. Clement, however, had accomplished something.

He had got himself and the English Benedictines known and

re.spected, .so that the German Congregation was ready and

anxious to reopen the negotiations at the first opportunity.

The Engli-sh monk was actually engaged in a public dispu-

tation with an eminent Lutheran, Dr. Gisenius—prepared

even to give him the cotip-de-grdce—when forced to fly the

city. Before that, he had overcome a certain Dr. Stech-

man, a learned Calvinist, so completely that the heretic

died of mortification. Hard words break no bones, but

Fr. Clement's logic was exceptional. The heretic is said

to have expired saying " O Clement, thou hast killed me."
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Meanwhile, the monks of the great Abbey of St. Peter

de Monte Jilandinio at Ghent had asked for an English

Benedictine to introduce a new and better spirit amongst

them. This carrying of reform into other monasteries was

a special vocation of the first English lienedictines and

more especially of the monks at Dieulouard.* It is the

highest compliment that could have been paid to their

fervour and exemplary life. It is also greatly to their credit

that the men chosen for so difficult and ungrateful a task

were discreet and amiable enough to carry it through with-

out giving offence. Of course, it is also equally to the

credit of the supplicant monasteries that they acknow-

ledged the need of a physician and submitted themselves

to his treatment. The abbey of St. Pierre at Ghent was

in difficulties, not spiritually only but materially. Their

noble and ancient church, said to have been founded in

610, was in ruins, almost wholly destroyed by inconoclasts

in 1578. Fr. Clement, sent there by Fr. Leander, was just

the strong man needed. He acted as Superior. Doubtless

it was owing to the energy of the English monk that the

church was handsomely rebuilt during his term of office.

And in spite of his asceticism, or perhaps because of it,

the Flemish Community urgently pressed him to accept

the dignity of Abbot. It was a tempting offer, for the

Abbey was extremely rich, and the mitre is said by

Weldon to have been worth 80,000 imperials a year. But

he was staunch to his Congregation.! He would be their

Prior whilst he was with them, but he refused the Abbacy.

And it so fell out that whilst still Prior of St. Pierre,

through the death of Fr. Leander '^December 27th, 1635),

' They sent visitors or residents to Fontevraud, Moyenmoutier, Chelles,

Komircinont, tlie Priorv of St. N'ixards, and St. Pierre de Monte Blandinio.

Besides these, I' r. Leander acted as novice-master at Rheims and I* r. Bradshaw

went to Longueviile.

f The Laniuisprinij; Chronicle saj's '' qiiani (mitr^ini) propter /cluni aninia-

rum et aiiiorem Gcrmania recusavit."
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he succeeded to the President-Generalship of the English

monks.

The new President found it difficult to sever at once his

connexion with the Abbey at Ghent. He did not wish to

leave his work there unfinished, and on their side the

monks were most reluctant to part with him. No General

Chapter was held in 1637 on account of the disturbed state

of the country ; everywhere in Europe at the time there were

wars and rumours of wars. A hurried meeting—important

because of the publication of the Bulla Plantata—was,

however, held in 1639. Then, all offices were confirmed

until 1641 ; a compromise being effected in the case of the

President-Prior of St. Pierre, who was permitted to retain

both his dignities, assisted as President by a Vicar in Eng-
land as well as in France. Fr. Clement was not re-elected

President in 1641. He seems to have been ordered to

return to Germany.

All the while that Fr. Clement was at Ghent, something

in the way of negotiations had been going on between the

English and German Benedictines. But, after 1630, these

negotiations concerned one only of the five proffered mo-
nasteries—Lammspring. In 1630 that monastery had been

given to the English monks to be erected into an abbey of

English nuns. Now, however, the Prince Elector of Cologne
declared it wholly unsuitable for the purpose on account of

its lonely and defenceless position. He therefore ordered

that it should be made use of as a Seminary for young
men. Clement Reyner was nominated Abbot of the new
monastery and College in 1632. But it was only in 1644
he was able to enter into possession.

Lammspring was a noble gift. A pleasant somewhat
lonely valley, out of the way of traffic, far enough away
from Plildesheim to be undisturbed by the ripples of public

life, but near enough to be in occasional communication
with a world which took no heed of it,— it was just one of

those spots the children of St. Benedict would choose for
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a home. Abbot Reynor must have known many such in

his own beloved Yorksliire. The peasantry were nearly

as closely a part of the family of the abbey as the monks

themselves. An irregular cluster of houses, mostly built of

wood, sprinkled about a road which wandered at its will up

and down the hill -side, formed the village. The monastery,

quadrangular in shape, was nearly as unpretentious as the

village, and resembled a collection of great farm buildings.

A roomy, cheerful, stuccoed. Renaissance church, begun in

1670 (dedicated in 1691), now stands on the foundations of

the Gothic ruin of the days of Abbot Reyner, and domi-

nates the valley. The Abbot was spiritual and temporal

lord and master of all he could see from the Abbey

windows. The valley in the old days was hemmed in by a

forest.

After the General Chapter in 1644, Abbot Reyner

brought with him to Lammspring Fr. Lawrence Appleton

(professed at St. Gregory's, 1635), whom he made Prior;

Fr. Hilarion Wake* (professed at St. Gregory's in 1639)

whom he made Junior and Novice-master ; and Fr. Bernard

Palmes (professed at St. Gregory's in 1643): Fr. Boniface

Chandler, a Laurentian who had been there some time,

remained as Cellararius. A Fr. Langen, a German

Benedictine from Marienmiinster, acted as cook. This

was the pioneer Community.

The schedule of the first Visitation, made in the name of

Fr. Wilfrid Selby, President of the English Benedictines,

by the Abbots of St. Michael and St. Godehard at Hildes-

heim is still extant to tell us the state of the Abbey of

SS. Adrian and Denis when the English Benedictines

began to live there. It is the story of Dieulouard over

again—ruin through desertion and neglect. In the church,

the vaulting of the north and south transepts had fallen in,

and, in consequence, they were wholly irreparable. Its

CalloJ Hihirius W'.ilkcr in 1' r. Collin's account.
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walls were full of cracks, but Abbot Reyner had repaired

what was left of the main roof of the building, a portion of

which was in use. There was a worm-eaten reredos, with

statues of the twelve apostles about a foot high ; sixteen

other larger sculptures, described as "squalid" by Fr.

Hilarion, who acted as secretary to the Visitors; and two

canvases painted in tempora, described as " utrumque

pulidum et putiidum ;" both reredos and pictures were

probably unrecognized treasures. Other pieces of church

furniture were six brass candlesticks—the two largest had

been dug up by Abbot Reyner, evidently buried by the late

occupants as treasures; two bells—one famous for driving

away storms ; two crucifixes—one with statues of our Lady
and St. John, clearly the rood which hung between choir

and nave ; a statue of the Virgin suspended by a chain in

the middle of the church ; an organ out of repair ; sedilia

and benches for the people ; three wooden lecterns or

pulpits (legilia seu emalogia—Abbot Reyner no doubt

supplied these learned words) ; finally, a large quantity of

scrap metal, the remains of some brass vases and of

a large pendent candelabrum,—the remnants of which

weighed 112 pounds. The stable, next examined by the

Visitors, was just about to collapse, and Reyner had

hurriedly stripped the tiles from the roof to save them

from the smash. A fine piggery, the older portion of it

with only one sound wall, but the modern continuation of

it easily reparable and lit for use as a stable, was then

inspected, and afterwards the " opilionatum,"—in fair con-

dition, capable of housing 700 sheep in the winter.

Besides these, the visitors viewed a barn, tumbling down
;

a cow-shed, good all but the fittings ; a mill, in use but

with a broken mill-stone ; a bakehouse, repaired by the

Abbot; an old brewery, in ruins; lastly, the new brewery,

with sound walls, some vats and utensils, and a roof which

only needed mending. This was the sum total of the

farm buildings. As for the monastery proper, all was down
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or coming- down except the refectory—the roof of this liad

been patched by the Abbot, but the room was yet unusable.

The Abbot's house was in fair condition and occupied
as the monastery ; so also was the porter's lodge, where Fr.

Hilarion Wake, the scribe, who has left us these and
many other particulars, was lodged. The only Act of

Visitation recorded is a recommendation to the Abbot first

to get an expert's report, and then pull down all that

could not be mended, using the materials for the repara-

tion of the sounder buildings.

Abbot Reyner is said to have spent ;^3,ooo of his own
money on repairs, interest on mortgage, and the purchase

of necessary commodities. But the financial outlook was
good. The mortgage was 12,000 imperials * at five per

cent, secured on the tithes and property—no great burden

on so large an estate. The property consisted of 2,700

jugers or acres of forest land, the coppice wood of which

might be cut for the benefit of the monastery ; about 500

acres of plough land ; 40 acres or thereabouts of pasture

and 30 of enclosed meadow ; lastly, three fish ponds,

repaired at great expense, coveringsome three or four acres, t

Add to all this three more mills; certain " mulcts not to

be despised" in divers neighbouring villages; tithes from

1 1 of these villages ; a proportion of hops coming to about

150 or 200 measures ; and certain small rents and tithes,

not just then amounting to much, but paying part of the

interest on the mortgage. It is abundantly evident that

Reyner and his monks could look forward to a time when
there would be no money difficulty, even without taking

into account the pensions from England. J he ravages of

war, general neglect and a disastrous fire which three

An Imperial, accordinj^ to Fr. Tovnson, wlio vfotc in 1770, was equal

to a vioderii mark and a half; tlu.- (iiiciciit mark was equivalent to S

imperials. Fr, Allanson reckons an imperial as equal only to half a mark.

t The juger or acre, accorJini^ to Townson, was equal to i:;o Knylish

square perches; the English acre contains 160 perches.

L2
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years before had destroyed 30 houses in the village, made
the outlook, at the time of the Visitation, unpropitious ; but

there were better days to come.

Here Abbot Reyner spent the rest of his days, ending

his busy life at Hildesheim in the year 165 1, aged 62, after

a reign of eight years. His body was brought to Lamm-
spring in 1692 and buried in the new church.

Yet another foundation connected with Dieulouard may
be briefly mentioned here. This was La Celle en Brie, an
offshoot of the Abbey of Marmoutiers near Tours, which Fr.

Walgrave procured first for himself, and then handed over

to the English Benedictine Congregation. He wished to

present it to St. Edmund's at Paris, receiving himself an

annuity of 400 livres ; but the question was raised whether he
had the power to make such a gift. He was professed at

St. Lawrence's and the President held that whatever he
acquired, he acquired for the monastery of his profession.

(It is clear that the Superiors of the English Congregation

did not recognize Fr. Walgrave as being then a member of

the Cluniac Congregation.) President Leander directed

the Priors of St. Lawrence's and St. Edmund's to submit

the question to the Regimen. Three years later, in 1637,

the Prior of St. Lawrence's put an end to the difficulty by
renouncing, in the name of his convent, all right and title

to the Priory of La Celle in favour of St. Edmund's. Fr.

Walgrave offered him, as an inducement, to procure for St.

Lawrence's a more desirable Priory at Chartres. This fell

through, but La Celle remained in the hands of the monks
of St. Edmund's, who used it for a time as a noviciate-house,

Fr. Walgrave was afterwards reconciled to his English

brethren, but remained a member of the Cluny Congrega-
tion. He died in extreme old age at Paris in 1658.

Bringing to a close these few chapters on the more
notable Laurentians of the early days, it is perhaps hardly

necessary to say that there were many others who have
deserved mentioii. But they did not show so prominently
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above the surface. Let the reader look upon these few

names merely as the outcrop sliovving above the grountl,

telling the nature and cj[uality of the bed-rock hidden

beneath, of which they formed a distinguished, but only a

fragmentary, part.

'tt^

ALFP«n
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CHAPTER XVIL

Cl)c Great Plague.

With the origins, developments, interests, results, with

even the historical names of the wars of the XVIIth

century, this history has nothing to do. It was of

little consequence to the Priory of St. Lawrence whether

the commune of Dieulouard was directly subject to

the Prince of Lorraine or the King of France ;—the

one patron might be a little more generous in his alms

than the other. But it was a matter of real consequence

to the English monks that for some ten years the town was

in the hands of one or another rabble of soldiery. Dieu-

louard was on the main road between Nancy, Toul and

Metz. French, German, Lorraine and Swedish troops

occupied it in turn. The light horse of the King's brother,

Gaston of Orleans, held it for twenty-three months. The

Swedish soldiers paid it many visits—they were allies of the

French. The Lutheran regiment of Saxe-Weimar was

quartered there two years. This last left behind it an

unenviable record of pillage, cruelty and licentiousness.

We have seen how two of the inoffensive Englishmen were

hung by its men in the neighbourhood of the monastery.

But even the more friendly troops were a heavy burden on

the neiglibourhood—what with their requisitions, enforced

ransoms and wilful destruction. And to add to the horrors

of war there came a visitation of the bubonic plague.

Fr. Jocelin Elmer was Prior at the time.* He was a

•^ In tlic Appendix to W'eldon's Notes, Fr. JoccIin Elmer's election ;it the

Chapters held in 1629 and 1633 is omitted.
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man who had a reputation for austerity and strict disci-

pline, but who, at the same time, held the affections and

sympathies of his monks. Early in the history of St. Law-

rence's, before the erection of the Anglo-Benedictine Con-

gregation, we find Maihew asking for his return to Dieu-

louard, as one who should not " be left or placed in any

obscure place.' '* He succeeded Maihew as Prior, and

Maihew was content to remain in the house as a subject

under him. He left Dieulouard to be Prior of St. Malo,

but came back again in 1629.

It was in 1631 the plague first showed itself. Then it is

recorded that it remained for six years and only disappeared

in 1637.1 I'l 1636 it seems to have been at its worst.

There is no record of the number of persons who were

stricken down at Dieulouard. It is significant enough of

the mortality that no attempt was made to register the dead.

It is known that out of 221 households in 1630, there was

barely half the number in 1641. At Frouard, a neighbour-

ing village, out of more than a hundred families before the

plague, only five or six poverty-stricken inhabitants were

left. Bremoncourt was deserted. Pierreville, Parey-St.-

Cesaire and Rosieres-en-Haye were left without a single

inhabitant. Crevix was reduced from 256 people to 10. In

all more than 80 villages in this part of Lorraine disappeared

at this time, without counting small hamlets, farms and

detached houses. J I'he misery was indescribable, and

between the war and the plague the ruin was well nigh irre-

parable. Pont-a-Mousson never wholly recovered its impor-

tance. Many flourishing villages never afterwards lifted

up their heads. Dieulouard ilself, which had promise^

better things and had Nhcnvii a spirit of enterprise, remained

I.cltLi' to I' r, I .c.uuicr.

t A medical authority assures inc that epidemics of Plajjue usually last

from six to se\ en vears before they liiially die out.

+ N . IJifiot, Hist, de l-orraine.
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until recent years, a good-sized village or tiny market town,

contented with itself but challenging no notice from the

outside world.

The inhabitants, helped and encouraged by the English

monks, took such precautionary measures as suggested

themselves at the moment. Wooden huts were erected out-

side the village, " au pied de la cote de Cuite," to serve as

a temporary hospital for the infected. But the poor people

had lost their heads, and the erection of these " baraques
"

was not taken kindly by them. They began to fancy that

people were buried alive there,—the deaths were so rapid

and so frequent. Once they rose up in anger, and with

difficulty were prevented from burning the huts to the

ground.

Catholics will not need to be told that the priests, secular

and regular, did their duty by their suffering people.

They did more than their duty. They sacrificed them-

selves freely in succouring and administering to their

stricken flocks. Three cures of Dieulouard and no less than

four " prieurs-cures " of Scarpone paid for their devotion

with their lives.* As for the English monks of .St.

Lawrence's they Look the lead in this noble work of charity.

They volunteered their help wherever needed. It was

counted a privilege amongst them. They took the places

of the cures who died, and officiated and visited the sick in

the villages around. It was in an act of charity of this

kind, and at this time, that the two brethren already

mentioned met their death at the hands of the Lutheran

soldiers. They took entire charge of Scarpone, which had

proved so fatal to the French pastors, and ministered there

for years. They did not shrink from taking upon them-

selves the heaviest share of the dangers and labours

;

theirs was the front rank in fighting the terrible foe.

Besides Fr. Anselm Williams and Br. Leander Nevill, four

other young priests and one sub-deacon sacrificed their

lives in one fatal year.

*' Notice Historique, p. 102.
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Fr. Jocelin Elmer, the Prior, did all that a wise, brave

and devoted Superior could, both for his Communitv and
for the afflicted district. Our Benedictine annals pass

over the heroism of the Laurentian monks without a word
of praise. Indeed, the mention, without comment, of

the fact that three of the monks left their monastery before

it was stricken with the scourge leads one to infer that

there were members of the Community who ran away in

the hour of danger. Nothing could be more unjust. They
left only when broken down by four years of labour among
the plague-stricken. St. Lawrence's was like the citadel

which held out to the very last, when all the country

around was devastated up to its very walls. By the bles-

sing of God it was preserved to be a stronghold of hope
and succour and consolation until the worst was over. Prior

Elmer, for his splendid courage and devotion, his resource

and unbounded charity, deserves to be counted among
the noblest of Benedictine lieroes, and his monks, every

man of them, were worthy of their leader. In all probabi-

lity, he removed the three brethren to safer quarters simply

because they were too worn out to be of service. His wise

and kind precaution, however proved unavailing. They left

early in 1636, but they left only to die, and, as far as we
can learn, of the plague they had been sent away to avoid.

Fr. Bernard Edmunds died at Pont-a-Mousson in April.

Fr. Ben net d'Orgain died at Cluny in May. Br. Boniface

Martin,who had left as socius of d'Orgain, died at the Monas-
tery of La Charite in July, Then the enemy found its way
into the cloister. Fr. Elmer's skill as a physician, noted

throughout the district, could do little or nothing to save

his Community now that tlie defences were broken down.
One after another, Fr. Alexius liennet,* on August 3rd.,

Fr. Joseph E'oster,t on August 7th., Fr. Aldhelm Philips, i

on August 15th., Br. Bennet Jerningham,!! on August 30th.,

•" A I'rotcstant suKlicr, converted by It. Robert Sadler.

I From Yorkshire. X From Ilerefordsliire. ^ Of the Norfolk family.
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and Fr. Robert Ingleby,* on September 6th, succumbed to

their labours of charity in Dieulouard and the neighbour-

hood. Happily, by this time the severity of the pestilence

was over.

As each of the brethren sickened of the plague, Fr.

Elmer took upon himself all corporal and spiritual minis-

trations until the death. He would allow no other monk
to go near the infected room. Of Fr. Aldhelm Philips it is

recorded that, when dying, in order to remove the neces-

sity of any one touching his body after death, "he placed

himself upon his couch and with his own hands closed his

own eyes and so patiently and quietly surrendered his soul

to God."

It is from the French historians we learn the story of the

heroism of the Laurentian monks. One can still read in

the Archives at Nancy a touching tribute to their zeal

and courage. It is a petition from the Municipality of

Dieulouard to the King asking that the English monastery
be exempted from the exactions, interference or entertain-

ment of the soldiery, and that his Majesty should take

them under his protection. The document narrates how
the religious have exercised " les fonctions curiales " not

only at Dieulouard but in the neighbouring parishes, and
that for years together ; how many of the Fathers died of

the epidemic whilst caring for the plague-stricken. It tells,

also, how one of the French Field-Marshals, a witness of

their heroic devotion, wished to make the King of P>ance
bring about the restoration to the English monks of all the

goods formerly possessed by the old Collegiate liouse at

Dieulouard and now belonging to tlie Piimatial vSee at

Nancy. The Prior and Council of St. Lawrence, however,

would not hear of such a thing. Fr. Bradshaw, in the

name of the English Benedictines had promised never to

make such a claim. But the monks thankfully accepted their

exemption from the " logement," ^c. " des gens de guerre."

•' Of Lawkland, 'i orkshire.
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But the inhabitants of Dieulouard were not content with

this general expression of gratitude. They wished to

make a little gift on their own account. We find them, at

this date, offering the Benedictines " pour raison de bonnes

amities et favorables offices que les habitans re^oivent

journellement des Benedictins " the privilege of a "source."

This was the right, in addition to their own wells, of

turning to their use one of the five springs or streams which

had been gathered together to form the Ciiaudrup.* It

was a kindly and thoughtful acknowledgment, for the gift

would enable the monks to develop their famous Brewery.

The royal privilege which freed the monks from the en-

tertainment of the soldiery meant more than is evident on

the face of it. Dieulouard was in constant occupation by
troops of one sort or another, and the favour granted

meant an increased burden on the sorely oppressed villa-

gers. The grateful peasants seem to have made the peti-

tion just after the Great Famine, but whilst still in the direst

distress. As a matter of fact, the famine of 1638, which

followed upon the heels of the plague, proved worse than a

second pestilence. Requisitions, ransoms, extortions, and

looting—to say nothing of the plague—had impoverished

the whole country. The crops were trampled down or

eaten green by the horses of the cavalry. Pere Abram
tells how the villagers of the neighbourhood came crowd-

ing to the gates of Pont- a-jMousson, "driven by hunger

and misery; pale, spiritless, fearfully emaciated ; many of

them still with marks of former wounds ; sinking down
upon the ground and lying in a heap." t The way the

English monks afterwards returned the generosity of thfe

French peasants—the distress and effects of the famine

lasted for some years—let the French historian relate.

"They multiplied over and over again their almsgiving;

r lie oltl i.ic)i-"uiiicnts show tliat tlic Cliaiulrup is an artificial stream.

I Notice Historique, p. lOO.
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they gave nourishment to some hundreds of the poor ; and

they built for these unfortunates a large number of huts

(maisonnettes) on the Billu property belonging to the

monastery. And all the while their own revenues were

sadly diminished. The sale of beer, which was their chief

resource, had become almost impossible; their farms,

ruined by the war, made little or no returns ;* more than

once they themselves suffered from pillage and requisi-

tions; none, however, of these considerations hindered in

any way their devotion to those in want." f

King Louis XIII granted the military exemption in

1642. The Benedictines received the additional favour of

permission to place the royal arms on their convent, farms

and belongings, wherever they might think fit, in order

to secure themselves from outrage and exactions. + Louis

XIV renewed the exemption, shortly after his accession, in

1657. The English monks valued it greatly, as much for

the significance of its origin as for the peace and security

of their cloister. The village of Dieulouard was never

afterwards free from the billeting of soldiers. Louis XIV
selected it, on account of its position, " comme lieu d'etape"

—as an official halting place for the French soldiers.

Fr. Jocelin Elmer, saint and hero, left the Priorsbip of

St. Lawrence's in 1641 to become President of the Con-

gregation. In 1645, he returned to live in his monastery

of Dieulouard. In 1649 he again became Prior of St.

Bennet's, vSt. Malo. There he died, July ist, 1651.II That

a man of so great personal austerity and so rigid a disci-

plinarian should have spent most of his life as a Superior,

chosen by the votes of his brethren, tells of some unusual

personal attractiveness as well as of unusual merit. We

» The Chapter accounts of i6j5 to 1617 speak of the fanns is still yield-

ing no prohts on account of the war.

t Notice Ilistorique, pp. 103-101.

* Archives Departeinentales.

II He was from Worcestershire.
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know nothing- of this, however, except that he wrote a very

beautiful hand. When President, and under his influence,

St. Edmund's at Paris and St. Bennet's at St. Malo,

undertook similar au.sterities to those practised at Dieu-

louard. There was some trouble over this innovation. It

has been said, in consequence, that President Elmer's zeal

was not according to discretion. Let us leave this to the

judgment of God.

-—- - iji

M
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CHAPTER XVin.

il Taitious Brcujcrp.

In 1630, before the plague, Fr. Jocelin Elmer presided over

26 monks; between 1633 and 1639 ^^^ Community of St.

Lawrence's was at one time reduced to 7.* This tells the

story of the trouble that had come upon it. The monas-

tery could have done but little for the English Mission at

this time. Nevertheless, in both Provinces, and in most of

the houses of the Order, there were able and earnest

Laurentians doing the work that God and their Superiors

had appointed them. The bitter but well-informed Lewis

Owen, in the Running Register, printed in 1625, gives a

sketch of St. Lawrence's in its early days, which, although

not wholly accurate, is interesting as the report of an out-

sider and an enemy of the Catholic Church. We quote it

in full, leaving the reader to correct some of the statements

in it. "The English Benedictine Monks have another

Cloyster in the Dukedom.e of Lorraine, neere a little Univer-

sitie which they call Ponte-Mousson : some report, that the

Duke of Lorraine gave them an old Cloister, which did

belong to some other Monks or Friers, and some small

pension or yeerely stipend to help them to live: others

doe say, that they themselves, bought it with their money
of those Monks. But howsoever, they have no lands or

revenues but the Cloyster and a Garden and live by the

benevolence of the Archbishop Electors, and other Princes

and Lords ; and do send very neere as many Monks into

Engtand every yeere, as those of Douay. To be briefe,

• Archues Departementales. Xcitlicr of the fii^ures seems to count in the

lay brothers, who were thre^.
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they have their Collectors in England, as well as the other

Monks or CoUedges; and all of them have sufficient

maintenance, although they make themselves verie poore.

But how poore soever they are ; this I am assured of, that

they send yeerely into England ^.vaow^ them all, no less than

thirtie or fortie Monks, to pervert and infect the Common
wealth with their idolatrie, superstition and fopperie ; and
are little less dangerous than the Jesuites themselves if ail

circumstances be duly considered : for they challenge and
aim at as high, or rather an higher prerogative, than any
other of the Roman Locusts,"

What exactly the informer means by the prerogative the

Benedictine Locusts aimed at is not quite clear, or of any
great consequence ; but what he says of the poverty of

Dieulouard and its means of subsistence was very nearly

the truth at the time he wrote. It was true also that,

under God's Providence, in spite of their want of revenues,

they did find a sufficient maintenance. But this was in

great measure through their own exertions.

A statement has already been made, in Chapter XIII, of

the gifts of the Prelates and Princes, and of the alms from
England, and what exactly those sources of revenue were
worth. But over and above, if we are to believe the

Lorraine tradition, there was, from very early days, a less

distinguished but more profitable source of income—the

brewing of beer. It has been stated that the English
monks introduced the hop industry into the vineyards

of Lorraine. There seems to be no foundation for this

assertion. There can be no doubt that beer, of some sort,

was brewed and drunk in the district before 1600. We
even read that Pont-a-Mousson gave its name to a beer.

All that can be said is that the English monks excelled in

brewing and gave an impetus to the industry in their part

of the country.

It is not at all likely that the Community at Dieu-
louard planned the making and selling of beer as a source
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of revenue. They brewed for themselves ; and it was the

patronage of the Court of Lorraine which gave the

Benedictine Brewery its first reputation and vogue. The
Letters Patent of Duke Francis say expressly that " the

Benedictines, from the time of their establishment^ to which

the Dukes, our predecessors, have greatly contributed,

have been in peaceful and constant possession of the

furnishing of beer to our Court and to the principal

seigneurs of our realm." * This distinctly supports the

popular statement that brewing was a notable industry

with the monks from their first days. But, as at present

ascertained, the earliest notice of it, as an established

business, is in 1629.

Not, however, for nearly a century after that date did

the profits become of any great consequence, even as

such things were reckoned then. The cash income to the

monastery was exceedingly small. If the Court of Lor-

raine and the principal seigneurs drank more than a few

casks of monastic beer between them per year, they must

have paid very little for it. There is hardly a mention of

beer profits, small or large, before the i8th century. But

in 1 7 10, on the ist of April, there was a licence obtained

from the French King to sell beer in his domains, and from

that date the brewing business must have taken a good

deal of the reverend procurator's time. Law-suits and

petitions are frequent. A certain Laporte of Luneville, a

maltster, seized a horse belonging to the monks as com-

pensation for a supposed infringement of his privileges.

One Hoffman, of Nancy, himself a brewer, caused a good

deal of trouble by impounding the casks sent out of

St. Lawrence's for another supposed infringement of rights.

Unexpected fiscal charges brought from the monks new
"Requites" to various Dukes, Princes and Highnesses,

asking for privileges, exemptions and protection. The
monks invariably got their wa}' ; for both nobles, bourgeois

• Arcliivcs DcpartCMiicntalcs, Series H. No. 47.
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and innkeepers found the Dieulouard beer more to their

taste—"mieux conditionee" than Hoffman's and the like.

It was in favour with travellers also, especially the Eng-

lish, who pronounced the secular stuff " tres mauvaise

et tres pernicieuse; " whilst not only did the court reckon

Benedictine beer " necessaire a leur boette " (buvette r), but

the general public, on account of the dearness of wine and

its poor quality, considered it a hardship to be deprived of

this efficient substitute. Of course the monks had to pay

a tax on the sale of their beer—a tax which showed an

inclination to increase with the granting of each petition :

"deux gros par mesure," then trois gros, &:c., besides the

" deniers d'octroi," six gros per measure paid by the pur-

chasers who sold the stuff " en detail." *

The modern reader, however, will be glad to be spared

further details of this very English and traditionally

monastic industry. He may, however, be curious to know

something of the special qualities of the beer, as per

advertisement or reputation, and also what sort of an

income the Benedictines made out of it. For the first

point, here is the description of a French historian, made

up from the local tradition :
" Cette biere etait consideree

comme I'equivalent de la biere anglaise, si vantee et si

recherchee pour son gout et sa force ; elle moussait comme

le vin de champagne, pouvait etre melee avec de I'eau, (a

very un-English recommendation) conservee pendant

plusieurs annees, et exportee sans inconvenient." t As

for the profits of the beer, the iigures for three flourishing

years, taken practically at random, 1754-5, 1755-6, 1756-7,

will suffice:—5851 livres, 04 sous, 7 deniers, in the first

period; in the second, 6379 livres, 05 sous, 5 deniers; in

the third, 14,242 livres, 01 sous, o deniers, were cleared by

this manufacture, furnishing the monks, as they themselves

say in 1733, "aide a les faire subsister dans le lieu de leur

exil."

^Archives Departciiiciilak'S. t Billslciii. Nulicc Ilistorique, p. 90.
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The Community of vSt. Lawrence's thought very highly

of another royal concession. This was the annual gratuity

of a w?//^ of salt.* Except what was manufactured in the

salt marshes on the coast of Provence, salt was a royal

monoply. From the time of our Edward III and his " loi

salique," as he jokingly called it—salt was dear enough in

France to be accounted a luxury, and imported salt—" sel

noir," as it was called—an article of contraband protected

by heavy penalties. Not only smugglers but eaters of con-

traband salt were liable to heavy fines, and ham or bacon

cured with it was subject to forfeiture. As an article of

illicit commerce it was quite as important as tobacco,

brandy, or lace are now with us. Free salt, given as an

alms, had therefore become an important privilege, and our

Fathers valued it, and jealously claimed and guarded it.

For sixty years there had been no break in the delivery of

this necessary requisite of the table, until, towards the close

of the seventeenth century, Louis XIV conceded the salines

of Lorraine to the Duchy. Then there was a temporary

cessation of the alms, but the King on appeal ordered its

continuance, and a further concession was signed by Col-

bert, the Minister of Finance, in 1674 (April 24th). It was

renewed again in 1677 and 1700, with an order on the

" gabelle de Metz " to reimburse the monks for their losses

in the years when the alms was discontinued. On this

occasion the official document priced the annual hogshead

of salt at 90 francs a year. Commercially its value would

be very much greater.

There is no reason to suppose that Louis XIV had any

personal knowledge of the little foreign Benedictine colony

in Lorraine. There is no reason to suppose that the English

monks had any powerful protectors or influential friends

at Versailles. They were in the royal good books, but no

special favouritism was shown them. The generosity of the

French King, in this and other matters, was just his cus-

' From t1ie Saline of Kosincs (?).
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tomary generosity, in no way exceptional. I>ut it was

none the less admirable and princely, and our forefathers

had reason to be grateful for it. Louis continued also the

pious custom, inherited from the Dukes of Lorraine, of

giving the monks an annual pension, varying in value from

112 to more than 250 florins a year. To these alms

there was no offset. The monastery was free of govern-

ment exactions until 1699. Then it was taxed, and was

further called upon to pay its share of a voluntary war

contribution of 6000 livres, agreed to by the Diocese of

Toul in 1701. But even after 1699 it received nothing but

royal liberality at the hands of Louis the Great.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Parocbial RiaDts.

Unlike the record of the Venetian dial '* horas non numero

nisi Serenas" our history is obliged to take note chiefly of

misfortunes and misadventures. The sunshine makes no

mark on the surface of a lake ; it is the wind and the rain

that write their fleeting record there. It is just such little

surface troubles, worrying perhaps to Prior and Procurator

but of no lasting consequence, and a good deal of unrecord-

ed sunshine which make up the history of St. Lawrence's

between the plague of 1636 and the fire of 171 7. For

thirty-five of these years, with two short intervals, Fr.

Cuthbert Horsley ruled the monastery,—a record of longe-

vity with our monastic .superiors. During the early years

of his reign, he was chiefly busy in borrowing money to

make ends meet; in the later years he was buying pro-

perty. The acquisition of Marivaux castle and estate in

1659-1661 was the event of the period, and 36,000 francs,

much of it borrowed money, was spent in its purchase.

Good friends helped the worthy prior to secure his bargain.
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Mr. and Mrs. Gary—the Hon. Patrick Gary,* brother of the

second Viscount Falkland and of Fr. Placid, a monk of St.

Edmund's, Paris—were then living at Dieulouard, and after

lending 1280 francs to help on the purchase of Marivaux,

they took up their abode in the castle. Fr. Horsley records

that afterwards they did much to diminish the debt incur-

red, and another kind creditor, the Comtesse d'Arbroy

wiped it out completely. The Nancy Archives tell us that

Marivaux brought in from 1250 to nearly 1500 francs a

year—and a good many lawsuits. Bezaumont, another

property purchased by Horsley (in 1683), produced quite as

large a crop of lawsuits but a good deal less money.

T.awsuits also Prior Horsley had with the parish priest

Pere Sabaudin, and plenty of them ; indeed, legal expenses

are so regular an item in the pious and amiable Prior's

accounts that one is inclined at first to suppose him a little

difficult to get on with. But his long and happy rule of

the house is a sufficient proof of his native peaceful-

ness. As far as one can judge, it was his very meekness
that provoked attack. But, gentle and inoffensive as he

seems to have been, he was quite able to defend himself

and his charge.

What exactly was the original cause of M. le Gure's

warfare against Dieulouard it is impossible to say. Pro-

bably, he was irascible; undoubtedly, he believed himself

to be fighting for his parochial rights and privileges
; per-

haps, he was a bit jealous of these foreign monks who
dominated the village. It is not always pleasant for a

little parish church to be overshadowed by a great

monastery. The generosity, friendliness and admiration

the neighbourhood showed to the Benedictines was some-

thing which, under other circumstances, might have been

placed to the credit of the parish priest. We may not

suppose that M. lltienne Sabaudin was irritated by his

'• He inarrlcil the- iiiccc of Sir W'illiaiii I \cdalc of Wickliani, Hants. A
small \-oliunv; of his poems was published by Sir Waller Scott in itJig.
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poverty. Ihe benefice he held was well endowed—indeed,

so amply and even excessively provided with liberal

stipendiary obligations, that, at the time of the Revolution,

there were five secular priests maintained in the little

village, in addition to three considerable benefices attached

to St. Lawrence's. The devout Lorrainers seldom omitted

to remember the Church in their testamentary arrange-

ments, and no doubt the parish priest had his full share of

pious gifts. At this very period, the Bishop of the diocese

handed over to the monks the hermitages of St. Blaize *

and of St. Mary Magdalen t—the latter built on the site of

a Pagan temple—both in the near neighbourhood of

Dieulouard. The revenues of these chapels were trifling,

though there was a small cemetery attached to the chapel

of St. Blaize and an annual pilgrimage to that of St. Mary
Magdalen. But it is impossible to suppose that his Lord-

ship would have deprived his own clergy of these small per-

quisites, if they had been in need of them.

The controversies between seculars and regulars are

not generally edifying reading; but in this instance

they can do little harm even to the reputation of M.

Sabaudin, whilst they give us some interesting information

concerning the customs and position of the monks at

Dieulouard. We learn from them, for instance, the

importance of the Confraternity of the Holy Rosary

e.stablished in the monastic church. It was great enough

to arouse the emulation of M. Sabaudin, who brought in a

Dominican father to establish a rival confraternity in the

parish church of St. Sebastian, some time before 1669.

Unfortunately, there was a law forbidding more than one

such association in the same locality. The Prior of St.

Lawrence's could produce a parchment document, signed

by the Right Rev. Raphael Riphoz, Bishop of Barcelona

" Between Dieulouard and Pont-a-Mousson.

t On the Cuite. It was burnt down in a moor iire in iy2<). liul it was

probably rebuilt
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and Vicar General of the Dominican Order, declaring that

he had established the confraternity in the Monastic church,

as far back as 16 18. M. Sabaudin however, had obtained a

confirmation of liis rival association from the liishop of Toul.

He appealed therefore to his Lordship to suppress the older

Laurentian Confraternity. The monks resisted and easily

won their case. The bishop evidently had not known of

the already existing confraternity and, in 1671, he issued

an ordoimance in which he says : " nous avons casse et

revoque, cassons et revoquons toutes les ordonnances que

M. Etienne Sabaudin . . . a cy devant surpris de

nous." He further inhibited " the exercise and functions"

of the confraternity in the parochial church and confirmed

the confraternity in the monastic church " comme la

veritable et canoniquement establie." This should have

ended the dispute, but, as a sample of M. Sabaudin's

methods, it may be mentioned that he at once appealed to

the Parliament of Metz. The secular authorities, however,

took the same view as his Lordship of Toul had done, and

confirmed the Benedictines in their rights. .So also did

the Dominican Superiors when they were appealed to.

The parish priest had to content himself with a rule

requiring the monks not to hold their monthly Procession

before 3 o'clock, when the Parish Vespers would be

over.

Sabaudin's next most important quarrel concerned

Processions of the Blessed Sacrament. It had been

the custom, in the grand Processions, for the Blessed

Sacrament to be received at the door of the monas-

tery church by the Prior and the monks, and to be

enthroned by them on the high altar. ]\r. Sabaudin

demanded that the church should be placed altogether

at his service as an Altar of Repose, and this at any

time in the day that suited him. To this the Prior

demurred, just so far as to tell the parish priest that the

monastic Vespers were always at a certain fixed hour, and
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could not be changed. Whether by accident or design,

the Parochial procession entered the church during

Vespers. The monks made no trouble, but the * Suisse,'

after the Priest and the servers and cantors had entered

the sanctuary, prevented the crowd that followed the pro-

cession from proceeding beyond the entrance to the choir.

Sabaudin was indignant at this outrage, as he deemed it.

He complained to the bishop that the monks interfered

with the procession, that a Suisse " arme d'un sabre" had

struck the people, and also that the monastery bells were

not rung for his procession, whilst they were rung after-

wards for the monastic Rosary procession on the first

Sunday of the month. The Prior's answer to this shows

that it was a grievance made out of nothing. The bells

had been rung ; the church was fully prepared ; lighted

candles were on the altar and held in the hands of the

monks. The choir was very narrow and the public could

not decently be permitted to ascend the six steep steps.

The sword of the Suisse was part of his dress and was

never handled ; neither was any one struck. All that

happened was that the sacristan pushed a boy accidentally

—a way that sacristans have. The bishop's decision in

this matter was that the parish priest was not to interfere

with the ancient customs.

Probably M. Sabaudin was misinformed about what took

place in the church, but the custom, confirmed by the

bishop, that the monks should meet the Procession at the

door of their church, and that the celebrant should resign

the Blessed Sacrament into the hands of the Prior to be

enthroned by him on the monastic altar, is a curious and

interesting one. We may candidly admit that the Prior

might very well have omitted his Rosary procession on the

occasion of a Fete-dieu. It is amusing to find the "Suisse
"

of the monastic church disturbing M. Sabaudin's peace of

mind. We can quite believe the very sight of him was
offensive.
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Another long legal contention concerned the public

cemetery. It will be remembered that, in 1607, Fr. Brad-

shaw had acquired a strip of the old cemetery in exchange

for the privilege of free burial in St. Lawrence's church

and cloister. In 162 1 this onerous agreement was

modified, with the full consent of the inhabitants and the

two Puissances (Toul and Verdunj ; it was then arranged

that the monks should pay 6 sous annually on the Feast

of St. George (a sort of tithe), and on the other hand

should be permitted to charge lo francs barrois for each

burial. The fresh deed was confirmed by the Parliament

of Metz in 1642. For several reasons, however, the

monks wished to be rid altogether of the obligation of

burial within their walls. First of all, as they said,

it destroyed the privacy of the cloister—there was a

robbery in 1738 " de tous leurs vases sacres ... a

defaut de cloture." Then, M. Sabaudin made trouble about

the fee of 10 francs, which he thought should go into his

own pocket. Moreover, there was a local custom by which

the linen shroud which covered the coffin (" linteamen quo

feretrum defuncti cooperitum,) was given to the Church
;

this also the parish priest claimed, and on occasion had

waited at the door of St. Lawrence's to take it away before

it was borne with the coffin into the church—" scandalum

in populo " as the Bishop described it. There was also

trouble over the candles which those who walked in the

funeral procession presented to the Altar. Because of these

and other inconveniences, the Benedictines bought a piece

of land on the outskirts of the town and offered it to the

inhabitants as a graveyard. It was unexpectedly refused
;

whereupon the monks built a house upon it and let it.

Then, with the concurrence of M. Sabaudin and the

majority of the inhabitants, " de I'aveu et sur I'indication

formelle et precise des habitans, le Cure a la teste," they

purchased another plot of land with a house upon it, and

added to it a grange and a bit more land which already
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belonged to them. This property, over which they spent

6000 livres and which stood exactly opposite the porch

of the Parish Church, they handed over to the town as

the new cemetery. The assent of the two Puissances

was again obtained and everything seemed settled. But

M. Sabaudin disturbed the arrangement. The bright

idea struck him that it would be a convenient oppor-

tunity to open out the entrance to his church. This

he did ; and by doing so lessened the area of the new

cemetery. He therefore, backed by " a cabal," demanded

an extension of the diminished churchyard. It was now too

small. The monks, after a rather warm contention, gave

way and made an additional purchase. It was quite the

best thing to do. M. Sabaudin's claim looked and looks

unreasonable, but the broadening of the street in the front

of the parish church was so greatly to the public advan-

tage, that it is not surprising M. Sabaudin should have

fought for it. The parish church stood in a bye-lane not

more than three or four yards wide. The commune had

no legal claim that the Benedictines should pay for the

opening out of the church entrance, but the English monks

had been treated with so great generosity by the inhabi-

tants, that to refuse the demand, high-handed, as it

appeared to be, would have been churlish. The affair

ended satisfactorily; but to prevent further compulsory

appeals to the monastic purse—M. Sabaudin might have

taken it into his head to make a * Place ' in front of his

church—they insisted that they should be considered pro-

prietors of the cemetery and should receive a nominal

ground-rent of 6 sous. This was readily conceded.

Of course, the vexed question of the Paschal Communion

came up. M. Sabaudin complained that the monks

exceeded their canonical privilege. The Prior according

to established custom, had permitted the servants of the

monastery living in the Basse-court, and the students also,

to make their Easter in St. Lawrence's. He had moreover
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given the last Sacraments to a dying denizen of the Basse-
court, Concerning this, the Bishop only repeated the

vague law that all the citizens of Dieulouard were
parishioners of the parish church of St. Sebastian, and he
solemnly forbade them to make their Confession else-

where. This left the matter entirely unsettled, AI.

Sabaudin claimed that the Basse-court was part of his

parish, since it had been a street (part of the Rue
d'Avignon) before the monks acquired it. He also used
as an argument the fact that the servants, for the most
part, had been baptised and confirmed and married in his

church. The Prior, on the other hand, contended that the

servants' quarters were part of the buildings of the

monastery. The debate was continued for many years

afterwards. What final answer was given is not stated.

An opinion was obtained from Paris which would not help

much. It decided that the men servants were under the

the jurisdiction of the Prior, but " ye maids not quite so "
;

"ye pensioners in case of a law-suit would in most things

belong to ye curate, " &c. Modern canonists would not

hesitate to decide this dispute in favour of the Prior.

It will already be evident that M. Sabaudin kept Prior

Horsley's wits well exercised. But these are only a few

of the points of dispute. He complained to the bishop

that the monastic church interfered with his services ; it

had even benches like a parish church. The Prior answered

that the benches were there before the monks came. The
monastic bells were rung at the same time as those of the

parish church, and what was altogether unendurable,

"meme pendant le Prone. The Prior answered that it was

not he who had changed the times of his services. On
deinifcteSy when the parishioners were expected to hear

Mass before they went to work, the Benedictines had an

earlier service than the parish church. The Prior answered

that the first Mass at the monastery was at five all the year

round. The monks kept the Feast of St, Mark, with its

N
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procession, on the proper day, when in the diocese of Toul

it was transferred. Also, during "la pluie " of 1725

the Benedictines had a procession * when the parish

priest had no licence for one—terrible disadvantages, &:c,

&c. The good bishop in answer to all these complaints

asked the monks to be careful not to let their bells interfere

with the parochial services, and also not to admit the

public to an earlier Mass than that of the parish church

on Festival days.

One more complaint against the English monks and we

may turn to other matters. At an Episcopal Visitation

made in 1728, the deputy visitors called the atten-

tion of the Bishop to the condition of the four ancient

titular chapels of the church of St. Lawrence : one under

the invocation of Notre Dame des Grottes, another dedi-

cated to St. Catherine, a third to St. Erasmus, and the other

the Lady Chapel. It was admitted by ihem that the obli-

gations of the two latter chapels were fulfilled ; but there

was a general accusation of neglect made against the

holders of the benefices. On receipt of the report, the

Bishop ordered that the titular chaplains must, each of

them, keep up the decorations in the chapels, say the

Masses, and fulfil all obligations; or that they must not

take the revenues. There is no doubt that this charge was

directed against the Benedictines, but it did not touch

them. The revenues of these titular chapels had not been

given over to them by the Nancy Chapter. Recently, in

1690, the then holder of the benefice, Joseph Le Retendeur,

Canon of Nancy, had spent some money on the Chapel of

St. Erasmus, and having done something towards its res-

toration, resigned the chantry to St. Lawrence'st (Nov. 7,

1696). The monks had years before restored the Lady
Chapel handsomely and at their own expense. They had

^ The Benedictine procession was on occasion of the Feast of the Dedica-

tion of their church and not on account of the rains.

f The possessions of this chapel sold at the Revolution for 4200 llyres.
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also erected two other altars for their own use. But the

three chantry priests of the Lady Chapel, St. Catherine's

and Notre Dame des Grottes had done nothing, and appa-

rently never afterwards did anything, but take the revenues.

Perhaps it was not clear who the beneficiaries were—except

in the case of Notre Dame des Grottes. For this, the most

important chapel and most out of repair, it is certain that

poorer. Sabaudin himself was responsible. The venerated

and venerable statue of the old Notre Dame des Grottes in

St. Lawrence's had been removed before the monks came
to Dieulouard. It was placed in the crypt of the parish

church with all that pertained to it, and a new Notre

Dame des Grottes was erected there. M. vSabaudin was its

chaplain and enjoyed the endowments. But he does not

seem to have been called upon to carry out the Bishop's

decree to restore the crypt of the monastic church to

its old state. It could hardly have been expected of him.

He had his own Notre Dame des Grottes to look after.*

But neither would it have been wise or right for the monks
to re-erect a rival Notre Dame des Grottes in their church.

Consequently, the crypt remained out of ecclesiastical use.

All we know of it is that the Benedictine Superiors once

forbade its being turned into a wine cellar, and Fr. Cuth-

bert Horsley on another occasion asked permission to store

wood in it. It is not likely he received permission.

Legal documents, ecclesiastical and civil, make up the

bulk of the relics of St. Lawrence's in the archives at

Nancy. They have been carefully preserved and are un-

usually complete, covering the whole period of the history

of the English Benedictines in Lorraine. When one first

dips into them, one is tempted to think our old Benedic-

tine Fathers a stubborn, stand-on-their-rights breed of the

English bull-dog, and that their sprightly neighbours took
pleasure in baiting them and making them do all but bite.

It ua>a \aluablc benelice. At tlic Rc\olutioii tlic property sold for

13,500 livrcs, a fraction only of its value.
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The discovery of M. Sabaudin's name sprinkled through-

out the bulkiest of the bundles sets things in their true

light. The contentions between the English monks and

the French priests resolve themselves into a summer

cloud in a day of sunshine. During the hundred and

seventy years the English made their home at Dieulouard,

there was no trace of a grievance against them among the

secular clergy, except during the one short period. The

reader of this chapter may be of opinion there should have

been no grievance then. All the trouble arose out of one

man's perversity—or shall we say his pleasure r There is

no need to suppose resentment or ill-feeling on the part of

the belligerent Cure. M. Sabaudin believed himself to be

maintaining his rights. But, that this question of rights,

so often wrongs in disguise, so prolific of enmity and

jealousy among good men, a noxious weed apt to be cul-

tivated as a flower, flourishing best in enclosed gardens,

should have shed its poisonous influence only upon one

brief chapter of the history of the monks of Dieulouard,

is evidence not only of English good sense and French

courtesy, but of mutual helpfulness, forbearance, and

esteem.
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The singular permission, decreed by the Chapter of 1645,

that the English Benedictines might extend their mis-

sionary labours to Maryland, if they wished, must have

seemed a piece of irony to the monks of St. Lawrence's.

There were but very few available subjects to send to their

own country. They had recovered from the effects of the

plague in some measure. They had added considerably to

their estate. But there were few vocations. College they

had none, and novices came to them only in ones and twos,

with frequent blank years between.* Their numbers were

*"
1- r. Allansun ilocb nut note a sinj^lc profession of a clioir monk between

1630 and 1O51,
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steadily diminishing, so that they had to face the prospect

of gradual extinction. There was actually serious discus-

sion at Chapter whether Dieulouard had not better be

given up altogether, and its Community sent to strengthen

St. Edmund's at Paris.

Several theories were advanced to account for this state

of decline. The monastery was too far away from England,

it was said. But against this was the fact that it had

flourished exceedingly when it was not a bit nearer.

Then, the wars and frequent disturbances made the

neighbourhood uninviting. But the country was rather

more peaceful than in the prosperous times. Prior Horsley

and his Community put the dearth of vocations down to

the excessive austerity of the life, which rather frightened

away than attracted the pious English youth. Fr. Paul

Robinson, the President, himself a Laurentian, held the

same view. Accordingly a petition was presented to the

General Chapter of 1657, asking that St. Lawrence's might

be dispensed from the rule of perpetual abstinence, the

long fasts, and the rigour of the choir duties, which stood,

apparently, in the way of its prosperity. It was rejected.

But the year after, President Robinson, on his official

visit, thinking, no doubt, that he knew the circumstances of

the house better than the Fathers of the Chapter, took it

upon himself to grant the dispensation which the Chapter

had denied. It was not a constitutional and may be thought

a reprehensible act. But a good deal may be excused in a

case of urgency. If St. Lawrence's was to keep its place

among Benedictine monasteries, it was clear that some-

thing must be done at once. The action of the President

had the disadvantage of being an experimental remedy.

He himselflooked to it for the salvation of his monastery,

but the Chapter, as a body, had no faith in it. However,

there are times when a risky operation is better than none

at all. The very attempt at a cure infused a new hope

into the diminishing Community.
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The choir duties as relaxed were not light. St. Law-
rence's could still claim that it carried out a complete

monastic ritual. Tierce, Mass, Vespers, Compline and the

antiphon of our Lady after Prime were sung every day.*

On Feasts of the second class, the choir, in addition, sang

the Te Deum and the Gospel at Matins, the Benedictus at

Lauds and the little Hours. On days of the first class there

was added the Invitatory and the hymn at Matins. As
regards the fasts, all through the year the monks ate no-

thing until midday,t but they were permitted meat on Sun-

days, Tuesdays and Thursdays like the other houses of the

Congregation. Monday was also privileged, sometimes, in

honour of special Feasts. Advent, Septuagesima and Lent

continued to be kept with the utmost rigour.

Such was the first measure of relief; the second, a

corollary of the first, was the establishment of a College.

Up to this date there had been no attempt to found a Col-

lege, properly so called, at Dieulouard. It was a Monastery
of the primitive tradition. The fasts, choir duties and daily

abstinence were incompatible with the idea of profes-

sorial work. One does not meet with a single reference to

pensioners or boys until some time after the middle of the

seventeenth century. There was an occasional advanced
student or parlour-boarder, but nothing more. St.

Gregory's at Douai had always taken students, though only

a limited number.^ St. Edmund's and Lammspring also

had something that might be called a College. But at

Dieulouard, when it was first founded, there had been no

^ The sinj^injf of the Sal\ c Rcj^iiia after Prime and after Compline was a

custom with the Canons at Dieulouard before the da^s of the Benedictines.

A small endowment was attached to it.

t Breakfasts was hrst permitted in 1736 'sub silentio.' v. \'isitation Book.

J In a printed list of Catholic Monasteries, Nunneries and CollciLjes of I'joi)

presented to Parliament, it is stated that the F.nj^lish vouths at St. Gre-^orv's

have been known to be 59. Tiiis if true was exceptional. It is difficult to

understand how they could ha\ e been accommodated.
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desire for students, and neither had any accommodation

had been made for them. Fr. Cuthbert Horsley, in the

dearth of mature postulants for the habit, realized the

need of creating a source of supply. Since enough young

men ready to enter the Order, who had been educated

elsewhere, could not be found, then young men must be

brought up for the purpose at home.

The whole matter was fully discussed at the General

Chapter of 1669.

Fr. Augustine Hungate, a little before (in 1661), had

advocated a concentration of forces. He saw no true ad-

vantage in a number of independent convents. More pro-

fit, he thought, would be derived from one large College,

one strong Noviciate house, and one Monastery of regular

observance for the whole Congregation, from which the

priests of the Mission would be drawn. This scheme

found a good deal of favour with the Fathers of the Chap-

ter. But there was a great difficulty—the College. None

of the existing houses had been so constructed as to be

suitable for extensive educational purposes. St. Gregory's

was best fitted in that respect, but its accommodation was

very limited. Proposals were made to build a new College

on a new site, and Fr. Bede Witham and Fr. Augustine

Latham each offered sums of money and a promise to

furnish a certain number of students with pensions, if its

erection should be determined. Another proposition was

to make arrangement for students at the Benedictine

monastery of Grammont, a town in Flanders between

Brussels and Lille. There were proposals also to erect

schools in England—one in the North and one in the

.South Province. It was finally agreed to enlarge St.

Gregory's and make it the one only English Benedictine

College. In 1669, the scheme was matured and made

the matter of a Definition. St. Gregory's undertook the

education of all Congregational students in Humanities

and Philosophy, and after the course was completed, it
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was arranged that the President, in council with the three

Priors, should apportion the finished students between the

three houses, St. Gregory's, St. Lawrence's and St.

Edmund's : Lammspring had no part in the scheme. At
the same time, it was decreed that St. Lawrence's should

be the common Noviciate house of the Congregation.

The arrangement might have worked well, it would
certainly have worked better, if it had had a fair begin-

ning. It was just the sort of scheme which would only

commend itself to people by its success. An initial failure

must at once discredit it. If St. Gregory's did not manage
straightway to make the Common College a Congrega-

tional benefit, St. Lawrence's and St. Edmund's would
assuredly begin to look after themselves. If St. Lawrence's

did not at once make the Noviciate house a success, St.

Gregory's and St. Edmund's would prefer to train their

own novices. In the dearth just then both of students

and novices, neither the College nor the Noviciate could

by any possibility show to advantage. It is exceedingly

improbable that the two outside houses could have done
much to swell the number of the students at St. Gregory's.

On the other hand, St. Gregory's, in 1669, had no novices

at all to send to Dieulouard. Perhaps some half dozen or

so pensioners for Paris and Dieulouard learned their

humanities in the house at Douai. Two, and it may be

three, St Edmund's postulants made their noviceship at

Dieulouard.* But by the middle of the quadriennium the

scheme had practically lapsed ; St. Lawrence's, no longer

received novices from the other houses, and St. Gregory's

was the Common College in little more than name.

In 1686, we find four pensioners at St. Lawrence's and
after that year there is always mention of boys. But it

was a small beginning and one with little promise in it.

'^Br. Augustine Stelling seems to have been the only EJmundian no\icc

who was actually professed at Dieulouard. His profession paper is still

among the Dieulouard relics at Nancy.
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As a matter of fact, during many years it was no more

than a flickering life just kept from extinction ;
up to the

vear 1700 the average number of students was not as high

as three ; and it was nearly half a century before the

College reached double figures. It must have needed

courage and patience and an unusual measure of hopeful-

ness to struggle through the long years of scarcity, and

to keep up the pretence of an educational establishment—it

was little more than that—until the seasons changed and

the monks reaped a return for their labours. But it was

never for the want of pluck and perseverance that our

Fathers of old failed in their many enterprises. Success

came in the end.

Something in the way of collegiate buildings was

erected at this time. In 1695 and again in 1704, we find

mention in the Visitation book of St. Lawrence's, and in

the accounts of the monastery, of two building operations.

The first of these, no doubt, had to do with the accommo-

dation of students. In all probability, a dormitory and other

rooms were erected over the West Cloister. But part of

the money, it was 10,263. 2. 11 livres altogether, will have

been spent in repairs. At the Chapter of 1701, St.

Lawrence's made an appeal for help, because the Monas-

tery was in a ruinous state and threatened to come down

—

"minabatur ruinam." We may suppose that with this

expenditure—a large one for those days—everything was

made right both for monks and boys ; but as soon as the

Community found itself able once again to look the

future in the face, and prosperity seemed assured, there

came the great Fire of the 13th of October, 1717.

This was a disheartening disaster. It came just when it

could do most hurt. The monks were really worse off than

in the days when it was proposed to give up Dieulouard

altogether. The only account that has come down to us

speaks of the whole monastery as burnt to the ground. In

effect, this was no exaggeration. The fire originated in a
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room contiguous to the Library, and all the books, MSS.
and monastic records were destroyed. The architect's plans

for the rebuilding of the monastery indicate that the

cloisters, because of their stone roofs, and the chief stair-

case, also of stone, escaped ; and the walls of the south

block were left standing. The sacristy, which also had a

stone roof, seems to have partly withstood the fury of the

flames, and probably all its precious contents were saved.

There is little doubt that some or all of the furniture and

valuables was rescued from the rooms in the south block

;

the title-deeds of the lands and property held by the monks,

together with other important papers, kept, no doubt,

in the Prior's room or in the Procurator's office, are

still in evidence at Nancy to show that there was salvage.

But, however little or much that may have been, the

Prior and his Community had to face the task of rebuilding

their home and, meanwhile, to find shelter elsewhere. It

is recorded that two of the monks were sent for the

time to Lammspring; the rest dwelt temporarily in

some house or houses possessed by the convent in the

village.

If the catastrophe had happened some years earlier, it

cannot be doubted that St. Lawrence's would have ceased

to exist. But now its vitality was vigorous enough to

recover even from so deadly a stroke. The monks had a

fair income to subsist upon whilst they sought for funds

to undertake the rebuilding of the monastery. They also

had friends on whom they could rely. It was not, there-

fore, a case of despair, especially with such a strong,

capable, hopeful leader as Fr. Lawrence Champney, the

Prior.

He, at once, began to seek help from every possible

quarter. King Louis XV, le Bien Aime, (November 8,

i7i7)permittedthe Benedictines to appeal, during one year,

to the charitable throughout Lorraine and the Barrois.

The generous French people contributed no less a sum
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than 32,539 francs. English benefactors sent £285 4s. gd.t

Dom. Augustin Calmet, the famous Abbot of Senones,

forwarded a donation of books to recommence a Library

—a graceful act. Fr. Gregory Riddell, a Gregorian,

obtained permission to give his library of more than a

hundred volumes, deposited at Cambrai, to his destitute

brethren. We may also note a gift of ;^400, made by Sir

George Clifton of Preston as a foundation for the educa-

tion of a student sixteen years of age, to be chosen every

ITlie names of these English friends may interest our readers. The first

collection was made by Fr. Augustine (Sulyard ?) and John Southcott.

Lady Petre
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seventh year and employed on the English Mission,

—

money used in the rebuilding after the fire.*

With the blessing of God, and through the kindness of

English friends, and still more through the generosity of

the people of Lorraine, St. Lawrence's not only survived

this severe crisis in its history, but found itself in a sounder

position than before. A sum of some ^2000 may seem to

us in these days a wholly inadequate fund with which to

re-erect a monastery and small college. But the mention

of one or two items, taken from the procurator's papers

—

some odds and ends of which are still preserved in the

Nancy archives— will show how far a few pounds went in

those days. The whole carting bill—the monks doubtless

did most of it themselves—only reached the sum of five

guineas. A certain Mr. Skynner's contract in 1720, pro-

bably the largest, was ' quit, ' as the document states, for

^40. A year's building operations totalled up to less than

^450. As a matter of fact the main work was completed

with some 6000 francs still in hand. Fr. Watmough,
successor of Fr. Champney,t was able to devote some of

the money to what under the circumstances were articles

de luxe. He had an organ built by Jean Moucherel,

*' facteur d'orgues du due Leopold," at the cost of 784

francs. He hung three new bells in the tower of the

church, one of which had for godfather Jean Baptiste

Joseph Boursier-de-Villers, baron d'Amecourt, councillor

of the State, who stood as representative of the King. He
also spent 312 livres over a bronze lectern, *' lutrin de

bronze ciselee," made by " le sieur Jonquoy, maitre-fondeur

et ciseleur de Leopold", after the design of James Warren,

It is most probable also that the beautiful wood- carving

of the pulpit and the confsseional was paid for out of the

* All tlie students of this fund were obliged to take the name of Clifton.

This foundation -was confirmed at the Chapter of 1733.

t Fr. Allanson gives the credit for the raising of the money and the re-

building of the convent to Fr. Watmough, but this does not tally witli the

Nancy records. O 2
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surplus money left after the reparation of the burnt monas-

tery.

God had certainly been good to the monks in the hour

of their trouble. Four years after the fire, they took

possession oftheir new home and brought back Fr. Edward

Houghton and Fr. Ambrose East from Lamm spring. Two
years later still, they took novices and students again,

with greatly improved accommodation for them. The

destruction of the Library and the MSS., said to have

been of considerable intrinsic value, was no doubt irre-

parable. We can understand that the loss was greatly

felt when it took place. But to those who had never seen

or handled the treasures, and to us who have no knowledge

of them at all, it was and is as though they had never exis-

ted. The preservation of the title-deeds and legal papers

proved to be a special Providence, for which both the

monks and we have reason to be grateful. It is to them

we owe most of the facts upon which this history is based.

Their existence saved Fr. Watmough and his Community

from loss of valuable rights and from some spoliation of

property. " Wheresoever the body shall be, thither will

the eagles be gathered together." A multitude of claims

of one sort or another was brought against the monastic

estates by various neighbours, co-heirs and others, on the

supposition that the fire had consumed the documents con-

nected with them. Mostly, they were old quarrels already

settled by the Courts. It was a mean advantage to take of

the monks' misfortune; but there is no difficulty in suppos-

ing that the claimants or disputants believed in the justice

of their suits. A legal decision is not very convincing

to the one who loses his case. Manorial privileges, pas-

ture, fishing, woodland and water rights, wills also

and the dividing of estates, are just the things over

which the best friends will fall out, and honest men see no

harm in the making use of shady methods to serve their

ends. It is not unlikely, it is even most probable, that these
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very litigants had contributed generously to the rebuilding

of the convent. They were good men, doubtless ; but there

is also no doubt that they tried to make profit out of the

disaster to the monastery. The claims were mostly dropped
when it was discovered that the legal records had escaped

the burning; and some old Prior or Procurator has
endorsed a large bundle of * enquetes,' ' precis,' ' declara-

tions,' ^'c, with his thanks that the fire had not left them
at the mercy of their unscrupulous friends.

This chapter telling of the great fire, the tradition of

which is still preserved at Ampleforth by the recital of

special prayers on the Feast of St. Wilfrid,* may fittingly

be brought to a close by the mention of other slighter but

distressing events. In 1665, Fr. Dunstan Pettinger, serving

on the Mission in London, died there, carried off by the

great plague. In 1689, the then Prior of the house, Fr.

Mellitus Walmesley, was drowned in the Mozelle. In 1724,

the river overflowed its banks, carrying away the paper-
mill and twenty-four houses, destroying the remains of the

Constantine monument, and doing incredible damage to

farms and property. Finally, in 1731, the steeple of the

monastery church of St. Lawrence was struck by lightning

and destroyed. It was a wooden structure and was repaired

at the small cost of 650 livres.

• Prior Marsh instituted these prayers, as the Council book shows, because
of the destruction of the Monastery at the Revolution. The two catastrophes

took place on the same day of the year.
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CHAPTER XXI.

M €aucation iJct,

Some curious readers may have wondered why, in this

narrative, the prefix Father has been uniformly used in

speaking of our English Benedictines, and not the more

monastic-sounding title Doni. The truth is that in this

matter, together with the make of the monastic habit—the

hood in particular—our Fathers had up to this date con-

formed to the Spanish customs. Any one who reads the

Apostolatus can hardly fail to notice that the authors, with

some care, style the Cluniac, the Cassinese and the West-

minster monks, Domni, whilst those of the Spanish

Profession have the prefix R.P.y or simple Pater or F. for

Frater. fDon or Dom was not, as every one knows,

distinctive of a monk amongst Spaniards.) To take a

simple instance : in the summons to the nine Definitors,

chosen to determine the form the English Congregation

should take, the names of Leander of St. Martin, Gabriel

of St. Mary, Robert Haddock, Rudesind Barlow,

Benedict Jones and Torquatus Lathom, all of the Spanish

Profession, have the prefix F. or Frater^ whilst Robert

Vincent Sadler, Edward Maihew, and Sigebert Bagshaw

are distinguished by D. or Dom. Again, on page 21^ we
have Leander Jones, Benedict Jones and Walgrave always

with the prefix P., or Pater^ whilst it is D. Sebertus

(Buckley) D. Anselmus (Beech) and D. Thomas Preston.

In some mentions of the Westminster monks who after-

wards joined the new English Congregation, Maihew and

Bagshaw for instance, the Letter P. is occasionally

prefixed to the name—they dropped the prefix D. when
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they became united with their brethren of the Spanish

Congregation ; but the D. or Dom. is carefully omitted

before the names of the Benedictines of the Spanish

Profession.*

The few slender threads which coupled together the

Spanish and English Congregations were never fit to bear

much strain. One by one they gave way. There is no

likelihood that our Fathers troubled themselves to ask the

Spanish General's needed permission to assume the title of

Doctor after they had taken their degree. Very soon his

privilege to appoint one of the two elect candidates as

President General was found an inconvenience. Thus, we

find Fr. Lawrence Reyner remonstrating about the delay

it caused in 1655, and in 1661 the English Chapter decreed

its abolition. Only a very few of the Spanish customs and

ceremonial observances survived the change of climate.

The English Constitutions themselves had gradualy grown

out of any, even the most distant, resemblance to the

Spanish, though the Spanish imprints (1706) continued to

make use of the high-sounding title :
** Constituciones de la

Congregation de nuestro glorioso Padre San Benito de

Espana e Inglaterra." Now, in 1725, the General Chapter

decreed that another small link should be broken. The

Fathers of the English Congregation formally assumed

the title of Domniy t in imitation of the French Congrega-

tions and, of course, of the Italian and old English Benedic-

tines before the Reformation. The Definition was renewed

at the following Chapter, and was then dropped out of the

decrees. Fr. AUanson has understood this as a rejection

-• The use of the Dom as a prefix to the surname is a wholly French and

comparatively recent custom. Dom Buckley or Dom Baker would have

been an inadmissible use of the title in the hearing of the indi\ iduals. It

would have sounded to them like Sir Gladstone or Sir Smith. To call the

Venerable Father John Roberts, a Spanish monk, Dom Roberts is therefore

doubly incorrect.

t ''Sicquc ad se invicem scribaut." Chapter Decree.
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of it on a moremature consideration or because of new
circumstances. The greater probability is that it was left

out because it had then been sufficiently published.

The occasion of the adoption of the prefix Dom was the

naturalization of the English houses in France as French

Communities. It seemed just then to be to the advantage ot

the English to make themselves as like their French

brethren as possible. Up to this date it had not been

thought advisable to make use of the title. It had been an

object with them to distinguish themselves from the French

Benedictines. Not that the English Congregation felt or

showed any, even the slightest, jealousy, or suspected in

the Cluny or Maurist Congregations any unfriendliness or

opposition. On the contrary, in 1641 the English General

Chapter passed a decree that, since in France the

Benedictine observance flourished bravely (nobiliter), the

English Benedictines granted the Superior General of the

Cluny and Alaurist Congregation, the privilege of making

a quadriennial Visitation in their monasteries and con-

vents, and commanded that the statutes of such a Visitation

should be received and obeyed as though issued at the Visit

of their own President. No more broad-minded proof of

good fellowship has ever been offered by one Congrega-

tion to another. But our Fathers had all along been forced

to consider whether it was better to emphasize their

brotherly connection with their French brethren or to make

display of their foreign origin. There were times

when English properties were privileged and French

benefices taxed. In 1650, when Louis XIV had decided

that such more recent Orders and Houses as had not

received, or did not secure, his approbation should be dis-

solved, St. Gregory's as a Spanish foundation and St. Law-

rence's as a Lorraine foundation were easily admitted as

exceptions, whilst St. Edmund's as a French foundation had

to exert itself, and bring influence to bear, in order to obtain

recognition. At this period of their history, St. Gregory's
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and St. Lawrence's had to thank their Congregational union

with St. Edmund's, at Paris, a legalized French Community,

for the favour which secured them from dissolution, or from

such fines and confiscations of benefices as would have

been equivalent to dissolution. The whole matter depended

on the ever-changing political relations of France with

England. In 1650, England and France were friendly,

and in 1671 they were allies in the war with Holland. In

1692, they were declared enemies, and in 1704 the French

armies had been worsted by Marlborough. During the

friendly years, St. Edmund's had received royal authorisa-

tion (1650), naturalisation and permission to receive and

hold benefices (1674), and full confirmation of all these

privileges (1676). When England and France stood in

opposition to each other towards the close of the seven-

teenth century, we find (1680) an account of all their

possessions demanded from the monks of Dieulouard, and

"foy et hommage" required from the Prior, John Girling-

ton ; in 1682 and 1689 fresh accounts of their goods, and

new taxes; in 1690 more taxes; in 1706 still further taxes,

together with talk of confiscation and dissolution.

Weldon tells us (p. 255) that "the queen preserved our

house of Dieulouart from being dissolved by the King of

France, because he said it was established without his

Patents,"—a very patent fact since Lorraine did not belong

to the King of France when the monastery was founded.

The Dieulouard Visitation book corroborates the statement

in an entry of the year 1710. But " the queen " cannot have

been Henrietta Maria—as it has been generally supposed

—since both the royalties of that name were dead when the

question was under discussion,—the relict of Charles II in

1669 and the wife of Philippe of Orleans in 1670. The queen

referred to was probably the widow of James II of Eng-

land, Maria d'Este, of Modena. The only other possible

candidates for the honour are Madame de Maintenon

9,nd the Protestant Oueen of England. But, whoever the
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royal benefactress may have been, St. Lawrence's, in

effect, as the King's letters say, owed its security to its

connection with St. Edmund's, and also, no doubt to its

inoffensiveness, its long sojourn in France, the taxes it

paid so readily, and to the King's timidity in the matter of

Ecclesiastical property. Whatever the reason, however,

it must be admitted that the French king treated the

English monks and their possessions, when he was at war

with England, far better than our English kings had

treated the Ciuniac establishments in the days of the

Edwards. In 1724, the monks of St. Lawrence's in con-

sideration of its connection with St. Edmund's, a naturalized

French house, received from Louis XV letters of natural-

ization* which placed them on the same footing as their

• Ses'eral copies of these Letters are in the Nancy Archives. They begin
" Louis, par la grace de Dieu, roy de France et de Navarre .... Nos

bien aimes les religieux Benedictins anglais du convent St-Laurent de Dieu-

le-vard, au diocese de Toul, nous ont fait remontrer que le feu roy Louis

XIV, de glorieuse memoire .... bien informe que les religieux Benedictins

anglais ne contribueralent pas peu, par les missions auxquelles ils sont

employes, au soutien de la religion, leur avait permis par ses Lettres-patentes

du mois d'octobre 1650 de s'etablir en notre bonne ville de Paris, d'y acquerir

tels biens et fonds qu'lls jugeraient a propos .... Les Exposants, dont le

monastere est soumis a notre domination, formant avec les Benedictins

anglais etablis a Paris une meme Congregation concourant egalement

au soutien de la religion par les missions en Angleterre auxquelles ils sont

employes, n'ont pas moins besoln de notre protection particullere, n'ayant

d'autres fondations que les dots que les religieux qui y font profession y
apportent, dots pour la plupart peu considerables, qui ne peuvent que dimi-

nuer dans la suite par la nouvelle imposition falte en Angleterre sur les

biens des cathollques, en sorte que les Benedictins anglais, quolque plusleurs

soient issus de maisons de distinction en Angleterre, ne peu\ent recevoir

aucun secours de leurs families .... A ces causes .... nous a\ons, par

ces presentes slgnees de notre main, permis, accorde et octroye aux Bene-

dictins anglais du convent de St. Laurent de Dleu-le-Vard, de pouvolr

posseder les benefices et dignites de leur Ordre, et de joulr des memes
avantages accordes aux religieux anglais de Paris, comme s'ils etaient

natifs de notre royaume .... Voulons que les religieux de ladite Congre-

gation, qui auront fait profession en icelle dans les dits convents de notre

domination, jouissent de tons les avantages de nos sujets naturels . . . .

car tel est notre boo plalslr .... Donne a W-rsalUes, au moln de juln, I'an

de grace mil sept cent vlngt-quatre, et de notre regne le neuvieme. Signe
;

Louis,"
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French brethren.* And not until the Revolution, or the

troubles immediately preceding it, was the King's bounty,

either in money (twenty-five pounds English money a

year, says Weldon, but the account books show that it

was variable) or in salt, withdrawn.

f

As has been stated, St. Lawrence's before 1700 had a

College—a very little one—of its own. In consequence,

all during the eighteenth century, the number of its monks

showed a constant, if slow, increase, whilst with St.

Edmund's there was an equally constant decrease, and

St. Gregory's began to lose its distinguished pre-eminence

in subjects. This was not satisfactory. It was no gain to

the Congregation for one house to better itself whilst the

others lost ground. Hence, we find in the Chapter defini-

tions further attempts to improve the College system. The

old scheme of a common house of studies and common
noviciate still haunted the minds of the Capitular

Fathers as the solution of the difficulty. It was decreed

again in 1725, as also were the preparatory Colleges in the

North and South Provinces; once more with failure as the

result. There was not even a trial made of the scheme,

except the birth, still-born, of a school at Redmarley in

Gloucestershire. Things remained as before. Each

monastery was left to work out its own salvation. St.

Lawrence's had no reason to be disturbed at the ill-success

of these official remedies. Its College was growing in im-

portance, and if still a little one, it was large enough for

Fr. Howard, the President General, to take it upon himself

to rearrange the course of studies. This was in 1761.

The next move in the common college and noviciate

matter was made by the French king Louis XV. In 1761

"•' Archives Departementales. Notice Historique, p. iio.

f Weldon's remark about tlic Kiiiij's alms " ^vliicli lias only ceasL-d this

i^O() " pro\ cd afturw aids to be a misstatement. They were continued in

the case of Dieulouard until the late years of Louis the Sixteenth's reitjn.

Arrears were also faithfully paid up.
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he determined on the reform of all the monastic establish-

ments in France. His project took the shape of a decree

that all monastic constitutions should be revised under the

superintendence of his commissioners and should obtain

Royal authorization ; that each conventual house must con-

sist at least of a Superior and eight other religious ; that

the Professions of men before the age of twenty-one, and

of women before the age of eighteen were illegal and were

to be accounted null ; and, finally, that all Congregations

should have a common noviciate. The English Benedic-

tines had no choice but to submit to these regulations.

They therefore drew up new Constitutions, approved of by

Chapter in 1773, and after much trouble and correction

authorized by the King in 1781 ; they decreed, at the same

Chapter, obedience to the royal ordinance concerning the

age of Profession ; and they determined afresh to erect

a common noviciate—the last scheme with the same signal

result met with on the former occasions.

This time, it was St. Gregory's which was made the

noviciate house and house of higher studies, whilst St.

Lawrence's undertook to educate the students in the

humanities. St. Edmund's consented cheerfully to an

arrangement which left it out and seemed to ignore it, but

which in reality freed it from the difficulty of governing and

training young men in a house which had the dissipations

of Paris clamouring without its walls. The scheme was

given atrial—a short one, but sufficient to prove it unwork-

able,—at the time and under the circumstances. About

twenty Benedictine students were gathered by the three

Priors at Dieulouard, and the Benedictine College was

formally inaugurated in 1779 by President Walker, who

has left in the Visitation book a solemn request that

the Prior should watch carefully over the boys and see that

"in vera et solida Pietate instruantur et docti tandem

evadent."

The lay reader may wonder why such a scheme should
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have failed as it did. Besides that it was ordered by the

French Government, it had obvious advantages. That

each house would gain by confining its efforts to the better

teaching of a portion of the long course of studies spread

over the years from early boyhood to full manhood, thus

specialising its work and so rendering it more efficient, is

indisputable. If, moreover, St. Edmund's could have

undertaken the university preparation whilst St. Law-
rence's and St. Gregory's confined themselves respectively

to the humanities and the higher philosophic sections of

the course, the scheme on paper would have been perfect.

This, in fact, was the original proposition, both of the

French authorities and the Benedictine Chapter; it

was worldly Paris and the objectionable Mclinist teach-

ing of the Sorbonne which had determined our Fathers

to leave St. Edmund's out of the arrangement. But

why should not St. Gregory's and vSt. Lawrence's have

successfully divided the work between them f Money
transactions between members of a family are not con-

ducive to mutual harmony, but the General Chapter

could regulate such matters— as in fact it undertook to do.

Why should not St. Gregory's have been willing to send its

youths to school at St. Lawrence's, and St. Lawrence's to

send its young men to the Douai University r Parents do

such things with their children everyday. The truth

seems to be that, in practice, a Gregorian student educated

partly at St. Lawrence's, and a Laurentian educated partly

at St. Gregory's, were, by so much, the less Gregorian and

the less Laurentian. Neither house, probably, felt alto-

gether satisfied with the training or progress of certain of

their own students at the other house. This is not casting

a slur on the efficiency of either Community. An Alma
Mater is quite as jealous of its own as the most exacting

parent. It can hardly bring itself to believe that another

can understand its children or care for them as it can and

does itself. If the students had been educated, professed
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and made priests for the Congreg-ation, without attachment

to any house in particular—this was proposed at the Chap-

ter—a cosmopolitan training would have been unobjection-

able. No doubt either house could have sent its students

to a wholly unrelated house, regretfully, perhaps, but with

equanimity. It was just because the two Communities

were so closelv akin, the distinctions and differences of

characters so nice and delicate, that the spirit of the one

was, or seemed to be, destructive of the spirit of the other.

Whether the composite result was not really better than

either is another question. It remains that Douai wished

its students to be purely Gregorian, and Dieulouard that

its young men should be wholly Laurentian, and neither

can be blamed for doing so. St. Edmund's, perforce, con-

tinued to send its novices to St. Gregory's ; but its ever

diminishing numbers, in spite of the loyalty and fidelity of

the Gregorians to their trust, proved that, whatever may
be said for it, there was some inherent fault in this

much debated Monastic Education Act.

English college boys are pretty much the same all the

world over, and, so, little need be said of those at Dieu-

louard. The education they got, whether ecclesiastical

students or not, must have had an ecclesiastical cast.

Languages both ancient and modern would be well taught.

There is mention in the Dieulouard papers of a " Dom
Francis Louard, maitre des jeunes," doubtless a French

professor from a Lorraine monastery. The college

accounts speak of wires purchased for the spinet and also

of a salaried organist—indications that some of the boys

learnt the ancient equivalent to the pianoforte. There is

mention of " catgut for Mademoiselle George," who, one

may suppose, gave lessons on the violin. The dress of the

pensioners would seem funny to a modern English student.

* Powder for the pensioners' hair' and the 'dressing of the

pensioners' hair' are regular items, and there is mention

also of wigs. "To skins for breeches" tells us of the
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durable nature of a portion of the outward wear, and "to
linen for sacks and brats" of the washable nature of the

rest of it—the belted linen blouse or overall, still

worn by the French youth. One of the games played
by the boys, the game of horniholes— if that is the correct

spelling—is well known from its retention still, as some-
thing more than an archaeological relic, at Ampleforth.

There are so many mentions of skates or ' sliding irons

'

that skating must have been unusually good ; it was
clearly a favourite pastime with both monks and boys, and
was enjoyed no doubt on the low-lying fields on the banks
of the Mozelle, converted into lakes by the winter floods.

The large farms of the estate made abundance of the best

food a certainty, but there are many items in the pro-

curator's book which have to do with luxuries. Red
herrings the students no doubt would have met with in

their native land, but "To Jean Houin for 550 frogs " and
also " To crayfish " show that delicacies rare to the English

palate were put before them. At Dom Basil Brindle's first

Mass there was a treat which cost 56 livres, 1 1 sous ; there

was another at Br. Alexius Pope's profession. " Lemons
for sack," and 79 francs for " gratifications to students,"

have a pleasant sound, and both items occur with some
regularity. A dish of tea was also a possibility, since we
find the procurator forwarding a parcel of the fragrant leaf

to a certain Lady Kennedy, who was apparently unable

herself to procure it among the foreigners. For the rest,

the school items of the Procurator's book are made up of

pensions, pocket-money, the sale of small articles to the

boys (such as an English pen-knife to the Chevalier du
Tumoral), the purchase ofclothes, " to drawing of a tooth,"

to Madame Gastaldi's coachman, " to the portrait painter

for picture of Bird " and the like—items which tells us that

schoolboys were pretty much the same then as they are now;
that, though far away from home, their parents sometimes

came to visit them ; that the spirit of the place was liberal

;

P2
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and that the life there, taken as a whole, was far less

primitive and rough than in many an English College of

fifty years ago.

An item which affected the monks rather more than the

students, and which naturally catches one's attention and

excites curiosity, is the cost of journeys. We are inclined

to think that to coach it from Lancashire or Somersetshire

to the English coast, and then, after crossing the seas as

one found opportunity, to post through strange lands to

the banks of Mozelle, must have been not unlike a modern

pilgrimage, without the help of Messrs. Cook or Gaze, to

Bulgaria or the Caucasus, or some equally inaccessible

region. The long journey had its hardships, as we know,

and was adventurous enough to satisfy even a schoolboy's

idea of romance. But it grows upon one who turns over

the leaves of an account book like that kept by the Dieii-

louard Procurator that travelling was neither so difficult,

nor so expensive, as we should be inclined to fancy.

We notice that, as a rule, the pensioners remained at

College until their course was complete. But journeys

are frequent, long and cheap. Young men who are

leaving College go off with from 40 to 50 francs in

their pocket with which to make their way back to Eng-

land and home. " Fr. Prior's (Jerome Marsh'sj journey to

Nancy for the barber "—seemingly his hair or wig was too

important to be entrusted to the local practitioner—cost

only four francs,—about a modern third-class railway fare.

Of course, in a long journey, it was arranged, as far as pos-

sible, to make the stages from one friend's house to another.

A boy leaving for home would, no doubt, be sent off with

a number of letters of introduction in his pocket, com-

mending him to the care and the hospitality of various

lay and clerical acquaintances of the Prior or the House.

This was the pleasant and kindly practice of those days.

But, except by post on horseback or in private coaches,

travelling, unless for the time spent in making the distance,
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was cheaper in France then than it is now. A stage from

Paris to Orleans at the beginning of the 17th century cost

no more than 75 sous. There were cheap fares and privi-

leges, and even special vehicles, for students ; more par-

ticularly for those going to and from a University. The
law protected any who were studying for a degree, even so

far as to permit them, if clerics, to retain their benefices,

and to be excused absence and the non-fulfilment of their

obligations. There was abuse of these privileges ; that

was to be expected. Some vagabond scholars, for instance,

found it a pleasant way of spending their lives to go from

university to university, in the pretended pursuit of learn-

ing, never of course attempting to take the degree which

would put an end to their privileges. But the wise and

enlightened policy which enacted such laws was a great

benefit to the Community of St. Lawrence's, separated as

it was by so many long leagues from the English shores.
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CHAPTER XXII.

Before tDc Rct?olutioti»

Weldon writes of St. Lawrence's that, up to the year

1707, it "had given to the Church a most illustrious Arch-

bishop of most rare piety and learning ; two mitred

Abbots ; eleven Presidents to the Congregation ; several

Provincials, who were for many years Superiors of the

Mission in England. It numbers its Priors to fifteen, its
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Monks to ninety-four, who have been so industrious that

our Abbey of Lamspring in Germany and our Priories

of St. Malo in Brittany and St. Edmund's in Paris owe
their beginning to Dieulouard." * hr. Allanson, in his

history, makes a difficulty about the eleven Presidents,!

but, however we look at it, the record is a striking one.

Between 1707 and the French Revolution it was greatly

improved. In financial matters, however, it was reputed
to be very poor still. Ir. Richard Marsh is credited with
saying that the annual revenue of the Convent at its

dissolution was only about ^532 a year.J But of this we
shall have occasion to hear later. At present, among
many other notable Presidents, Provincials and leaders

of the English Congregation brought up at Dieulouard,
let us select one man for particular notice, the elder

Fr. Placid Naylor.

Perhaps, in his own days, there would have been some
wonder at his being preferred in history for special dis-

tinction. His life was a very retirtid one, and even
accession to the office of Provincial and President made
little change in the manner of it. He was a young reli-

gious at Dieulouard at the time of the Fire, and remained
there, filling the ofifice of Procurator, until the year 1725.

Then he went on the mission in the North Province and
lived at Brindle for 47 years. This is an uneventful

record. But it is no exaggeration to say that no Benedic-
tine of his time, and few before or since, can be credited
with more sterling, successful work for the Catholic Church
and for his own Order. He built the church and house at

Brindle out of his own money and put the mission on a
becure footing. But this was the least meritorious part of

his labours. He had the gifts of an Apostle, and he

W'cUlon, Records I. 2 |.

+ He docs not seem to count aiiionj^ them I- r. Sij^ebert i3a""sha\v, \\ ho
was, howewr, undoubteJl\- a Laurcntian.

J Allanson's Records II. p. 276.
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revived the Catholic Religion in the neighbourhood of

Preston at a time when it was threatening extinction.

How much the faith in Lancashire owes to him it is impos-

sible rightly to estimate. Other excellent priests have

continued the work that he began ; other excellent

missioners helped at the time. But, for the thousands of

Catholics in the district round about Brindle and the many-

churches, for the scores of good priests and monks who
have been given to Religion by the pious families of the

neighbourhood, the first and chief credit should belong to

this devout and devoted monk. Our Benedictine annals

simply note that Fr. Naylor " took lively interest in get-

ting students for the different convents," but even this

slight mention helps to tell the story of his apostolate.

Naturally, his brethren honoured and trusted him. For

twenty-five years, from 1741 to 1766, he was Provincial of

the North Province, and for the whole of this time the

second-elect President. He himself was most anxious

not to have the responsible duties of the headship of the

Congregation thrust upon him. As long as they could

his brethren respected this wish. Perhaps they were

regretful to disturb his labours at Brindle. But it seems

to have been always a satisfaction to them to know that,

in case of any accident to the President they had chosen,

his place would be filled by one in whom all had such

perfect confidence. Many missions were founded during

Naylor's reign as Provincial of the North. But his

chief official work was the fostering of the Province fund.

In a letter to his successor, who in this respect followed in

his footsteps, he says that he looked upon the deposit as

sacred. The prosperity of the Northern Benedictine

Mission was assured by his wisdom and judgment. He
left in the hands of his successor a funded property of

;^ 10,482, more than double the money which had been

entrusted to his care. On the death of Fr. Placid Howard
in 1766, Naylor succeeded to the chief office of the Congre-
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gation. He was re-elected at the Chapter of 1769. But

his Presidential term was a short one, for he died when

making his Visitation at Dieulouard in 1772.

Leaving with this slight notice this admirable monk, of

whose unostentatious labours the least that can be said is

that, if they were in no way uncommon, God blessed them

and prospered them above those of his fellow workers on

the Mission, let us turn to the state of St. Lawrence's at

the moment when it was wrecked by the waves of the

French Revolution, which even in so remote a district

broke with overwhelming force. Prior Richard Marsh
has been noticed as recording its poverty. In a sense his

statement is an exnct one, but it needs some explanation.

Fortunately, the fragmentary records of Dieulouard in the

Archives Departementales enable us to know just how
matters stood with the little foreign settlement in Lorraine.

The annual income from the property held by the monks,

all—with the exception of Jaillon and the confraternity

endowments—acquired either by purchase or legacy,

varied with the seasons, but was estimated at about 8000

livres, counting in the home farm, vineyards and woods,

which brought in some 3000 livres. To this is added in the

sfatns 800 livres, the annual income from the benefice of St.

Macaire in Anjou. The funded property of the house, as we
find from the same sfafiiSy represented a capital of 104,343
livres, about half of which was invested in public securities

— Hotel de Ville bonds, City bonds. Bridge bonds (Black-

friars) and India bonds ; the rest of the money was lent to

responsible persons at 5 to 4 per cent. The annual revenue

from this capital came to 3594 livres. Putting these sums
together and taking them at the then exceedingly low rate

of exchange, 28 livres Barrois to the English pound,
the monastery of St. Lawrence, in 1774,* had a fixed

endowment of about ^440 a year. In addition to this

•* I have this status so dated in mv notes. But I think circa 1773 would
be more accurate.
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there was the King's charity in money and free salt.

Hence Prior Marsh's estimate of ;^532 * per annum at the

Revolution clearly refers only to the income from landed

and invested property. But to understand the financial

position of the house there are other items which should be

considered—the dowries of the monks, the pensions of the

students, and the profits of the Brewhouse. These, at a

very low reckoning, would about treble the fixed income

from property. They were variable sources of income, it is

true, any one of which might, on occasion, fail to be of

much value ; but, as a rule, the students may be taken as

paying for themselves, and the other sources would

naturally develop with prosperity, and, in a rough way,

would generally be proportionate to the need of them.

The permanent obligations, besides the ' President's quota,'

were three burses for the education of English missionaries

:

the Clifton foundation already mentioned, another called

of Chevalier Smith (Sir Edward Smythe of Acton Burnell),

^290 sunk in the farm of Roziere, and another, the gift of

a certain Madame Morelli, ;/;300 placed in the funds. Of

incidental or temporary obligations there is no need to

take any notice here.t

a Prior Marsh's reckoning is confessedly at 23 livres to the English

pound, and the income from invested funds was increased about one third

before the Revolution.

t The particulars of the above status may be of interest to some readers.

Annual Income from Landed Property.
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Taking into full consideration the difference between

the cost of living at the present day in England and of

maintenance at Dieulouard in the i8th century—;^2o to

£2^ was a good salary for a student, and money may be

taken as then more than double its present value*—it is quite

evident that St. Lawrence's could never rank as a wealthy

monastery. In a district of small holdings, and among

peiifs seigneurs, its possessions attracted notice. But it

was a village notoriety. There was nothing to tempt the

greed of a needy government or, with the exception of

the Brewery, nothing to excite the jealousy of the neigh-

700

Livres,

Rosiere-en-Haye

Mazures

Houses at Dieulouard

L'Eau de Brlon

Vines in our hands

Woods
Mr. Turner's Benefice

Money in Securities.

Capital

Lent to ye Celestins (4 p.c.) ...

To John Morey's children (5 p.c.)

To ye Town House at Paris ...

To 4 Bridge Bonds (4 p.c.)

To a City Bond (4 p.c.)

To Mrs. Chad wick (|,V p.c.) ...

To Mr. Peter Harrison

To Mr. Hayes' Daughter

To Frank Chadwick ...

To Wm. Brindle

To Thos. Chadwick

To Mr. John Walmesley

To Mr. Thos. Chadwick

To Mr. G. T.'s. Mortgage

Two India Bonds

Four Bridge Bonds

t Since in this jear the India Bonds p.iid 6 per cent, this c.in only be a half-year's interest.

The Hotel de Ville bonds seem also to have paid interest only for the half-year.

In 1759 the regulated price of the pound loaf of white bread, without

admixture of bran, was two sous.

20020.
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bourhood. The granaries and cellars of the monks were

well stored ; the convent was fully but plainly furnished ;

the monastic church had pretensions above a simple

parish church, both in its fittings, ornaments and sacrificial

belongings, but only so far as was warranted by the

distinction of its services : altogether, the monastery at

Dieulouard had quite enough for its own needs, and just

that little to spare, which enabled it to bQ a good friend

to the poor and needy of the country round about. In

an official statement made by the municipality to the

Government, some time after the Fiench Revolution,

when the monks might well have been forgotten, it is

pleasant to read an expression of regret for the loss of

the English Community. "Si les pauvres ont eprouve

une perte sensible a la dissolution de cette maison religi-

euse, les honnetes gens ont a regretter une belle societe."*

A valuable and somewhat exceptional testimonial to the

goodness and popularity of our English Fathers,

^' Arclini-S Departcinentalcs. Mtlnotte p. l.jQ.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

C!)c Trcncl) Rccolution.

Mr. Carlyle's description of the French Revolution as a

destruction of '* formulas" is peculiarly inapplicable to the

new Canton of Pont-a-Mousson, and the new Departement

of the Meurthe in which Dieulouard found itself. The in-

habitants had no very urgent desire to change or destroy

anything. The district had not felt the famines of 1788,

1792 and 1794 very severely. It did not, for the most part,

sympathize with what was going on in Paris and elsewhere.

It had no very decided philosophies or hatreds, and it had

a very deep-rooted love of much that was overturned and

destroyed ; but if formulas meant taxes it would be very

willing to be rid of them ; if " Liberty, Equality and

Fraternity" meant cheap bread and a bit of land for every-

one it would be glad to make profit by it. The sparks

from the great conflagration in Paris fell here and there,

and smouldered and glowed and flickered fitfully; and in

the end a flood of fire swept over the district. But the

Revolution came as an invasion from without, or as an

infectious disease carried by the throngs of conscripts

moving ceaselessly to the frontier. The inhabitants had

their periods of exaltation and frenzy ; but these were

brief, with shame and repentance never very far removed

from them. Fear had more to do with the general sub-

mission to the new state of things than conviction ; and

the peasantry parted with its cherished formulas, tem-

porarily only, with very open signs of regret.

The first great spoliation of the Church touched St.

Lawrence's only slightly. On the 13th February, 1790,

Q
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the National Assembly decreed the abolition of monastic

vows, the suppression of convents, and the confiscation ot

ecclesiastical goods as national property. By this the

monks at Dieulouard lost the endowment of the chapel

of St. Erasmus (sold by auction for 4200 livres), its share

in the property of the confraternity of St. Sebastian, and

some other small benefices enjoyed by them. But their

own property acquired in their own right was not touched,

and they were not personally interfered with. As English-

men and strangers they successfully claimed exemption

from the law of disestablishment. They began to fancy

themselves secure. They were only on the fringe of the

storm and the clouds seemed to them to be blowing over.

But it quickly grew dark again. On the 15th of June,

two commissaries were sent to make an inventory of all

their goods preparatory to confiscation. This action was

contested successfully before the Assembly, and Prior

Marsh's protest, that (as Louis the fifteenth's Letters of

Naturalization admitted) the property of the monastery

belonged to the English monks— " n'ayant d'autres fonda-

tions que les dots que les religieux qui y font profession y
apportent"—was accepted. The monks were permitted

to occupy the convent as laymen and to retain all their

goods and belongings, except what had been acquired

as foundations or by legacy. By this decision the convent

was deprived of the little farm of Jaillon. There was

a good deal else which might have been seized ; but, in the

first place, the commisssaries could make little out of the

old title-deeds—Prior Marsh chuckled over this and quite

expected it ; the older documents were unreadable to any

but specialists—and, in the second place, the French were

very glad of the chance of treating the English generously.

They had not yet lost the national grace of hospitality.

Their own secular clergy met with no such leniency.

The lands and chattels of all benefices and confraternities

were confiscated and sold. The priests were each one of
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them required to take an oath to bo faithful to the nation, the

law and the King, and to uphold the new Constitution with

all their might. As long as the good old Cure, Messire

Josie, lived, the five secular priests connected with Dieu-

louard stood out against the new state of things. But,

after his death—simultaneous with the resignation of the

Cure of Scarpone, who refused any oath except that of

obedience to his bishop and of fidelity to the Roman
Catholic Church, and who was put in prison for his pains

—

the new Cures and their assistants submitted. * They were

not bad men, but they were not of the stuff martyrs are

made of. Then began a bad time for the monks. The

attitude of neutrality they as Englishmen had hitherto

maintained became altogether impossible.

Jean Malgaine, 'the Cure-intrus' as Alelnotte calls him,

was installed with much ceremony. The constitutional

Bishop, Lalande, took part in it, and a great procession was

organized to grace it and send it off well. It was

thought a matter of national importance that the pious

peasants should be brought to look favourably on the new

order of things, and that their loyalty should be secured to

the new Cure. They were to be won over by the spectacle.

To add to the solemnity of the occasion the Benedictines

were formally invited to take part in the procession.

They refused, declaring that they could not lend their

presence and approval to what was a flagrant violation of

ecclesiastical law. Taking their absence as a personal

insult, the Bishop made covert threats against them in

his sermon, and the new Cure became a declared enemy.

After this, with the small section of ' patriots ' who
supported M. Malgaine, the English monks could do

nothing right. The majority of the people refused to have

anything to do with the "Cure-intrus" and thronged to

the monastic church. Hence jealousies and denunciations.

"^Vidc the Abbe Mclnottc's "Notice Historique" from wliich many of

these particulars are taken.
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The Sisters who taught in the schools and who, in imita-

tion of the monks, had declined to take part in the in-

stallation procession, and who afterwards frequented the

monastic church, were driven out of the place. Then

came an order to the English Religious forbidding them

to open their church to the public or to ring their bells.

They submitted with a protest. What else could they do ?

The doors of the monastic church were officially closed

after the procession on the feast of St. Mark,—a procession

attended, as an expression of sympathy, by a great con-

course of people. But the monks continued to admit the

faithful secretly to their services,—a very charitable and

courageous act from a religious point of view, but an

unwise and fatal one. It was a defiance of the law, and the

law in those days was too new in ofhce to forgive an insult.

Prior Marsh and his Community were quite wise enough

to foresee the impending result of the position they had

adopted. They had deliberately chosen what they believed

to be their duty in preference to what they knew to be their

interest. As we know now, they were doomed under

any circumstances. But they had made the result a

certainty at a time when there seemed to be room for hope.

Banishment and confiscation of their goods was the least

they might expect. They knew this ; but they remained

quietly in their cloister. It was a point of honour with

them to stand by the ship until the last moment. They

had no intention of remaining to sink or swim with it, but

they would keep it afloat as long as they could. Meanwhile,

they began to prepare for the end. It was at this time

that Prior Marsh sold secretly some bits of land, broke up

three of the now silent bells (Fr. Watmough's purchases)

and turned them into cash, sent books and valuables across

the frontier, and generally made clandestine preparations

for an enforced departure. It was the attempted sale of

some of the best horses of the convent—a difficult business

to conduct in the dark—that betrayed his shrewd designs,
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and the District, warned at last, took action to protect the

so-called national goods. An official letter to the Munici-

pality of Dieulouard, dated May 19th, 1793, and the 2nd of

the Republic, was sent to remind the inactive citizens of

their duty of surveillance over the convent of St. Lawrence.

As a result, a guard of twenty-five men was set for a while

round the house. The District then ordered a civic

festival and a procession in honour of La Liberte. It was

arranged that the cortege should march from the ' Temple

of the Supreme Being' (the Parish Church) to the

Place dc la Ltderlc—formerly (and now again in these days)

the Place des Moines—in front of the Monastery gates.

Young girls, dressed in white, with tri-coloured ribbons

in their hair, were to carry a statue of the goddess.

Order was given that flowers and branches were to be

strewn in front of it, as in a Feast of the Blessed Sacra-

ment. There is no record that the Benedictines were

asked to take part in this solemnity. But they were

formally invited to join in another procession on the Feast

of the Assumption " afin de marquer leur attachement a la

nation." With consistent courage the monks took no part

in any of the paganized municipal solemnities. Hence

louder patriotic grumblings and menaces. The storm was

drawing nearer. But the monks were quite aware of it

and were watching it closely. Prior Marsh now asked for

passports for his Community ; they were refused. On
this refusal, he decided to smuggle some of the monks out

of the country. Fr. Anselm Appleton, disguised as a

carter conveying provisions requisitioned for the army of

Metz, was the first to step across the frontier. Two others,

Daniel Spencer and the porter of the monastery, Louis

Faucher, were not so fortunate ; they were arrested on the

way and imprisoned at Pont-a-Mousson. They were re-

leased afterwards under surveillance. But, as Prior Marsh

writes, " the ^Municipality was longing to get us off that

our possessions might come into their hands ;" they were
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willing to stretch a point to help the monks out of France.

They therefore gave them passports as young English

students,—all except Prior Marsh himself.* With the

help of these, ten of the Community, in two batches, made

their way to Treves and together with the last of them,

says the French account, a dozen novices ; in all probability

the pensioners then at College with the monks.

Before the Community left, on the unauthorised with-

drawal of the guard of twenty-five men, who had slipped

away to help in the vintage, Fr. Prior Marsh not only got

in some of his harvest, but managed to turn it into money.

He was not the man to let pass such an opportunity,

although it deepened the grudge the Republicans had

against him and rendered his own chance of escape more

precarious. He, the Prior, with Frs. Oswald Talbot and

John Dawber, and Fr. Maurus Barret an infirm monk, two

lay brothers, William Sharrock and James Johnson, a lay

novice, and four French lay oblates, remained at their post.

It was not supposed that the lay brethren were endanger-

ing their lives by staying in the monastery. There was

nothing of the aristocrat about them and no one owed them

a grudge. It was believed also that the three priest com-

panions, who had passports, would at the worst be releas-

ed after a short imprisonment. But no one doubted that

Prior Marsh was running the risk of death by the dreaded

guillotine. He himself was, perhaps, more sanguine. He

was full of fight and thought he could hold out a bit longer.

He had persuaded the municipality to promise him and

his subjects certificates of hospitality. It is improbable

that he expected much from the papers if he got them,

but he evidently did not foresee that the end was so near at

hand. Just eight days after the departure of the last of the

'One of these passports has been preserved in the Archives Municipales

and may be quoted as a specimen. " Passeport delivre a Jacques Burges

(James Burgess) ne Anglais, delivre et scelle a la maison commune de

Dieulouard, le 3 octobre 1793 (vieux style), Tan second do I'unite de la

Republiquc et le premier de la mort du tyran." Melnotte, p 131.
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young men, two of the District members, Thiery and

Lesure, brought an order from the Departement to put into

execution the decree of the Convention dated the 9th of

October (the i8th of the ist month of the year II , com-

manding that " all English, Scotch, Irish, or Hanoverians,

of either sex, be straightway arrested and put in prison,

and that seals be placed on their property." These men
on their arrival late in the evening at Dieulouard, " beat

the general "* as a summons to all the inhabitants to

gather together and join with them in carrying the decree

into effect. Prior Marsh had the good fortune to hear it

when preparing for bed. A kindly labourer's wife told

him the meaning of it, and, acting on a wise impulse, he

escaped a few moments before the storm burst upon the

doomed monastery.

Prior Marsh has told the story of his adventures on the

way to Treves in full detail. It has been recently

published and does not call for repetition. The worthy

Prior, after he had swum the Mozelle and could pause to

think, was much exercised in mind, as he himself tells us,

whether it was braver and wiser to seek safety for himself

in flight, or to return to Dieulouard and give himself up to

the gendarmes, in the hope that he might be of service

to the less experienced brethren he had left behind. He
decided to take what he believed to be, and which proved

to be, the wisest and bravest course—to make straight for

the frontier. He ran very nearly the same risk either

way. If he went to prison, he could do no good either

for himself or anybody else. He would doubtless be sent

to the scaffold, with some others, most likely, to keep him

company. He was the only monk the authorities had any

reason to be angry with. His imprisoned brethren would

attract less notice and excite less animosity if he were

not with them. On the other hand escape seemed almost

• Vide Prior Marsh's account in the " Auiplcforth Journal," Vols, VI and

VII.
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impossible. There were troops everywhere, and a jealous

eye was kept for refugees. If he were caught near the

frontier in the attempt to leave the country, he was liable

to be shot on the spot. However, he determined to quit

France if he could, and with the help of God he succeeded ;

thanks, in great measure to the sympathy and friendli-

ness he met with from kindly French peasants and others

on the way.

The Garde Nationale, and the unruly mob, which had

assembled at the sound of the tocsin in obedience to

the proclamation, broke down the outer doors of the

monastery and forced their way into it. If Prior Marsh
had needed any justification for his flight in the eyes of

posterity, the soldiers and rabble have furnished it. It

was the Prior whom they sought immediately on their en-

trance within the gates ; it was to his room they went first

;

for him they ransacked the house from roof to cellar, break-

ing even into the library over the Sanctuary of the Church.

Otherwise there was nothing very ferocious in the doings

of the mob. The three English priests and four French

lay oblates were taken away to prison without injury or

indignities. Some of the National Guard went so far as

to furnish the two English lay brothers with peasant dress

as a disguise to help them to escape. One of the two,

William Sharrock, had hidden himself in a dog kennel

until the first rush of the rioters was over. They fled the

country as Prior Marsh had done and met with the same
kindness and assistance on their way. After the cellars

had been broken into, there was the usual broaching of

casks, with the usual result. The Abbe Melnotte tells us

that some fifty of the " garnement" turned themselves into

barrels of wine, and were found lying higgledy-piggledy

about the cellars and cloisters and gardens when the

morning broke upon the desecrated convent.

One of the English prisoners, Fr. Oswald Talbot, was
released after a short imprisonment and deported across
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the frontier, where he joined the rest of the Community at

Treves. The French lay-oblates suffered only a day's

confinement and were freed on declaring that, since they

were now no longer under the control fsous les auspices]

of their superiors, which up to the present time had

always stood in the way of the desire they had to ac-

quire the sacred Rights of Man, &c : they were ready

to take and took the following oath :
" To die rather

than acknowledge a King, dictator or any authority

other than the French people and the National Con-

vention; to maintain the Liberty, the Equality, and the

Unity of the Republic ; and to do their duty at the

peril of their life in whatever post may be entrusted

to them." The poor fellows had no possible hope

of being permitted to join their brethren at Treves. To
emigrate was a capital offence for a Frenchman, and the law

was administered without mercy.

The good people of Dieulouard let it be clearly seen that

they did not sympathise with the expulsion of the monks.

The secret message which warned Prior Marsh in time to

make his escape was sent from the Mayor's house. The
day after the seizure of the convent, when the seals had

been affixed to the doors, or rather to the door of Prior

Marsh's room—they seemed to take no thought of any-

body or anything else—when the seven commissaries

who were to take charge of the place were appointed, one

of them, Louis Lucot, refused to have anything to do with

the business. He had the courage to do this, knowing,when
he did so, that his name would be put on the dreaded list

of suspects ; as indeed it was. The house of one of the

commissaries who did undertake the unpopular task was
wrecked by the indignant people. When, by order of the

District, the stores from the granaries of the monks were

loaded on waggons ready to be carted away, a band of

women surrounded the carts, took out the horses from the

shafts, upset the sacks in the road, and administered " une
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correction maternelle," as Melnotte terms it, to the bailiff

in charge. This maternal correction confined the man to

his bed for two months.

But, however the peasantry might feel about losing the

monks, the expulsion was final and irrevocable. Inven-

tories of the goods were ordered to be made at once in

preparation for a sale. The stores and movable goods

were valued at 50,000 livres. It is clear that there had

been no fire as yet, and that the library had not been

destroyed, since a certain Dom Brunet, an ex-Lorraine

monk, was employed some time in cataloguing it. The

cloister was let at a rent of 1,150 francs and the gardens

and home estate for 875 francs. Then, on the 9th of July,

the farms and lands were sold—Marivaux fetching only

32,000 francs and the rest of the property similar depre-

ciated prices. Finally, the convent, church, brewery and

dependencies were knocked down "pour la somme

derisoire de 39,950 livres." Such was the end of the

famous monastery which had existed from the days ot

Charlemagne. The monumental church built early in the

eleventh century, was wrecked by a fire which destroyed

the library, situated in the roof chamber over the Sanctu-

ary. Its stones were used to build a wall round a

neighbouring property. Only the south block of the

monastery remains now, restored, happily, as a convent of

the Sisters of the Holy Childhood,* after a century of dese-

cration as a farm house. Some little of the richly-carved

furniture of the church and sacristy may still be noted by

the curious in the churches and houses of the country side.

Grass grows on the site of the church. But the English

Benedictines are not forgotten. The villagers preserve in

their houses as treasures —sacred relics one might even

j;ay—articles that had once belonged to the good English.

Prior Marsh's name is held in especial veneraiion. " Que

» We have not yet heard the fate of the f^ood sisters under M. Combes

campaign against the Religious Orders.
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les Benedictins anglais" writes the Abbe Melnotte, "ont
laisse un souvenir ineffagable, a cause de leur charite."

The departure of the monks was the beginning of a

Reign of Terror in Dieulouard. It was a time of sacrilege

so revolting that one feels some comfort in the thought
that the destruction of the monastic church had saved it

from such desecration. After the 5th of November,
religious services were forbidden to be held in the parish

church. It was converted into a Temple of Reason and
adopted as the meeting house of a club. The pulpit

was used for the preaching of commentaries on the

decrees of the Convention. A Feast of Agriculture was
held in it, when a bull, adorned with ribbons, was
the centre of a pagan service of hymns and canticles.

A ball was held in the choir. All the furniture of the

church and sacristy was ordered to be sold by auction.

The sacred vessels and reliquaries had already been
melted down. But the piety of the inhabitants prevented
this first sale from being a satisfactory one to the authori-

ties, and a new order was received commanding that

everything, however sacred, was to be put up to auction.

It is to the honour of the people of Dieulouard that these
orders were executed with some difficulty. Not one ot

the peasants could be induced to begin the desecration

by taking down the bells from the towers—that of St.

Lawrence's was still standing and held one bell—and
strangers had to be imported to do the work. In spite ot

all the orders some little was rescued from this sacri-

legious spoliation. A special decree had required that all

the statues should be taken down from their places and
made away with like the rest of the church furniture.

But the populace interfered to save the venerated
image of Notre Dame des Grottes. To do this they
build up the crypt of the Parish Church altogether.

The municipality also, before the decree was enforced,

hid a cross, the statue of St. Sebastian, and some other
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images on the roof of the church and covered them over

with planks. Through these pious stratagems it could

be stated that the images were not situated "sur les

places et lieux publics." The District was not at all

deceived and they expressed their discontent. But they

took no action ; they dared not excite further the hostility

of the faithful villagers.

It was a lurid sunset which lit up the last days of the

sojourn of the English monks in Lorraine. In the red

glare all things seemed changed. There was a look as

of anger on the old friendly faces, a light as of passion in

the old kindly eyes, a stain as of blood on the white walls

of the peaceful cottages. Friends mistook each other for

enemies and wondered at the sullenness of their own

hearts. But the horror of that time soon passed away.

The fire- tinged clouds were lost in the gloom of the

darkness that followed, and then, in the white light of a

new day, people saw as in the peaceful days of old. They

could think once more with kindliness of the stranger who

had dwelt within their gates, who had sorrowed with them

and laughed with them and shared'their toil and burthens,

who had quarrelled with them, perhaps, as friends quarrel,

but whose love was a sure comfort to them in the hour of

their trouble. And they who had

met with such friendliness in their

long exile have little to forget and

much to remember; they still think

with affection of their old home
among the good -hearted folk of

Dieulouard,— of the tireless wel-

come and the generous hospitality

which had lasted unchanged

through nearly two hundred years. h^^Z^~ 3^^-

rlilOR MARSH S CHAIR.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Back to enaland.-Wcton Burncll.

Catholicism in England received a great impulse through

the French Revolution. It was just time, not a moment

too soon or too late, for the English Communities of monks

and nuns, and the Colleges for the education of English

Catholics, to return to their own country— in the way they

actually did come. England was just beginning to be care-

lessly tolerant of Catholics. A Relief Act had been passed

which repealed many of the penalties and restrictions on

Catholic worship, which permitted Catholic schools, and

exempted Catholics from the Oath of Supremacy and the

declaration against Transubstantiation. The law no

longer treated them as aliens or criminals. But there still

remained something of the hole and corner about the

numerous Catholic churches built then and at the begin-

ing of the new century. Many of them were altogether

indistinguishable from the dwelling-houses which adjoined

them. Sometimes they were built at the back of houses

which hid them from the public view. There was nothing

pretentious or truly ecclesiastical about the best of them.
K
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A meeting-house in the slums of a great city ; a barn-like

room of brick used on week days as a village school ; a

stone hall, distinguishable from any other only by the

cross on its gable ; a stable-like addition to the squire's

outbuildings ; an upper-chamber in a priest's dwelling

;

these were the Houses of God where our grandfathers wor-

shipped in their youth ; and they, in many instances, had

obscure entrances by which the devout could step in

casually, without attracting the attention of their neigh-

bours. Nevertheless, the ban which had made the

Catholic a legal outcast was removed in part, so that the

Communities of men and women from France and the Low
Countries were able to slip back across the channel without

fear of imprisonment or contumely,—as private individuals

seeking shelter from persecution abroad.

How it would have been if, in time of peace, with pomp

and circumstance, with money in their hands from the sale

of their lands and houses, they had crossed over the sea

and commenced to rear up colleges and convents and mo-

nasteries,and to jostle the Established Church on terms of

equality, it is not difficult to imagine. The disturbance

excited by the erection of the Catholic Hierarchy many

years later, after the Emancipation Act had passed, when

Catholics were admitted into Parliament and their leaders

had a right to lift up their voices and demand a hearing,

gives us reason to believe that such a Roman invasion—to

use the phrase by which the establishment of the Hierarchy

was known—would have been resisted with a jealous anger

and a frenzy of passion, which might have paralleled the

revolutionary excesses in France. But the nuns and

monks were most of them ruined, and all of them home-

less ; and an Englishman never strikes at a man when he

is down. The outcast and friendless can always find shel-

ter in our hospitable country. The waifs and strays who

had fled from the guillotine or had escaped from French

prisons, even the hated Romish priests, were admitted into
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tho country, not with generosity and friendliness, but

without any open expression of ill-will.

In th(^ case of the; the; hom<;less Community of St. Law-
rence's, Dr. Marsh, the Prior, came over to England by

himself, first, in order to look about and see what was

best to be done. He had left some of his people in

prison at Pont-^-Mousson and the rest safe at Tn^ves.

Both parties were provided for as far as he could arrange

it. He managed—it was a kindly and wise forethought

—to transmit a sum of money to a certain Madame
Warot at Pont-a-Mousson, who, by the use of it, secretly

and at great risk to herself, kept the prisoners from

perishing with hunger and cold ; the rest of the brethren

at Treves were comfortable enough and only awaited the

signal to follow him over the sea. Arrived in England, he

went at once to meet the Vice-President,* Fr. Gregory

Cowley (a Laurentian), and Bishop Sharrock 'a. Greg-

orian), and found that they had already been making pro-

vision for the coming of the brethren who had escaped from

the Revolution in France. They had been to see Sir Edward
Smythe, an old pupil of St. Gregory's in Douai, who had

also a connexion with St. Lawrence's through the family

burse established at Dieulouard by the then Sir Edward
Smythe in 17 14. He was devoted to the Benedictines and
anxious to help them in any way he could. Knowing this,

they had been bold enough to make an application to him,

asking that one of his residences might be lent to the

English monks as a temporary home. He graciously

assented to it. He was then living at Wooten Wawen
with his lady's father, and Acton Burnell Hall was vacant.

Dr. Marsh mt»t the squire and his father-in-law at Acton

Burnell on November 21st, 1793, and beds were at once

got ready for the escaped monks,— those of Dieulouard from

Treves and those of St. Gregory's from Tournai. As soon

' Tlic Prcsulcnt It, Augustine Walker was a prisoner at Conipiejjne, where

he died in tlie followinj^ year.

K2
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as things were ready, the brethren were brought over to

England, and since Fr. Jerome Sharrock, Prior of St.

Gregory's, was in prison at Dourlens, Dr. Marsh and the

Laurentian Community were put in possession of the house,

with the proviso that the Gregorian monks were to have a

full right to live with them on payment of £25 each a year,

as the cost of their board. Religious life was straightway

commenced with a community of twelve.* In the follow-

ing year, the General Chapter, which ought to have been

held in 1793, was opened in London on the 17th of July.

By its decree the establishment of St. Lawrence's at

Acton Burnell was confirmed, and the Community was

permitted to constitute itself the Monastery of Dieulouard,

" permissi sunt Monasterium Dei Custodiense vere con-

stituere." f Nothing could be determined then concerning

the monasteries of St. Gregory and St. Edmund, whose

Priors were in prison in France. It was arranged that the

two Priors should be continued in their office, but it was

decreed that, within three months after they and their

Communities found themselves once more united (in their

old home or elsewhere), they were to proceed at once to a

house-election. Dr. Marsh was formally elected and

installed Prior of St. Lawrence's at Acton Burnell.

Let it be clearly understood that neither Sir Edward

Smythe, nor the Chapter, nor Dr. Marsh looked upon the

Laurentian House at Acton Burnell as a permanent settle-

ment. There was no gift or lease of the house to the Bene-

dictines at all, nor any promise of it, nor perhaps any possi-

bility of it. This has been misunderstood since, and was mis-

understood by some at the time. Dr. Marsh had some ideas

yet awhile of going back to France. There was still question

of the restoration of St. Gregory's at Douai even after the

'-• V. Dr. Marsh's Recollections or Diary, as it has been called. 1\I. S.

Ample forth Library.

I This was a permission to take postulants and profess novices in the

usual manner.
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purchase of the house and land at Downside. It was not

at all certain that the English nation would permit the

establishment of a monastery, or anything in the shape of

one, at Acton Burnell or anywhere else. Sir Edward

Smythe's benevolence, whatever may have been his original

intention or wish, had actually taken the shape of giving to

all homeless English Benedictines, indiscriminately, a shel-

ter in the storm. There were no St. Edmund's monks to

provide for. The predominance of St. Lawrence's for the

moment was owing to the fact that St. Lawrence's meant a

Prior and his Community, whilst St. Gregory's consisted

of three young monks and, later, a novice. These three

young men were very naturally distressed that St. Gregory's

should be nowhere, and its monks subject to the Prior of

another house. Sir Edward Smythe, as an old Gregorian,

sympathized with them. In consequence, things were

not pleasant at Acton Burnell, even before the release of

Fr. Sharrock and his monks from prison. But when

through the agency of Dr. Stapleton, President of St.

Omer, the Prior and his monks were freed, and in March

1795 came over to England and proceeded to Acton

Burnell, the unpleasantness became acute.

The existence of two Communities, each with its own

Prior, resident under the same roof, was essentially an incom-

patibility. Such incompatibility was exaggerated rather

than lessened by the fact that one of them, St. Lawrence's,

was de facto in possession, and the other, St. Gregory's,

in the dependent position of a boarder. Sir Edward

Smythe wished the Gregorians to stay, but he could not

in decency ask Fr. INIarsh and the Laurentians to go else-

where. He had invited them and consented to the

existing arrangement. What was to be done f Provincial

Warmoll, a Gregorian, came forward (March 31st with a

plan of union between the three houses, St. Gregory's, St.

Lawrence's and St. Edmund's. Happily, as we recognize

novv, circumstances made such a union an impossibility.
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There was no other possible solution of the difficulty

except that one or other of the two Communties must

pack up and go. Which was to do this and which to

remain, Sir Edward Smythe practically decided by the

offer of a more permanent settlement and the expenditure

of money in the building of a chapel, if his old Alma Mater,

St. Gregory's, was left in sole possession of Acton Burnell.

It was not possible for Dr. Marsh and the Superiors

of the English Benedictines to stand in the way of so

generous an offer. On April 2nd, therefore, just a month

after the Prior and Community of St. Gregory's had taken

ship at Calais, at a meeting called by President Cowley at

Vernon Hall, attended by Bishop Sharrock, Dr. Brewer

(Definitor of the Regimen), Fr. Michael Lacon (Provincial

of York) and the two Priors, it was decided that St.

Gregory's should remain at Acton Burnell and that St.

Lawrence's should be translated to Brindle in Lancashire.

So ended a short fraternal misunderstanding. As is

usual in such cases, it was only among the younger

members of the Communities that the affair was looked

upon as anything more than a knot which a little forbear-

ance and management would easily unravel. It was

difficult to know at first what to do ; but there was no

real contention among the Superiors of the Congre-

gation. Priors Sharrock and Marsh referred to the

controversy afterwards in their letters as though they had

had no part in it. But the Brindle arrangement was

unfortunate. Fr. Lawrence Hadley, who was incumbent

there, and had been so for nearly thirty years, refused

Prior Marsh admittance into the priest's house. He had,

in proper obedience, consented to the arrangement of his

Superiors, but had changed or been persuaded to change

his mind. Moreover, on the day when Brindle was to be

handed over, a crowd of his parishoners gathered about

the Presbytery to defend him. Dr. Marsh and his com-

panion, Fr. Bede Burgess, were received with insults and
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threats of violence. The doors were barred against them

and their confrere within refused to admit them, or even to

quell the tumult and protect them. The two pioneers

were compelled to withdraw and trudge ten miles to the

house of Fr. Burgess' father, where they found .shelter for

the night. For the sake of peace President Cowley

decided that the scheme should be abandoned, and Prior

Marsh and his Community had all England before tliem

wherein to choose a resting place, and a home if they

could find one. This was not an easy task. The Lauren

-

tians perforce remained at Acton Burnell for a while

longer.

It was not until September of the year, when a hou.se

at Birkenhead, the Tranmere Hotel, near the Berket

Pool* was placed at their service by a Mr. ChamberUin.

that they found them.selves settled in a home of their own.

But they remained in it only a few months—it was

sickness seemingly which caused them to leave; Dr.

Marsh's nephew, Bennet Mar.sh, died there—and in 1796

they recommenced their wanderings.

••"In Castello Domini Chamberlain prope Lacum vulgo nuncupatum

Berket-Pool." Council Book of St. Lawrence's.

THE TRANMKRE HOTEL.
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CHAPTER XXV.

On t!)c Roaa.

In this period of the history of St. Lawrence's, Richard

Marsh is such a prominent figure that he calls for a direct

personal estimate. He was not exactly a great man,

though he did a great work. Some of this work we have

seen, and there is more yet to come. He was a busy

man during most of his life, restlessly busy; yet, busy as

he was, he was always ready to take up some fresh burthen.

He had the spirit of an adventurer. It was this which made
him so prominent in this most unsettled period of Benedic-

tine history. There was a time when he seemed to have

the whole business of the Congregation upon his shoulders.

Until he made a mistake—a serious pecuniary loss—no

one in his own day, and few at any time, held so securely the

confidence of his brethren. He was both Provincial of York

and Prior of Ampleforth at one time ; both President and

Prior of St. Edmund's at another. It need hardly be said

that he often attempted more than he could do. And yet,

barring his mistake, which in his own days cost him his

reputation and cancelled the memory of much of his great

service, there were few things he failed to carry through

with a measure of success. He seems to have had no

very exceptional gifts, except courage and perseverance.

He was a ready man, but not notably brilliant ; a scholar

and a theologian, but not exactly learned ; fertile in expe-

dients, but rather hap-hazard in his choice of them ; wise,

but somewhat too self-reliant ; a man who had a solution

for every difficulty, but not always the perfect one. When
things were at their wor.st he was invariably at his best

;
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he was a rough-weath-ir seaman. As a Superior he is

said to have been kind, patient and pleasant, but it is also

said of him that he made a confidant of no one. It was

this habit of secrecy which, when he was successful, in-

spired .such complete trust, and which, in the hour of his

misfortune, so completely destroyed it.

The portrait which has come down to us (the original of

it is at Ampleforth) is an excellent one. It is the picture

of an old man, but of one who could have been very little

different in his prime. A lean face, with a long, straight,

thin nose and narrow chin; small eyes set full in their

place ; a mouth habitually compressed and a well-shaped

restless hand : the single impression it leaves is that of

persistency. One knows at once that such a man will

never acknowledge defeat, and that beneath an appear-

ance of quiet self-reliance there is an activity which will

never tire. It is perhaps rather the face of an old-fashioned

attorney than a priest—an attorney with a keen eye to

business-

From the Tranmere Hotel, Dr. Marsh led his remnant—

the Community was gradually shrinking in numbers—to a

house near Prescot, about half-way between Liverpool

and Warrington. Here St. Lawrence's advertised for
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scholars. The notice ran :
" College of Scholes, near

Prescott, Lancashire. The Rev. R. Marsh and assistants

lately from the College of Dieulouard in Lorraine." The

place was opened for students in the Midsummer of 1796.

The pension was the very humble one of 20 guineas a

year. But the establishment was too near a rival of

another Dieulouard College,—that of Vernon Hall, Liver-

pool. It is not probable that it promised success. The

College of Scholes survived only twelve months, and then

it merged itself in the older establishment at Mount

Vernon.

Vernon Hall College was President Cowley's private

venture. He had been Prior of Dieulouard so far back as

1765, and after an eight years' reign had been Prior of St.

Edmund's at Paris for a further quadriennium. In 1789,

he went on the English Mission, and had the enterprise to

found, out of his own resources, a College for the education

of gentlemen. He rented from a Mr. Plumbe a square,

roomy, uninteresting house, on a low hill outside Liverpool

—

at that time a small seaport, rapidly growing in importance

mainly through the slave trade. It was just a merchant's

suburban residence, in a well-timbered agricultural locality.

Fr. Cowley taught in the College himself and he had

assistance from local professors. An emigre priest the

Rev. J. B. A. Gerardot of Blemes, Paris, taught French.

The College advertisement is headed " Lorain, Dieulouard;

English Benedictine monks," though at the time Fr,

Cowley himself was the only monk who had to do with

it. The pension was 20 guineas and extras, with a guinea

entrance fee, but unpretentious as this may seem, many

sons of the Catholic gentry and nobility were educated

there.

In 1794, Fr. Gregory Cowley was elected President of

the English Benedictine Congregation. He then found

the duties of his ofhce in the way of the successful manage-

ment of his College. But he did not give it up. Neither
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did he raise objections to Dr. Marsh's rival establishments

at Birkenhead and Prescot. He struggled on until—to

use Marsh's expression—he found things " not to go on

as he wished." His Presidentship was taking more and

more of his time. It was necessary for him to make an

official visit to Lammspring Abbey, and this would keep

him for some length of time out of England. He therefore

proposed that the Prescot and Liverpool establishments

should be combined. Accordingly, in 1797, Dr. Marsh,

and the Laurentians witli him, removed to Mount Vernon

and took posse.ssion of President Cowley's little College.

The advantages of this union of forces seem to us in these

days so obvious that we are bound to suppose there were

disadvantages equally obvious in those days to President

Cowley and Dr. Marsh. Why should not the Laurentians

have gone straight to Vernon Hall from Acton Burnell r

Why the abortive, useless, and essentially temporary

settlements at Birkenhead and Prescot r We may not sup-

pose any selfishness on the part of President Cowley—such

a supposition is wholly inconsistent with his character and

acts. The truth is that Vernon Hall could at its best

only be a makeshift. It could never be a revival of St.

Lawrence's monastery, and to give it up to the monks

would benefit them only for a short while, and spoil,

perhaps, a successful enterprise. Fr. Cowley and his

College could at any moment be sent adrift at short notice.

He had neither a lease of the place, nor an option to

purchase it. It was for this reason Brindle had been fixed

upon by the Vernon Hall Council,—because it was a free-

hold. In so far it was preferable even to Acton Burnell.

It needs no knowledge of canon law to know that there

could be no final re-erection of St. Lawrence's, except on

laiid the monks could call their own. Vernon Hall was

not really any better suited to Dr. Marsh's purpose

than the places already tried. The new arrangement

was no less temporary than the former ones. I his was
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very quickly made evident. Under the joint manage-

ment of Cowley and Marsh there was got together

a nice school "of the most respectable by number and

family connections." The pension had been raised to

26 guineas and extras. President Cowley died in 1799,

but the school flourished without him. In 1801, however,

Marsh got notice from Mr. Plumbe, the proprietor, to quit

or have his rent raised. Hearing of a better house at a

lower rent at Parbold, Dr. Marsh accepted the notice. He
did not leave quite at once, more is the pity, for he was

forcibly driven away in 1 802 by a fierce outbreak of scarlet

fever.

Dr. Marsh tells us that the fever was prevalent in most

boarding schools in the country, but this did not prevent a

considerable injury to the little Laurentian College. To

quote the Prior's account :
" it the scarlet fever) began by

Wm. Clifton, a son of Mr. Clifton of Lytham, who recovered.

The next was George Titchebourne, son of Sir Henry

Titchebourne, who died. The present Earl of Shrewsbury

was between life and death a considerable time but did get

over it, tho' his elder brother Charles, who took it after

him, died. We then thought it necessary to send all the

scholars away for a while and in the meantime removed to

Parbold."*

Before this misfortune—and this shows most clearly the

difficulties of the Laurentians at this period—there was a

proposition made at Chapter (1798), and seriously consid-

ered, of removing St. Lawrence's to some English colony

abroad. The Fathers of the Chapter doubted if monasteries

would be permitted in England. Moreover, there was no

present possibility or future promise that the Community

would be able to propagate itself. A little college was

something, but it was not a monastery. So far, anything

in the shape of a noviciate or true community life had been

impossible. President Cowley wrote in 1799: "Under

'' Marsh's Recollections, p. 6.
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the prudent management of Mr. Sharrock, I think we may
conceive hopes that they (the Gregorians) will be able to

perpetuate themselves ; St. Lawrence's is free from every

engagement, and I believe in its present state has little

prospect of a succession of members to continue the com-

munity."* Vernon Hall was flourishing when this was

written, and it shows how unsatisfactory the situation

was from a monastic point of view, and how clearly this

was realised by the Laurentians themselves. Perhaps it

was an offer, made by the Bishop of Baltimore in 1794,

of a settlement at Pittsburg in Pensylvania, that sugges-

ted colonization to the Capitular Fathers. But it is

certain they took up the idea, though they rejected

the American offer, and it was resolved that the Regimen
should be empowered to ascertain the practicability of a

convent in Portugal, or in some other Catholic country,

and more particularly to consider the proposition of a Mr.

Olivera, a merchant resident in London, to settle in the

island of Madeira. Dr. Marsh had so little faith in the

future of St. Lawrence's at Vernon Hall or elsewhere that

he seems to have jumped at the suggestion. With his

characteristic readiness to do anything or attempt any-

thing unusual, he volunteered to go himself at once to

the island and make preliminary enquiries—arrangements

also, if desirable. He was not, however, commissioned

to do this, and no one was sent in his place.

Parbold Hall, to which St. Lawrence's removed, is a

large, handsome residence, on a hill which looks over the

flat country between Bootle and the mouth of the Ribble.

It is a beautiful and healthy situation—ideal one might

even say. It would be difficult to find a place more favour-

able to the establishment of an English Benedictine Col-

lege. The monks of St. Lawrence's at Dieulouard had

been largely recruited from the neighbourhood. There was
no place where they were more at home. There were

AUanson, Vol. II. p. 374, nott.
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brethren on the mission at Liverpool, Ormskirk, Crosby,

and Standish, and, within a year or two, further Benedic-

tine residences at Netherton, Croston and Wright! ngton.

There were well-to-do Catholic farmers and gentry

sprinkled consistently over the whole country around them.

There were large towns with large Catholic congrega-

tions, such as Liverpool, Warrington, and Preston to draw

pupils from. If St. Lawrence's was destined to flourish

anywhere, here it might well have planted itself firmly

and finally. But to take root it was necessary to be first

possessed of the ground. This was the difficulty. Par-

bold Hall no more belonged to the monks than Vernon

H.ill, or Scholes, or the Tranmere Hotel had done. It was

a roof to shelter under for awhile—a place to lay one's

head, but not where one could burrow or build a nest for

oneself The days of wandering were not yet over. St.

Lav\;rence's was still on the road.

Dr. Marsh at this period found an outlet for his restless

energy in a vi.sit to his old home, Dieulouard. Napoleon

was at peace with England, and there was no risk in the
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journey. Whether Marsh had any thouijht then of re-build-

ing the ruined monastery, it is impossible to say. But

he believed the visit might prove profitable, and it was

certainly called for. France had made its Concordat with

the Holy See. There was the possibility that something

might be recovered from the wreck of tlu- property the

monks had been forced to abandon. Hut, most urgently,

there was a demand for instant inquiry concerning the

Laurentians who had been left in prison.

Fr. John Dawber was discovered in comfortable quarters.

A certain Vicomte de Coudre (r)—the name is indistinct

in Dr. Mar.sh's account—had taken him into his house-

hold as chaplain. But he and his companions had

had a rough time of it in confinement. No sort of con-

sideration or kindness was shown them ;
they were treated

as criminals; but for Madame Warot and the money

Mar-sh had entrusted to her they would have died of starva-

tion. Fr. James Johnson did die shortly after his release

from an eighteen months' imprisonment. Fr. Maurus

Barret was found to have .succumbed in prison. But, after

the fall of Robespierre, one after another of the Engli.sh

priests in French pri.sons, Frs. Johnson and Dawber

among the rest, had been freed, to save the Republic the

cost, as Mar.slrsays, " of furnishing them with the luxury

of feasting on bread and water whilst that nation was

enjoying their property."

Not much was done in the way of recovery of goods, or

compensation for the loss of them, on this visit. In con-

junction with ¥v. Parker, Prior of St. Edmund's, of Mr.

Daniel and Mr. Smith (afterwards Bi.shop Smith), the late

Pre.sident and Procurator of the Secular College at Douai,

Marsh made a commencement of proceedings. Then he

was called away to the Chapter in London. He had done

all that was immediately possible. And what chiefly in-

terested him in this return to France was to discover how

narrowly he had escaped losing his head. Dom Raguel,
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his Benedictine friend, who so kindly accompanied him

part of his way to the frontier,* informed him that, just

after the two of them had left the house at Pagny, at about

six in the morning, the Municipal officer had called to

withdraw Dom Raguel's passport, and would no doubt

have arrested the runaway Prior if he had found him

in the house. The man to whom Marsh had sold the

church bells had been imprisoned on the charge of Ihe-

nafioii, and only escaped with his life on the plea that he

knew nothing about them—a not very credible plea since

the bells had been broken up and some fragments of them

found on his premises. Dom Baudot, Procurator of St.

Mansuy at Toul, had been tried and condemned for the

very thing Marsh had done—the making away secretly of

goods claimed by the Republic. Monsieur Ruelle, Pro-

curator of St. Vaast at Arras, had been guillotined for

the same offence. There were some of his French friends

who believed that the Bill of Amnesty and the Treaty

with England did not secure the English monk even

then from the danger of arrest, although under the strong

rule of the First Consul, law and order had been restored

in France.

V. Marsh's Escape from Dleulouard, Aniplcforth Journal, \'ol. ^'I., p. 307.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

H ncu) President and a Hcu) Scbcmc.

President Cowley, dying in office, was succeeded by

Fr. Bede Brewer,* the first Definitor of the Regimen,

His right of succession was open to question. Fr. Shar-

rock, the second-elect President, had declined the pro-

motion. Hence the difficulty. The Constitutions of the

Body made no provision for such a proceeding. There

was no method of Presidential election out of Chapter.

One must admit that Dr. Brewer's right to the title of

President was disputable, but at least he had a better

claim to it than anybody else. However, at the Chapter

of 1798, he was properly elected and installed in his Office.

A President General's authority in the English Bene-

dictine Congregation has always been strictly limited.

He was at no period an autocrat, nor even, in any accurate

sense, a ruler. It could not be asserted that the Priors

and Provincials governed the body as his delegates or

under his direction. They did not derive their authority

from him but from the General Chapter; they did not

need to accept or admit his advice or interference except

at a Visitation. He was neither more nor less than the

Speaker of the General Chapter at its meetings, and its

representative during the quadriennium,—a delegate

with strictly limited powers, who made the canonical

Visitation of the monasteries, transferred subjects from

Prior to Provincial, from the mission to the monastery,

* He was of liibbLston Hall, Preston, :ind was born in the year i-J\z. He

took his Doctor's degree, by public thesis, at the Sorbonne.

S2
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was the interpreter of the meaning of the Constitutions

when Chapter was not there to explain them, and a first

Court of Appeal in cases of dispute. He presided over a

council of three called the Regimen,—a Council which

could sit in judgment upon himself. Over and over again in

the history of the Order, not the general public only, but

ecclesiastical authorities, bishops, and even the Holy See,

have wondered at the singular inability of the English

Benedictine President General to institute a policy or to

carry out a design ; at his deference to the advice or

submission to the wishes of his own subjects ; at his

slowness in making up his mind what to do and his want
of decision in doing it. But this was not the result of

incompetency, nor amiability, nor humility ; it was
simply the little-understood limitations of his authority.

As a necessary consequence of this, the President

General, commonly, was quite contented, between Chap-

ters, to provide for present needs either by temporary

expedient or by compromise. It was best for him to do

so; not only less trouble to himself and less disturbing to

others, but likely to save him from many a hasty blunder

or rash impulse. Also, generally speaking, the successful

and popular President was the one who was most distrust-

ul of his own judgment and least insistent on his own
authority. Just as nature is the best physician, and the

doctor's best policy is to suppress his own personality and

make himself as far as possible nature's assistant, so the

English Benedictine Congregation could, generally, with

some direction and assistance—nursing perhaps in time

of weakness—be safely trusted to right, direct, save or

advance itself by its own healthy instincts, under the

helpful Providence of God.

President Cowley had been a normal President, as one

might say ; a man of ability and some enterprise, but

somewhat yielding under pressure
; going out of his way

to turn an obstacle rather thim meet it squarely face to
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face; and above all a man who was so mistrustful of his

powers as President, that he shrank from putting them to

the test. Dr. Brewer, his successor, was quite as able a

man, more learned, and with quite as much enterprise.

But in every other respect he was the exact opposite of his

predecessor—a man naturally stubborn, bold and decided,

who under pressure of circumstances would assuredly

assert himself strongly, and at need strain his authority to

the breaking point. He was not an ideal President under

quiet circumstances ; but, in the confusion of things which

followed after the French Revolution, he was the man
who was wanted. Estimating him now by the results of

his administration then and since, he was the wisest,

strongest, most admired, most admirable of the many
excellent Superiors of the English Congregation.

At the outset he had one exceedingly unpleasant and

difficult task, and a second which was no less difficult if

more to his inclination. The one was the reduction of the

aged Abbot of Lammspringto submission, and the other the

defence of P>. Cuthbert Wilks, his confrere and friend.

Both are long stories, interesting enough also, but the

details of them would hardly be justified in a history of St.

Lawrence's. Nevertheless, it is necessary to do more than

merely mention them, both to show what sort of a man Dr.

Brewer was and to explain his popularity with his brethren.

The state of affairs at Lammspring was this. The Abbot,

IMaurus Heatley, was an old man who had grown more
autocratic with age and more independent with long free-

dom from interference. He was a good man—that may be

taken for granted; devout, not unamiable, and a successful

though exacting administrator. He was a prince in his

own house, with princely jurisdiction over his domains.

The exercise of absolute authority during a long life had

led him to resent the supreme jurisdiction of the English

General Chapter, and to question the right of the English

President to visit Lammspring as Superior General. It
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is very natural that he should have been unable to see

why he should be less of a Prince and less of an Abbot
than his friends the German Abbots of St. Michael

and St. Godehard at Hildesheim. To make things

worse he had taken a crutch to himself in his old

age in the person of an able but very self-willed con-

fidant, Fr. Dionysius Allerton. This made trouble in the

Community, and further trouble had been made and was
made by the solitary confinement of one of the monks,
Fr. Maurus Chaplin, under the Abbot's order. The prisoner

was more, perhaps, to be blamed than pitied, for he was
violent, intemperate and disobedient; but he had been

deranged in his mind at one period of his life and was
never altogether responsible for his ways. It should be

said that the Abbot had the concurrence of the Prince

Bishop of Hildesheim in keeping the poor monk in con-

finement. But his brethren in Fngland were loud in con-

demnation of the act, and when the Abbot continued the

imprisonment beyond the period of time permitted by
Constitutional law, they called upon the President General

to use his authority and put an end to what they held to be

a scandal.

This was no easy task. President Cowley had made a

Visitation of Lammspring and had come away without

doing anything. But Dr. Brewer was not a man to shrink

from difficulty. At a first Visitation, he made a lengthened

stay at the Abbey in order to make his authority the better

felt, and he succeeded in bringing back with him, and
settling in comfort for the rest of his days, the monk who
had been thirteen years in confinement. This, however,

was not enough. After the President's departure, the

Abbot continued to assert his independence of Con-

stitutions, Chapter and President. But, as this was only

done by fixing up papers and declarations in the chapter-

house, it was difficult for the President to take action in the

matter. Dr. Brewer forced the Abbot himself to give him
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the opportunity he needed. He sent word that he proposed

to summon Fr. Dionysius Allerton the Abbot's adviser

to the English Mission, and asked what reasons the

Abbot had to show against it. When he had received

the Abbot's objections, he declared them to be of no

weight ; then he straightway ordered Fr. Allerton,

under obedience, to be sent to England within ten

days of the receipt of his letter. The Abbot put himself

in the wrong by disobeying this command, and the story

ends with an extraordinary Visitation, during which, in

spite of the interference of the Prince Elector and the

German Abbots, and a menace of State action in Heailey's

favour, the President temporarily relieved the Abbot of his

office and left Fr. Placid Harsnep Superior in his place.

The second case, that of Fr. Cuthbert Wilks, belongs

rather to the history of Catholic Emancipation than to

Benedictine annals. It is sufficient to say of it that,

rightly or wrongly, Fr. Wilks was made the scapegoat in

a controversy between the Catholic Committee, which had

been formed to procure from Parliament the amelioration

of the position of English Catholics, and some of the

Vicars Apostolic. Dr. Brewer had no part in the con-

troversy ; but as the attack on a subject of his had been

prolonged for many years and savoured, to say the least

of it, of personal persecution, he defended Fr. Wilks to

the full extent of his power. He made powerful enemies

and risked his own reputation in doing it. First, he gave

judgment, on good grounds, against the Provincial of the

South Province who had attempted to remove Fr. Wilks

from the mission without proper authority. The Provincial

appealed to the Regimen ; Dr. Brewer cleverly made any

action of the Regimen impossible, and tliis without laying

himself open to the charge of having clearly exceeded his

Constitutional powers. His procedure was ingenious. He

himself had been one of the Definitors of the Regimen

before he succeeded to the office of President; by his
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promotion, therefore, the Council of three was imperfect.

He succeeded in keeping it imperfect. He maintained

that Fr. Cuthbert Wilks, who was on his trial, had, as

Cathedral Prior of Durham, the first and only right to the

vacant seat. This the other two members of the Regimen

disputed ; they would have done more wisely to have at

once accepted the ruling and asked for a deputy, since

Fr. Wilks could not sit in judgment on his own

case. Of course they soon saw through the ruse, and Dr.

Brewer had to consent to the appointment of a substitute.

This might seem and did seem to be an acceptance of

defeat. But the President had a further card to play.

He now insisted that the right and only substitute was

Fr. Augustine Kellet, the oldest Cathedral Prior. Fr.

Kellet was shut up in Paris and altogether out of reach.

France and England were then at war, and there

was no chance of his being able to cross the channel

to assist at a meeting of the Regimen, or even for

the Regimen to have communication with him in writing.

The President had brought about a deadlock. In the

end Fr. Wilks retired to Belgium ; but as long as

possible and with every means in his power Dr. Brewer

had skilfully and strongly befriended him.

This was the man who was the founder of Ampleforth

Abbey. At the moment when he took the future of St.

Lawrence's into his hands, he stood for his brethren,

generally, and especially in the North of England where

he lived, as the wise, strong, big-hearted man, who held

their faith and obedience, and could always be depended

upon in the hour of need. In the case of St. Lawrence's,

he had never been satisfied with the hand to mouth policy

of Dr. Marsh, then at Parbold Hall. The little Lancashire

College was reasonably successful in a small way, but he

saw clearly it was not and never would be a monastery.

Only one novice had taken the habit for St. Lawrence's

since the departure from Acton Burnell, and he had
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chosen, under the circumstances, to be professed for St.

Gregory's ; he died soon after. Something had to be

decided and executed at once. Of course, it ought to

have been easy enough for Drs. Brewer and Marsh to

purchase a house and property. But, one way or another,

the money which the Prior had been able to bring over

from Lorraine, had been reduced, during the years St.

Lawrence's had been on the road, to a sum which pro-

duced only about ^200 a year. Dr. Brewer did not feel

justified in touching it. Neither would nor could he

alienate to the service of St, Lawrence's any Benedictine

or missionary property which did not strictly belong to

it or its members. It was then that he turned his eyes to

Ampleforth Lodge, a good house, standing on freehold

land, belonging to Fr. Anselm Bolton, a Laurentian priest,

who had grown old on the English mission and was

living, practically, in retirement.
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CHAPTER XXVIL

ilmpicforti) £oaac.

The Vale of Mowbray may be best descriljed as a

detached fragment of the great Vale of York. It lies to

the north of the old Roman Capital, and is separated from

the flat in which the city stands by a long low hill running

east and west, abrupt on its north side and to the south

losing itself gently and irregularly, as wolds, hillocks

and hummocks, in the plain. From the higher points of

the Hambleton hills which bound the vale to the north,

one can look over this lesser southern hill and see the

Minster towers, standing solitary, as it seems, on the

horizon—the city of York itself wholly indistinguishable

because of the eighteen miles between it and the spectator.

Roughly speaking, Mowbray Vale is a long narrow

stretch of grass land about a mile and a quarter in breadth

and some thirteen miles in length—the long length broken

into three not very distinct portions by rising ground. In

the days of Norman William and the Domesday book, it

was a part of the great forest of (jaltres—a forest mostly

consisting of moor-topped hills ringed with tree-covered

slopes, holding in their midst large, hollow glades of rich
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pasture and meadow, watered by streams which, flowing

mostly to the east, empty themselves, as the Derwent,

into the estuary of the Humber. Briton, Roman, Saxon,

Dane, and Norman have left traces of their ancient

dwelling in the Vale of Mowbray. There are words of

every origin in the names of its villages and hamlets ;

there is a British camp of refuge on the hill above Ample-

forth village ; there are Saxon entrenchments on the hill

above Byland : there is a Roman road that ran along the

southern hill from Barton-le-Street to Crake by Yearsley

Moor. The many churches are mostly Norman, partly

rebuilt in later styles. It is probable that the valley

was nearly as thickly or as sparsely populated in the

twelfth century as it is now.

In the central portion of the valley, where the southern

hill is broken by an old water-course, built on the western

crest of it, is Gilling Castle, the seat of a branch of the

Fairfax family. It was through this ancient house that

the English Benedictines were connected with Mowbray

Vale. Throughout the days of persecution it remained

Catholic, Our Fathers, from the first half of the seven-

teenth century—with a short break of a few years when

their place was taken by Jesuits,—served the family as

chaplains and served the district as missioners. Fr.

Augustine Hungate, one of the early Provincials of the

North, a monk of the old Spanish Profession, was buried

at Gilling in 1672. Curiously enough, almost simul-

taneously with the passing of the first important measure

of relief to English Catholics, the building of Ampleforth

Lodge was begun ; and with its completion the Gilling

estate passed out of Catholic hands. In every sense of

the word, therefore, Ampleforth Lodge was a direct con-

tinuation of the chaplaincy of Gilling Castle, and the

Abbey of Ampleforth stands for the growth of the Lodge

in the century that followed.

The story of the building of Ampleforth Lodge is the
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story of Fr, Anselm Bolton. As we know him by his por-

trait, he was a fresh-coloured, be-wigged gentleman, with

an innocent boyish face. As we know him from his record,

he was an amiable, retiring monk and a helpful, edifying

much-trusted missioner. He was many years at Gilling

Castle, interesting himself in its temporal as well as its

spiritual management, holding a position which excited

some jealousy, and might easily have excited mistrust, but

for his transparent rectitude and simplicity. There was an

occasion when he found himself in great trouble. He has

the honour of having been the last priest in England pro-

secuted under the penal laws for the exercise of his priestly

functions. He was imprisoned and arraigned at the York

Assizes *'for traitorously and feloniously practising to

absolve, persuade and withdraw one Mary Bentley fro:n her

natural obedience to her sovereign and reconcile her to the

Pope and See of Rome." The Bentley family had received

great kindnesses from the Castle people. The father was a

Protestant and the mother a Catholic, and the children

were brought up some in one religion and some in the

other. Mary had been a dairymaid at the Castle, then

chambermaid, and was aspiring to be a lady's maid when

she determined to become a Catholic. After proper

instruction, with the consent of both her parents, Fr. Bolton

received her into the Church. But she was dismissed from

service for breaking into the wine-cellar, and her father was

deprived of his farm in default of paying his rents. The

prosecution of Fr. Bolton was got up to revenge this—out of

spite against the Castle. At the trial, the evidence of undue

priestly influence was so evidently and clumsily manufac-

tured, that the judge, the Honourable Edward Willes,

summarily directed the jury to acquit the prisoner. This

was at the Lent Assizes in 1766.

When Fr. Bolton was an old man, and Lady Ann Fair-

fax, mistress of the Castle, was herself preparing for the

grave, she determined to provide beforehand for the comfort
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of her faithful chaplain in case he should survive her. For

this purpose she purchased a piece of land— not on the

Gilling estate; she wished him to he wholly indepen-

dent of her successor and of everybody else—and built him

a house. It is probable that the site and the arrangements

were determined by Fr. Bolton himself. Shelter from the

north and east winds and a warm south exposure—this

was naturally an old man's first thought; then came the

water supply,—an important consideration on that dry hill

side. The only other question was a central position to suit

the convenience of the few Catholics scattered throughout

the neighbourhood. All these requirements were met by the

site chosen. It lay in the sunshine the whole day through ;

a great hill sheltered it on the north and a lesser on

the east ; the pond, vi.sible in the old painting, was

evidence of a spring or springs ; and with the new short

cut to Helmsley, still called Bolton's Bank, the place was

as nearly central to the surrounding villages as it could

well be. In addition, the old man would have always

before his eyes the great park-wood of the Fairfax estate,

with Gilling Castle, were he had lived so long, rising above

the trees to the south-east. Here a solid square-stoned

gentleman's residence was erected, of three tall stories,

with the long, flat-headed, key-stoned windows that were

the fashion of that date,—a residence which might have

belonged to a small squire, a well- endowed parson, or the

steward of a great estate. This was Ampleforth Lodge,

Tady Ann Fairfax's gift to the retired family chaplain, to

be a shelter for him in his declining years.

Fr. Bolton entered into the house as soon as it was com-

pleted, and Fady Ann gave him with it about 32 acres of

land and, as long as .she lived, an annuity of between 200

and 300 pounds. She died in 1793, leaving in her will

/,'2,ooo for the endowment of a permanent mission at

Ampleforth. This generous intention miscarried. The

legacies she made to Catholic charities— this the chief of
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them—were contested by the Chevalier de Garcin, her

cousin and heir, as being left for superstitious purposes.

The Benedictine Superiors, of course, did their best to

secure the money, and they succeeded in dragging out the

legal preliminaries over some years, hoping vainly that

something might turn up to save the legacy—a new Lord

Chancellor, or perhaps a new Act of Parliament removing

Catholic disabilities. In the end, President Brewer found

himself compelled to enter on the " business of a compro-

mise," as he calls it,—a compromise by which Ampleforth

got nothing.

There was no doubt that, according to English law, a

legacy to endow or establish a Catholic mission was

invalid ; and Dr. Brewer, fully aware of it, wisely and

unselfishly undertook to withdraw the Ampleforth claim to

the;^2,ooo, provided that a smaller legacy of ;^2oo to the

Convent at Cambrai was admitted and paid. Our good

President General was too large-minded to commit himself

to a dog-in-the-manger policy.

It is not often a second trouble or misfortune remedies

the first, but President Brewer had afterwards good reason

to bless this lost legacy. His one great worry all along

had been and was the re-establishment of St. Lawrence's

;

through the loss of the ;^ 2,000 this difficulty was to be

removed. Poor Fr. Bolton's arrangements, on the other

hand, had come to grief. Ampleforth Lodge, without a

pension, was not the haven of rest it had been designed to

be. True, it was property ; it could therefore be sold or

mortgaged to provide for the old man's wants ; and for

some necessity or other it was at once mortgaged to a Mr.

Hewbank of Malton for ;£ 1,000. But the idea of an

Ampleforth Mission seemed a vain one. There was a

house for the priest, but there was no means of support for

him, nor any prospect of it. Lady Ann's pious wishes

seemed doomed to disappointment. But at this juncture

Dr. Brewer conceived the idea of transferring St. Lawrence's
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to Ampleforth Lodge. A mission could not be made out of

the place; why not turn it into a monastery r An orchard tree

which has proved barren itself may serve as a stock for tlie

grafting of another and perhaps a finer fruit tree. I h<^

difficulty was Fr. Bolton. Would it be right or kind to

remove him f St. Lawrence's could not afford to wait for

the old man's death ; with no fresh vocations, no novices,
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no noviciate, it was threatening to die out itself. Dr.

Brewer, after consulting with Fr. Lacon, the Provincial,

went to talk the matter over with Fr. Bolton and gain his

consent to the scheme. Some persuasion was needed. It

was not easy for the old retired priest to quit the valley he

had lived in so long, to sever old and sacred ties, to give up

the home which was the reward of faithful labour and which
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he had himself planned, to have no home and live as a

lodger in another man's house. But Fr. Bolton was a

monk and a Laurentian, and he made the sacrifice. On
his part Dr. Brewer acted generously. He executed a deed

which secured to the aged monk an annuity of ;^50 and

relieved him of the Malton mortgage. Practically, Ample-

forth Lodge was purchased from Fr. Bolton for ;^ 1,000 and

a life-annuity of ;^5o. But it was recognized then, and

should be recognized for always, that with Fr. Bolton it

was not simply a commercial transaction. It was that

most trying sacrifice to an old man, the severing of all the

ties which connect him with the past. At the Chapter of

1802, the Fathers acknowledged this by creating him the

titular Cathedral Prior of Peterborough. He consented to

dwell for the rest of his days at Easingwold or some neigh-

bouring mission, and it was finally arranged that he should

live with Fr. Bernard Slater at Birtley. He died there in

1805. Dr. Brewer took possession of Ampleforth Lodge

on July 30th, 1802.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

St. £au)rcncc*$ ai iJinplcforli).

Certainly, the good Fr. President had unbounded faith

in the future of St. Lawrence's—faith that, with the

blessing of God, it would turn every disadvantage to its

profit. It was in an out of the way place, which few

had ever heard of: it would make itself known by its

own merits. Dr. Marsh, it was discovered, had no wish

to take up the task of starting the new house : Ampleforth

would do without him. Some of the Laurentians who had
come over from Dieulouard were tired of teaching and
wished to serve on the mission : their services were cheer-

fully dispensed with. Parbold Hall was doing well and it

would be a pity to break it up : let Parbold go on with

its work. St. Lawrence's had but ^200 a year to keep

up both Parbold and Ampleforth : for the first year let

Parbold take half the money and Ampleforth would make
shift with the rest. There was no bravado in this. It

was simply that Dr. Brewer would not let his own scheme
interfere with any one else's affairs—that he would not

pull down other sound buildings to find stones for the

erection of the new St. Lawrence's.
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But he did make use of the scattered debris of a ruined

monastery. Fr. Appleton was elected Prior, at Chapter,

in Dr. Marsh's place. He went at once to Ampleforth to

make the necessary preparations, and began house-

keeping there on September i6th ; then, after his installa-

tion at Parbold, which took place on November 29th, he

and Fr. Alexius Chew—with Br. William Sharrock the lay-

brother following after—went to Ampleforth "to commence

the new convent." They started their journey on Decem-

ber loth. It was not a very promising beginning. But

just then Lammspring, the English Abbey in Germany,

was dissolved, and the few students in residence were

sent adrift. Some of these, less than half-a-dozen, Dr.

Brewer got together and forwarded to Ampleforth as the

beginning of a college. One of them, Clement Rishton,

had finished his noviciate ; him the President professed for

St. Lawrence's. Three other boys, Molyneux, Baines and

Glover, were judged sufficiently advanced to be admitted to

the habit. Fr. Bede Slater was sent in as novice-master,

and Fr. Chew took his place on the mission. By this

means a Community was got together : —Appleton, Prior
;

Slater, novice-master; Rishton, a Junior; Molyneux,

Baines and Glover, novices ; Sharrock, a lay-brother. A
little later a Mr. Robinson, who had been a surgeon in

the navy, joined the Noviciate. It was with these that

the daily conventual duties were undertaken which

have now lasted uninterruptedly for a full hundred years.

Of those who were driven out of Lorraine and had crossed

the seas to seek shelter and make a home for themselves

in England only two,—Fr. Bede Slater, then a novice,

and Br. William Sharrock, a lay-brother ; Fr. Alexius

Chew went on the mission before conventual life com-

menced—may be said to have reached the end of their

journey. The long wanderings from place to place had

proved as fatal as a march accross the desert. Four died

on the way ; one, Anselm Barret, in prison at Pont-a-
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Mousson ; one, James Johnson, after his release; one,

Bennet Marsli, at P^irkenhead; and one, Bennet Simpson,

at Vernon Hall. Others dropped out to take up other

work in different parts of the country. Dr. Marsh and \r.

Francis Cooper remained at Parbold. Such was the begin-

ning of Ampleforth Abbey. " Si ibi fuerit filius pacis

requiescet super ilium pax vestra." There was no worrying

about means and resources ; no appealing to the loyalty of

Laurentians ; no begging for help. But peace settled upon

the house—the/<z;»; of our Engli.sh Benedictine Congrega-

tion ; because " the son of peace " was there.

In 1805, during the Christmas holidays, Parbold school

was broken up. Everybody had come to wish it. Dr.

Marsh included. There was a feeling of relief when it

was dismantled ;
just as when the .scaffolding used in the

erection of a building is cleared away. Ampleforth now

stood out in open view. The parents of the boys were

notified that their children would be received at the new

College in Yorkshire, if they consented to the arrangement.

The original intention that Ampleforth should be a purely

monastic seminary was changed, and the College was

thrown open to secular students. The Poor Clares, then

at Haggerston Castle in Northumberland, agreed at first

to take Parbold out of Dr. ISIarsh's hands, but they

changed their minds and the goods left behind were sold

by auction.

When the General Chapter met in 1806 some difficulty

was found in settling the Priorship of St. Lawrence's. Fr.

Appleton had not got on very well with those in his

charge. He and Fr. Bede Slater had discovered that

their ideas concerning the training of novices did not

coincide, and the Community, moved by Fr. Augustine

Baines, wished the Prior to be removed. Fr. Tarleton

thereupon was elected Prior, but he refused the office.

Under the circumstances. Chapter recommended Dr. Brewer

to act both as President General and as Prior of Ampleforth

.
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He accepted the double task ;
* but after a few months at

Ampleforth both he and the Community turned to Dr.

ISlarsh to help them out of their difficulty. Marsh was

then Provincial of the North Province, yet he took upon

himself the additional burthen, yielding, he writes, " to the

solicitations of friends, not, I acknowledge, without much

reluctance." It must be admitted that the office of

Provincial was not more incompatible with the Priorship

than that of President General. But, a little later, Dr.

Marsh took to himself in addition the mission of Aber-

ford, and his position became distinctly unsatisfactory.

•' Dr. Bre\ver should certainly be included in the list of Laurentian Priors.

He accepted office and acted for awhile. He was not installed, but a

Presid«nt cannot \ery wel Install himself.
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As Provincial and missioner he was a good deal away

from his monastery. Nevertheless, Ampleforth grew

more prosperous under his administration. A granary

was built, and the Chapel forming the west wing

of the old house was commenced. Several novices

were admitted and professed. The school was increased

and improved. But, at the following Chapter, in

1810, though Marsh was re-elected Provincial, he was

not re-elected Prior. Fr. Gregory Robinson succeeded

him, made eligible by a special decree of Chapter, which

removed the bar of youthfulness in the habit " pro hac

tantum vice." The Community afterwards took ineffectual

exception to the election, pleading that they did not know

of this 'extension of the passive voice' when they sent in

their votes.

Vigour, good sense, and strong discipline were the

characteristics of Fr. Robinson's administration. Matins

in the summer time began at 4 o'clock. There was a spirit

of sacrifice and hard work both in the Community and the

School. A fixed course of ecclesiastical studies was

drawn up and determined.* Drawing and dancing masters

were introduced. Building operations were also recom-

menced. As a matter of fact room was needed badly.

President Brewer had declared, in his address to Chapter

that there were four more young men ready to take the habit

at Ampleforth as soon as they could be accommodated. It

was then that the East wing, containing calefactory,

library and cells, was added on to the old house, and

kitchens and servants' rooms built at the back.f Fr.

Augustine Baines, who, young as he was, was now

playing a leading role, is said to have been responsible

for the architectural symmetry of the additions. Truly

'^ An adaptation of the old Lammsprlng course.

I Dr. Brewer gave a large sum out of his own pocket as a contribution to

the work.
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Fr. Bolton's house had already grown out of knowledge.

It was no longer like a small manor house, but had taken

on itself a sub-palatial appearance. Originally a nearly

square block, other narrower cubes had been added
as wings on either side, giving it the appearance, from

the front, of a triptych with its volets opened wide, and
another cube had been set upon the top of the centre

block—now that the base was broad enough to carry it—to

make it more symmetrical. Elegance was provided by a

two-pillared porch, an ornamental parapet, decorated with

six " mushrooms,"along the skyline of the central facade,

and a central belfry. Finally, Prior Robinson introduced

in the school the mnemonic system of Professor von Fein-

agle.

Fr. Augustine Baines (afterwards Bishop of Siga) has

usually been credited with the introduction of this

system, and also with everything good that was done at

Ampleforlh in the early days. Such a man, so facile in

speech and fertile in conception, so bold in his plans and,

at the same time, so restless and changeful and pushing in

their execution, must necessarily have had an influence in

the Community that can hardly be exaggerated. But

Prior Robinson was a man who thought and acted for him-

self. Fr. Augustine was not yet particularly interested in

the College. He passed through nearly every position in

the house before he became Prefect of Studies and manager

of the school. Under Robinson he acted as Junior Master

and Professor of Philosophy, then as Sub-prior, afterwards

as Cellerarius, and last of all as Prefect of Studies. He
only resigned the Procurator's duties and took up the

scholastic office in 1814. At that time the Feinagle sys-

tem was no novelty at Ampleforth. Br. Bede Folding and

Br. Jerom Jenkins were already there, sent from St.

Gregory's to study it.

Neither can the rising reputation of the school, the influx

of students, and those, many of them, sons of the nobility.
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be traced to Baines' influence. Perhaps the aristocratic

connexion should be looked upon as an inheritance from

Vernon Hall. Dr. Baines as Prefect advertised loudly and

pushed the school greatly, but he was only sustaining

and bettering a reputation already won. Some months

before he took up the management of the College, the

General Chapter had given public thanks and praise, in a

formal decree, to the Prior and his Community for the

excellence of the discipline and studies at St. Lawrence's.*

No doubt Fr. Augustine had much to do with the

happy result, and deserves a special meed of praise,

but after all it was combined ability and merit and not the

.super-eminence of one man which had led to the success.

And, if not literally the master-mind, the wise, controlling,

directing mind was the Prior, Fr. Gregory Robinson.

We make no apology for printing in full Fr. Augustine

Baines' voluminous advertisement of Ampleforth College

in the Laity's Directory for 1815. It is characteristic of the

man, and is also a quantitative if not a qualitative analysis

of the schoolwork. It begins with the Prospectus of the

examination of studies at the previous Midsummer Exhibi-

tion. The viva-voce examination was held in public and

was conducted chiefly by distinguished visitors invited to

take part in it. Tradition tells of the celebrated Rev.

Sydney Smith as being present on some such an occasion

or occasions :

—

HEBREW.

The first class will explain different parts of the Old Testa-

ment, both in the Historical and the Prophetical Books.

'* The decree runs:—"Ordinatum quoque est ut <jratia; liabcantur R. D.

Greforio Robinson Priori Conventuali Monasterii sancti Laurentii, iliiusque

Monasterii monachis, propter eminentem illo in Monasterio regularis disci-

plinje observantiam, studiorumque diligentem et felicem prosecutionem.

Dicto Priori cura est deniandata ut illius Monasterii Monachos de isto

Decreto certiores in suo reditu faceret."
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GREEK.

The first and second classes will explain four orations of

Demosthenes, and answer such questions as may be put respecting

the Grammar and Syntax.

The third class will explain some chapters in Xenophon and
Demosthenes, and answer to the Grammar and Syntax.

LATIN.

The first class will explain the first book of Cicero's Tusculan

Questions, the second his Treatise De Senectute. They will

answer to the Grammar and Syntax.

The third class will explain some chapters of Caesar's Com-
mentaries, and answer to the Grammar and Syntax.

FRENCH.

The first and second classes will explain Bossuet's Discours

sur I'Histoire Universelle, and answer to the Grammar and

Syntax.
HI.STORY.

The first and second classes will answer to the general history

of the \vorld, from its creation to the birth of Christ, so as to fix

the Chronology of all the principal events recorded in Ancient

History and to give a connected account of the particular Histo-

ries of Rome, Greece, Assyria, etc.

The third class will answer to the same history down to the

foundation of Rome.
Some of both classes will answer in Greek or English.

GEOGRAPHY.

The first and second classes will answer to the general geo-

graphy of the world, and to the particular geography of the

different countries of Europe, specifying their situation and

extent, their population, productions, etc., their natural divisions

by mountains, rivers, etc., and their political divisions into pro-

vinces, counties, etc. The longitude and latitude of the principal

towns in each country will be given. They will also draw out

maps of Europe and Africa without a copy.

The third class will answer in the same manner to the geo-

graphy of Europe.
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NATURAL HISTORY.

Ouadrupeds, etc.—Linnreus's Mammalia.

Tlic first class will give the orders, genera, and species of

quadrupeds, etc., as classed by Linnaeus under the name of

Mammalia. It comprises seven orders, 53 genera, and 124

species, to each of which will be assigned its name, generic and

specific character, etc. A short account will be given of the

different animals, and their economy of life.

ORNITHOLOGY.

The second class will give Linnjeus's arrangement of the history

of birds, comprehending six orders, 88 genera, and 343 species,

to each of which will be assigned its generic and specific names,

characters, etc. BOTANY.

The first and second classes will answer to their botany, as in

the preceding year.

The third class will give Linna^us's System of Botany and will

assign the characteristic marks to any of the plants they have

been able to meet w^lth during the year, comprising about 200

genera and 260 species.

ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA.

The first and second classes will work any sums that may be

proposed to them, in any of the principal rules of Arithmetic and

Algebra, and generally without slate or paper.

GEOMETRY.

The first class will be examined both in the theoretical and

practical branches of geometry.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND.

A most minute account will be given of this history from the

landing of Julius Crvisar, 55 years before Christ, to the present

time, comprising more than a thousand different dates, with a

detail of all the wars, invasions, changes of government, of

religion, etc., and an account of the Princes and celebrated

characters, in Church and State, both during the complex period

of the Heptarchy, and in subsequent times. The geography of

England, as it existed at different periods has been learnt, along

with the corresponding history, and may be examined. ^.
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" The above prospectus has been reprinted to enable parents

in general to form some idea of the plan of Education pursued at

Ampleforth. The languages are learnt partly in succession and
partly at the same time. Every year at stated periods, one or

more new languages are commenced. The students have been

thoroughly grounded in the grammar of the English language,

then Greek is taken next, then the Latin. The French, Italian,

German and other living languages succeed in their turn, accord-

ing to the abilities or leisure of the student. The ecclesiastical

students are also taught Hebrew. In the meantime an extensive

course of other studies is carried regularly on, embracing ancient

and modern history, general and particular geography, arithmetic,

all the branches of mathematics and natural philosophy, different

departments of natural history, metaphj'sics, ethics, &c. Some of

the more extensive branches, as history and geography are carried

on during the whole period of the education ; others of a more

confined nature, occupy a limited space of time, and succeed

each other in a regular and systematic order. In four or six

years, according to the abilities or age of the student, the course

of studies is intended to be completed."
" To those who are unacquainted with the means by which so

extensive a plan of instruction is completed in a time compara-

tively short, it may naturally occur that what is so speedily acquired

can only be superficially learned. It is partly with a view of

correcting this mistake, that a public annual examination of

studies has been appointed to take place ; and it is the particular

desire of those who preside over the institution that nothing on

these occasions should be passed over slightly, but everything

thoroughly and strictly examined. To the same source of in-

formation they refer those who may imagine or have been

informed by persons unacquainted with the plan that it is a

system of rote, calculated to overburden the memory and weaken
the judgment. Let those who may be impressed by these ideas

take the trouble to decide for themselves and not be guided by

the hasty decisions or bold assertions of others. Speculative

reasonings on subjects of this nature may often lead to false

conclusions, particularly when the principles on which the

judgment is to be formed are not well known. Experience is a

certain and unerring guide. It will be perceived from the pro-
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spectus, that all the subjects contained in it, except the history

of England, have been learnt by the first class. They are the

portion of studies alloted to the two first years. If the progress

made by this class in four different languages and in all the

above branches of learning be compared with the time that has

been employed, and if it be moreover considered that the novelty

of the plan has presented many obstacles which will not again

occur, it is hoped that it will not be difficult to appreciate the

merits of a system which, whilst it renders the classical part of

education more extensive, combines, at the same time, every

principal branch of useful information, and enables a young

man, on quitting the college, to appear in Society with the solid

learning of a scholar as well as the elegant acquirements of a

gentleman."
" The system of education was communicated to the college

by Professor von Feinagle the inventor of it, who has himself an

extensive establishment on the same plan at Luxembourg, and at

Aldborough House, Dublin."

The reader will find, if he looks for them, many things

to surprise him in this advertisement. He will wonder,

no doubt, how Von Feinagle's system could enable some,

even in the lower classes, to answer their Ancient History

questions in Greek if desired to do so. He will wonder

at the mental qualities which enabled the students to

work most of the sums in all the principal rules of Arith-

metic and Algebra without slate or paper. He will

wonder at the facile memories which found the Linnaean

system of Natural History and Botany hardly sufficient to

go round. But Fr. Baines evidently expected the readers

to be surprised, and his answer is " come and see for

yourselves." The real surprise of the advertisement is

the confident assurance which demands to be put to the

test.

Professor Von Feinagle's system had much notoriety

for a brief period. There were many—chiefly those who

had not learnt it—who fancied him a quack, because of

the secrecy he exacted from his disciples. But there were
u ?.
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many others who believed his plan akin to a revelation

:

these were those who paid the five guineas for the course

of fifteen lectures. Ampleforth dropped the system out of

use gradually—whether wisely or not it is impossible to

say. What we can say of it is that it brought students to

the College and set it in the foremost place among

Catholic scholastic institutions. And we can also say or

it that, if judged by its results,—by the distinction of the

" scholars and gentlemen" educated at St. Lawrence's after

its plan—it deserved much if not all the praise Fr. Baines

claimed for it.

%

}4

iWW^J>^U-- ^<- '
J.C ALMOND
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CHAPTER XXIX.

CK Rc founUina of St. €ilniund*$ af Douai.

The reader will remember that Dr. Marsh had already

made one fruitless visit to France to see if any of the

Dieulouard property could be recovered. After the Chap-

ter in 1814, whilst Napoleon was at Elba, he and President

Brewer made a second journey for the same purpose.

They discovered that all the unsold* remains of British pro-

perty in France had been lumped together fabout the year

1804) to found, with the combined funds, a College on the

model of a Lycee, with a Proviseur and other officers

appointed by the Minister of the Interior in charge of it.

A Mr. Walsh, an Irish priest, received the first appointment

as Proviseur, and Fr. Parker, the Prior of St. Edmund's,

was made Econome. So far all was well for the property,

except that, since a good deal of it was monastic by right,

it was practically a confiscation to make use of it to

found a Secular college. Then, a Mr. Ferris, a priest

who had unfrocked himself to join the Irish Brigade, and

at the peace of Amiens had returned to France from the

West Indies and taken up the profession of a lawyer,

managed to get control of the administration of the funds.

He administered them to his own profit. For his own pur-

poses he prevented by intrigues any final settlement of

affairs, putting, says Dr. Marsh, " somewhere about £3000

annually into his pocket." When Drs. Marsh and Brewer

arrived in Paris he was all powerful, and it was only

through him that any business could be done. Therefore, as

• The property wliich had changed hands at the Republican auction -sales

was, of course, wholly irrecoverable.
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Dr. Marsh says of himself, "I did not scruple to avail

myself of his services, tho' I find it was displeasing to some

others, who had too much scrupulosity or too much hauteur

to do the same."

In consequence, " after a month of disagreeable solicita-

tions," an ordonnance du Rot was obtained, which restored

whatever Dieulouard property was still unsold and

appointed Dr. Marsh its administrator. The result was

that he was put in possession, by the District Prefect, ot

some 70 or 80 acres, mostly woodland, bringing in, clear

of all expenses of administration, 300 or 400 francs of

revenue.

This accomplished, Dr. Marsh returned to England (he

attempted to cross the Channel during the great storm in

which the Ostend packet, the Queen Charlotte, went down

with all hands on board; believing that he had satisfactorily

settled everything. Then came Napoleon's escape from

Elba, overturning amongst some other things Dr. Marsh's

little arrangement. But the Waterloo Campaign and

the Restoration of Louis XVII raised new hopes, and

1815 saw Dr. Marsh back again in Paris on the old

business.

If the reader will picture to himself the indefatigable

Doctor, nominally on the mission at Aberford, officially

Provincial of the North, in reality Congregational agent

in France, crossing hurriedly over to England, once a year

or so, to look at his mission and do a little Provincial

(afterwards Presidential) business, then hurrying back to

France again ; carrying on his disastrous speculation at

Pilling Moss as one episode, visiting Rome on important

Benedictine business as another ; involved either as judge,

advocate, appellant or defendant in a number of intricate

legal controversies; scheming to find money and subjects

to refound St. Edmund's at Douai ; scheming to find

further monies to make good his own loss at Pilling

;

writing sheaves of close-written, carefully-composed let-
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ters ; teaching- a school and undertaking a course of

lectures in philoso|..hy

—

all of these things or most of them
concurrently; he will have an idea of Marsh's labours at

this period and an illustration both of his strength and of

his weakness. Here, however, we need only take notice

of his employment in France. When he arrived there, he

found the fragment of the Dieulouard property unmeddled
with. Ihen, he and ir. Parker succeeded in securing

the administration of St. Edmund's at Paris and St.

Gregory's at Douai to Fr. Parker and Fr. Lawson
respectively. But the question arose, what use was to

be made of these properties t The revenue from them
could only be spent on the education of students

in France. Neither Downside nor Ampleforlh could

benefit a tittle by what was recovered. Fr. Parker had all

along been labouring for the simple and sole purpose of

reviving his old convent of St. Edmund in Paris. This

became President Brewer's and Fr. Marsh's object also.

They believed that a Congregation should consist of at

least three houses—a Congregation of two meant rivalries

and jealousies ; as Cardinal Cappellari said later, it was a

case of " Quis eorum videretur major?" But there were

some very evident difficulties. First, there were no

Edmundians to make up a Community. Only five Paris

monks were living : all of them old, one of them retired, and

their head, the Prior, Fr. Parker, conscious that at the

most he had only a year or so to live. Secondly, the

house at Paris was now a cotton factory and the Bureau

des Etablisscuicnts Brittajitiiques had stripped it of its

furniture, even of the choir-stalls and altar-piece, to

furnish the Irish College. Yx. Parker then made the

suggestion that, with the permission of St. Gregory's, an

attempt might be made to re-establish St, Edmund's, not

at Paris, but in the empty, forsaken, Gregorian buildings

at Douai.

Fr. Parker, howe\er, had so little taith in tlie eventual
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revival of St. Edmund's in any shape, that when he died

in July, 1817, he made Dr. Marsh his sole heir and execu-

tor, with instructions that his money, bringing in ^ 173 a

year, should be appropriated to Ampleforth. Laurentians

as they both were, not for a moment did President Brewer

or Provincial Marsh hesitate about the disposal of Fr.

Parker's money. They had only one thought— to make

use of it to carry out what they knew to be the true

wish of their dead brother, the object for which he

had toiled and scraped and suffered indignities and hard-

ships, the restoration of the old Paris house. They there-

fore set the will or instructions aside. No one will blame

them for doing so. It is better to choose the just judgment

rather than the legal one. Prior Burgess, who discovered

the private instructions among Dr. Brewer's papers after

his death in 1823, claimed the money for Ampleforth.

But his appeal to Chapter failed ; and all Laurentians will

be glad of it.

With his usual persistence. Dr. Marsh went on with his

schemes. After delay and difliculty he got hold of Fr.

Parker's money and took possession of the house at

Douai. Then, as soon as the Chapter of 18 18 was ended,

he got some boys together and took them over to

France. Br. Charles Fairclough recently professed at

Ampleforth was lent him as an assistant. This was

in the autumn ; he went to England and brought some

more boys back with him in the spring of 181 9.

He did the teaching of the little school himself. Thus

the new Douai was fairly begun, and in 1822, as President,

he asked the Chapter's approval of his work in France

—that is, a confirmation of the revived St. P-^dmund's

and permission to take novices ; but, chiefly through

Dr. Baines' opposition, it was refused him. Nothing

daunted, he returned to Douai with the determination

to make use of a visit to the Holy See to get such an

approval as would justify him in over-ruling the Chapter's
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decision. Accordingly, when the Easter of 1823 was over,

he went to Rome on Congregational business, and came

back with a Rescript permitting the translation of St.

Gregory's, formerly at Douai, to Downside ; St. Lawrence's,

formerly at Dieulouard, to Ampleforth ; St. Edmund's,

formerly at Paris, to Douai ; Cambrai to Salford, and

Lammspring to wherever it might in the future be deter-

mined, provided that the Ordinary of each place formally

sanctioned such establishment. After his return, though the

Regimen refused him permission, he took it upon himself

to clothe such of the students at Douai as were ready, and

began conventual life. He obtained three Laurentians, Fr.

Clement Rishton, Fr. Basil Bretherton and Br. Jerome

Hampson, to help him to make up a Community. So

was commenced the monastery, now the abbey of St.

Edmund's, which has flourished at Douai up to the present

year.*

And so ended, with the Chapter of 1826 and the appro-

bation of Douai, Dr. Marsh's busy official life,t in a great

work bravely done and a brilliant career ruined in the

doing of it. He retired with health and ability at their

best, with fresh laurels added to the old, but without the

applause and approbation which make them prized and

honoured, and without that sympathy between himself and

his brethren which renders responsibility acceptable.

Looking bnck on his own career, he found it difficult to

understand the blame that was put upon him. And we,

looking from this distance of time at the part he played in

English Benedictine history, judge his mistakes to have

been nothing worse than the stumbles of a willing horse

under too great a burden. He sought nothing for himself,

not even the authority which he is supposed to have mis-

* At the moment when St. Hilmiind's was re-established there were only

three Edmundians living: Cuthhert W'ilks at Tours; Ik-rnard Rydinji at

\\'ar\vick r.ridiie ; and John Turner at Holme. As every one knows, St.

Edmund's has7ecently been expelled from France and has taken of its abode

at Woolhampton.

t He became I'lesideiit once a-jain after l-'r. IJirdsall's rei^^n, but he was

not lh(i same man. He seemed then to shrink from responsibility
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used ; not even the work which may be said to have over-

whelmed him ; not even the comforts of an honoured old

age. Let us admit that he was an unreliable accountant

;

that he made one, perhaps more than one, unwarranted

speculation with some of the funds of the Order ; that he

spent certain monies in unauthorized ways. On the other

hand, no one made a more unselfish use of what came into

his hands. He had no personal greed. He spent his last

days at one of the loneliest and poorest of missions. If he

was eager to make money quickly, it was because the

Congregation had urgent need of it. As for his persistence

in founding St. Edmund's in the face of the opposition of

most of his brethren, against the will of Chapter, and in

spite of the decision of the Regimen, we are freely per-

mitted to admire it, since a later Chapter not only forgave

but applauded it. In fact, at the Chapter of 1826,* Dr.

Marsh triumphed over all the charges brought against him,

but felt himself forced to resign the dignity of President.

He had gained one of those forensic victories which are

nearly as disastrous as a defeat. There was no enthusiastic

or generous acquittal of the charges against him ; the

verdict was no more than a declaration of Not proven. It

is not too much to say that he retired to Woolston a dis-

appointed and a broken man.

Here the career of another distinguished Amplefordian

calls for some slight notice. Fr. Bede Slater has already

been mentioned as one of the founders, and the first

Novice-Master, of the new St. Lawrence's. Some years

later, in 18 14, he was commissioned to treat with the

Hanoverian Government concerning the re-establishment

of Lammspring. He obtained a promise either of the res-

toration of the old English monastery orof the gift of another

in Hildesheim ; but this offer was afterwards withdrawn.

However, he managed to secure to each of the ex-Lamm-

spring monks—himself included by someone's mistake, since

'• This saint; Chapter linully rejected the proposal to unite Laianisprlny-,

now hopelessly broken up, with Ampleforth.
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he was a I.aurentian—an annuity of ^50 during his lifetime,

as some slight compensation for the loss of the convent

and estate. Some little while after, broken down in health

and on crutches through rheumatism, he obtained permis-

sion to accompany Mr. Fairfax of Gilling Castle to Rome.
Whilst there, he was commissioned to continue the Lamm-
spring negotiations, which had been revived tli rough the

discussion of a Concordat between the Hanoverian Govern-

ment and the Holy See ; but he was refused the appoint-

ment of Procurator in Curia Romana, and refused also by
the President the dignity of a Cathedral Priorship, which

honour he had solicited for the sake of a better hearing at

the Roman Court. His pretensions seem to have amused
his uncle Dr. Brewer, who wrote to him in December,

181 7 : "It would give me very great pleasure indeed to hear

you had recovered the loss of the decayed leg (the worthy

President clearly did not expect him to recover anything

else). I am afraid you would make but an awkward
figure in being presented to His Holiness leaning on a

crutch. That circumstance probably more than any other

would occasion some talk of you in the higher circles."

However, Fr. Slater was making a better appearance than

his uncle, the President, imagined. He had put on a ring,

assuming for the occasion the dignity of an Abbot, and
he left Rome leaning not on a crutch but a crozier. He
was consecrated Bishop of Ruspa on June 28th, 1818, and

went out to the Mauritius as Vicar Apostolic of the Cape
of Good Hope and other colonies in the Southern Hemi-
sphere. He was an able man, devoted to the Congregation

and House of his profession, of considerable energy and
initiative,—a man of large schemes which mostly came to

nothing, whose services to the Order were of questionable

advantage to it. His last effort was an attempt to bring

about the establishment of the English Benedictines in

the Mauritius. He was superseded some years later by
Bishop Morris and died, and was buried, at sea on his way
back to England.
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CHAPTER XXX.

J\n Unmonastic Reform.

Our story, now, has to do with two eminent sons of St,

Lawrence's who, in the pursuit of schemes entirely good
and praiseworthy in themselves, nearly gave it its death

blow. The first of these was Fr. Augustine Baines, the

well-known and much admired Bishop of Siga, Vicar

Apostolic of the Western District. The second was Fr.

Lawrence Burgess, a notable Prior of Ampleforth, after-

wards Bishop of Clifton. They were men of very diiferent

characters, but with very similar aims and ambitions, and

quite the same dislikes and prejudices ; close friends when
at a distance away from one another, incompatible when
together. When young men. Dr. Burgess was the sincere

admirer of his brilliant companion,—an admiration which,

at one period of his life, was humble, ardent and worship-

ful, and which was never less than loyal. On the other

hand. Dr. Baines began with a somewhat contemptuous

patronage of his admirer,—a patronage which warmed into

a superficial friendship and ended in a lukewarm respect.

Throughout their lives there was always between them

something of the big boy and little boy relationship which

had begun at College, or more correctly, perhaps, that of

master and pupil. Not that there was much difference in

age—five years only ; but the difference was accentuated

by the fact that one was a brilliant scholar, a linguist and

an orator, whilst the other learned with difficulty and

could make no claim to any exceptional attainments.

Peter Baines was born at Kirkby, on the Ince Blundell

estate, in the year 1786. Sufficient notice has been taken
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incidontally of the story of his youth. Over and above
what has been said, it should be remarked of the period at

Ampleforth that he filled all the chief offices of the house
in quick succession, with the exception of that of Prior.

It was at his own changfeful wish. Like Bottom the

Weaver, he had a desire to play all parts. On account of

this he was accused of discontent and ambition. It was
certainly characteristic of him to be discontented if things

did not go to his mind, and to be ambitious that things

should be done rightly. But it was hardly ambition in the

strict sense of the word. He was quite capable of laying

down the office of Sub-prior or Professor of Theology to

become head-gardener or cook. No doubt it did look

like ambition, perhaps was ambition, when he became dis-

contented with his Priors ; but lie was probably unaware
of it. He was only doing what he believed to be best.

Useful, however, as he made himself, and valuable as his

work was in whatever position he was placed, he became
distinctly unpopular in the Community. He was much
admired, doubtless, by the younger men. But his brethren

in office were uneasy in his companionship, as they natur-

ally are with a man who is never satisfied with a thing

unless he has done it himself.

He left Ampleforth for Bath in the year 1817. On the

]\Iission his wonderful gifts raised him rapidly into

eminence. He had a noble voice, large dark speaking eyes,

a natural gift of oratory, a fine presence, manly energy,

and that quality of leadership which we call personal mag-
netism. He was also, throughout his life, devoted to the

duties of his position, whether as monk or priest or bishop.

But here Cardinal Wiseman's well-known estimate of his

colleague, in his Recollections of the Last Four PopeSy should

be considered authoritative. As a preacher the Cardinal

says of him :
** The flow of his words was easy and copious,

his imagery was often very elegant, and his discourses

were replete with thought and solid matter. But his great
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power was in his delivery—in voice, in tone, in look, in

gestures. His whole manner was full of pathos ; there was

a peculiar tremulousness of voice, which gave his words

more than double effect." Of his personal attractive-

ness the Cardinal writes : " He had a power of fascinating

all who approached him ; on every subject he had a com-

mand of language, and a clear manner of expressing

himself, which secured attention and generally won assent.

Hence his acquaintances were always willing listeners, and

soon became admirers, and then warm partisans." The
use of the last word by the Cardinal is significant, and

shows how thoroughly he understood his subject and how
accurately and delicately he expressed himself. Dr. Baines

was one of those men whose schemes and ambitions are as

part of themselves. He was not so much wrapped up in

himself as in his ideas. They were his pardonable vanity.

He never forgot them even in his moments of relaxation.

They were an undercurrent even in his desultory conversa-

tion. Hence it was that those who disagreed with him, or

were opposed to his views, mistrusted him most when he

was most friendly with them. Indeed, it is no exaggera-

tion to say that it was a trick of his to surprise a conces-

sion from an opponent off his guard ; at the moment, for

instance, of signing an agreement or effecting a reconcilia-

tion. Hence, also, when he was the top of admiration and

popularity, he made * partisans ' rather than friends.

Public attention was drawn to him when at Bath by his

controversy with Archdeacon Moysey. It was a triumph ;

"Baines's Defence" was quite the most popular ecclesias-

tical pamphlet of its day. Its merit is incontestable,

though now-a-days it is of little more than antiquarian

interest. From this moment his reputation as a preacher

spread throughout the kingdom. Such of his discourses as

were printed were eagerly sought for, and one, preached at

Bradford after he became Bishop, went through a great

number of editions. His reputation and merits induced
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Dr. ColHngridge, Vicar Apostolic of the Western District,

to ask for him as coadjutor. He was consecrated Bishop

of Siga on the ist of May, 1823.*

An impoverished diocese
;
priests too few even for the

little work that could be found for them ; churches without

distinction or beauty—temporary makeshifts, many of

them
;
parish schools not only inadequate, but practically

non-existent : this was the state of things with which

Bishop Baines was confronted. His fertile brain was not

long busy before it discovered what seemed to him a possi-

ble remedy and, what to him was of more consequence, a

quick one. He was not the sort of man to plant a seed

and wait in patience for its growth. His way was to look

out for a full-grown tree and then transplant it bodily.

He had that impetuous spirit which cannot content itself

with future hopes and slow development. And since he

would not wait to construct and was too poor to buy, it

remained for him to beg, or borrow, or pick up in some

lawful way what he wanted. He believed he had found

ju.st the very thing to set his diocese straight, in the monas-

tery, college, monks, and resources of the prosperous Bene-

dictine establishment at Downside.

His proposition, made as a secret to the Prior and the

President General, was to transform the Benedictine

Priory into a Diocesan Seminary and College, and to

secure the services and resources of the monks exclusively

to his diocese. For this purpose their obedience was to

be transferred to him, who would have the authority of

both President and Provincial. They were to remain

Benedictines ; he did not then think it possible to interfere

with the monastic vows. At first. President Marsh was

inclined to favour the idea, though he wrote before Bishop

« Bishop CoUingridge's first choice was Dr. Marsh, then President General

of the Benedictines. But he was understood to require some assurances from

Dr. Marsh as to his loyalty to the Holy Sec. This was naturally resented

and the affair was dropped.
X 2
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Baines' consecration :
" As Mr. Baines is now coadjutor

(elect), I should not be surprised if he endeavours to get

Downside under him and indeed all the Congregation."

But the Prior and the Council of the House refused to

consider the admissibility of a proposition which made

over Downside and all its belongings to the Bishop of the

Western District and his successors. To do this would be

to break up the English Benedictine Congregation.

The next move was a proposition for the monks of St.

Gregory's and St. Lawrence's to exchange properties,

giving the Laurentians the chance to do what the Grego-

rians refused. But here it is necessary to go back to the

history of Ampleforth after Dr. Baines went on the

mission.

At the Chapter of 1818, there was some trouble in

choosing a Prior of Ampleforth. Fr. Bernard Glover was

first elected, but he declined the honour. So did Fr.

Bernard Robinson. Finally, at the fifth attempt, Fr.

Lawrence Burgess accepted the ofiftce, on condition that

Dr. Brewer took up residence at Ampleforth to give him

countenance. He was then only 27 years of age. The

good old President left his mission in compliance with the

request, and readily sacrificed his comfort for the welfare

of the house he had founded. He was 76 years of age at

the time.

Let me quote the description of these Dr. Brewer's last

days, written by one who was at Ampleforth with him

(Fr. Allanson) :—" At this period he was truly the Father

of the Congregation ; humble, regular and much respected.

He never failed to attend Divine Otfice and took a

meditation in the Chapel before the morning Office began.

In imitation of Venerable Bede he always said the

Conventual Mass. Even when engaged with guests he

would always leave them to attend the Choir. He always

recreated with the Community after dinner and supper,

mingling with them as one of themselves—always affable.
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always cheerful and even sometimes playful. He nearly

always preached on Sundays—his sermons were simple

but earnest. He took charge of the small congregation

—

was kind and charitable to the poor. He read daily the

life of some saint, and the FoUozoing of Christ was his

constant companion, prayer and meditation his constant

occupation. On every Sunday morning the venerable

man was seen at the usual time to go to make his confes-

sion to his director. There was no ostentation or external

show about his life. His acts of humiliation were not

unfrequent. His strong ascetical opinions gained ascen-

dancy over his mind and made him attach great importance

to certain claustral observances which he tried to enforce

upon others.* He thus came across the Prior and the

Council, and he at last withdrew to Woolton. While at

Ampleforth he spent ^1000 in building the Refectory

block. He had a paralytic stroke whilst preaching at

Woolton, but recovered a little and lived for another year.

He died in his 80th year, April, 1822."

Prior Burgess's first quadriennium was wholly success-

ful ; the school was increased, the Refectory block was

erected, and the finances were sound. He was re-elected

at the Chapter of 1822. When Bishop Baines communi-

cated his schemes and hopes to his old brethren of St.

Lawrence's—to the chosen few—he found them disposed

to listen to him. He put himself in private communication

with the President Dr. Marsh, the Prior Fr. Burgess, the

Provincial Fr. Gregory Robinson, and Fr. Vincent Glover

—

four College associates of his, but selected, most probably,

because they were the four ablest and most influential

Laurentians then living. Indeed, they were so manifestly

the leaders that, if united in the same policy, the whole

* He w islicd to iiUio.iaoo strict silence in the monks' Refectory, and some

readinj^ ut all the meals, except breakfast, which was to be taken standing,

in order to show that it was not a Constitutional meal. Prior Burs^ess

threatened resii^nation if these reforms were pressed.
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Ampleforth familia—not excepting 'honest John' Moly-

neux, as he was called, then a somewhat surly independent

—

would have followed them with blind confidence. And
they wer» won over: Dr. Marsh against his better judg-

ment ; Provincial Robinson with some consciousness that

it was a risky business ; Vincent Glover devotedly and

impetuously ; Prior Burgess, with the idea that an

Episcopal President would remove the personal difficulties

which beset him. There is no doubt they were ready to

exchange Ampleforth for Downside—with proper compen-

sation made for the difference of value in the estates—if

Downside would consent to it. Dr. Baines was then so

much the bright particular star of all Laurentians, that

they forgot old differences and mistrust, and enrolled

themselves among his earnest partisans. But the attitude

of Prior Barber and the Gregorians made the scheme,

in its actual shape, hopeless.

The scheme was faulty enough, and, if one may judge

from the correspondence, but superficially considered by

its promoters; but there was nothing unmonastic about it.

A Benedictine diocese, with a Benedictine Bishop, a

Benedictine Seminary, and monks to serve its chief

missions was not a new idea nor an impracticable one.

But such a scheme needed thought and arrangement,

safeguards against caprice, rules and recognized rights ; it

would hardly have been wise of our Fathers to throw one-

half of the English Congregation into Bishop Baines'

hands to do as he liked with. The bishop would own no

obedience to President or Chapter or Constitutions ; and

the allegiance of the monks themselves to the Congrega-

tion could be nothing more than nominal. And then,

what was to become of Downside ?

The secret proposals were well kept, and it was, we may
think, most fortunate for the Congregation that it should

have so happened. An appeal from Dr. Baines to Bene-

dictine and Laurentian loyalty at this early date might
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easily have carried the day. But at the Chapter of 1826,

when the Bishop petitioned for a seat among his brethren,

a letter read by Prior Barber unfolding the plot, and the

strong opposition of Dr. Marsh who was still President

and had forsaken the Bishop's party, turned the scale

against him, so that he was refused admittance.* From
this moment he sought to advance his schemes by different

and less friendly methods. We must accept unreservedly

the Bishop's statement at this period of the controversy

:

•'I solemnly declare that I intend this proposal to benefit

the Benedictine Body, not to injure it; and that I con-

scientiously believed that the measure would, if carried into

effect, be highly advantageous both to the Benedictine

Monks and to the Western District." But after Downside
had refused his overtures, he wrote of " the infatuation of

our Downsdie Brethren," and added :
" They are not, I

should think, aware how strenuous and efficient my opposi-

tion to them will be, if they drive me to it. If it must come
to a trial of strength one or the other party shall go down"
(Letter to Prior Burgess, March 12th, 1824).

This same year, 1826, Dr. Baines became seriously ill

and went to Rome in quest of rest and health. He re-

mained there till the spring of 1829 when Bishop Colling-

ridge died. Then he hastened back to take up the govern-

ment of the Western District, quite renewed in strength,

and having won over Cardinal Cappellari, the Prefect of

the Propaganda, a Benedictine, afterwards Pope Gregory
XVI, to his scheme. The learned Cardinal seems to have

been impressed mainly by the Bishop's assertion that St.

Gregory's was not only of no service to the Western Dis-

*^-" Dr. IJaincs wrote aftcrw arJh : "I cxpcttcd to liavc been invited to

Chapter as by a standin<j order of tlie Body all my Benedictine predecessors

in tile Episcopacy have been." At the previous Chapter of 1822, Dr.

Baines was himself one of those who set aside this " standing/ order," if

there had been any sucii, and refused admission to Bishop Slater. He,

Baines, sat in the Chapter as deputy for Fr. Ansclm Loryiner, Cathedral

Prior of Durham.
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trict but a disadvantage, since it diverted to itself "'the

*' alms of the Faithful and the pensions of the Alumni" which

otherwise would have come into the hands of the Bishop.

In reporting the conversation to Prior Burgess, Dr. Baines

writes :
" I replied (to the Cardinal) that though at present

then I shall abandon also this project, yet I now declare to

your Eminence, that should I live to become Vicar Apos-

tolic of the Western District, I shall not have been so one

month before your Eminence receives from me a petition

to this effect (that St. Gregory's be handed over to the

Bishop), not in the private manner in which necessity now
compels me to act, but openly and in the face of all the

parties concerned. And if you do so (replied the Cardinal

with great energy) and I am alive, the Petition shall be

granted.— But Ampleforth is then given up. By no means

—When the Gentlemen of Downside hear that they are to

serve no Missions but those of the Western District, and

that only with my permission, they will accept the alter-

native allowed them and gladly change you situations, if

you like." (Letter of June gth, 1827.)

IMeanvvhile, Prior Burgess had fallen out with the Presi-

dent and the Congregation and was ready to jump at

anything which offered him a prospect of change. The

Chapter of 1826 had decided against him in certain cases

of dispute between himself and the President, and between

himself and one of the youngest members of his Community.

He was so disappointed that he was even of a mind to

refuse acceptance of the Priorship. Upon this Dr. Baines

wrote to him fjuly 20th, 1826): "You must absolutely

accept the Office of Prior. You can resign on any future

occasion, should occasion call for the measure. By refusing

the Office now you complete the triumph of the opposite

party and do more against your own cause than they have

done by all their resources." A pitiful reason for under-

taking so sacred a trust as the government of a religious

house ! Better for all concerned if he had followed his own
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right instinct. He was even then committed to a con-

spiracy against the Congregation of which he was a sworn

official, and which he was clearly conscious, as his letters

show, might endanger the very existence of the house to

whose interests he had vowed fidelity. He was, admittedly,

a conscientious man as far as he understood his obligations.

He refused to sign a petition to the Holy See alienating St.

Lawrence's to the absolute jurisdiction of Bishop Baines,

because of his oath de noii alienando. But he was ready,

all the same, actually to hand it over, and to discuss and

organize schemes to enable him to do so. He even

arranged to send his Subprior, Rooker, to Rome, in order

to forward the petition which he himself would not sign.

It was a curious state of mind to be in, but he had put

himself in a curious position.

All the while, the peace of the Community was undisturb-

ed. They were induced to offer their formal sympathy to

the Bishop when he was excluded from Chapter, but they

had only the vaguest notion of the case between him and

the brethren at Downside. They were less in the confidence

of their Prior than ever. Only two, the Sub-prior Fr.

Rooker, and the Procurator Fr. Placid Metcalfe, knew any-

thing of what was going on. A year or two after the

Chapter, Provincial Robinson and Fr. Vincent Glover

deserted Baines' cause and, like most ex-partisans, became

his most strenuous opponents. It was then that Dr. Baines

played his trump card, contending that the Congregation

had no legal standing, and that the vows of its monks taken

in England were invalid.

This contention was based upon the want of the requisite

authorization of the Holy see, and the formal approval of the

Ordinary, in the re-establishment of the English monasteries

after the French Revolution. As a matter of fact. President

Marsh had obtained the authorization of the Holy See ;
but

no document or documents could be produced showing the

formal approbation of the Ordinaries ; all that the Bene-
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dictine Superiors could assert was tacit recognition for a

length of years and a formal implied recognition in such

acts as Episcopal Ordinations and Visits. Bishop Baines

believed these to be insufficient ; the authorities in Rome
decided to give no definite ruling on the point. The

reason for this seems to have been that there was at least

one other inchoate monastic resuscitation under discussion

at the same time, and the Sacred Congregation did not

wish to commit itself to a hurried decision. There is no

doubt that at first the Roman leaning was towards Bishop

Baines' opinion—Cardinal Cappellari received Dr. Marsh,

one of the Benedictine advocates sent to Rome, with the

greeting " Gaudeo te iterum videre Romse, sed doleo de

causa"—but afterwards it showed itself strongly in favour

of the Benedictines. Dr. Wiseman, so Bishop Baines

says, suggested the compromise which was finally arrived

at. A decree was issued granting a sanatio, which made
good any deficiencies in the vows of the monks—if any

such existed—and confirmed Pope Pius Vlllth's decree of

canonical establishment; but, at the same time, an Indult

of Secularization was given to Prior Burgess, Fr. Rooker,

Fr. Metcalfe and Fr. Jerome Brindle. It is only fair to

state that Dr. Burgess afterwards declared he had not

petitioned for secularization. But it is unfair, as the Rev.

Thomas Abbot has done, to presume that the form the in-

dult took was the result of some underhand work in Rome
by President Birdsall and Dr. Brown. Bishop Baines'

letters throughout show that he obtained only what

he had desired, both in the answer to this first petition

and to the succeeding one for the secularization of himself

and Fr. Augustine Clifford.* In March 1829, Bishop

Baines wrote to Prior Burgess :
" If you would have my

advice (concerning the disputed vows) which I shall now
give you without reserve—Do not become Monks—make
no new proiossion;—but place yourselves upon a footing that

'' It bhould be said that i'r. ClirtorJ afterwards wltlidrew liis petition.
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shall enable you to go on in harmony with the Bishop
and not at variance with the g-overnment." However, it is

quite certain that the indult was granted by Rome in the

belief that it was giving what was asked for, and in direct

answer to a petition from the four monks forwarded by
Bishop Baines. Moreover, it was accepted by them
without demur.

We now come to the catastrophe which has been known
to Amplefordians as the " break-up." Bishop Baines,

having failed in his designs on Downside, purchased the

house and estate of Prior Park for his proposed seminary.

But he looked to Ampleforth for help to set it going. He
wanted professors, boys, servants, and many other things.

The monks could, and he determined they should, furnish

them. He knew that, because of the Downside affair,* they

were not now friendly with him, but he had confidence he
could win them to himself if opportunity were given him.
They were only boys, the most of them ; not yet ordained
priests. How could they resist his influence and eloquence,
his arguments and promises, his appeal to their generosity

and enthusiasm r He spent three months at Ampleforth
to win them over, and was so successful that only one
junior, Br. Gregory Flinn, was proof against his blandish-

ments. Then he returned to Prior Park to make ready
for the expected and arranged exodus from the North.
Over the details of the dismemberment and mutilation

of St. Lawrence's to make a beginning of Prior Park, it is

best, perhaps, to draw a veil. It is sufficient to say that

Prior Burgess, the Sub-prior Rooker, and the Procurator
Metcalfe went off, taking with them confessedlyf every-

•^ A detailed narrative of this episode will be found in !• r. Norbert Birt's

History of Doiciiside School.

t That this expression is fully justified, the following passage from a
letter of liishop Baines, dated April jth, 1.S30, should be enough to satisfy

the reader, without unpleasant reference to what actually took place: "I
hope you will also claim .1 proper compensation for the services you have
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thing their consciences permitted them to lay their hands on.

With them went the novices,* who had been persuaded to

put off the habit—one of them, Br. Augustine Lowe, held

back at the last moment—and the cream of the school,

some thirty boys, most of them of distinguished families.

The housekeeper was taken and also a herd of cattle to

stock the farm—a sum of ;^797 2s. was allowed for these

latter in the settlement— and all was pre-arranged without

so much as saying By your leave. It is not too much to

say that no consideration was shown for Ampleforth in

anything that was done. And to all the arrangements the

President and the Laurentians were forced to give their

consent—it was given reluctantly, and Provincial Robinson

refused to sign the Statement of Accounts—before Dr.

Burgess and his two companions would relinquish the

Ampleforth property and sign the power of attorney which

enabled their successors to remove their names from the

title-deeds. So much may be said, and is said, without

impugning the good faith of Bishop Baines and Dr. Burgess

in what they did. It is admitted, and should be admitted,

that many of the accusations made against them at the

time were prejudiced and unjust, founded on erroneous

beliefs and mistaken evidence.

rendered the Body individually. Also that you will look to such Books and

other articles, qua; propria industria acquisistis, I mean both you and

Rooker. (This has reference chiefly to books purchased for the Library out

of the Brandsby Mission endowment. I'r. Rooker was the B,randsby mls-

sioner; and Dr. Baines is very insistent in his letters to him that he should

claim as a personality the money the Cholmeley family paid to the College,

or anything purchased with it.) If this is not allowed—and it should be

something handsome— I trust you will not sign over any right you have to

property held in your names. Above all, don't let yourselves be carried

away by what your two visitants will talk about honour, the opinion of the

fuhlie, your obligations to the Body, fe-c, &c. They will both laugh at you

if thev find you Aveak enough to be overcome by them."

* The young Religious who had made their profession were not convinced

that they had" the right to refuse acceptance of the Sanatio, and finally

they all remained true to their vows.
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At the same time, no Laurentian can recall the proceed-

ings of Bishop Baines without condemning his three

months stay at Ampleforth as a misuse of his position and

a breach of hospitality. Neither can the proceedings of

Prior Burgess in breaking up the noviciate and leading

away the students be viewed as anything less than a

betrayal of his trust. Tempers were hot just then, but

surely it was unworthy of a bishop to write of the College

he was even then dismantling to serve his own ends (April

14th, 1830) : " Mr. Birdsall says in his letter to Mr. Cooper

(as I understand) ihat ' Ampleforth shall prosper.' Pompey

said something similar, and in my opinion just about as

wise." It is always difficult to think kindly of those whom
one has injured.

It was in the middle of May 1830 that the migration

from Ampleforth took place. Fr. Vincent Glover was

sent into the house by the President, and remained in

charge* until the General Chapter of the same year. He
had an unpleasant and difficult task, and he was neither

wise, successful nor amiable in the doing of it. It was

many years before the College recovered from the hurt

which had been done to it by its friends. But it did prosper,

in spite of Dr. Baines' classical augury.

A word as to Bishop Baines' supposed project of a

Catholic University, and Dr. Burgess' so-called Benedic-

tine reform. Both of them are modern myths, which may
or may not have grown out of some high-flown expressions

made use of after the establishment of Prior Park.f

" l"r. Towers was elected Prior but stayed away.

I The origin of the I'niversitv College notion may have arisen out of a

scheme which Dr. Baines had In his mind, for at least a month or so, of

establishing a College Jor English gentlemen at Home, He mooted it for the

first time in a letter to Prior Burgess, dated .\pril i^th, 1S30. He wrote of

it as intended to give the benefits of a L'niversity education. He intended

to connect it in some sort of way with the Sapiciiza. Dr. Rooker was to be in

charge of it. In a later letter he again refers to it. About half a dozen

students were all he seems to have hoped for, though he was full of

enthusiasm about his Viiivcrsity fyrojcft. The references in his letters to his

uni\ersity have no connexion with Prior Park, y
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Nearly the whole of the voluminous correspondence

between Baines and Burgess and their confidants is in

existence, and from this it is abundantly clear that, up to

the break-up at Ampleforth, no more lofty conception

than the erection of a Diocesan Seminary or Secular

College, and the satisfaction of the needs of the Western

District, had a place in his Lordship's mind. As for the

reform of the English Benedictines, Dr. Burgess does

make allusions to the need of it, but the reform he believed

pertinent and desirable was the very unmonastic one that

the monks should be subject to a Bishop as President, who

.should have the appointment of officials and the general

management of the Order. The truth is he wished to

escape from the control of the President and General

Chapter. He believed that under a Bishop the officials

would be more permanent—at least in such a case as his

own ;—a belief which was rudely upset when he went to

Prior Park. On the other hand, he was opposed to .such

monastic ob.servance as silence and reading in the Refec-

tory, the abolition of peculium, and, if one of his own

novices is to be believed, he had no great love for the

public recitation of the Divine Office. He is only noted

as introducing a single reform at Ampleforth : the preferen-

tial treatment of the Seniors in the matter of food at

meals ; the Juniors had to content themselves with com-

moner -stuff. The first council held by Fr. Towers, his

.successor, put an end to this innovation; and declaring

the distinction to be ' odious ' it decreed that all should be

furnished with the same meat and drink. In fact, if the

correspondence between Baines and Burgess and their

associates is to be taken as expressing their views, much

that has been written in recent times, of which the follow-

ing passage in Mr. Gillow's biography of Fr. Metcalfe is

a specimen, is pure fiction.* "At that period there were

many deficiencies and irregularities in the observance of

* Biographical Dictionary of English Catholics, Art. Metcalfe.
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the Benedictine Rule with which the three principal

superiors, the Prior, H. L. liurgess, the Sub-prior, T, C.

Rocker, and the Procurator, Fr. "Metcalfe, were much
dissatisfied, yet felt the impossibility of reforming at

Ampleforth. [Prior Burgess made no complaint of his sub-

jects until and except when they requested him to resign.

He wanted to take them all to Prior Park with him. His
dissatisfaction was with his Superiors.]. . . . He, Baines,

laid before them, with his peculiar fascinating power, his

intention of founding a ' University College' at Prior Park
to impart a superior education. [There is no hint of such

a thing in his confidential letters.] He spoke of the great

advantage that would accrue to them if they would, under
proper authority, transfer their obedience to him, and
establish a reformed Order of St. Benedict in the centre

mansion at Prior Park. [He spent much of his time and
eloquence at Ampleforth in trying to persuade the monks
their vows were invalid.]. . . . They obtained an Indult

from Leo XH dated March 13, 1830, to transfer their

obedience as Benedictine Monks, to the Vicar Apostolic of

the Western District. [This was an unequivocal Indult

of Secularization for the four monks, and it was accepted,]

Meanwhile Gregory XVI ascended the Pontifical throne.

To him a remonstrance was made that the new house

would seriously injure Ampleforth and Downside and

seeing that Bishop Baines' solicitude was more for the

working of his new seminary. . . . Rome without con-

sulting the seceders and contrary to their expressed wish

issued a bull of secularization signed by Cardinal Cappellari.

[The writer is somewhat confused here and supposes that

Pope Gregory XVI (Cappellari) issued a bull signed by
Cardinal Cappellari!!]*. . . . Thus disappointed and

•• Bisliop Smith wrote to Prior 13ur<jess on April 6, 1830: " I liave received

from the Cardinal Prefect of the Propaganda two Decrees of the Sacred

Coni^rej^ation sanctioned by his Holiness. The one an Indtilt of Seeulariza.

tion, quatenus opus sit, in behalf of yourself, Messrs. Rocker, Metcalfe and
Y2
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finding that Prior Park was not to be a Benedictine

Monastery, Burgess and Metcalfe tendered resignation of

their office, &:c."

The last sentence is an exquisite flight of imagination.

This is the real truth. After only three months at Prior

Park, Bishop Baines removed his three associates from

their positions at the head of the new Secular College. In

August, 1830, Dr. Burgess wrote to Dr. Brindle : " As his

Lordship is pleased to withdraw the title he gave me

before I quitted my situation as Superior of Ampleforth to

join him, I beg to say, I should be unwilling for my name

to appear in any public Document, such as the Prospectus,

with any title affixed to it inferior to what I have already

held before the public." A little later the three ex-monks

penned a joint complaint to the Bishop of the way he had

treated them. His Lordship assumed a high tone in

reply: "I never had the most distant idea that you

resigned your situations at Ampleforth and your connec-

tion with the Benedictine Body in any particular under-

standing respecting this Establishment. Facts and dates

prove clearly that this could not have been the case ; for

you had requested the transfer of your obedience before

this place was purchased, or it was known that it could be

purchased, or that any Establishment of the kind could

be erected." This is logical enough, but logic is cold

comfort under such circumstances.

The story of this secession from Ampleforth has a

pleading ending. Fr. Metcalfe had hardly left Prior Park

when he applied to be received back again among the

children of St. Lawrence's. His overtures were not well

Brindle, quo possint operam suam conferre in Institutione ct cura Seminarii

a R.P.D. Episcopo Sigano erigcndi. The other is a Sanatorium quoad

praeterita, et confirmatio Rescript! anno 1823. The execution of the former

Decree de Secularizatione is committed to me. . • ." The Rescript expressly

uses the word "secularization," though the grant is made as usual " servatis

tamen substantialibus votorum."
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received. He had asked to be taken back on the old

footing, and this did not then seem possible on account of

the accepted brief of Secularization. It is not well known,

but Dr. Rooker admitted it as a fact, that Dr. Burgess

also meditated the same step. After his death, a note,

found by Dr. Rooker, and acknowledged by him to be in

Burgess' handwriting but for whom intended he did not

know, has the following passage :
" As Dr. Baines now dis-

penses with me for the object I had in view in leaving

Ampleforth, I think I should not be acting up to the public

spirit by which I have hitherto wished to guide my
conduct, if I did not consult you, whether an adminstra-

tion could tiot be formed for the government of Alma
Mater with which I could act and make myself useful

again as Procurator." At the close of his life Fr. Metcalfe

a second time turned his face towards his old home in

North Yorkshire. His application to be re-admitted at

Ampleforth was now favourably received. Indeed he was

on his way there, when during an epidemic of typhus at

Leeds he undertook temporary work among the infected

and died a martyr of charity (28th March, 1847). Lauren-

tians will always be sorry he did not live to be welcomed

back again.

v\
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CHAPTER XXXI.

H WaK of Depression,

In unruly circumstances and a general shaking up of

things it is generally the strong man, the man of weight,

who comes out on the top. This was emphatically not

the case at Ampleforth after the crisis of the "break-up."

The Community was pleased to choose Fr. Richard Adrian

Towers as its Prior. It was a compromise, and it

certainly seemed to be a judicious one. Fr. Towers was a

friend of Drs. Baines and Burgess and yet had no quarrel

with the Benedictine authorities ; tor this reason he

might have been expected to act as a peace-maker. He
was clever, with learning above the average—as college

professors go ; it was reasonable to hope, therefore, that

the study and the scholarship for which St. Lawrence's

was noted would be sustained if not improved. He was

devout and self-denying ; religious observance and dis-

cipline should be assured. He had an unexpended,

perhaps inexhaustible, fund of rude energy ; surely, the

very one to set Ampleforth again on its feet. But with

Prior Towers the one certain thing was the unexpected.

With the utmost devotion and abundance of goodwill, he

did very nearly everything a man in his position atid

circumstances ought not to have done. Nevertheless, his

Community as a whole did not dislike him, and was

accustomed when it was all over to laugh kindly at the

eccentricities of his rule. Perhaps a better man would

have been more conscious of failure, and would have made
his failure more evident and harmful. He may even have
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done good by his mistakes. A wound may be cured,

sometimes better cured, by the use of the cautery instead

of the plaster. Looking through the records of his four

years' priorship, we say, as was said at tlie time, " Poor
Ampleforth ;

" but of the author of the mischief, we have
no harder word than to exclaim—as Dr. Baines wrote
when he heard of his election—" Poor Dick."

Dr. Piurgess claimed that during his Priorship he had
done vSt. Lawrence's a very great service. During the

first two quadrienniums he undoubtedly had. Accepting
his own figures, which have never been impugned, and
taking the funded property of the College (leaving out

the value of the College and the home lands, which were
not included in the assets as Capital) as our measure of

the prosperity of the establishment, the invested capital in

18 1 8, when Prior Burgess really began his management,
was, after paying all funded debts, ;^i4,072 3s. 3d., with

farm stock valued at ^117 los. This in 1822, at the end

of his first four years' rule, amounted to ;^i4,034 6s. 3d.,

with stock valued at ;^538 17s.; an increase of value,

wholly in farm stock, oi £^8^ los. After the second

quadriennium in 1826, there was a further improvement.

The value of the invested property was less, £ 13,535 7S- 5d.,

but the farm stock was now valued at ^1,067 i8s. showing

a further capital increase of ^30 2s. 2d.—The reader, of

course, will notice the attention given to farming opera-

tions on the little land round the College, and how the

capital of the house is diminishing as the farm stock

increases.—In each of these years Prior Burgess had

saved something- out of his income, and against such

capital as fell in during the eight years (Dr. lirewer's and

Fr. Calderbank's considerable patrimonies are included

in the capital Prior Burgess began with) may be set

improvements in the buildings and a small purchase of

land. But, according to his own figures, as laid before

the Commissioners in 1830—though not according to his
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assertions—the final quadriennium was a disastrous one.

He sold out stock and property to purchase the farms,

less than 200 acres altogether, at Byland,* The total cost

was ;^i 1,550. Taking this full cost price—it was a dear

purchase—as the capital value of the investment, and

adding it to the funded property, the College assets in

1830 were ;^i5,892 7s. iid. But against this has to be

reckoned a mortgage of ;^6,ooo which Burgess raised on

the Byland estate. Moreover, he left debts, paid by his

successors, amounting to ;^2,oo5 2s. 8d. He also borrowed

other monies to the extent of ^1,370. So that during

this quadriennium the invested property of the College

dwindled from ;^i3,535 7S. 5^. to ^6,517 5s. 3d. As a set

off, the farm stock was now valued at the surprising sum

of £5,333 6s. 6d.t It was only worth ^1,067 i8s., four

years before. Both valuations were made under similar

conditions except the addition of the Byland farm.

Accepting Prior Burgess' farm estimate at the full, and

admitting a capital expenditure on the College buildings

'- Prior Burgess' account of the Byland purchase, in a letter to Bishop

Baines, dated May i6, 1827, is as follows: "One thing we have done which

I hope will be of service. Lady Harland of Sutton is dead, and her property

about Byland is on sale. We have purchased two farms of the best land

containing about 131 acres adjoining to the old ruins. To pay for this Ave

shall have to sell the farm at Preston, left by Dr. Brewer to Messrs. Marsh,

Talbot and Cooper, and also the French funds in the same names. By this

means we shall secure a considerable part of our property in our own

names, which may cause them to be more civil and prevent their hindering

us much in our plans, and should we be obliged to leave, we may take with

us surely as much as we have cleared to the house bj' our labours. Till we

get these transfers made it is desirable to raise no cause of suspicion to

prevent the measure, and on this account also Mr. Rooker had better not

set off yet."—It had been arranged for Dr. Rooker personally to present a

petition in the name of the Amplefortli Superiors to the Holy See.

t The actual valuation was £('1^0 Ss. 6d., but from this must be deducted

the value of the beasts driven to Prior Park, £-/g7 2s. If this were not done

Prior Burgess' debts must be increased by the £797 2s. The value of the

cattle was reckoned to cancel a portion of the money claimed by Baines and

Burgess to be owing to them.
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of ;^i500—there was nothing to show for it, but a lot of

money can be dribbled away in patchwork—there is still

some loss of capital to be explained, liut the farm valua-

tion is certainly misleading ; every stick and straw is priced

to swell the amount. If the older valuation had been

made in the same style, Prior Burgess would have had a

much larger capital to account for. Fr. A Hanson could

not, even by stretching a point, make the true value up to

half the stated amount. However, there is a very simple

answer to the question why Prior Burgess had to intro-

duce a new scheme of farm valuation to make things look

straight. The much vaunted agricultural experiments of

Messrs. Burgess and Metcalfe had been a failure. This was
to be expected. Monastic farming is nearly always a very

costly luxury. As far as one can judge from the figures,

the Byland estate had not succeeded in paying the annual

interest on the mortgage up to the time Burgess left. If

he and his procurator had gone on for another quadrien-

nium, the loss would probably have been doubled. The
farm could never have repaid the outlay made on it. We
must suppose, if we accept Burgess' figures, that besides

the purchase money, more than four thousand pounds had
been actually spent on stock, tillage, and implements at

Byland. In fact, assuming that the purchase money
[£i 1,550) and the additional stock [£^,2(i^ 8s. 6d.)* represent

capital sunk in the Byland farms, they would have to

furnish a clear profit of ;^790 a year to pay an interest of

five per cent, on the outlay.

It should be clear from this that Dr. Burgess had ruined

the capital account of the College. If he had not played

ducks and drakes with the money, he had done quite as

bad: he had played with prize cattle. The valuation of farm-

stock was probably a gross exaggeration; it was revalued

at Fr. Towers' instance, and the stock and belongings on

•• From tl>c X'HjO ''^^' ''"•'• 'i""^' substraclcd X707 -s., iho o.ittlc sold to Bishop

Baines, and X^°^7 '^^s., the value of farm slock at the previous Chapter.
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the combined farms were judged to be worth no more than

^1,652. They did not prove of any higher value in the

result. But this was set down to the Prior's incapacity.

There was a ridiculous story spread about, that he once

exchanged a short-horn for a Newfoundland dog. He may
have done so, but it is not likely. He was not a fool.

Moreover, if he had exchanged all the short-horns for

Newfoundlands, it would not have accounted for the diffe-

rence of the estimates. No doubt he was imposed upon. It

is quite possible that neither he, nor Fr. Hampson his pro-

curator, nor both of them together, could, with their best

endeavours, have made a farm pay. But he did what he

could, and there is no certainty that Messrs. Burgess

and Metcalfe would have done better. He was handicapped

through the folly of his predecessor—handicapped by the

loss of capital, handicapped by the swollen value put on

the farm stock, handicapped by the extravagant profits

expected from the Byland purchase, and still more handi-

capped by having to act as a farmer when he came to act

as a Prior. Fr. Towers was handicapped also in succeed-

ing to a greatly diminished school and a reduced staff. Fr.

Augustine Clifford came into the house, and Fr. Ullathorne

(afterwards Bishop) and Fr. Sinnott were sent by the

President from Downside to remedy the latter evil. At the

Prior Park exodus the number of students was eighty; it

was more than 30 years before that number was reached

again. As it turned out, the loss to Ampleforth was not

simply thirty or so students for four or five years. It was

a source dried up, or rather diverted elsewhere ; one that

never flowed the same way again. The "break-up" at

Ampleforth meant also a loss of caste or prestige. There

was a report everywhere that the place was much injured,

that its resources were crippled and its management dis-

organized. Nothing could have done it more harm.

Parents might sympathize with the College, and wish it

well ; but they would only send their sons where they were
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most likely to have everything of the best. People do not

overlook the deficiencies of a school because of its unmerited

misfortunes.

After making all allowances for the difficulties of Prior

Towers' position, it must be admitted that his administra-

tion was a failure. He received and professed some
novices, but the school did not recover itself, and the

management both of monastery and college was unworthy
of the Ampleforth tradition. There was a rough energy

in the house during his administration, and the Prior

deserves some credit for it ; but the general result was
pitiful. He was too changeful in his moods to do justice

to his abilities ; he was one of those who are everything at

times but nothing long. His open air preaching and
controversy in the neighbouring villages was praiseworthy

in intent, but in intent only ; the ' tale of a tub ' was only a

.spasmodic effort affording more amusement to the villager^

than edification. Dr. Burgess' friends have ridiculed him
for coming into the Refectory with his pocket full of apples

and tossing them to the boys during meals. He may have
done so on an occasion, and yet have lost very little of their

youthful respect in doing it. He was a failure—there are

no two words about it ; but he was not a buffoon. He was
a failure, because with all his efforts at economy money
slippt-d through his hand^. He was a failure, because he
tried to recoup himself by speculation and only succeeded
in losing more. Amplefortli, financially, may be said to

have been just then in one of those weak, unhealthy states

when it was most likely to succumb to a prevailing

epidemic. Such was the "railway fever" as it was called,

when Hudson of York, "the Railway King," was in

prominence. All but about ;^ioOO of the College funds
melted away in Prior Towers' and Fr. Jerom Hampson's
financial enterprises.

Let us commemorate here, as a noteworthy event of Fr.

Towers' reign, the admission as a lay-brother in March,
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1832, of Br. Bennet McEntee :—most loyal, hard-working

and useful of servants to his Alma Mater; model of

humility, devotion, obedience and cheerful courage;

a man of great personal strength, iron constitution

and tireless energy; frugal, self-denying, helpful, trust-

worthy under all and in any circumstances ; the one

permanent unofficial; everybody's right hand man in a

dozen administrations, on whom the Prior counted as a

help in his care of the College property and the Procurator

relied in his efforts at economy ; a lay-prefect among the

boys, a foreman among the workmen, a butler in the store-

rooms, a nurse in the infirmary ; engineer, barber, brewer,

doctor "old Quack" was the nick- name he loved best :

—

what boy at Ampleforth during fifty years does not

remember the good old lay-brother's personal solicitude

for him, his care for everything concerning him, from

his sore-throat to his boots and slippers, and who did not

know, should he have come to his Alma Mater as a stranger

in his manhood, there was always one who would not have

forgotten him r No prefect's edict weighed more with the

boys than old Bennet's word. His snuff-box and wonder-

ful false teeth, his playful grimace behind the prefect's

back, his laughing face poked in for a moment at the

merry meetings, with the unfailing '*A11 a-round my hat,"

are memories that are almost sacred now that he lies in

his grave. "Well done, thou good and faithful servant."

Here also we may take note of two famous Provincials

of the North Province, Dr. Alban Molyneux and Abbot

Allanson. The former has the reputation of having been

a rough diamond. He was a strong, stern-faced, stubborn-

looking man, and was blunt and uncompromising in his

speech ; but, as is so often the case, this outward seeming

was only a mask put on to hide an unusually warm and

generous nature. His brethren were not at all deceived

by it ; they had the fullest trust in ' honest John,' even

when, disgusted with the politics and policies of the
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Baines period, he professed to have little confidence in

them. He had a contempt for outward show. Tales are still

told in Warrington of how he worked in his shirt-sleeves

with the bricklayers during the building of St. Alban's,

Bewsey Street; how, so thorough was he, that he would

not permit a brick to be set in the walls unless it had

been dipped in a water-bucket by his own hands; how he

was wont to forage for himself in the market-place, and

might have been seen wheeling his purchases back to the

presbytery in a barrow. He was reckoned somewhat of

an eccentric even in the primitive age of Ampleforth

history, but there was so complete an absence of affecta-

tion about his unusual ways, and they were so clearly the

result of his downright character, that they only endeared

him both to his brethren and his parish. After Dr.

Brewer, the founder of Ampleforth, he was the truest and
largest benefactor of St. Lawrence's. He was an able

Provincial, who was asked to take up the reins of office

in a troubled and difficult time, and displayed to the full

the qualities of courage and wisdom which his brethren

had expected of him.

Provincial AUanson was a man of a different stamp.

He had something of the same old fashioned, wholesome

directness of speech. But his tastes were wholly literary.

He spent the most of his life at a lonely mission where he

lived amongst his books. He worked for some years

gathering together materials for a history of the English

Reformation period—researches which were ungrudgingly

placed at the service of Dr. Lingard in the compilation

of his famous history. He wrote much and published

nothing. But it is as an historian that he will be known to

posterity. P'or he has left ten huge folio MS. volumes of

English Benedictine history : three of a carefully compiled

narrative—the History proper—two of Benedictine bio-

graphies, and five filled with transcriptions of important

documents and letters gathered from all quarters. What
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pains he took over his History may be judged from the

fact that, fearing he had written a portion of it, in which

he himself had been concerned, in a prejudiced spirit, he

re- wrote the whole of the third volume.

During his life-time he was best known as the popular

atul model Provincial of the North Province. He came
to be looked upon as born, fitted and fashioned for the

difficult post. Use may have made it a second nature to

him ; certainly a long, successful reign of eighteen years

made it difficult for his subjects to believe that any other

man could worthily fill his place. Yet his own utterances

indicate that he himself was never quite sure he was in

his right place as an administrator. It was only the

complete trust his brethren gave him that quieted his

self-doubtings, and their steadfast belief in him he attri-

buted wholly to his strict and scrupulous observance of Con-
stitutional law. The bold ventures, the masterful decision,

and the methodical serenity of his rule were the result not

of belief in himself, but of belief in the principles he kept

always before him. He was not unemotional; he was not

without human prejudice; but he never consciously allowed

feeling or bias to disturb the judicial rectitude of his mind.

Perhaps, however, his popularity in office depended more
than he thought on the return of confidence he made to

his brethren. Habitually firm, sometimes even stern, he
was always kindly and easily forgiving ; he knew human
nature well enough to be tolerant of inevitable mistakes

and shortcomings. Very much of the wisdom he displayed

in his goverment lay in his not expecting too much from
any one—even from himself; in the generous encourage-
ment and help he gave to his younger subjects ; and in his

frankness and sincerity of speech.

There was a time when his brethren at St. Lawrence's
begged him to permit them to elect him as Prior. It was
when they were anxious and dispirited after the failure

of Fr. Towers' administration. One young priest, Fr.
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Margison, then serving Brandshy mission at the week end,

rode round by the Wall in Northumberland, on his way
back to College, personally to urge Vr. Allanson to come
to the relief of his Alma Mater, iiut his diffidence in

himself stood in the way. lie did not think him.self fitted

to rule men. We believe he was wrong in his estimate of

liis own gifts ; wo believe he would have been as successful

as a Prior as he afterwards was as a Provincial ; but we are

quite certain that it was not from any fear of difficulty, nor
any selfish .shrinking from labour, that he disappointed

the hopes of his brethren.

Fr. Bede Day succeeded Fr. Towers at the Chapter of

1834. He was chosen becau.se of his carefulness and
spirit of economy. He improved the pecuniary afifrurs of

the hou.so a little. But he had a hard time of it. ih; did

not do as well as was expected of him. It was not

really his fault; to put the thing bluntly, he had no luck

in his administration. There will be many living now
who remember him well, for he lived to a great age.

Tall, handsome, straight and slender—even in his jgth

year—he had a kindly manner, a mournful look in the

eyes, and a commanding presence. He was the pink of

neatness to the very last. After his death, a stain of ink

was noticed on his slender hands as he lay in his coffin.

Br. Bennet, who nursed him, as he had nursed others

before him and was yet to nurse so many after him, told

some of us when we went to see the dead patriarch—he
had been the oldest Benedictine living—the characteristic

reason of it. He, Bennet, was watching in the sick

room, and writing a letter near the sick bed. Called out

for a moment, in his hurry he spilt a few drops of ink

on the table. When he came back, he found the old man,
dying even then, out of his bed trying to clean up the ink

which had been spilt. Fr. Day had built the house and
chapel at Clayton Green before he became Prior. He
was one of the first students at Ampleforth, having gone
there in the year '4. z
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CHAPTER XXXII.

CDC Return of ProspcrHp.

If Dr. Burgess failed to hand down St. Lawrence's in a

prosperous state to his successors, at least he bequeathed

to the College a fine disciplinary tradition, and a code of

rules which remains practically unchanged to the present

day. On each month-day morning (First Thursdays), it

was an inviolate custom for the prefect to read these Rules

solemnly to the School. Most probably they are a crys-

tallization of still older customs and regulations. But

the tradition is that they were drawn up by Dr. Burgess,

and at any rate the oldest copy of them in existence is

endorsed "Datum Amplefordia?, Aug. 23rd, 1822, D.

Laurentius Burgess, Prior." * They are written in a

precise, formal, old-fashioned style, without preface or

comment beyond a few brief sentences on correct behaviour

•- This copj- has on the back of it " Rejijulatlons for the School. Maurus

Cooper's. A.D. 1822." Tliis probably means no more than tliat it was

Fr. Cooper's copy. He was not a priest then.
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and the motives which should actuate the scholar. They

have stood the test of time. Generations of students have

listened to them with respect and reverence, without the

usual school-boy's impatience at an oft-repeated story, or

the school-boy's irreverent comment on restrictions he

does not like. They have never had a nickname, and no

greater praise can be given them than to say they have

the tacit ivipriinatnr of the many hundred students, who
have accepted them as wise and true,—inevitable, un-

questionable almost, as the rules of grammar or the

axioms of geometry. There are phrases that provoke a

smile—a smile as fixed and traditional as the month-day

itself; and the announcement, in the list of play-days, of

" one day for skating when the ice bears " never failed to

be greeted with a laugh which began nearly a century

ago. But, for the trustful understanding between masters

and boys ; the cheeriness and absence of grumbling ; the

liberal discipline—liberal because so unconstrained and

natural, so seldom calling for severity or watchfulness or

sternness; the spirit of duty, springing rather from reli-

gious motives than from schoolboy honour : qualities

—

virtues one might even say—which have distinguished the

Ampleforth school from the beginning;— for these St.

Lawrence's owes much to the wise old rules and to the

tradition which has come down to us unbroken, in spite

of the catastrophe which in 1830 nearly wrecked the

College. It is said that the number of the scholars at one

time was reduced to 15—fewer even than there were in

1 81 3; but soon after the accession to the Priorship of

Fr. Anselm Cockshoot in 1838, it was evident that

Ampleforth was beginning once again to take the high

place among Catholic Colleges it had formerly held—not

a new Ampleforth with a new spirit, but the old College

restored again to soundness and renewed health.

Prior Cockshoot was a man of buoyant temperament,

—

one of those who act as though they were insured against

1 2
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misfortune and liad taken an accident policy as their

' bond of fate',—one of those who when the corn crop is

spoiled can console themselves with the thought of the

splendid turnips, and when things are bad can always rub

their hands at the prospect of the good time to come. It

was an invaluable disposition, and helped him, as a man
also of ideas, to have the courage to carry them into

practice, and to forget money troubles and other troubles

in useful, energetic work. It makes little matter to us in

these days whether the ideas were very original, whether

they were his own or only adopted by him, whether some
of them were even eccentric and trivial : the main result

was an atmosphere, at Ampleforth, of enlarged views and

ambitions, of cheerful self-reliance and of eager industry.

First in importance of these useful ideas was the bring-

into the Council, as financial advisers, of Dr. Molyneux,

Fr. Anselm Brewer and Fr. Athanasius Allanson,—an

arrangement which was thought unconstitutional, but

which resulted in the practical liberation of the monastery

from its most serious pecuniary embarrassments—and

this, in spite of the fact that the Prior believed himself

never during any year to have lived within his income ;
*

indeed, at the end of the eight years of his reign, the house

was nearly in the position in which Dr. Burgess should

have left it. The second of Prior Cockshoot's innovations

was the introduction of a Professor of Theology from Monte

Cassino, Dom Gregorio,t and the bolder measure of

sending two young Laurentian priests, Fr. Austin Bury

(Abbot Bury, still living) and Fr. Lawrence Shepherd, to

Parma for an extended course of Philosophy and Theology.

A third praiseworthy idea was the planting of trees—the

work mostly of the young Religious, among whom Fr.

"'In reality he liad a surplus income, but included many small capital

payments in his ordinary expenditure.

"[The first name proposed and accepted by the Council was that of Dom
Honorato Garoni.
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Bury and afterwards Fr. Wilfrid Jirown deserve special

praise for iheir industry, judgment and perseverance—an

undertaking conceived on a liberal scale, and which has

romanticized the somewhat bare and featureless appear-

ance of the hills around the College. Minor introductions,

all useful and showing a spirit of enterprise, were the

engagements of a classical master, a Sergeant (Beadnell)

and a cricket professional (Lockwood)—the last surely an

unexpected forerunner of modern collegiate improvements.

Prior Cockshoot made no change in the home buildings,

but he rebuilt the inn at Byland ; and, through the gener-

osity of Dr. Molyneux, he paid off half the Byland

mortgage, besides purchasing the freehold of some

property rented by the College,—a portion of which was

the old Manor House, known for many years as the

Catholic village school.

T'he results of Prior Cockshoot's intelligence and energy

were not apparent hin is own day. He had not the satis-

faction of reaping the harvest he had sown. Indeed, he

himself hardly knew how successful he had been. He was,

and is, spoken of and remembered as a worthy, holy and

able man ; but no halo of admiration or enthusiasm has

gathered around his name. With those who had lived with

him as young men and schoolboys it was the trifling peculi-

arities of his manner and character that were recalled, rather

than what he had done. But he had the satisfaction of

receiving from Dr. INIolyneux, then Provincial, a letter ex-

pressing his 'gratification' at the 'state of things so

different from what existed at last Chapter,' the 'present

prosperity' which he, in his frequent visits, had witnessed.

He had the satisfaction to find the school grow in num-

bers to more than fifty, and to see a higher standard of

work, discipline, and schoolboy comfort, aimed at and at-

tained. He had the satisfaction of receiving enthusiastic

letters from Abbate Bianchi at Parma concerning the two

students there, and to believe that his wise act would bring
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Ampleforth a future eminence in Ecclesiastical learning.

But the money difficulty was like a snake which was

scotch'd and not killed ; the plantations on the hill-sides

had yet to convince people of their future usefulness and

decorative beauty ; the young men who had begun their

training under him had yet to show their worth, and by

their piety, intellectual vigour, manliness and enterprise

prove the excellence of the tone and spirit Prior Cockshoot

had introduced both into the College and Monastery.

The quadriennium which immediately followed, when
Fr. Ambrose Prest, a man of distinguished ability, but of

cautious and anxious temperament, was " the hope of

government," may be best described as a period of gesta-

tion before the birth, or as a settling of the foundations

before the raising of the walls,—when the resources of the

College were carefully nursed, when the thews were

strengthened, the muscles hardened, the courage tried, the

gifts ripened, the characters tempered and disciplined, of

the younger men who, in the succeeding priorship, were to

build up the fortunes of St. Lawrence's, and' make it the

Ampleforth which is now known to Catholic England.
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CHAPTKR XXXI U.

H GooUlp heritage.

It is impossible to decide just where maturity ends and

decay begins ; so much so that what is ripeness to one

taste may be an early degree of rottenness to another.

Ampleforth at the beginning of Prior Cooper's reign had

just reciched that stage when to those of the older genera-

tion it was reckoned as mature—not matchless or perfect,

but rounded, sound and complete ; while to those of the

younger generation it was just beginning to be old-faced

and old-fashioned. There was a full measure of ancient

comfort without atiy spare room for modern angularity and

growth. But growth is not only the measure, it is a

necessity of healthy life. Check expansion and vitality

suffers ; repress it altogether and the principle of corrup-

tion begins to assume the mastery. It was a goodly

heritage which the older generation had handed over to

younger care—a sufficient building, an excellent school, a

surplus income ; but nothing can remain stationary

without incurring the penalty of staleness,—not even the

British Constitution, much less a modern English college.

So the younger generation wisely decided to expand,

develop, and to build.

Prior Cooper had been Prefect of the School in the days

of his youth—taking the last word in its strictest sense, since

he had barely attained his majority when he accepted the

responsibility. Young as he was, however, he had left

behind him a reputation for dignity, good sense, and good

government, when in 1844, the year after his ordination,

he went on to tlie mission. It was the memory of his
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ability and success as Prefect which caused him to be

recalled as Prior in 1850. Pie was then, after a five years'

Prefectship and five years on the mission, only 31 years of

age. Young as he was, his Community was greatly

younger than himself.

Yet the 'prentiss han', which, in the second year, 1851,

widened the 'clock passage' as it is called, and added
class-rooms to the old study-room overhead, was not that

of a bungler. The work was slight and inexj)ensive, but

it was well thought out and quite well enough done. It

was distinctly the next best thing to pulling the east block

down altogether, and rebuilding it on a better scale in a

newer style. The second piece of work which the young
Prior and his Community took in hand was so greatly in

advance of all that had been attempted or imagined that

it almost deserves the name of an invention or discovery.

This was the present, still handsome and useful, Gothic

Church.

A few months before Fr. Ambrose Prest surrendered the

Priorship, an arrangement had been made with the Swale
family of ITeslington, Yorks (connected with Ampleforth

from its earliest days), by which, in return for certain Great

Northern scrip paid into the College funds, a son, William

Swale, should be clothed, fed and lodged for the remain-

der of his natural life. William died in October 1853, and

his brothers Joseph and Thomas Swale at once petitioned

the Council of the house to set the Swale money aside as a

building-fund for a new church. The Council very gladly

gave their assent ; and forthwith procured from the Presi-

dent and Regimen a written permission for the erection of

a church, as soon as the fund thus begun " should amount

to the sum required by the Contractor to complete the

Edifice, i.e., that the Building be drop dry and plastered,

and the flooring laid." A year's discussion of plans and

estimates, styles and positions ; a quest of subscriptions

among friends; then the Council believed itself warranted
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in asking the President's required penuiasioii lo coin;iiciic<'

the work. There were in hand^ 1,320 from the Swale fund,

^461 from subscribers, and promises of onr kind or

anoth.-r for another ^1,000. Th.; contract was for ^3.'"JOO,

but ifthr litth' steeple were omitted for the present, there

was a sufficiency of money, on paper, with a little to spare.

The good Fr. President Molyneux, however, whose ardour

was not so youthful though his lovi^ for his Alma Mat.r

was equally fervid, did not see his way to give permission

to begin, lie was too old to reckon promises as cash.

Authority to build was eventually obtained from tht- new

President, Dr liurchall, in 1855, and the work was then

taken in hand.

In 1852, on the Feast of St. Wilfrid, the Golden Jubilee

of the College had been kept, a celebration chiefly dis-

tinguished for the discourses spoken on th.- occasion—one

by a young monk, Br. Aidan Rickey, afterwards Abbot

and Provincial of the North Province, is still remembered.

But the great event of the middle years of the century was

the festival of the Opening of the New Church. The cele-

bration had been arranged to coincide with the Exhibition

of 1857, and the double event brought together the most

distinguished gathering of monks and prelates modern

England had yet seen. Some who were present have

spoken of it as the most interesting and impressive

occasion of their lives. One can believe it. With them

it was first and therefore best. But a report of it would

not excite enthusiasm nowadays, when people are accus-

tomed to show-gatherings on a far larger and more

brilliant scale.

As for the Church itself, so greatly lauded and loved, it

is still pleasing and beautiful—quite beautiful enough tor

anyone who has seen it to understand the delight our fore-

fathers had in it, even in its bare, half-furnished beginning.

It is in Gothic of the simplest, but the lines are all of them

graceful. Hie walls are thin ; there is no depth, mass or
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intricacy ; one hardly feels that it is built of stone ; but it

is not in any wciy jejune or ignorant. On the contriiry

it is an admirable example of the most and best made of

slender means and materials. The devotion of later years

has encrusted it internally with rich and elaborate acces-

sories. It is certainly inadequate to the wants of the

present day, but it is not yet, nor will it ever be, inadequate

as a house of God. It has a beauty of its own—a saintly

beauty, as of a shrine hung about with costly offerings,

—

a treasury of loving gifts.

The designer of the church was Mr. Charles Hansom;
the architect of the altars, fittings and elaborations was Mr.

Joseph Hansom his brother; both of these excellent men
greatly enhanced their reputation by the Ampleforth

church. With the latter, especially, the work was some-

thing more than a mere commercial transaction ; it was a

labour of worship and love.

Without making any trite references to the fascination

of building, it may be remarked that, during Prior Cooper's

term of office, the trowel was never afterwiirds laid aside.

Times were prosperous and work cheap. An excellent

quarry had been opened on the hill side. The village

could supply reasonably good masons. Carpenters and a

blacksmith were kept on the premises. Before the new
church was completed, it was already agreed to add on the

Statto, Entrance Hall, Procurator's room, and Guest-

house—the present Hall is made up of the old entrance and

the Procurator's room—also a water-tower, a bakehouse,

an engine-room, and some kitchen improvements. Not

very long afterwards it was determined to undertake the

erection of a new College.

This was a far greater effort than the new church, and

was very badly needed, according to the modern notion of

school requirements. Though the number of students was

not greater than it had been—for a short period— in Prior

Burgess' time and the accommodation was somewhat
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improved, neither the dormitories, lavatories, playrooms,

nor study-rooms, were suggestive of a liberal education.

The beds in the dormitories were nearly as tightly packed

as the bunks on board a ship ; the wash-house was no very

decided advance on the primitive pump in the kitchen

yard ; the study was somewhat larger than a class-room

and smaller than a lecture-hall; the class-rooms may be

described as of cabinet size. How eighty boys settled

down all together— if they ever did arrive at the point of

quiescence—in the old play-room is one of those things

the present schoolboy would find it difficult to comprehend.

A modern Board of Education would have condemned the

limited cubic space as improper and unhealthy, and it

would have censured the school apparatus as wofully in-

adequate. The modern mother would have hesitated to

subject her delicate children to such roughing it, as people

would deem the school-life now. But the fact is the boys

were unusually contented and happy; sickness was un-

known ; and the standard of scholarship was high—higher

in some respects than it has ever been since. The ungrate-

ful schoolboy is not in anything more ungrateful than in the

wayward return he makes for the money and trouble spent

over him. He is responsive to culture, but only up to a

point. He is almost sure to disappoint people in the use

he makes of his advantages, whilst he may generally be

trusted to turn disadvantages to account, or to thrive in

despite of them.

The generosity of Br. Jerome Watmough who, though

peculitim was still permitted among the English Benedic-

tines, surrendered his patrimony wholly and absolutely to

the use of Superiors, made it possible for Prior Cooper to

undertake the building of the College without delay. In

the spring of 1S59 it was decided to begin preparations.

Not much time was wasted in preliminaries. Mr. Joseph

Hansom prepared the plans at once, and Mr. Simpson of

York, the builder of the church, contracted for the newer
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venture also. It was originally intended to spend ;^6,ooo,

but a more extensive plan was finally adopted which

cost more than double the money. The edifice was
finished and in complete use in 1861. It was and is

an excellent building. Up-to-date would hardly express

the popular verdict on the work at the time it was
completed. It was said to be worthy of Oxford or Cam-
bridge. This was an exaggeration, but its unquestionable

merit may be fairly judged by the fact that, even in these

days of luxury, there are few collegiate buildings where

the students are more comfortably housed. The great

dormitory is still one of the best of its kind. The study-

room is a true College Hall which will never have cause to

be ashamed of the title. The senior library may safely

challenge comparison with any of its more modern rivals.

Lower library, play-rooms and other accommodation are

still rated in the first class. There is a stone tower built

as a fire-escape. Architecturally, like the new church,

though the lines are graceful and the details excel-

lent, the building looks somewhat thin and slender,—an

appearance due to the absence of any redundancy either

of material or ornament. But there is no sense of insuffi-

ciency or bareness ; there is just the impression of a wise

economy and simplicity. Though there are few details of

ornament that catch the eye and attract notice to them-
selves, and no subtleties of structure, as in so many build-

ings of useful and simple but carefully-considered design,

the effect is not only graceful but decorative.

Several generations of monks and boys have now had
good cause to bless Prior Cooper and his energetic monks
for the goodly heritage they handed down to their succes-

sors. They did an excellent work, for the reason that they

were an exceptional body of able and good men. Many
of them are living yet and it is difficult to write of them,

even to praise them, except in general terms. They are

now the Fathers of the familia, honoured and respected by
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their children—many of them with distinguished names, all

of them with a sterling record of meritorious work. There

are three, however, who cannot be passed over without

individual mention. First, there is the Right Rev. J. C.

Hedley, Bishop of Newport, to whom St. Lawrence's owes

affectionate recognition as a constant friend and w.inn

supporter; whose teaching when Professor at Ji<'lm<jiit

many Jienedictines of the present day remember as the

brightest and most valuable portion of their scholastic

career; most honoured of the bench of English Catholic

Bishops ; a writer whose works will live long after he has

gone from among us. Then, there is Abbot Bury, oldest

son of Alma Mater, a Theologian and Professor of high

rank, a great builder of churches and schools, Pro-

vincial of the North Province during one of its most

thriving periods, at all times, even when not in office, a

leader amongst his brethren. Lastly, there is Abbot Prest,

a man who has led an official life almost from his entrance

into the Order—Procurator, Sub-prior, Prior for eight years,

second-elect Provincial and President, Cathedral Prior,

Abbot ; the prudent and painstaking councillor, whose

advice is always valuable, unprejudiced and mature, grace-

fully tendered and never withhold. Among the dead was

Abbot Hickoy, another Provincial of the North, cheerful

and kindly, of large mind and generous heart ; Dr. Gilleit,

one of the humblest and saintli(>st of men, the typical

novice-master, Rector of the Sydney Univer.sity ; Fr.

Lawrence Shepherd, a novice-ma.ster also, translator of the

Amice Liiiirgique and chaplain of Stanbrook Abbey for

very many years ; and Fr. ]\Iaurus AndcTson, Prior and

afterwards Cathedral Prior, successor of Fr. Cooper at

Ampleforth, at all times a man of even temperament and

admirable regularity ; the constant upholder of ancient

tradition and wholesome usage.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Oia Waps ana modern Improvements,

vSo much has been written, during recent years, in various

College Histories and Recollections, about ancient school-

boy customs and games that any detailed account of

Ampleforth's old time ways would contain a good deal of

what has been written elsewhere. The Catholic colleges

abroad, before the French Revolution, had so much in

common that there is a family likeness in the traditions

they brought back to England with them. The "First

Thursday"—"Blandyke" at Stonyhurst—belonged to all

Catholic Colleges. The old-fashioned 'swiping' cricket

with no overs and unlimited sides, hand-ball, bandy,

rounders, cross-stick, racquet, were played in all, some-

times under different names, but in the same way and

under similar rules. Horniholes was peculiar to Benedic-

tine establishments. The rules of football varied somewhat,

but the Catholic game—if we may so term it—was every-

where of the same Association type. The hours of rising,

arrangement of study and recreation, meal-times, prayers,

food, course of studies, divisions of classes, and dress, both

before and after the uniform was discarded, were so nearly

allied that they were clearly evolutions out of the same

stock. Only in a few things did St. Lawrence's differ

from the rest.

One of these was connected with theatricals -not with

the annual Shakesperian effort (varied occasionally with

Venice Preserved, The Critic, and a few other well-known

pieces) more or less efficiently put on the boards and with
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occasional parts done surprisingly well, nor with old-

fashioned farce of the J. Maddison Morton t>pe; but with

musical plays—King's nights, as they were called—and

Operas. These were all of them original compositions, at

least as to the libretto ; and in some elaborate instances,

they were operas in three or more acts, with orchestra and

admirable staging—not the usual College adaptations of

well-known works, but of home-made excellence through

and through, botli in words, music, dresses and scenery.

At the beginning they were more after the style of the mod-
ern pantomime extravaganza, a curious mixture of pretti-

ness and burlesque, fairy tale and topical allusion : AH Baha^

with its charming encomium of "Tea, soothing Tea" will

be well remembered since it has been repeated in recent

years, and Jack tlie Giant Killer, where the Ogre, captured

but not killed, and convicted in the last act of being a

Fenian, is condemned by a judge and jury to the hard

labour of " working at the brook "* will not be forgotten.

The Neiv Boy, produced in 1863, lived a long wliile in

schoolboy tradition through its Football and other College

songs. Then came what may be termed legitimate opera,

developed out of the ' King's night.' This, as the name
denotes, v/as a shapeless survival of the boy-king—one of

the Christmas institutions of our English colleges in

ancient days. It consisted at Ampleforth of a full-dress

procession, before the theatricals commenced, in which the

actors and others took part. There was always a king of

some sort as an excuse for the name ; and generally an

extemporaneous interlude or some pre-arranged buffoonery

ended the show. A little later, following a prevailing

fashion, nigger minstrelsy, with the newest of old jokes

and most ancient of new riddles, wound up the procession.

This gave way to little musical interludes:

—

The King of

the Catinibal Islands, The King of Hearts, and Solyma7i

the Magnificent,— 7\\\ well put together and prettily con-

^ The first attempt at an out-door swimming batli. aa
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ceived ; the last a three-act piece not wanting in dignity

and dramatic pretence. They were more than sufficiently

successful to warrant bolder and higher efforts. At the

Christmas of 1868 the first real opera saw the footlights.

The advent of Herr von Tugginer as Professor of Music

had much to do with the brilliant success of the first

operas. He had energy and knowledge, and a facility in

writing graceful and expressive music. His worldly

experience counted for much in a monastic college. He
not only composed the music and organized an orchestra,

but he painted scenes, designed dresses and arranged

theatrical effects. Professor von Tugginer was mainly

responsible for the brilliant success of The Miller of Sans

Souci, with a libretto by Fr. Placid Whittle, and King
Rohei't of Sicily^ with a libretto by Fr. Paulinus Hickey.

These were succeeded by Robin Hood^ The Silver Cross, Saul

and David, and others, the joint productions of Fr. Anselm
Burge, now Cathedral Prior, author of the music, and

Fr. Placid McAuliffe the librettist. Up to a certain point,

the success and brilliancy of these productions was cumula-

tive with the procession of the years. Each fresh effort

was undertaken with riper experience, greater mastery

of musical difficulty, a richer and more varied stock of

theatrical properties, newer and more elaborate stage-

effects ; but the exceptional quality of voice—then at its

freshest and best—and the perfect execution, of the leading

soprano, Mr. Donald Kennedy, has made The Silver Cross

the most enthusiastically remembered of the College

triumphs. A history of this kind is not the place for

criticism or eulogy of such accidental successes of old

time. The narrow glories of the college stage, the

plaudits and enthusiasms of an audience of schoolboys

and their friends—even when some local or friendly news-

papers take note of them—count for little in this big

world, and it is not altogether for their success they are

mentioned here. They deserve remembrance and call for
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record as evidence of the liberal and artistic spirit of St.

Lawrence's in the diiys of their happening—a spirit which,

if not an education in itself, lends a grace to more solid

accomplishments and throws a glamour, as of warm

sunlight, on the cold routine of the student's life at college.

Ampleforlh has for more than half-a-century had good

reason to be proud of its music. There have been ups and

downs, times when good voices were scarce, and promising

instrumental leaders undiscoverable ; but altogether it had

and has a traditional excellence both in singing and

instrumental accomplishment. Perhaps the college orches-

tra was at its best at the time of the Mozart Centenary in

1892, under the direction of Fr. Clement Standish and

Professor Herr R. W. Oberhoffer. But it has had several

best days, mostly under the same excellent directors, and

very many good ones.

In the same category of educational graces should be

classed dancing and drawing. The former went out in

1862 and belongs, with the " use of the globes" to grand-

fatherly, or rather grandmotherly, educational specialities.

But the latter has received more successful attention at

St. Lawrence's than in most colleges. In accordance with

general collegiate custom it has always been at Ample-

forth an extra, though a popular and substantial one ;

—

sufficiently so to suggest the flattering exaggeration, more

than once made, that every Amplefordian is an artist.

Certainly, it has been well enough taught for many who

have passed through the school to have retained and

practised the accomplishment as a recreation in after

life, and for many others to have devoted themselves

with success to architectural and other artistic professions.

Every one is familiar with the work of Mr. Herbert

Railton, an old pupil, who may be said to have founded a

school of book illustration. The illustrations in this

history and in the issues of the Amphforth Journal

are the unprofessional work of Laurentian pupils of old

AA2
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and present days. They will speak for themselves and

may be left to set down fairly and modestly the truth or

falsehood of the Amplefordian belief that its art-training-

is creditable and distinctive. One fact further should be

noticed here. During the century now completed three

professors of drawing and painting have divided the

period between them. In early days there was Mr.

Gainsford, the admirable copyist of "The Three Maries",

an accomplished draughtsman and painter in oils. To
him succeeded Mr. Gell, a man of varied talents, who
helped greatly in the building work of Prior Cooper's

days—he is said to have planned the Guest House and to

have designed and carved the many crosses on the build-

ings—and carried on the excellent tradition of Mr.

Gainsford. Since then, for a jubilee of years, Mr. Boddy
of York has presided over the Laurentian Art-School.

It is to his sound judgment, mature methods and tactful

instruction that Laurentian draughtsmen are indebted for

such skill as they possess, and to his genial encourage-

ment that they owe much of their enthusiasm. Individual

talent always counts for something in the schoolboy,

and the exceptional brilliancy of a pupil may, on occasion,

enhance the reputation of the teacher ; but a uniform

excellence of some fifty years is a certificate of merit which

belongs, not chiefly, but solely and wholly to the professor.

Let the Laurentian school of Photography also be noted

dating now from more than fifty years back—from the days

of the daguerreotype and silver plate—and keeping pace

with successive improvements. One can remember how
the Cholmeleys and Wombwells and other notables sat to

the College photographers at the introduction of the carte-

de-vtstie, and this for no other reason than the artistic

excellence of their productions. The existing specimens

of work done in the fifties and early sixties have a delicacy

and finish of their own even when subjected to a compari-

son with high-class modern efforts. Unhappily, the vast
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collection of ancient negatives in the College studio has

been wrecked, though happily the art itself was never more

vigorously pursued than it has been in recent years.

Just as most boys with literary tastes plan a tragedy,

begin an epic, or write chapters of a story at some period

of their scholastic career, so in the history of every school

one is sure to meet with sporadic attempts at journalism.

Ampleforth is no exception to the rule. Its earliest maga-

zine To Iluv was born in the year 1815 and lived for five

years. What immediately succeeded is not known to us.

The years between 1830 and 1845 ^^^ almost empty of

school records, even in the shape of fossils or debris. T/ie

Collegian first saw the light in 1846, and under the editor-

ship of William Prest and James Hickey, was continued

until replaced by TJie Student^ first of Ampleforth maga-

zines, and one of the earliest of all College journals, to find

its way into print. Both in intent and in fact the Student

was a memorable production. It called itself, for sub-title,

"A Journal of Miscellaneous Essays, written for Self-cul-

ture and Mutual Improvement by the several Schools of St.

Lawrence's College, Ampleforth." As genuine boys' work,

when compared with most modern student magazine.s, it

suggests the difference between a Quarterly and a sixpenny

IMonthly. Self-culture in thpse days meant something

beyond a knowledge of text books and a nodding acquaint-

ance with the lighter English and foreign Classics.

Abstract and philosophical subjects, treated in a sur-

prisingly intelligent and individual manner, are the staple

contents of the different numbers. Boys are much the same

now as then, and are just as little ashamed or afraid to

have very positive theories on subjects Aristotle would

have treated with diffidence; the present generation of

students will write an essay on * Evolution,' or ' Heredity,'

or ' Positivism,' and criticise Darwin and Herbert Spencer,

just as readily as their predecessors wrote on * Style ' or the

'Sublime' or 'Scepticism,' and criticised Burke, Kant, or
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Lord IMacaulay. But the writers of the Student attacked

their subjects as if they were really familiar with them.

Choice of theme may or may not tell us of the culture and

ambitions of the Schoolboy authors—there is always the

question how far their professors may have prompted

them in such choice—but we should be able to judge of

their proficiency by the standard of maturity and intelli-

gence displayed in the treatment of such themes. This at

least may be said of this old magazine that the essays are

adequate enough to prove that the students of those days

gave time and thought to abstract studies, and did not

merely take them up to make *' copy " out of them.

The Student was too good to have a long life, or perhaps

it was too ambitious to be popular. It stopped issue after

three years, 1852— 1854. A multitude of written maga-

zines, senior and junior, of varied but not exceptional

merit, cropped up afterwards at intervals. Some of them

were illustrated with pretty pen and ink vignettes, and

most had elaborate frontispieces. Their names may
revive pleasant memories in some of our readers. They

were The Neuo Collegian^ The Pantathloii (1855— 1859) The

Pal(Bstmm, The Tyro, The Union, The Polydoron, The

Phoenix, Excelsior, The Mowbray Echo, Winter Hours, The

Magazine, The Ruby (1865— 1869), Hours of Leisure^ The

Literary Association, Evening Hours, Winter Leaves (1875),

and others, no doubt, which have perished and are for-

gotten. The interest they excited in the School was very

great, but nearly as ephemeral as that of a newspaper.

The writers and their classmates were as proud of their

offspring as though it conferred a title of nobility ; but,

chiefly because the poems and essays are unsigned, the

volumes have been little looked at after their own short

day, except for the sake of the ornamental frontispieces

and the illustrations.

In the eighties these written magazines disappeared, to

reappear very shortly after as a printed College Diary,
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which in turn has developed into a ]jubli.shed magazine.

This is the Aviplcjorth Journal oi wliich nothing further

need be said save that it has now flourished for eight

years, and shows no sign of degeneracy. It holds its own

with the best of College Magazines in England and else-

where, and has one speciality—the illustrations already

mentioned ; all of them drawn, many of them etched and

printed, by college artists.

To write, in a history of this kind, of modern advantages

and improvements must inevitably read like self-advertise-

ment. Still, they cannot be passed over. Though many of

them may not merit mention for their own sakes, there is a

sense in which they need it. A new establishment is pre-

sumed to be up to date ; but an ancient one may be expected

to give evidence that it has advanced with the times.

People who are going to live in a sixteenth century house

have a commendable curiosity to know if it has a modern

system of drainage. There is so little connexion between

bathrooms and gothic-traceried windows that one needs to

be satisfied of their co-existence. For this reason it may be

briefly stated of Ampleforth College, that students need

not take the coach at the Red Lion in York as per ancient

advertisement, but are now put down by the N.E.R. at a

station fGilling) conveniently near the college ; that lamps

and ' dips ' and ' moulds ' have long been supplanted by gas

from the college gas-works ; that a large handsome swim-

ming bath has superseded the occasional plunge in the

river Rye, and a suite of hot and cold water baths the

Saturday-night tub ; that hot water has put out the fires

in the old stoves ; that cricket is now played on a smooth,

levelled field and not on a toboggan slide ; that on rainy

days the students can exercise themselves at a gymnasium,

or recreate themselves at a billiard board instead of vault-

ing over the tables in the playroom ; that there are

pictures everywhere on the walls instead of wet football

prints ; that football is now a science and sprinting an art
;
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and that heu ! the comparatively modern game of horni-

holes has given place to the royal and ancient game of

golf!

Like most Catholic Colleges, St. Lawrence's has made
the usual efforts to keep in touch with the old boys

after they have left school. There was a Sodality in

Prior Burgess' time, and there has been more than one

revival of it since. But nothing permanent or successful

was initiated until the Ampleforth Society was founded at

the Midsummer Exhibition of 1875. The Marquis of
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Ripon was present on the occasion and kindly consented

to be nominated as a Vice-President, and His Lordship,

Bishop lledley, was elected both Vice-President and

Chaplain. The first President was George Chamberlain,

Esq., J. P. Since then the Superior, of the College,

formerly the Prior, now the Abbot, is cx-ojjicio President.

The object of the Society is concisely stated in the second

of its rules : " to unite past students and friends of Ample-

forth College in furthering its interests, as well as to keep

alive amongst the past students a spirit of affection for

their Alma Mater, and of good will towards each other."

It cannot, of course, be claimed for the Ampleforth Society

that it is exceptional in conception or even in importance ;

nearly every modern college can boast of some such

organization ; and, as is natural or native to them, even

the smallest has and can have no rival or equal in its own

estimation or in that of its college. Neither can it claim

priority of foundation, though it ranks among the earliest,

and has served as a model for others that have come after

it. But it can claim to have been admirably managed and

to have done all that was expected of it and more. It is

an institution which has contributed greatly to the present

prosperity of Ampleforth Abbey.

Besides bringing old students together and fostering

their love of Alma Mater—the annual re-union of members

at the Midsummer Exhibition has done both—the Society

proposed to itself "to stimulate a spirit of emulation

amongst the students by annually providing certain prizes

for their competition." To take this very important aim as

a summary of the material benefit of the Society to the

College would be to do it an injustice. It has taken a

pride in helping pecuniarily every good work the College

has undertaken. It has contributed handsomely to the

improvement of the Journal; it has furnished incentives to

skill in cricket and the games ; it has supplied handsome

bookcases to the boys' libraries, prizes to their athletic
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sports, contributions to every work undertaken for their

comfort ; it has bought expensive instruments for their

Natural Philosophy and Chemistry rooms ; it has erected

the monumental fire-place in the monastic calefactory and

made a handsome donation to the building fund of the new

monastery. Its last and best work has been to found a

triennial scholarship in connexion with the Oxford Univer-

sity. May it continne to prosper and to do increasing

good both to itself and to St. Lawrence's

!

Let a brief mention of our little house at Oxford, 103

Woodstock Road, called " Hunter-Blair's Hall " from its

present Head, close this imperfect list of modern improve-

ments. In July 1897, it was suggested by Prior Burge,

and assented to by the monastic Council, that a beginning

should be made at Oxford of what, it was hoped, would

develop into a Benedictine College. The removal by the

Holy See of the prohibition which practically forbade the

residence ofCatholic undergraduates at the English Univer-

sities, warranted the attempt and inspired the hope of

success. A house was rented and furnished, and a begin-

ning made ; the Rev. Sir David Huntet-Blair, kindly

undertaking, with the permission of Abbot Linse, the

presidency of the little establishment. The University

authorities were most friendly in all the needful prelimi-

naries. Hunter-Blair's Hall is now an institution of over

five years' standing. It has been wholly successful up to

the present time, mainly through Fr. Edmund Matthews'

tact and energy ; and though it is still as modest in its

pretentions as when it first received black-robed monks

within its doors, it has bright hopes of the future. A back-

ward spring usually has in it the promise of a rich harvest.

Ampleforth Abbey should not fear small beginnings,

especially at a time when it recalls its own pitiful outlook

a hundred years ago. We hope and believe that a kind

Providence will bless and prosper the infant fortunes of the

little Oxford Hall.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

ilmplcforti) jlljbcp.

Prior Prest, who succeeded Prior Anderson in 1866, did

more than anyone who had gone before him to ameliorate

the condition of student life at Ampleforth. It was he who

laid out the cricket ground and fitted up the handsome

bath-room ; who lighted the establishment with gas ; who

fitted up a steam laundry and improved the kitchen and

cooking department; who substituted drinking fountains

for the old pump ; and generally introduced modern com-

forts wherever they were called for. He may be described

as finishing and perfecting Prior Cooper's work. He gave

particular attention to the church, which he completed and

embellished in a multitude of ways. The new organ, the

costly stained-glass of the east window, the tabernacle and

throne, the relic-altar, the rood-screen—most original in

conception—carved stone Stations, the great Monstrance

the handsome high-altar cross, the sanctuary lamp, new

vestments and altar furniture of every kind, were added

during his term of office. During Prior Prest's reign also,

the foundations of the New College which had been dis-

turbed by a landslip, were pinned securely by huge under-

ground buttresses, each composed of some tens of thousands

of bricks. But his good deed of most lasting importance

was the purchase of the adjoining fields, grange and farm

buildings of Sootheran's farm.

Less than half-a-dozen notices of events will bringdown

the history of the material St. Lawrence's to the final fact,

the erection of the new monastery. During Prior Whittle's
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administration new carved-oak stalls were placed in the

choir. Prior Burge re-laid the floors of the sanctuary,

choir and some of the side-altars with specially-designed

tiles and marble slabs. Finding two of the old wells

vitiated, after some experiments with rams, he sank

a new well on the hill-side—discovered by the divining

rod—and dug out a new and larger swimming bath.

These and other of the small re-arrangements, renewals,

accretions, furbishings—the pruning and trimming, growth

and development which tells of active healthy life—filled

up the years between the opening of the New College in

1861 and a fresh expansion which fifty years back would

have seemed a vain imagining,—a desirable but practically

unattainable and quite unnecessary ambition.

Prior Surge's ten years rule over St. Lawrence's was,

even more so than Prior Cooper's, a period of reconstruc-

tion. With an unusually wide experience of scholastic

methods, he set himself to hasten the development of the

College and bring it into step with the times. The tradi-

tional course of studies had been well enough. It had

formed good monks, good students and good men. It

could not very well have been bettered for the days to

which it rightly belonged. It was sound and admirable

still ; time and use had made it venerable without bringing

with them wear and decrepitude. But it was becoming, if

it had not already become, unsuited to modern require-

ments. We are not called upon here to discuss the various

methods of education. Whether it is better for a student

to be brought up mainly on the Greek and Latin classics,

or to be subjected to the hard diet of science and practical

knowledge is a subject we may leave to college debating

societies. But we may assert as a truism that the modern

boy, who is to be the father of the modern man, should be

trained by modern methods. Learning is always made out

of the same stuff, but we may wear it with a difference. It

is only right and proper that for the modern boy it should
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be cut after the modern fashion. Parents would have a

right to complain if their children had to unlearn or forget

very much of what they had been taught at College. It is

true that education is a training, and this training meant
to our ancestors just exactly what it means to us. It is

quite true also that the finished article of a hundred
years ago was quite equal to anything we can produce now.
liut our training or education is not wholly for the sake of

training or education; it is for the making of men and
gentlemen, but of men and gentlemen fitted for twentieth-

century life and work. We Laurentians would be very
proud to turn out a modern Milton or a modern Johnson
but it should be recognized as quite essential for present-

day success that they must be modern. An athlete pre-
pared by Greek methods for the Isthmian games might be a
perfect model for a sculptor, but he would probably break
down under the strain of a University boat-race.

Ampleforth College has always professed to prepare
students for the public examinations and has an excellent

record in the work. But in the older days such preparation
was, to some extent, outside the ordinary College course,

A matriculation class had indeed been successfully intro-

duced by Prior Prest's successor, Prior Kearney, who
infused a literary spirit into the College. Priors Whittle
and Ilurworth who followed after, carried on the work
which had thus been begun. Individuals also were pre-
sented at the higher examinations. But Prior Burge
modernized the studies of all the classes of the School
and made the College course a direct preparation for the

public examinations of the present day, and for an after-

career at a University. More than this, as has already

been said, he conceived and carried out, as the completion
of his work, the establishment of an Ampleforth Benedictine

Hall at Oxford.

Progress and prosperity go hand in hand. It was the

popularity and success of Prior Burge's concessions to
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modern ways which made it possible for him to venture on

the erection of a new monastery on a noble and costly

scale.

Time was when a community of a dozen monks and a

school of some eighty boys had been able to serve God,

with quiet happiness if not with full comfort, in the house

which has been rejected as inadequate to the needs even

of the monastic portion of the inmates of St. Lawrence's.

In Prior Burgess' days, and for a full quarter of a century

afterwards, room was made in it for a chapel, public

rooms and cells for the monks, college rooms and dormi-

tories for the boys. It might be thought, therefore, that

it should have been quite big enough, convenient enough,

and handsome enough for a monastery accommodating

some twenty or thirty brethren. The truth is the condi-

tions of the monastic life had become wholly changed.

Sixty years ago the English monks, had been forced to

hide their monasticism in the cupboards of their cells.

The habit was worn only at their clothing and profession,

and all such purely monastic ceremonies were held within

closed doors. They could not have felt the need of a

monastery because they did not dare to possess one.

Gradually, however, the existence of monks and cloisters

had grown into an admitted if not a legally-recognized fact.

And gradually the monks had begun to feel that their

monastic observance was disfigured by being cramped

into what had been designed, or at least better fitted, to

be a hiding place. *' CucuUus non facit monachum ;
" but

on the other hand, the swallow-tailed coats, buckled shoes

and university gowns of our old Laurentian fathers did

not become monastic habits when they were worn by

religious men. So the old Ampleforth Lodge, though

occupied by monks, though ever so much enlarged, did

not and could not become a monastery. It could, at its

best, only be a makeshift. This was not felt or understood

all at once. Cramped limbs hardly feel they have been
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cramped, until they have had room to straighten them-

selves out and have tasted the sweets of freedom.

An important event preceded the building of the monas-

tery. Seventeen years ago, Ampleforth celebrated the

Silver Jubilee of the opening of the New College. Two
persons took part in it who had been prominent at the

great ceremony in 1861. One was Bishop Cornthwaite,

whose blessing of the new building had been his first

Episcopal act after his consecration and whose Silver

Jubilee as Bishop coincided with that of the College;

the other was Bishop Iledley, who on the earlier occasion

composed the *' Ode to Alma Mater," since and doubtless

for all time Ampleforth's spirited and beautiful National

Anthem— if we may misuse a word to better the sense

—and who at the commemoration delivered the Jubilee

address. In the address, his Lordship described in words

which will not be forgotten by those who heard them the

change that had then taken place in the position of the Eng-

lish monks. He referred to the old days when the monks

had '* settled—now eighty-four years ago—here in York-

shire, in the small presbytery or lodge which forms the

centre of the present monastery. Community life in its

essentials has been carried on from that day to this. The

divine office has never ceased ; the succession of Priors has

been kept up; discipline has been maintained; the

holy Rule and the Constitution have been observed. But

the country was very Protestant ; it was impossible at first

even to wear the habit. The resources of the community

were small ; cliurch, chapter-house, refectory, cloister,

existed only in name, and the complete monastic cycle ot

observance, on which so much of the monk's happiness

and progress depend, necessarily remained for many years

incomplete." Then he went on to tell how, thirty-two years

before, "the decree ' Regulari Disciplina' made impor-

tant changes in the mode of admission to habit and vows,

and established a triennium of simple vows. And it is

BR
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only four years since the Constitution * Romanos Ponti-

fices' traversed the whole ground of the relations between

the regular bodies and the possessors of the ordinary

jurisdiction of the country. These two dates are the

beginning and the end of a series of quiet and progressive

changes, both in the interior of each institute and in

its relations with the hierarchy. . . . Twenty-five

years ago there were one or two grave doubts before the

English Church. We might have doubted—men did

doubt whether the missionary life would break up the

monastic life altogether. The answer of this Silver Jubilee

is that the monastic life is more solid, more firm, more

deep than ever. It was doubted whether the monks ought

not to be driven within their cloisters and their missionary

life put an end to. The Holy See has decided, and the

Silver Jubilee records it, that the country is still a

missionary country, and that religious men are laudably

employed in the mission. And it might also have been

doubted whether the privileges of the regulars would not

hamper and obstruct the ordinary jurisdiction of the

hierarchy, as though two independent armies were in the

field. The Silver Jubilee finds the principle of order

thoroughly recognized, the details clearly worked out,

and the system in the most admirable operation. Thus,

after nearly a century—for it will be a hundred years in a

year or two since St. Lawrence's fled from Dieulouard,

and became a wanderer in England—after nearly a

century of trials, weakness, opposition, and uncertainty,

we stand, on this memorable day, in a definite and

legitimate position, resting upon the old traditions, in

touch with the Holy See and the hierarchy, with our way

straight before us, to do what is in us for the monastic

ideal and the carrying to our countrymen of the Gospel

of Jesus Christ."

When these words were written there was scarcely

any thought of any further immediate development of
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English Boneclictine monasticism. Yot only four year?

later, by the lUill " Religiosus Ordo," Pope Leo XIII

began a movi'inent which, culminating in another Bull

" Diu quiilem " gave to the three English Priories the

title and dignity of Abbeys. The Silver Jubilee, which had

seemed to mark the evening of a period of striving and of

uncertainties happily brought to an end, had proved to

be the bright herald of a new and fuller day. In effect

it was the establishment in England of the monastic

Hierarchy. For the same reason as before 1850 parochial

England had been admini.stered by Vicars Apostolic

who ruled not over dioceses but over districts, so up to

the year 1890 the missionary labours of the Benedictine

monks had been under the supremacy, not of Abbots

who ruled over Abbeys, but of Iw^o Provincials who
governed the Provinces of Canterbury and York. The

arrangement was as abnormal as the division of England

into vicariates. The modern North and South Provinces

bore no resemblance to the pre- Reformation Provinces of

Canterbury and York except in name. So great had been

the multiplication of Benedictine Houses in England before

the dissolution of the Monastic Orders, that it was a con-

venience to divide them into Northern and Southern

groups, so that the old Provinces had been made up of Ab-
beys and Priories. The modern Provinces were made up

of an assortment of individual monks professed in various

houses, and for as much as they belonged to the Province

they dwelt in, they were monks without a monastery. Their

bond of union was not much stronger than that of members
of a Guild or trades-union. Their obedience to the Provin-

cial was not rigid and absolute, though it was gradually

growing fuller and stricter; his authority was rather direc-

tive, helpful and judiciary. It was a system designed, and
admirably designed, to stimulate and develop personal effort,

suited to the days when safety lay in remaining unnoticed,

and strength in offering no point of attack ; when mobility,
BB2
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adaptability and individualism were necessary tactics, and

any close and evident organization would have been quickly

broken up. The arrangement was thoroughly Benedictine

in so far as it was an adoption of the best means to the end

in view—the conversion of England. But, though within

the scope and true to the pliant spirit of the Rule of St.

Benedict, it was yet abnormal in that it was a departure

from traditions and formulas almost as sacred and time-

honoured as the Holy Rule itself. The Benedictines, it is

true, had been thrown out in the front of the battle when

lighter-armed troops were unknown. They had bern

apostles and pioneers of the Faith long before the modern

missionary congregations were formed. But their normal

place is now and has long been in the solid phalanx of the

army of Christ. They man its walls and keep its castles ;

they fortify its outposts. Their monasteries are the strong

places to hold the enemy in check and to secure the posi-

tions that are won. And into whatever country they move,

they settle down and organize themselves into garrisons

and home regiments, becoming a true, loyal and integral

part of the national life and policy. There have been

Benedictines who were aliens in the country where they

dwelt—emigrants, invited guests, beneficiaries, exiles,

seeking and receiving hospitality, like the French commu-
nities who are with us now ; but their presence was

generally due to accident, persecution or calamity—a tem-

porary expedient ; or if more permanent settlements were

made they were on the same footing as the colonies of

Flemish weavers in the olden time, or like Irish regiments

in the service of the Grand Moiiarqiie.

All true change must begin from within. Bishop Hedley

wrote of the re-settlement of the Religious Orders, com-

pleted by the issue of the Bull *'Romanos Pontifices," "it may
be claimed for the English Benedictines that they have in-

itiated most of these changes or improvements themselves."

It may be claimed also in respect of the later changes

—
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the abolition of Provinces, the dividing and grouping of

ibe missions around each monastery as a mother-house and

these institution of abbatial government—that they were

b"gun in England and not in Rome. They had been

discussed for many years and were believed by some, who

were neither innovators nor enthusiasts, to be inevitable.

But it is doubtful if the English monks would ever have

dared to introduce so complete a reversion to Pre-Reforma-

tion ways if left to themselves. Perhaps they had tuo

much reverence for their own ways to break away so com-

pletely from them. Perhaps they honoured the ancient

names of the Provinces of Canterbury and York too much

readily to part with them. They were certainly, most

of them, contented that their houses should remain

Priories as they had been for three centuries. They ac-

knowledged that something should be done ; but they so

little knew what was best and right that it was a

relief to them when the Holy -See took the matter oft of

their hands, and Pope Leo '^\\\ propria motit, by the Bull

"Diu quidem, " solved the question by raising Downside,

Ampleforth and Douai to the dignity of Abbeys. More-

over, though they may have made little account of the

Abbatial title for its own sake, they could not but be

Mattered by the gracious expressions of approval which

accompanied the gift.

Bishop Hedley, in his Silver Jubilee address, refused to

look into the future, but he had no doubt that if any "of our

young friends with that capacity for hope and that power

of seeing God's angels which youth and happiness confer

have tried to sing the future of St. Lawrence's. . . . They

have seen it, first of all, a new monastery for the poor

monks ; . . . they have beheld stones and mortar encroach-

ing on garden and terraces, orchard and fields ; they have

transformed Fr. Prior into a mitred Abbot. . .
." If

they did have this vision tliey saw e.\actly what was after-

wards to take place. Indeed the jubilee festival was
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hardly over when preparations were made for the required

building of the monastery, not however encroaching on
" garden and terrace and orchard " but on the field to the

west of the church. Within three years the first definite

steps were taken, and Mr. Keogh was called by the Col-

lege Council in consultation on the matter. Competitive

plans were asked for from Catholic architects, and in 1893

Mr. Bernard Smith's plans were chosen and accepted by

the Building Committee which had been formed.

In the spring of 1894, the first sods were cut. That

same year a tramway was laid from the College to Gilling

station, the foundations were begun, and the eccle-

siastical ceremony of blessing the stone was performed

by Bishop Hedley (July loth.) There was a belief in the

House at the time—a very youthful and inexperienced

one— that the work would be completed in about twelve

months. As it turned out, the building was only fully

roofed in at the Midsummer of 1897, and was not occu-

pied for another year. Even then it was only brought

into a temporary and partial use.

The completed monastery is a tall, spacious building of

four stories and a basement, joined on to the old monastery

by a small cloister. It is of great architectural beauty.

The whole of the basement is taken up by the monastic

library, consisting of some 30,000 volumes, many of them

of extreme rarity. Tiie calefactory, lecture-halls and the

abbot's rooms are on the first floor ; above are the cells of

the monks—forty-eight in all. The public rooms are on

the scale of the larger Abbeys of pre-Reformation times.

The beauty of elevation and detail is difficult to describe in

words, and may be better judged from the drawings which

illustrate this history. With its stone walls, brick partition-

walls and cement floors even in the dormer story, the

building is practically fire-proof. Mr. Smith, the architect,

has been exceptionally successful in his lavatory arrange-

jnents,—those accessories of modern comfort which are
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now recognized as not incompatible with monastic austerity.

Fitted and complete the new Monastery has cost more

than ^20,000. Of this the friends of the College subscri-

bed ^6,300. In addition there were gifts of furniture and

pictures; the latter chiefly Arundel Society chromolitho-

graphs for the walls of the great cloister.

So closely did the Bull of Pope Leo XIII " Diu

quidem" follow on the perfecting of the interior fittings

and the furnishing of the new Monastery that it seemed

as if a kind Providence had guided its erection in prepa-

ration for the changing of the old Priory of St. Lawrence

into Ampleforth Abbey. It proved to be the obscure

•rough hewing' for an end already shaped in the mind of

God.

In the year 1891, as a result of the Constitution

"Religiosus Ordo " the Benedictine missions were divided

between the three convents, and to Ampleforth fell St.

Anne's and St. Peter's in Liverpool ; St. Alban's and

St. Mary's in Warrington ; Brownedge, Brindle, Ley-

land, Lee House, Goosnargh, Aigburth, Parbold, and

Wrightington, all in Lancashire ; Maryport, Working-

ton, Harrington, and Warwick Bridge in Cumberland

;

Abergavenny, Merthyr Tydfil, and Dowlais, in South

Wales; Knaresbro,' Aberford and Easingvvold in York-

shire, Barton-on-Humber in Lincolnshire ; besides

Brandsby Hall, Ampleforth, Helmsley and Kirby-

Moorside served immediately from the monastery. Of

these one, Wrightington, has passed in the hands of the

Bishop of Liverpool. But since then, Blackwood, Kirk-

muirhill, in Scotland; Canton, Cardiff; St. Benedict's,

Orford Lane, Warrington ; Cockermouth in Cumberland
;

and Mayfield in Sussex, have been undertaken as new

missions by the monks of Ampleforth Abbey. At the

time of writing, besides his Lordship Bishop Hedley,

our most distinguished Amplefordian, and the Abbot of

Ampleforth, St. Lawrence's numbers in its family two other
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three Abbots, one Cathedral Prior with jurisdiction, four

titular Cathedral Priors, the Prior of the Community

and, in addition, fifty-eight other priests, eighteen

brothers not yet ordained, six novices, and three lay-

brothers—a total of ninety-five religious men, now

living, who have put on the habit in its cloisters.

In the division of honours on the occasion of the erection

of the three monasteries into Abbeys, the titular Abbacies

of Westminster and York, and the Cathedral Priories of

Durham, Worcester, Chester and Rochester were attached

to Ampleforth Abbey—the Westminster title as a recog-

nition of the lineal descent of St. Lawrence's from the

great x\bbey of olden time. None of the titular Abbacies

enjoyed by the English Benedictines date back beyond

the year 1818, when four of them were granted by Pope

Pius VII at the petition of Bishop Slater ; but most of the

Cathedral Priorships have been in their possession from

the date of their own first institution as a Congregation by

Paul V. It was the intention of the Holy See in granting

them to bind the new English Congregation to the old ;

to continue the ancient rights and privileges ; to enable

the English Benedictines without further warrant to

restore the old priories should it ever be in their power to

do so ; and to give them an inalienable right to €onstitute

the Chapters of the twelve Cathedrals if the Bishoprics

should ever fall again into Catholic hands.*

Here this history of St. Lawrence's may fitly close.

Perhaps it would be better called a retrospect, for the

conclusion is made at a beginning rather than at an ending,

and it is hoped and may be believed that the most distin-

guished portion of the history of St. Lawrence's is hidden

in the unwritten future. Though it has lived now for some

300 years, it has never been better furnished and better

manned—better trained and disciplined, we of the present

«• V. Bulhi "PlanUita."
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generation dare not say with the memory of the devotion

and heroism of our fathers fresh in our minds—for its

ai>pointed task. Our fore-fathers had no wish to be dis-

tinguished amongst men. Their inclination was to shrink

from titles and honours. The names of Abbey and Abbot

had no charm for them. They were proud of their descent

from the old Abbey of Westminster, but they buried

themselves contentedly in the obscure work of a small

Catholic college, in the quiet routine of country missionary

life, and in forgotten labours among the poor. 1 hert; were

many wiser, and more learned scholars than those whose

works are known to the world ; many more martyrs than

wasted away in prisons or perished on the scaffold

;

many saintlier and more heroic lives than are noted in

our annals. Their lives for the most part were hidden

lives. rhe English Benedictines have in these latter

days been brought more prominently before the world.

It seems to be the wish of the Holy See that their Hag
should be lifted up so that men may see it, that their

figures should be shown and their voices heard outside

the walls of their cloisters. As English missionaries, our

fathers of old made themselves as little distinguishable as

possible from their zealous secular brethren. They fought

in the ranks under the common flag. Now, the monks
have been marked out for a separate service, not a higher

or a more distinguished one, but more distinct and
characteristic. God alone knows if they will fulfil the

hopes that have been placed in them. Their encourage-

ment is in the past—in the history of their forefathers and
the memory of their deeds ; in the great things done with

such scanty resources; in the generous courage and ready
sacrifice ihat met discouragement with constant cheerful-

ness and difficulty with unfailing trust ; in the holy lives

and faitliful labours of the brethren who have gone before

them, and who pray and intercede for them before the

throne of God.
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appointed, did not accept.)

1609

1610

£ist or the Priors of $t. Caiurcncc's at DiculouarU.

Fr. Augustine Firadshaw . . . . . . . . 1608

(He was nominally Prior, but Fr. Nicholas Fitzjames, the Sub-prior,

acted for him.)

Fr. Gabriel Gifford

Fr. Paulinus Appleby . .

(Fr. Geor-je Brown, who had been

Fr. Edward Maihew . . . . . . . . • • '614

Fr. Jocelin Elmer 1620

Fr. Columban Malone ^died in oifice) .. .. 1621

Fr. Lawrence Reyner . . . . . . . . . . 1623

Fr. Jocelin Elmer 1629

Fr. Cuthbert Horsley 1641

Fr. Lawrence Reyner (became President in 1655). . 1653

Fr. Cuthbert Horsley (Superior until Chapter) . 1655

Fr. Cuthbert Horsley (became President in 16591. • '657

Fr. Placid Adelham 1659

Fr. Cuthbert Horsley* 1661

Fr. John Girlington . . . . . . . . . . 1677

Fr. Bernard Gregson . . . . . . . . . . 1681

(Kc-elected in 1685, accepted office, but afterwards resij^ned.)

Fr. James Mather 1685

Fr. Mellitus Walmsley 1687

(He was drowned in the Moselle; Fr. Alban Fuller acted as Superior

until Chapter.)

Fr. James Mather . . . . . . . . . . 1689

Fr. Lawrence Champney . . . . . . . . 1693

® In the text, pa<;e 130, by a printer's error, Fr. Horsley's reign (ir> 11-1677)

Is made to end in 1647.
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Fr. Francis Watmouph .. .. .. .. 1701

Fr. Robert Hardcastle 1710

Fr. Bernard Lowick . . . . . . . . . . 1713

Fr. Lawrence Champney .. .. .. .. 171?

Fr. Francis Watmough .. .. .. .. 1721

Fr.- Bernard Catteral .. .. .. .. .. i733

Fr. Ambrose Kaye . . . . . . . . . . i755

Fr. Gregory Cowley . . . . . . . . . . 1765

Fr. Dunstan Holderness ., .. .. .. i773

Fr. Jerome Marsh .. .. .. .. . . 1781

Fr. Jerome Coupe .. .. .. .. ..1785
Fr. Richard Mar.sh 1789

(Also at Acton Burnell, Tranmerc, Scholes, Vernon Hall and Parbold.)

Hi Hitipkfortb.

Fr. Anselm Appleton . . . . . . . . . . 1802

Fr. Bede Brewer (President and Prior) . . . . 1806

Fr. Richard Mar.sh (Provincial and Prior) . . . . 1806

Fr. Gregory Robinson . . . . . . . . . . 1810

¥r. Clement Rishton . , . . . . . . . . 181

5

Fr. Lawrence Burgess . . . . . . . . . . 18 18

Fr. Adrian Towers . . . . . . . . . . 1830

Fr. Bede Day 1834

Fr. An.selm Cockshoot . . . . . . . . . . 1838

Fr. Ambrose Prest .... . . . . . • 1846

Fr. Wilfrid Cooper . . . . . . . . - . 1850

Fr. Maurus Anderson . . . . . . . . . . 1863

f>. Bede Prest 1866

Fr. Stephen Kearney .. .. .. .. .. 1874

Fr. Placid Whittle 1 880

Fr. Basil Hurworth . . . . . . . . • • 1883

Fr. An.selm Burge . . . . . . . . . • 1885

Fr. Oswald Smith 1 899

{Who was elected and blessed in the year 1900 First Abbot of Amplcforth.)
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